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Chapter One
Issues on Development and Theory
Cuba’s State withering … Still Too Early!
A discussion on Cliff DuRand’s article “Cuba’s New Cooperatives”
As a dream, theories and projects are designed by human beings since the beginning of
history. Socialism in both, theory and practice is and must be open for creative ideas,
critique and renewal.
While a lot of critique has been devoted against former socialist regimes, it is noteworthy
that a lot of praise has been granted to socialism of 21 century especially in South America.
In the critique of ex-socialist regimes, many writers failed to differentiate among three
issues in Marxism: Marxist theory’s, Marx’s analysis and Marx’s predictions and criticized
Marx for his analysis and even predictions more than his theory!
The same is also true for ex-socialist regimes that many criticized Marxism for the problems
of the socialist countries and went deeply in that direction to transcend theoretical and
genuine critique and the historical achievements of the socialist regimes to support the
counter-revolution (CR).
The following is a discussion of some points in Cliff DuRand’s article “Cuba’s New
Cooperatives” (published in Monthly Review, November 2017) which touches upon
important issues in current developments in Cuba. (See below, KOL editor)
One of the raised points is: does socialism need central planning?
In the transitional period, the answer is yes. However, the question is: for how long it might
stay? Who and how we are able to measure it? Will it be for a short period, i.e. several
decades while stage might continue for centuries? There is no scientific way to estimate
length of any of both in advance.
One of the factors which might shorten the socialist transitional period is popular classes’
creation of a political party by the masses that are working according to their essential
needs, orientation, opinion, interests, culture and luxury, a party that arrives to power by the
masses and continues to represent them (the masses), and the masses themselves control it
continuously.
Is this the case in Cuba now, or not yet?
It might be right in the current world situation after the collapse of the socialist camp, that
the possible transition is through power sharing in the form of state role and a parallel
elected leadership of cooperatives for joint planning and leading, and through (and
conditioned by experimental period), the role of the elected leadership of cooperatives
which might be expanded over that of state or party.
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The point here is to orient cooperatives to develop as one body, and to avoid being several
cooperatives, common producers, each represents itself as the case in private projects.
DuRand argues: “whether direct goal of socialism is development of forces of production or
the flourishing of the people?”
The answer must consider when:
1. Is it in the current period where capital gains victory over labor on world scale,
2. Or, when socialism starts victory over capital in most of the globe.
But even if the worlds reach point b, the direct and continuous goal is development of forces
of production because under socialism it is developed by people themselves in free will and
contrive in two levels:


In a world of capitalist hegemony, the priority for socialism is the development of
forces of production, and in a socialist world, socialism aims at building a selfsatisfied, self-dependent society which is achieves only through production.



Military production is vital for socialism for self-defense against capitalist regimes,
but without falling in arms race, if possible.

Flourishing and even luxury must be based on a workable and productive society to
consume its’ own products liberated from alienation. As long as you produce, you will
protect your production, the result of your mental and manual work. As long as you are
producing, you will enjoy your life and you will consume in a self-respected and conscious
manner.
Cuba is still in a critical and transitional period. In this period, those who produce more and
better deserve material and cultural rewards.
If the market is a necessity in the current period, it must be divided into several internal,
connected, and controlled markets in a country like Cuba: neighborhood, district and
national scales. None of them must work independently, but in a joint committee composed
of the three main social powers: the state, a representative/observer from Department of
Control and Development (DCD) independent from ministries and cooperatives. The most
important role of this mixed committee is the control of three markets on the one hand, and
to pressure to unite them and terminate them in the long run. Otherwise, the country will be
pulled back the markets towards capitalist restoration.
State ownership shouldn’t stay as the sole one, but the minimization of state ownership must
be substituted by neutral control, i.e. an independent DCD which is independent from the
influence of ministries and enjoys control over both governmental and cooperative
activities. DCD must be nominated by state, private ownerships and cooperatives on the one
hand, and delegated power to estimate, control and decide how to orientate people’s culture
and consciousness towards direct people’s ownership in communes, which is a higher
socialist stage than cooperatives. This will be on the edge of state withering.
In non-state ownership, the members benefit, use and maintain assets of cooperative, but do
not own the power and/or is not free to determine its’ fate. It is a public ownership and the
members are “trusteeship” to protect and develop it to fit and not contradict the whole
economy and society.
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In socialism, economy as production, circulation consumption is not separated from society.
People are free producers and free users and consumers of what they produce.
Socialism of 21rd Century
Despite the fact that it is still very new and under experiment, or trial and error, it has been
praised a lot either because of the failure of socialist countries or just because it is a new
approach attempting to break with socialism of 20th century. In fact, this new approach
faced problems since its’ first short life.
DuRand’s paper demonstrated that new socialism empowers civil society. But this term was
originally designed to describe the class contradiction between:


The ruling class, i.e. the bourgeois,



And the popular classes.

Gramsci argued that civil society organizations mediate between the two class enemies,
each tries to impose its’ own hegemony.
This shouldn’t be the case in Cuba or any socialist country if there is no real bourgeois
class, neither in power nor in the social structure.
In Cuba, the civil society, if we insist on using the term, must be an expansion of popular
democracy at the cost of bureaucratic structures, i.e. to enlarge popular control and delegate
more decision-making, critique, and accountability. Those are the components of internal
and peaceful dialogue and debate towards direct popular rule and state withering.
This debate and evaluation might take place between the state and cooperative
representatives on periodic six-month meetings. This is the meaning of commons
democracy, cooperation and de-centralization.
DuRand wrote:
“I want to try to conceive of these efforts in terms of the commons. Historians have long
documented the ways that capitalism drew its early accumulation from the dispossession of
commonly owned resources—a process that continues to this day, as David Harvey and
others have pointed out. I conceive of the building of a socialist society and economy as a
reversal of this process, a reclaiming of commons—that is, all those resources that
contributes to human Development and does so best when shared and governed
democratically by a community. This includes not only the forests and fields of the precapitalist past, but also education and health Care systems, parks and streets, waterways,
and the shared culture, knowledge, and productive resources of a society.”
If the writer means by “shared” a joint management by both, the state and the community,
not by community alone in the socialist period as a transitional one, it is understandable. But
if he meant to be totally transferred to the community, this must be supported by a popular
socialist and even communist consciousness.
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Is it the case in Cuba now?
As for sensitive issues such as education and culture, I think it must stay directed by an
elected joint state and community council as long as it is a use value that has nothing to do
with any form of exchange. It does not produce directly, or even in a vulgar manner, any
material benefits but it is a significant contributor in developing/producing material values.
Accordingly it must be highly protected from any form of capitalist culture and roaders as
long as there is market and private sector even if it is small and under state supervision.
DuRand argues:
“ If socialist construction represents the incremental reclaiming from capital of resources
that rightly belong to the commons, in the case of Cuba, those resources are being
reclaimed from the state—with the state’s own active assistance. This can be seen most
starkly in the conversion of state enterprises such as restaurants, factories, transportation
services, and construction companies into cooperatives”
But, who must control or examine relationships between cooperatives? I think this case
needs a coordination committee composed of:
1. Elected representative committee form the base
2. DCD which is not subjected to the authority
3. The state.
Item b is the most authentic one among all three.
DuRand writes:
“ since 1968 had been run by the government are now being turned over to their former
state employees, to be managed by the worker-owners of these businesses…Initial studies
have shown that average incomes among cooperative workers have increased by as much
as three to seven times.”
The obvious jump of income of cooperatives members deserves discussion.
1. Why? Is it due to mismanagement of state projects? If this is the case, it means that
more privatization is the best solution!
2. Is the state bad management imperative, or it is a human fault?
3. If it is a human fault, then it means that socialist education is still not effective. If
workers and people in general were not persuaded that joint work is a high moral and
human issue, then socialism is under threat.
4. Does increased tax provide a solution? Or it is the state control, but it is not an
educational program.
This issue needs to be studied carefully. I think that socialization of the country needs a new
form of parliament, to be elected on the one hand, and control all aspects of life including,
state, party and cooperatives on the other. This might be a transitional authority towards
state withering.
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Cooperatives are small socialist schools in the abstract level, but in practice how to avoid
conflict between the many small schools?
DuRand notes:
“For example, when I visited a formerly state-run sewing workshop in central Havana that
makes guayabera shirts and dresses, the elected manager called her fellow associates “my
workers,” even though she effectively answers to them in their monthly General Assembly
meetings. Old habits run deep, and it appeared that the main change for her under the new
model was that she no longer had to clear her decisions with higher authorities, and now
enjoys some autonomy. For this reason, the country’s Institute of Philosophy conducts
regular training workshops for new cooperatives, educating members and managers in
practices of democratic self-management.“
This meant that a deep re-education is desperately needed. The content of vocabulary is
important. The question here is: Does that meant that it is so early to confirm that Cuba
reached the “Socialist man- as Che dreamt” whose consciousness transcends private
property, markets ideology, state role, currency…etc.
Regarding the example of pastry shop, where:
“… pastry shop where members can work half-time and still take home many times the pay
that state workers receive”.
Suppose that the pastry shop workers want to open other branches which either compete
with another pastry shops or to gain more profits, will it be accepted? If the answer is not,
then why?
If their expansion is accepted, this might be a new way for re-capitalizing the economy even
in a monopoly fashion. And if it is not accepted, will imposing higher tax be the proper and
final solution for the long-run?
DuRand wrote:
“…As Raul Castro pointed out in his report to the Seventh Party Congress, “petty
bourgeois ideology [is] characterized by individualism, selfishness, the pursuit of profit,
banality, and the intensifying of consumerism.” With effective limits, taxation, and controls,
a petty bourgeoisie may be compatible with socialism, but it is not socialist”
This is right, but it is not a solution. The real but difficult solution for socialism is to
succeed through dialogue and pedagogy to reach two main goals:


Work as habit and self-desire



Socialist culture to replace other cultures.

The complexity here is that higher tax tells people that money accumulation is forbidden,
but this didn’t succeed to teach and persuade people that money accumulation is not
necessary and useless. When human beings reach that stage or level, they enter an era of
state and currency withering. Until today, only socialist education is the possible solution.
Recent studies show that US imperialism controls every single act of each person. At a
certain stage of technological development, socialist country might build a technological
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network that controls all distribution stations fed of information about everyone and his
needs, his right of consumption. In this stage, the surplus money is worthless. Is this
reasonable, until people reach the consciousness, to consume only what they need?
DuRand adds:
“Private business can be prevented from growing too large through progressive taxation
and customs policies, and if a private business reaches a certain scale, it can be converted
to a cooperative, so all employees can share in the profits and decision-making.”
This might be a temporary solution on the one hand, and if the workers still did not believe
in cooperatives, they will work less on the other, which is a bad habit despite the fact that it
is good for workers to understand that surplus profit is useless. This reminds us of the
problems that faced USSR when peasants slaughtered their animals to resist agricultural
financing of industrialization.
Even if the private businesses are converted to cooperatives, the relationship between them
needs to be tackled in a different manner especially since their people are still culturally at
the level of cooperation not socialism.
Finally, if the process will continue as DuRand argues, I doubt that state withering will be
possible.
Finally, DuRand wrote:
“A cooperative can thus be understood as a kind of labor commons. It is a commoning
oflabor among a group of workers who then consciously direct their efforts toward goods
and goals shared both by them and the larger community. Cooperatives nurture a
socialpersonality: one’s daily worklife is based on cooperative social relations and an ethic
ofsolidarity. Participation in collective decision-making promotes practices of
socialresponsibility. Individual interest is linked to a common interest. It thus develops
one’s socialbeing, or as Marx put it, one’s “species being.” Cooperatives not only socialize
work; they alsosocialize the worker. Cooperatives are little schools of socialism.”
While state rules on behalf of all, the above paragraph is right and promising and as long as
cooperatives transform to “COOPERATIVE”. This is the question.
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Amin Bets on the State for Development
Great Goal but Blunt Tool

Samir Amin’s article “The Sovereign Popular Project; The Alternative to Liberal
Globalization in Labor and Society”1 contains important and debatable issues in which
many Marxists were engaged for nearly for a century: Development, forces of development,
forms of development, chances for development, routes for development and goals of
development…etc. All these questions are necessary and as questions are justified to be
raised.
The following argument is with another issue, which is the most sensitive one; it is about
the political party and class tool of development, a new tool that I proposed, and confirmed
by first Palestinian Intifada in 1987. A tool that combines both, forces and decision of
development on the one hand, to remain free from dependency on the “state” on the other. It
is the “Development by Popular Protection” (DPP).2
While working on my PhD thesis at the University of Exeter in the second half of 1980s, I
reached the conclusion that there is no way for development under the settler colonial
regime, the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR, and since that this occupation might stay for
long time, the sole route for development is “Development by Popular Protection”. It is a
struggle for development without a state, but in the case of West Bank and Gaza (WBG) it
is the state which is the settler colonial one.
The paradigm is simply:


Internal Withdrawal3 from dependency on the enemy’s working place, and its
products through boycotting the enemy’s work place and products as much as
possible.



A return to the land which was neglected as a result because of Israeli enemy’s
policies of linking and subordinating the local Palestinian economy to its economy
through monopolizing WBG market for its’ products, subjecting export-import to
be only from and through the enemy’s channels, imposing it’s price system and
currency over WBG which made living cost unbearable, especially since prices are
the same in both markets (Israeli and Palestinian), while the income gap in those
areas was too large, (1-10, which, in turn, forced many Palestinians to work in

1

Published in the Journal of Labor and Society (Volume 20, Issue 1 March 2017 Pages 7–22, URL:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/wusa.12276/full
2
Samara, Adel, Industrialization in the West Bank. Al-Mashriq Publications, 1992. Original, a PhD Thesis submitted
at the University of Exeter, London, England.
Samara, Adel, The Epidemic of Globalization, Palestine Research and Publishing Foundation, USA, 2001.
Samara, Adel, Beyond De-Linking: Development by Popular Protection vs Development by State, Palestine Research
and Publishing Foundation, USA. 2005.
Also available in French: Samara, Adel, La Contagion de la mondialisation Les nouveaux risqué de l’ordre mondial,
de la Nation arabe, et du Sionisme. Translated and published by: ALBA MALTA NORTH AFRICA
COORDINATION 2016.
3
Samara, Adel, Industrialization in the West Bank.
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enemy’s economy and gradually became their consumers too. In fact, ZAR imposes
nearly two thousand military orders to subjugate and link Palestinian social classes
economically with its’ own economy.4 This is, in fact, the most effective tool for
dismantling Palestinian social fabric and annexing it with that of ZAR.
A wave of self-re-education to depart from consumerism and adopt conscious
consuming. This concept was opposed by many Palestinian liberal economists
who argued in favor of joint economic relationship with the Israeli settler
colonizers.
 A re-structuring of local Palestinian industries to prioritize local inputs and
produce local needs
 A call for the PLO, to adopt DPP, support land reclamation and infant industries.
When the Intifada took place in 1987, PLO was still in Lebanon, i.e. before Oslo
Accords 1993.5
In October 1987, I was forced to return to occupied WBG, escaping assassination threat
following the assassination of Palestinian great Cartoonist comrade Naji al-Ali on 22 July
1987.


By 11th of November 1987, the masses of WBG launched Intifada and the enemy deployed
tens of thousands of its military machine in every single inch in WBG, with the support of
counter-revolution (CR):


All western capitalist regimes,



Most of Arab regimes, which were terrified by the possibility of the Intifada
expanding to their countries.

That is why, the decision for terminating and betraying the Intifada directly followed the
Intifada itself. It is due to the fact that CR early entrenched in the region and world scale.
The most astonishing event is that the people, far from any ideas including mine contrive
Internal Withdrawal and apply it through:









Workers boycott enemy’s working place.
Masses boycott enemy’s products.
Peasants returned to land reclamation and exploitation;
Manufacturers started producing basic needs;
Consumption was minimized in general;
Women, in addition to participation in street fights, pioneered in boycotting
enemy’s products since they were the ones who managed the family budget6, and
started building local food cooperatives in neighborhoods and communities…etc;
The only social faction which attempted to smuggle enemy’s products is the local
comprador.7

4

Samara, Adel, The Political Economy of the West Bank: From Peripheralization to Development, Khamisn
Publications, London, 1988.
5
Samara, Adel, Industrialization in the West Bank. Al-Mashriq Publications, 1992.
6
Samara, Adel, Women vs Capital in the Social Formation in Palestine, Al- Mashriq Publications, 1996.
7
The West Bank witnessed three generations of comprador, the first under Jordanian regime 1950-1967, the second
under the direct Zionist rules 1967-1993 and the third under Palestinian Authority. Each of those rules encouraged its’
own comprador ally.
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Despite enemy repression against Intifada as DPP, PLO bureaucracy in Beirut failure to
adopt DPP, and Arab regimes insisted to stop Intifada fearing its’ expansion to their masses,
and large sums of “poisoned” monetary liquidity in the form of rent flooded the WBG from
western and Arab regimes either directly or through NGOs, but Intifada continued for six
years and the Zionist economy relatively lost that large open and monopolized market.
The Intifada was terminated by Oslo Accords (1993) signed between PLO leadership and
ZAR where PLO declared that it is time of “Peace of Braves” and boycotting must
stop…etc. In fact, it was peace of capital on the one hand, and we realized year after another
that peace for ZAR is no more than another edition of war.
PLO leadership and economists did not develop a development policy or even a theory, they
dreamt of a tiny state in WBG a state like Taiwan. They never understood that imperialism
needs only one Taiwan here, which is ZAR.8
This is not the place to discuss that DPP is socially applied without a state, but even against
state which is settler colonial occupation the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime, but I realized that
DPP as a developmental paradigm is a proper developmental strategy for WBG and even
other Arab and peripheral countries ruled by comprador capitalist classes because DPP is a
social challenge carried by popular classes which create its’ own parliament and
revolutionary political party which must report to popular classes through its parliament.
Through that I found that DPP is possible as a popular initiative independent from the state
economy on the one hand, so as to force the state to follow DPP on the other. My
conclusion is that what is proper is a paradigm beyond de-linking policy led by state.9
The role of the State role in development shouldn’t be an absolute condition, and it (the
role) never proved it’s’ credibility. The state’s sole control and leadership of development
failed in the USSR, China, Bandung states and later in South America. While all those
experiments were against the dream of catch-up, they failed to achieve much better than
that!
I might venture to say that in certain periods or, in fact, events, the absence of the state is a
good opportunity for victory. Palestinian resistance, Arab and international revolutionary
volunteers from Jordan 1967-1970 took place through the weak and nearly absence of state
in Jordan following its defeat in 1967 war which led to the occupation of the remainder of
Palestine (WBG and Gaza Strip), the same in Lebanon for Palestinian and later in the case
of the Lebanese resistance, the absence state was a “gift” for guerilla fighters. But the direct
and practical application of DPP at the development level was far from state, was the
Palestinian Intifada 1987-1993.
This is the core of my critique of Amin’s position, which fluctuates between dependency
theory, Bandung states, ex-socialist states and the current progressive states in South
America. His good theorization on development lacks calling for a vanguard pioneer
revolutionary party. He might be still influenced by the passive role of bureaucratic
Communist parties in the former Soviet Bloc, or because, if I am right, he is like

8

Samara, A. Industrialization in the West Bank. Al-Mashriq Publications 1992. Original, a PhD Thesis submitted at
the University of Exeter.
9
Samara, Adel. Beyond De-Linking: Development by Popular Protection vs Development by State.
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dependency school figures who never were members and or do not believe in political
parties which the reason that kept them in the range of state role.
While Amin, in his entire article, as I will show below, nearly adopts a position close to
DPP, he time and again returns to re-emphasize in other places the role of the state, showing
that he did not depart from state de-linking strategy.
Andre Gunder Frank’s pioneering article on Development of Underdevelopment (1965),
laid the base for development by national state in the periphery. Amin who as a contributor
in dependency school is still under its influence regarding state’s role despite of current
crisis of development experiences in South America progressive states:
“This article argues that the cooperation of independent nation states founded on the
Sovereign Popular Project (embracing industrial self-sufficiency, food sovereignty, and
popular democracy) is a fundamental precondition for a progressive move beyond the
current international system of imperialist hegemony”
As a wishful thinking, this is nice. But, the experience of the periphery reveals no real
cooperation between independent states, because they were not really independent on the
one hand, and there is a big question even if there is a real post-colonial era.
Amin argues for a joint developmental project in form of states cooperation founded on the
Sovereign Popular Project (SPP). But, how will it be founded? Is it founded by the ruling
state or by the people who are not ruling, i.e. the popular classes? To what class does SPP
belong? If the SPP is another group that is not part of the state authority, who is its’
leadership? If it is the independent state, then we are still under the mercy of dependency
theory and its’ failed state.
To elaborate, I believe that the DPP must be an initiative by popular classes on the one
hand, and led by a pioneering party, playing the role of development on the ground
independent from state economy and its’ class interests, its’ limitations and the world
market imperatives. Accordingly, DPP must apply pressure on the state to follow its own
route, i.e. DPP must start independently to be able to pressure state to follow its own
developmental paradigm and to fight for the state to be its’ own state. If Amin believes in
harmony between his form of state and SPP, then he had left it without logical support
taking into consideration that all forms of “independent” states in the past and recently in
South America did not support Amin’s argument.
State, as a state of class, and or as several tiny classes in alliance with it, do not in general
represent the majority of society especially in capitalist social formations, and if the state
adopts Amin’s project, then the question would be: who will guarantee that it’s bureaucracy
will continue in that direction other than popular control by a social party applying its’
conditions, serving its’ interests, representing it and reporting to that majority?
Here, modes of production are vital. The capitalist modes of production of the ruling
state/class, both national and comprador, is the decisive factor in development if it is
internally or externally oriented. Its’ logic is capitalist. While the popular classes are at least
looking for another mode of production, their interests are towards a socialist one.
Any developmental project aimed at transcending capitalist logic must have a
cooperative/socialist orientation, and accordingly, it shouldn’t be led by certain state
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representing one class. It must be under the control of a social parliament on the ground
bred by a social party that is controlled by that popular parliament to pressure the state to
move towards its own economy and power until state is withering. Both parliament and
party represent social majority.
The DPP paradigm, while it is a mere beginning towards socialism and finally the withering
of state, is the proper challenge to the most horrible states/classes alliance on the world scale
between:
 Its’ leadership the state/s/ruling capitalist classes of core capitalist countries and
 Its’ dependents the states/comprador ruling classes of the periphery.

This alliance, especially following the dismantling of USSR, made the world as a World
Capitalist Public Sector (WCPS).10 This strong and large alliance will never be defeated by
states but by organized popular classes.
The core capitalist countries, especially US, monopolize accumulated capital, offices and
decisions of MNC’s and even all world capital.
Amin is right arguing that:
“… national sovereignty is the instrument which allows ruling classes to maintain their
competitive positions within the system”
This recalls Marx’s Argument that nationalism used as a tool for the interests of the
bourgeois, an argument that many Marxists later failed to grasp the context in which Marx
wrote it, and they launched a continuous war against nationalism in general without
considering, stage, specificity and circumstances! They failed to read even the introduction
of The Communist Manifesto11, where Marx considers the strong nation state is the proper
base to be transformed for socialism.
It is right that nationalism is a period in social historical development, but a period that most
societies live and pass it. Every society/nation is split into two forms and levels of
nationalism both based on class/s:
a. The ruling bourgeois nationalism serves its own class interests over those of other
classes. This is the state in Western Europe which Marx argued against it but in a
specific era. It is the bourgeois nationalism which laid down the base that capitalist
development must be limited to Europe, no Europe after Europe, not only “No Japan
after Japan”. It is the designer of “Blocked development” and is still fighting for the
same class interest.
b. The latent nationalism which is that of popular classes, the social majority, and
potentially progressive and even socialist.12

10

Samara, Adel, see Epidemic of Globalization.
K. Marx and F. Engels, The Communist Manifesto. Ed. By Samuel J. Beer Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. New York,
1955. P. 21.
12
Samara, Adel, Epidemic of Globalization.
11
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Amin writes,
“Yet we should not reduce the defense of sovereignty to that modality of bourgeois
nationalism. The defense of sovereignty is no less decisive for the protection of the popular
alternative on the long road to socialism”.
This is right, but the popular alternative must fight for its’ own sovereignty. Let’s recall
Gramsci’s argument on that bourgeois hegemony must be challenged by proletariat one.
In the following, Amin explains concretely what he meant by national sovereignty in core
capitalist countries:
“The government of the USA offers the clearest example of that constant practice:
sovereignty is conceived as the exclusive preserve of US monopoly capital and to that effect
the US national law is given priority above international law. That was also the practice of
the European imperialist powers in the past and it continues to be the practice of the major
European states within the European Union (Amin 2013, Chapter 4).
In fact, the world in the era of Globalism has been, and relatively still is, divided into three
groups according to my analysis 200513, i.e. before emerge of new possible poles: Russia,
China and BRICS:


The sole real independent sovereign state is the US,



EU is relatively a Self-Rule, and



The rest are colonies, or semi colonies.14

I agree that the new merging states still lag behind developing to a real opposition to US
unilateral position.
Unfortunately, Amin still fluctuates between state and popular leadership of development as
he wrote:
“The nation state remains the only frame for the deployment of the decisive struggles which
ultimately transform the world”
As a nation state in general, yes. But, to leave it open or vague, there is no guarantee that the
result of its role may not repeat the failed experiences. But again, he restores his theoretical
balance:
“The peoples of the peripheries of that system, polarizing by nature, have a long experience
of that positive progressive nationalism which is anti-imperialist, rejects the global order
imposed by the centers, and, therefore, is potentially anti-capitalist. I say only potentially
because this nationalism may also inspire the illusion of a possible building of a national
capitalist order able to catch up with the national capitalisms ruling the centers.
Nationalism in the peripheries is progressive only at that condition, as long as it remains
anti-imperialist, that is, today conflicting with the global liberal order”
This point recalls the second nationalist wave in periphery 1940s-1970s, which started as
progressive, anti-imperialism, but lately changed to be dependent. The first wave was in the
13
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middle of 19th century in Europe which started progressive at least in discourse but turned to
be colonialist. In today’s time, we witness the third nationalist wave which is manufactured
by imperialism, as ethnic, sectarian, comprador, reactionary and a direct tool for counterrevolution (CR).
“Consequently, national liberation struggles of the people in the peripheries have always,
objectively, been in conflict with the logic of capitalism”
This is right before victory and even few years after, as Fanon early warns, but not sufficient
according to the experience of local/national bourgeois which fall on its’ knees for the logic
of capitalism, even dependent capitalism. That is why DPP is necessary to guarantee the
independent, non-capitalist but socialist logic.
Again, Amin gets close to the right direction, but in the end did not nominate the leading
tool, i.e. he remains satisfied with SPP without explaining its’ class base and political party
tool.
“In its manifestation as a political and social strategy, this general principle signifies that
the long transition calls for the indispensable establishment of a popular national society
associated to an auto-centered national economy. Such a creation is contradictory in every
aspect: it associates capitalist criteria, institutions, and operational modes to social
aspirations and reforms which are in conflict with the logic of global capitalism; it also
associates an external exposure (controlled as much as possible) to the protection of the
demands of progressive social transformation which conflict with dominant capitalist
interests. Due to their historical nature, governing classes generally formulate their visions
and aspirations within the perspective of really existing capitalism and, willingly or
unwillingly, subject their strategies to constraints of global capitalist expansion. This is the
reason why they cannot really envisage a delinking.”
De-linking by whom? By state, is not enough because the same state might re-link itself
with global capitalism. De-linking didn’t work or last without being led by DPP as a
strategy that guarantees two main conditions:


An increasing de-linking from capitalist logic of national state capitalism



And, for the long run, a transcendence of state itself reaching its’ withering and fall.

“On the contrary, popular classes must give in to this whenever they try to use political
power to transform their conditions and liberate themselves from the inhuman
consequences which the polarizing expansion of capitalism subjects them to. The appraisal
of the strategic choices of government policies and movements of the dominated masses in
the global South should attend to the following proposal: An inward-looking development
option is indispensable.”
In my thesis, I suggest Internal Withdrawal (IT)15 as the first step for DPP in the occupied
WBG during Intifada 1987-93. But I did not stop there, I continued that DPP must be led by
a party not by the state, and the party must be under the control of a popular parliament of
the popular classes.
15
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Here Amin is mistaken:
“This articulation falls in line with a social relationship whose main terms are set up by the
two main blocs of the system: the national bourgeoisie and the labor force.”
The question here is: are they allies? And if yes, which one of them will lead? If they are
two blocs, then each must adopt different developmental route or logic. Most of experiences
in periphery show that relationship between these two main blocs is too fragile, and it fail
because the “national bourgeois” betrays it.
Later Amin jumps to design the policy of inward-looking capitalism and the antinomy
between local comprador and national bourgeois. In this place, Amin lost direction since he
did not insist on two points:


DPP is in contradiction with the local bourgeois “comprador or national”



And who must lead development?

Amin refers to the new Leftist regimes in South America, Nepal, and even China saying
that:
“… by the New Leftist governments in Latin America and Nepal (whatever the limits of
the victories), the progressive radicalization of many of these movements, and the critical
positions taken by governments of the South within the WTO, are proof that “another
world,” a better one for that matter, is possible... China was better equipped than others to
positively exploit this option and to draw unquestionably brilliant results. Can this
experience be followed elsewhere? And what are some of the possible shortcomings? An
analysis of the contradictions presented by this option has pushed me to conclude that the
project for a national capitalism capable of asserting itself like that of the dominant powers
of the global system is very much an illusion…Neither Brazil nor India—because they did
not experience radical revolutions as in China—are able to efficiently resist the combined
pressures of imperialism and reactionary local classes”
I will leave all these issues for another discussion, but neither South America left nor China
was promising. In South America, the state developmental approach lacks DPP and real
revolutionary party, it suffers from corruption, did not de-link, it left foreign trade in the
hands of the comprador, and even in some countries depended on renter policies!
Depending on rent to bribe the masses (similar to Arab renter regimes in the Gulf!). In
China, creeping capitalism with deteriorating conditions of the working class and corruption
are clear, both cases too far from DPP.
The rosy picture of the South, which Amin paints in his article, might not be realized if the
state, and not DPP, is leading:
“Can these nations achieve this? And who will do it? The governing bourgeoisie classes in
place? I strongly doubt it. The popular classes who have come to power? This could
probably begin with transitional regimes of national/popular natures.”
But, how will popular classes come to power without DPP first?
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Finally Amin returns to hesitation:
“On the other hand, the analysis I have made of the “generalized compradorization” of
dominant classes and authorities in all the regions of the South leaves us with the
conclusion that there are no great things to be achieved from ruling governments or those
likely to be in place in the nearest future, even if they are of course “fundamentalists”
(Islamists, Hindus, or ethnic groups)”
This concrete analysis must take Amin directly toward two results:




To deduce that only DPP led by revolutionary party could achieve the change
either directly or gradually, and
In the case of Arab Homeland he must refer to the current dark situation, not only
that governments are unable (and are opposed) achieve development, but that the
masses are in a terrible situation, a tragedy which taught us that we, Marxists, must
restore the masses.

The four conditions which Amin is looking for to achieve a reliable multi-polar world, took
him back to depend mainly on the good will of the “state”, while what is needed is not a
change through the “state”. The change must be either by direct revolution or DPP separated
from hegemony of the state and aiming at transcending the state.
Here is another argument of wishful thinking:
“The axis around which the states and nations of the three continents should organize their
solidarity in struggle can be formulated as building a common front against unbalanced,
neoliberal, imperialist globalization”
After wishful thinking on the role of state, Amin recalls the “programs and actions of
popular movements of struggle against the official systems of power”, which is good, but
what form of struggle? Is it independent from the “system and power” or an integrationist
on the one hand, and what is the real structure and ideology of those movements on the
other? Are they similar to what started in Seattle protests?16
Amin continues his bet on the state:
“My alternative concept implies state intervention, that is, state planning, managing an
independent national financial system with a view to prioritizing finance for the
construction of industries in the framework of budget constraints to avoid inflation and the
growth of foreign debt.”
These are good technical recommendations, but still to what extent is it possible to depend
on the state?

16
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Unfortunately, Amin’s last conclusion and recommendation confirm his entrenchment in the
old and failed position of dependency school which hangs developmental project on the
same:
“Practically speaking, achieving these three goals means opening channels for a debate
with citizens, trade unions, and other organizations of authentic popular civil society,
resulting into a plan for state support of projects of comprehensive industrialization; and
opening channels with peasant popular organizations with a view to defining a plan of
action for the revival of rural peasant agriculture. These are the first concrete steps we can
take toward achieving the ambitious goals set out in this essay.”
This recalls Amin’s past job as an adviser to some progressive peripheral regimes in Africa
which ended as comprador.
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Franz Fanon and the Fate of Colonized and Colonizer
Algeria, South Africa and Palestine

Despite decades after death, Fanon did not lose his theoretical and practical legacy. Apart
from whether revolutions achieve his basic theory - that revolution must kill the colonizer
and the colonized and create both in new manner - his argument did not lose its human
necessity or cohesiveness because it contains both consciousness and praxis.
The failure of the so-called the post-colonial era which was uncovered as a mere language
and discourse without any real form of crystallization and embodiment, and even appears as
direct, practical and varied forms of colonialism especially during the era of neo-liberalism,
globalism, structural adjustment, comprador’s inherit of revolutions in periphery, and finally
imperialism’s invasion and launching direct wars against Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Iraq,
Libya, Iraq, Syria, Yemen…etc, all those developments encourage us to re-call Fanon’s
theory including his critique of “Post-colonial” regimes.
There is no doubt that ideas live for centuries as used values and if ideas are commodities,
they are from a kind that never expires.
But, how about another level of thinking and judgment, which is the expectation or
prophecy, Fanon touches or lays a foundation for?
In all military, economic, political and cultural aspects of life, always a confrontation on
field of struggle is more direct and breeds fast results than abstraction and theorization
because it transcends direct conflict time and continues to the post-liberation period.
The direct field/case of Fanon’s struggle and theorization is Algerian revolution as one of
the revolutions of periphery in the age of second nationalism wave in modern human
history17 which unfortunately declined and was inherited by comprador class/regimes. This
decline raises the question regarding the legacy of Fanon’s theory especially in relation to
class issue.
In his direct argument that revolution must kill both the colonized and colonizer as the way
to created new man in both parts after colonialism has been uprooted, Fanon might be
influenced by Mao’s argument that revolution stems from the barrel of gun. Some people
imagined that colonial era ended and was followed by a new, “post-colonialism”. It seems
that it is a “post” of some form colonialism, i.e. new version of colonialism.

17

The first wave of nationalism in modern history took place in western Europe following industrial revolution, but the Eurocentrists
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manufactured movements led by imperialism in the era of globalism with a local comprador bourgeois. The third wave is
reactionary one for example, in Kosovo, Iraqi Kurds, some of republics of former USSR and Yugoslavia…etc.
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In addition to the false term “post-colonialism”, many questions remain:
 Has a new man been created in the country of revolution, new in forms of socioeconomic, political and cultural levels, meaning larger that the level of armed
struggle.
 Was a new man been created in colonial countries abandon his colonial, racist, and
plunder policies?
 Or the bitter fact is that Fanon succeed in arguing for killing the old man in both
societies, but the result was different from his expectation which is that both men
reconciled through a collusion of both at the cost of people of the liberated country?
My question does not aim to exaggerate Fanon’s ideas as if he expected or saw everything,
but it aims to shed light on the reality of so-called Post - Colonialism or a version of postcolonialism which means that Fanon’s project was not completed. But we must remember
that it is hard for any project to be completed totally as long as the world is marching from
one event to another or that any project transforms from one level to another.
Fanon grasps the effectiveness of patriotic/national revolutionary violent struggle against
colonialism. But, to what extent he grasps the class dimension after colonialism, i.e. in the
era of local bourgeois rule? The other question: to what extent he grasps the importance and
possibility of de-linking with world capitalist order? In other words, Fanon grasps the
effectiveness of the gun, but his class vision was foggy.
Class Issue during and after Liberation
Event is always before our expectation, plan, decision and conceptualization…etc, but we
grasp it and try to control and use it to a certain extent a decision that help us to influence
some coming events either directly or not.
Marx witnessed industrial revolution and the first national wave and coined his great
discovery and analysis that the working class as the negation of the bourgeois is the force of
revolution and socialism. But, he failed to consider the revolutionary potentiality of the
peasants either because they are land owners on the one hand, and they are scattered and
live to a certain extent individually on the other. This without ignoring two main facts that
influenced him:
 The pivotal role of the capitalist mode of production in European social formation at
that time which attracted him to concentrate too much on the working class.
 The role of peasants against Paris Commune.
But, conditions of revolution change and transformation has been extremely different after
Marx’s death.
In the 1950s, Fanon witnessed the second nationalism’s wave in periphery where peasants
are:
 The social majority
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 The most exploited and impoverished by both colonizer and dependent comprador
bourgeois of colonized countries.
This situation enabled Fanon to realize that the revolutionary potential of the peasants, but
for sure not all sectors of peasants. This is what Fanon grasps in Algeria and its deep
readiness to fight the French colonizer, but in fact his vision was never limited to Algeria, it
is international point view against colonialism in general and in Africa in particular.
Fanon’s argument is based on revolution’s role to create new man for both colonized and
colonizer. Let’s examine his argument today in the era of absence of regimes of Bandung
conference, collapsing of most of socialist regimes, and the third wave of nationalism
manufactured by imperialism in the era of globalism on a world scale.
Where are the peasants in this new world, hundreds of millions of peasants in India and
China return to rural areas while their land has been occupied by MNC’s, tens of millions of
peasants in Egypt surrounding cities looking for any job…etc. China which in Fanon’s life
was a symbol of victories revolution whose backbone was the peasants degraded after
Mao’s death to be the place of the most exploitation of workers under the rule of
“communists” who mix plan and market, Open Door policies and looking for development
through “high” western technology, a policies made working class conditions under MNCs
similar to that of workers in Manchester in F. Engels’ time. But, still Amin and some of
Monthly Review writers consider China as a successful regime who rescued peasants from
poverty as if it is still in Mao’s era. Any ways, what must be discussed, not here, is whether
the peasants in China, India and many places in periphery still have the same revolutionary
load?
Fanon did not consider peasants as a revolutionary class forever and every where, but at the
same time he wasn’t sure that the working class in the core capitalist countries still a
revolutionary one at least during his life. The working class still is the most potential
revolutionary class but it did not transcend its internal weaknesses to practice its historical
role, the weakness that lured Marcuse to bit on the Lumpen Proletariat.
Comprador Regimes/Classes
Fanon benefited from his own experiment in Africa in understanding bourgeois dependency
of so-called independent states at his time and to expect its future aiming to develop his
theory based on that knowledge for the benefit of all of Africa.
He realized two big weaknesses in Africa: The cultural and the lack of ability, in addition to
the African bourgeois imitation of capitalist Europe. Those problems transcends the high
national culture of sacrifice and simplicity of the fighters during revolution, or the culture of
popular classes in general or concretely the culture of latent nationalism which replaced by
culture of comprador bourgeois which is parasitic, bureaucratic and nonproductive oriented.
Those weaknesses hamper the possibility of formal development project on the one hand,
and that of development by popular protection which was possible especially during the
direct time of victory and high spirit of independence and even de-linking on the other.
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This is what Fanon realized and argued that this bourgeois discovered its historical mission
to be a mediator between its own country and western capitalism which uncovered its face
by neo-colonialism, we must confess that the greedy of settlers and block development
which was imposed by colonialism did not leave a chance for enough free choice of local
bourgeois … Africn bourgeois is building casinos, tourism places and imitates the European
and calls that patriotic industry18.
Here is a failure of Fanon when he attributes most of the lumpen-development to the
interference of colonial bourgeois .Why does he expect colonial bourgeois to act differently
despite the fact that he described the inclination of dependency of the local one! By other
token, Fanon here suffers of superficiality of class understanding in the Marxist manner.
As a humanist, revolutionary, but not socialist, he limited his analysis to the role of
state/power criticizing its deformed willingness for development while in fact ignoring its
real class orientation. That is why, he failed to grasp the fact that development by state as a
tool for a class mainly did not serve the nation as a nation especially the majority, the
popular classes.
One can’t judge if his readings on Marxism were simple or if he was influenced by Sartre
who concentrates on liberties and accused USSR as “Stalinism” joining Trotsky’s and
imperialism campaign against Marxism-Leninism covered by an exaggeration of so-called
Stalin’s crimes. They deliberately mix USSR socialist experiment of socialism with Marxist
theory.
Fanon did not make a departure with the state’s role in development as long as state is a tool
for certain/ruling class interests that is why his critique for its role didn’t reach a radical
attitude. Bourgeois role in national liberation against colonialism never continued after that.
The same is for European bourgeois which became imperialist.
Unfortunately, this is not Fanon’s plight alone, the Dependency school and the World
System theorists and de-linking did not transcend the ideology of expecting development
and socialism from those who are in power as a class which is the main reason of the
collapse of socialism in USSR and Eastern Europe.19 My thesis is that socialism must be
based on Development by Popular Protection.
Algeria, South Africa and Occupied Palestine
1-Algeria:
The case of Algeria sheds light on Fanon’s contribution in both the liberation stage and
after. While our analysis not economical, but there is no escape from based it on political
economy to examine if Fanon’s argument crystallized or not.
Peasants were the main population and revolution’s block in Algeria. But the policies of
both, Bin Bella’s20 short period (1962-65) in power and after him Bo Median’s longer one
18
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(1965-78) concentrated on industrializing the country. Both periods contains socialist
orientation, i.e. nationalization of oil 1971 and building public sector/state sector, policies
which increased the working class.
Achill’s heel that was the leading party in Algeria was a nationalist but not communist one
in comparison to Cuba for instance. Algeria leadership maintained good relationship with
USSR, but in it’s era of revisionism Khrushchev and Brezhnev. In addition to USSR
revisionism, French and Algeria’s communist parties and a lot of French intellectuals those
who were born in Algeria or in France continued to consider Algeria as part of France, a
position that hamper the radicalization of its socialist transformation and maintains a
“good” relationship with imperialist France. Those one might call intellectual and
ideological “Harakis”.
Life did not help Fanon to tell if he might have been influenced by Sartre in two passive
issues:
 Sartre’s Marxism
 Sartre’s attitude towards the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime which contradicts his support of
Algeria’ liberation struggle, position that a lot of western intellectuals shares Sartre 21.
It must be noted that Algeria’s opportunity for self-reliance and even de-linking after
liberation more than that of Cuba and even China under Mao as it is an oil producing
country with a fertile large agricultural land and other mineral interior resources in addition
to the availability of Arab supporting regimes especially Egypt under Nasser. This in
addition to the good cultivated land and projects which was left after the escape of French
settlers, oil nationalization, and concentration on industry despite of the fact that oil industry
got the lion share taking into consideration oil prices shock following 1973 which increased
state revenue.
But the death of Bo Median 1978 cut the developmental productive orientation to be
followed by an era of recalling the colonizer during the rule of Chathli Bin Jdeed, who
maintained a strong relationship with president of French imperialism Mitterrand and
allowed the building of strong relationship between Algerian and French generals to control
the country.
Bin Jdeed changed the top leaders of the army for the sake of his supporters, a decision
reminds us of Gurbachev’s collusion with US imperialism. Bin Jdeed fired general
Blowseef for false accusations while the real reason was that this general refuses to let US
imperialism using Algeria sky for its aggression against Libya 1985.
Moreover, Bin Jdeed encouraged the Islamic Rescue Front (FIS) was according to
intimation from Mitterrand in a process of restructuring French agents to control the main
positions in the state.
Those developments were the internal mechanisms of Counter Revolution (CR) which
uprooted the revolution’s generation in the post independence era, i.e. it terminated the
possibility of breeding the new Algerian man which Fanon expected or argued for. As for
21
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comparison, this degradation took place through an alliance between CR internal and
external wings where both wings recruit their internal and external mechanisms, i.e. the role
of French colonial oil companies under the US hegemony. This might be realized through
the heavy pressure on oil prices 1987 through the fabrication downfall of oil prices.
This took us back to reevaluate Fanon’s theory that revolution must create a new man in
both colonial and colonized countries that the colonizer return to Algeria as he was before
or even re-called, a development which pushed for an uprising 5 October 1988, the same
result applied for the ex-colonial country that no new man has been breed.
In fact, Algeria of Bin Jdeed gave up productive development and colluded with French
imperialism and led the regime to depend on rental economy.
“…Despite the fact that budget reserve reached $ 200 billion before oil crisis…and
concentrates its strategy on developing non oil sector through public expenditure, but the
real annual growth for the period 2006-2010 fluctuated between 2-3.5 percent which is far
less than the needed minimum to embark on a productive economy able to absorb
unemployment. This in addition to high costs of large projects which were not completed
and especially the fast increase of food imports…Expers estimate that poverty level still
high: More than 15% of the population living for less than $2 per day and income
differentiation too large… rental economy which is based on fossil exploitation allows the
regime to distribute assistance and bribes to people so as to cover the minimum social needs
through increase of public sector’s salaries and distribute loans for unemployed youths.
Those loans were aimed at establishing companies to “employ youths” but goes for buying
new cars and consumer goods…a development which increased illegal immigration called
“Alharaqa”… decline of public sector and more dependency on oil and gas export as raw
materials and rental orientation…hydrocarbon’s share in budget reached 52% and 95 % of
export income and 25% of Domestic income GDP , and it is not enough to cover the
country’s food needs despite of the large agricultural land of Algeria22”
The Black Decade in Algeria “Al-Ashriyah Al-Sawda’” was the final departure from
Fanon’s heritage on the one hand and transcendence of his political expectations on the
other.
Bin Durrah:”…attributes reasons of the Black Decade to the authority and army not to the
changes done by Bin jdeed and imperialist French influence on him. .. While civil war
caused 200 thousand victims in 1990s and the disappearance of another 20 thousand in
addition to hundreds of thousands of refugees and displaced, …it enabled the regime to
break the backbone of all political representation tools. It is the crime of military junta
which blocked the election process in January 1992 and caused the horrible blood bath. But
some of the Islamists share the regime’s sin after they call for military disobedience against
the coup and its allies…the war gave a chance for the dismantling the economic public
sector, the adoption of adjustment program in 1994 under the sponsorship of IMF and the
orientation towards the “Contwar economy”.
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But the current crisis of so-called Arab Spring is going to prove the opposite of Bin Durra’s
argument especially in Libya, Syria, and Yemen that a strange dangerous collusion
relationship exists between Powers of Politicized Religion (PPR) and CR.
What remains in our analysis are two questions that need answers
 Was what discussed above the reason behind not creating the new man which Fanon
expected or wished despite the violence and depth of revolution?
 And whether Algeria’s avoidance the fall into Arab Spring is a result of its
revolutionary experience and whether Algeria really avoided that crisis?
2- South Africa:
The case of South Africa wasn’t the same as other cases of peasantry majority. It is to a
large extent industrialized semi imperialism, racist and deeply integrated into the western
capitalist center/world order. While struggle against apartheid regime was varied, black
urban struggle was more than other forms of struggle.
The ANC promised the black majority to give them back their confiscated land,
reconstruction, housing, nationalization of mines, banks, free medical treatment, education,
and the adoption of socialist policies.
“After more than twenty years of black’s rule, whites still own five companies which
control 75% of the burse and this is the most concentration of wealth in human history.23"
There are two factors which played an important role in the deviation of South Africa’s
revolution despite of the huge sacrifices:
 The long years of secret negotiations between Mandela and apartheid regime which
led to his release as a deal which aimed at terminating military struggle as the radical
form of struggle so as to avoid any socialist orientation.
 And the deep understanding by capital that to block socialist transformation of the
country, there must be a superficial and smooth change of the political power from the
white hands to the black who must be no more than a cover for the real power of the
whites, the economy.
It seems that the transformation of political power to the black bourgeois is a rental one
through corrupting black elite as an exchange for maintaining economic power in the hands
of white bourgeois. This collusion opened the way for corrupting the black political rule at
the cost of the situation of black popular classes despite the fact that those classes were the
part who paid the tremendous sacrifice, that collusion which reproduce power in South
Africa in the form of a white state with a black curtain as I wrote during my visit there24.
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Until the fall of apartheid, the revolution in South Africa was patriotic and popular. Fanon’s
specter was there until apartheid’s fall. What Fanon wrote about the “Post-colonial” state is
applied on South Africa, but the revolution there did not progress from the level of color
and race to the level of economic base, i.e. it did not move from political democracy to
economic one.
“… There was a state compromise with free market which did not prioritize social justice.
The secret negotiations between ANC and prominent figures from the Afrikaners elite took
place in Britain in Miler Park House. It was the base of profit in apartheid era – British giant
coal mines, Conswinf Goldfields, which grasp’s the proper moment to divide ANC between
the exiles who are mainly moderate to do the joint businesses with (Tambo Mbeki and
Mandela) and the majority who carry resistance in communities and rural areas which called
UDF25."
“… An aware has been given to De-Clerk to rescue capitalism in South Africa. He wasn’t
able to do that without collusion from ANC, a collusion which Mandela criticizes before as
he promises to put state’s hand on Mines and large industrial monopolies.
“But, according to our opinion, a change and amendment never was expected took place
when Mandela spoke in a different voice in his triumphant visits abroad, where he said in
New York, “… ANC will reintroduce market in South Africa”, what meant that a
compromise which will maintain whites domination over economy in an exchange for
political rule for blacks.26
As long as land, industrial and financial institutions are in the hands of the white bourgeois
which is already rooted and will not leave like what happened in Algeria, because as long as
the regime is not socialist, immigration only will return land and industries back to the
natives. But, Mandela and the ANC leaders choose to coexist with their political and
bureaucratic role, i.e. to live depending on financial rent as an exchange to let an economic,
social and political project to pass which is maintain market and open a large chance for
corruption.
For many years, a lot of critic was accumulated against ANC leadership where its publicity
depreciated. But when corruption reached the head of the state Jacob Zuma, it proved that
corruption is institutionalized in the state”. ”27
South Africa shouldn’t go too far from Fanon’s ambitions and arguments especially because
it share borders with neighbor leftist regimes which facilitate its transformation far from
market and to create a new progressive block in the South of African continent strong
enough to resist imperialist domination. My argument is that if capital was able to maintain
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the white rule as it were, it will never go for a settlement with Mandela and ANC, which
strengthens and maintains white’s real dominance.
Finally, the social and to a large extent armed revolution in South Africa did not create the
new man for both partners. In fact, the bourgeois of both races met in the middle of the road
to create another version of men: A new white with economic power without superficial
political one, and a new black with superficial political power without an economic one but
under a condition which facilitates white exploitation of the country satisfied by Trickledown economy and rent.
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The Wiping Settler Colonialism in Palestine
The most brutal case of White Capitalist Settler Colonialism (WCSC) is the Zionist one
whose plan is to wipe out the people of Palestine. Its uniqueness stems from its original goal
to:


Create a state in Palestine and to expand it to occupy an area stretched from Nile to
Euphrates Rivers.



A total eviction of the native people and creating a refugee crisis.



Protected by capitalism in its imperialist era with an exchange to play the role of
watchdog for imperialism’s colonial interests in Arab Homeland, on the one hand,
and to cover all of that by religious myths used by Zionist movement, as an
organization of politicized religion that uses secular cover to hide its religious beliefs.



Depends on all the entire world capitalist order as its Metropolis.



Recruits Jewish settlers from tens of nations.



Deliberate and systematic insistence on refusing to mix with the original people.



Keeping temporarily some Palestinians in their own Homeland not for the sake of
exploiting them as cheap labor, but because of mistaken estimation.



Enjoys continuous imperialist protection.

On the other side, the Zionist project, continuously challenged by Palestinian resistance,
with some Arab support a fact which put the Zionist project under continuous threat of
termination despite its nuclear arsenal while all other settler colonialisms including South
Africa transcends the suspicion and threat to its’ existence.
In addition, the Palestinian people were not wiped out and did not integrate into the settler
race after 1948s occupation of most of his homeland, and its support by Arab dimension to a
certain extent and the CR aggressions against Arab republics that support the Palestinian
resistance.
This paper does not intend to conduct historical survey for Palestinian struggle, but aimed at
finding where Fanon’s argument applied in the case.
Palestinian leadership ends up into an opposite case of Fanon’s argument, i.e. after a long
struggle, Palestinian bureaucratic bourgeois (the leadership of P.L.O) decided to adopt
dependency track, banned national liberation struggle. P.L.O leadership did not continue to
reach the moment of victory but participated in Madrid “peace” negotiations 1991, Oslo
Accords 1993 and Paris Protocol 1995 while all Palestinian refugees are still in exile and
none of them return to his home. While this leadership failed to be in the position, ambition
and insistence on liberation, it in fact changed itself without any change of the colonizer
goal or politics. Before all these deteriorations took place, I expected them and wrote:
“… Palestinian bourgeois before the end of the first year of Intifada 1987 decided to declare
a Palestinian state in exile with a parliament in the occupied territories 1967 and to declare
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its recognition of Israel. What was the result of that?...It is that the bourgeois leadership of
P.L.O decided to became alternative to itself, i.e. the previous P.L.O for liberation of
Palestine… and a form of self-rule created in 1967 occupied areas for which Israel made lipservice during the Intifada but suppress the radical Popular Committees. Those
developments show up through many meetings by many P.L.O supporters who were
declaring in the open and negotiating with the Israeli authority and Israeli right political
wing. They are preparing themselves to negotiate with Israel and Israel is preparing them
for that mission. Accordingly, the popular masses put on its own shoulders and replaced
itself by a Self-Rule bourgeois during the same moment when masses themselves paid high
sacrifices without understanding that they fall into a horrible case of alienation”.28
This surrender up of P.L.O leadership is a translation to its conceptualization of its’ inability
to achieve the goal of liberation, a disability rooted in its Qutriah ideology, it’s failure to
build a strong relationship with Arab liberation movement, but in fact collude with Arab
dependent comprador regimes, and internally, this leadership ally with three factions of
Palestinian dependent bourgeois: The bourgeois of Diaspora, i.e. the financial capitalism
whose homeland is his/her bank account, the local bourgeois of comprador and subcontractors, and the factions of intellectuals of sixth brigade, NGOs and cadres of NGoised
political parties.
As a result of P.L.O compromise, land was not liberated, refugees did not return and the
enemy continues its creeping confiscation of the rest of the West Bank and Gaza Strip
(WBG).
Hamas the other current of Palestinian resistance, a Force of Politicized Religion (FPR)
finally follows P.L.O and declares 3 April 2017 its acceptance of a Palestinian state in the
WBG, but without recognition of Israel! But how will this be accomplished as long as the
Zionist occupation is there?
All those Palestinian resistance movement concessions took place before the crisis of the socalled Arab Spring, a development which increases Palestinian bourgeois leadership’s
deterioration.
There isn’t a place in Palestinian case for Fanon’s argument, neither for killing the old nor
the creation of the new man, despite all those concessions, P.L.O called that peace “peace of
braves, while it is in fact peace for capital29.
Fanon’s argument wasn’t wrong if there is a proper leadership, the people were wrong by
insisting on the Right of Return, it’s the leadership who fell into the crisis of internalized the
defeat.30
Finally, it must be noted that most of post-colonial studies do not apply into the Palestinian
case and some of them even suffer ignorance of the case or even hypocrisy.
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See Adel Samara, Palestinian Capitalism from the dependent Emerge to the Independent Crisis,(Aeabic) Al-Zahra
Publications, 1991, Jerusalem , p.p. 294-95
29
The surrender of some leaders encourage them to say proudly: “We broke up Taboo liberation”.
30
Regarding people’s contrive see Adel Samara’s book: The Engaged Intellectual published by Al-Mashriq Al-A’amil
for Cultural and development Studies, Ramallah 2017 (Arabic and English).
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Violence, was it the Identity of Fanon?
Fanon was born like any human being touched by event and try to influence it, but he has
been challenged by the colonial event which is even against his color a factor which
orientated him towards old nations of the orient and wretches of the earth, his humanism
and simple internationalism might be a product of those issues which enable him not to
suffer that much to uncover the imperative struggle against the racist capitalist west,
struggle by sword in a world living on sword edge. That is why violence wasn’t a
component of his personality, but a need for human dignity. He discovered by his sharp
mind that a revolutionary in a wild world must entrench behind his gun and his
consciousness. This uncover that the critique of western writers who have a position against
violence but in fact they failed to comprehend blacks revolt and rights.
David Macy failed to hide his hatred against Fanon as he wrote:
“… Fanon did use in a bad manner the changes which breed exceptional circumstance, for
the sake of revolution”.
This is strange argument as if the centuries of colonialism and its brutality, exploitation and
blunder were an exceptional moment or event in a prolonged history of peace and love!
This critique against Fanon from western intellectuals fits into calls from other intellectuals
who preach for tolerance, a call which must be ignored like an old shoe by real
revolutionaries because it castrates resistance on the one hand, and facilitates colonizers’
escape from punishment and maintains the current domination of imperialism on the other.
There is no doubt that Fanon’s contribution lays foundation for socialism despite the fact
that he did not touch it directly. In fact, this is his confusion since he rejects the tasteless
theory of overtaking but he did not tell us what after?
Fanon wrote:
“…Third World stands as a huge block on the gate of Europe trying to solve its problems
which Europe itself failed to solve in her own case… we mustn’t talk on mass production,
the hard work and the high velocity, but this doesn’t mean that we want return to nature…
to hang ourselves on the theory of overtaking means that we shake and uproot human being
from himself, destroy and kills him. We don’t want to overtake any one… if we want to
transform Africa to new Europe, and transform America to new Europe, it means that we
should already donate the fate of our countries to Europe, because they are able to behave
better than the best talent of us”.
It is obvious that Fanon neither wore pants of the white capitalist west nor imitated West
system and values, he was openly against the liberal capitalist paradigm through his advices
against comprador or in his firm stand against overtake theory of W.W. Rowsto written in
1950s which applied by a lot of Third World regimes but falls victims for the IMF
prescriptions.
Fanon wrote:
“… Since two centuries an old European settlement decided to overtake Europe, and it
achieved a high degree of success, but despite that, the United States became a deformed
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and strange entity suffers from European sickness and inhumanity which has been horribly
inflated inside it”.
But, what did not comes to Fanon’s mind that America did not decide to overtake Europe,
the fact is that Europe blundered the brown and black colonies to invest in its white settler
colonies, i.e. America, those settlements where deliberately designed and protected by the
capitalist European colonialism.
We must mention that Fanon did not provide a scenario of what after, despite the fact that
socialism was clear in front of him. We can’t judge now if the reason of ignoring socialist
solution is due to the harsh theoretical and media campaign from the western capitalism
against USSR, or if his deep love of freedom and his friendship with Sartre who criticized
Marxism’s lack for freedom as he pretended and this what pushed Fanon him far from
socialism.
Finally, to what extent can we judge that Fanon was the theoretician of peasantry societies?
To be clear, Fanon’s failure to adopt Marxism-Leninism left him far from argueing for
socialism.
The question now is: where is the difference between Fanon and Marx since both saw that
violence is the proper tool for liberation, Fanon’s problem is that he did not move forward
to class struggle which is the necessary midwifery to kill pre-socialist man and the creation
of socialist man.
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Normalizing Fanon
Compromising Discourse… Uncritical

This article “Reading Fanon in Palestine/Israel” was originally published in Jadaliyya.com www.jadaliyya.com, and was written in the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the death
of revolutionary, writer and psychiatrist Frantz Fanon was commemorated this past
December. The article continues, “In late February, the not-so-revolutionary judge Asher
Grunis was elected President of the Israeli Supreme Court.”
The article also appeared in a Palestinian bulletin published in occupied Palestine 1948, and
since then called “Israel”. The article is critical towards Zionist law towards Palestinian
Arabs who arbitrary became “Israeli” citizens in their own Homeland.
But the article’s criticism failed to transcend the colonizer discourse. Its argument demands
the Zionist law to treat Arabs and Jews equally. But where, in a Homeland that belongs to
Arabs not Jews!
As long as the article calls the occupied Palestine Israel/Palestine, it is in fact
compromising the Palestinian people’s Right of Return (RoR) to their homes and properties.
It deals with people and separates them from the land!
The article stated:
“…In particular, the article traces the outlines of Fanon's historico-racial schema in
Israel/Palestine, emphasizing the legal experience of Palestinians from the Beersheba
region, or the Naqab”.
The term Israel/Palestine, has been coined by the settlers four decades ago aiming to hide
that it is Palestine occupied by Zionist Israelis.
It continues:
“The legal status of Palestinians in other locales in Israel/Palestine also reveals how
Israeli law is in fact, vis-à-vis Palestinians, not only illiberal and undemocratic, contrary to
the claims of certain enthusiasts, but even more harmful”.
Here is the core of the problem, that the article limits itself is within the range of settler
colonial law.
Let’s start from the name of the bulletin, when I saw the name Jadaliyya, what comes to my
mind is dialectic in its real meaning i.e. struggle, revolution and transformation either in
nature, mind or on ground (society and reality).
It is at least related to the dialectical law “Negation of Negation” which is the most applied
law of dialectic on the Arab struggle against Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) or between
colonized and colonizer in general. A struggle which was minimized by two groups of Arab
and Palestinian counter-revolution (CR) tools:
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 Gulf renter rulers, and other comprador capitalist ruling classes, Wahhabi and all
forces of Politicized Religion (FoPR).
 And the Intellectuals of Sixth Brigade (IoSB), liberals, renegade Marxists, postmodernists, anti Arabism…etc.
Those two groups deformed and dwarfed the conflict by calling it “Palestinian-Israeli
conflict”. They might call it later a quarrel between the lost Jewish tribe and an Arab family
in Jerusalem!
The name Jadaliyya is deduced from Jadal which never meant compromise, normalization,
or reconciliation because it is beyond current laws. It refers to an antagonistic contradiction.
When it uses for compromise as is the content of the article which mistakenly recall Fanon,
it falls into collusion with and for the Zionist discourse. Dialectic of Hegel meant negation,
as well despite of the fact that it is in ideas not on material, social reality.
The same is for Franz Fanon the Psychiatrist who practiced Jadal beyond internal psychic
but practically on the ground in form of praxis by gun. He never respected the laws and
discourse of French imperialism. He transcended all those big lies of democracy, fraternity
and equality and went to the Algeria mountains of Oras.
It is certain that he borrowed the gun principle from Mao: “Revolution comes from the
barrel of the gun”. Both of them kiss its lips.
The third point is that the article contradicts the heritage of Algiers revolution because it
changes both the colonized and the colonizer. It kills and brings back to life both of them.
Algiers was liberated and France withdrew and was brought to down on its knees. Even
until now Algerians are still full of excitement for revolutions despite of all their problems.
In my visit for the 60th memorial of Fanon’s martyrdom and Algeria’s independence, I heard
it from a taxi driver and the Minister of culture: “BuMedian taught us that if the whole
world recognizes Israel, we will not”, but, the Palestinian Jadaliyya... will.
As long as the article in Jadaliyya imprisoned itself in criticizing the racist law in the settler
colonial regime ZAR, demanding equality in the range of the same law and regime and did
not negate the basic structure and existence of the settler colonial regime, it is in fact
dehumanizing Marx, Fanon, Arab people of Algeria and especially the rights of Palestinian
people.
Unfortunately, the article appears at the same time of two main events both of them argue
against the compromising content of the article:
a. When the ZAR renews its racist goal to make our Homeland a pure Jewish state.
b. And while the Zionist well equipped army killed peaceful Palestinian protesters, the
last of them a PA minister Ziad Abu A’in!
In this form of antagonistic conflict, Zionist law even if it is amended it is not the cure. If
Jadaliyya insists to recall Fanon it must recall violence, the gun, as the only means for
recreating both: the Palestinian and the settler.
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The way Jadaliyya uses Fanon, is in fact at least a repression and dehumanization to his
heritage and soul as a thinker, fighter and martyr. It is because martyrs not only came back
as al-Taher Wattar brilliantly wrote, but even never die.
If Fanon did not recall, the article is “right” polite and in the range of passive leftism. It is
like the pleadings and lamentations of many Palestinian Knesset members. Those members,
who brought evidence of Zionist racism, cry on the stage and drink coffee or bear outside. It
is an attractive media show.
The core of my argument is that this form of writing puts chains on the ideas of Fanon and
reproduces him as an apologist to the colonizer.
To expose the crimes of Zionism is something and to call for equality under the same law
and rules of Zionism is something different. But, the most sin is to call Fanon and use him
for collusion and normalization discourse.
But, Fanon’s contribution will never change, the crime is that this form of liberal and
normalization discourse ends up for liberalizing Arab youths minds and psyches.
The article recalls:
“Edward Sa'id (1989) also mobilized Fanon to criticize fixed ideas of identity as a mark of
colonial thought”.
It is good to recall Said, but unfortunately the same Said was very elective selective. He
himself asked the Palestinians to bring a new thinking to solve the conflict. Here Said
negates Fanon, because there is no other way for liberation of man/woman and land other
than Fanon’s and Mao’s gun. At least this is Fanon. The late Said visit the 1948-occupied
Palestine and spoke in Nazareth luring the people to vote for Azmi Bishara to be a member
in the Zionist colonial parliament, while the new thinking must be a boycotting of the
colonizer’s parliament.
Bishara ended an agent for CR in the most reactionary colony of US imperialism, Qatar.
Moreover, Said passed away insisting that the Palestinians must recognize “Israel”. It was
always my hope that Said would stay in the field of comparative literature far from politics.
There are many Palestinian great intellectuals whom a critical article must recall like
Ghassan Kanafani, Naji al-Ali, Anis Sayegh…etc.
As for M. Foucault, Jadaliyya quote him:
“…The Court rules that the Bedouin have a right to “minimum access to water” on the
basis of having a ”human right to minimal existence in dignity.” This pronouncement bears
an eerie familiarity to the biopower function of the modern racist state (Foucault 2003,
Mbembe 2003) which allows for the precarious Palestinian population to float in the
interstices between being made to live and left to die. The Palestinian then comes to
understand himself as belonging to a people who deserve to be kept just barely alive, as
“living dead.”
But, the same Foucault, was very Euro-centrist, he never touched colonialism especially as a
citizen of French brutal colonialism which slaughtered more than million Arabs in Algiria.
All of that did not mobilize him to deal with!
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The irony is that the western liberal academia is still flogging him because of his visit of
Iran!
The article argues that:
“Fanon has been criticized for adopting a Manichean dichotomy between colonizer and
colonized, which (allegedly) denies the native agency”.
The article is right here, but, did not follow Fanon!
Finally, the best proof of my opinion and critique is the last paragraph in the article.
The article closed as follows:
“…For Palestinians, breaking from the chains of subjugation means undermining the
historico-racial schema by challenging the white mythos created by the law and sustained
by the self, including the carefully crafted legal fictions of the separateness of
Jerusalemites/Bedouin/Arab-Israelis/West Bankers/Gazans/refugees. By doing so, they will
be better placed to effect free agency in the schematization of the colonial world they
inhabit”.
Good, all Palestinians must stand as one camp and challenge separateness, but how, by what
means?
Fanon means are clear, the gun. It seems that Jadaliyya wants the Palestinians to fight for an
amendment of the Zionist law.
If this is what it meant, it is compromise, normalization, recognition of the settler colonizer.
But has nothing to do with the heritage of Fanon. That is why, the article is in fact wiping
Fanon’s heritage on the one hand, and poisoning the minds of Arab youths and terminating
the will of real struggle against the ZAR on the other.
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Book Review: A reading in: “Socialism Betrayed behind the Collapse
of the Soviet Union 1917-1991” by Roger Keeran & Thomas Kenny,
iUniverse USA 2004 and 2010, 580 pages.
This work might be considered relatively complete research on the disintegration of USSR
as a pioneer socialist revolution and project in modern history of mankind. The value of this
book does not stem only from the importance of the Soviet socialist experience, but from
the fact that socialism became more necessary for saving humanity as well, taking into
consideration that capitalism became increasingly savage on world scale, the fast
depreciation of globalist era, the deepening crisis in world capitalist order, and on the other
side the steadfastness of some socialist countries such as Cuba and North Korea despite the
collapse of other socialist countries.
It is important to refer to the insistence of communist parties and thinkers on fighting for
communism despite the renegade of many regimes, parties and intellectuals their departure
from communism to capitalism especially in the stage of globalism and its brutal policy of
neo-liberalism.
In this review does not intend to discuss the entire book, but I will mention a few important
points and critique of some points which the writers did not deal with properly.
In several places, the book contains some comparisons with other socialist experiences, but
in a limited manner, while it would have been very important to enrich the book and the
knowledge of the readers, either for the sake of support or criticize those experiences which
will contribute to the evaluation of socialist experiences.
If it is right to attribute the failure of USSR great experience to individuals, i.e. Bukharin,
Khutceiv and Gorbachev, each one of them at a certain stage of Soviet struggle, it is also
right that the role of Gorbachev is the most dangerous, and if we follow the argument of the
book “Socialism Betrayed”, Gorbachev is the most and first to be called a betrayer. But the
authors continuously hesitate to state directly that Gorbachev was a traitor or at least he
changed through his collusion to become a traitor and continued to the end.
There is no need to mention that the authors support communism, especially the Soviet
experience. However, it is confusing to the reader since they did not decide against
Gorbachev or against him despite of the fact that his betrayal is present between the lines in
the entire book.
It is right that accusation of betrayal is not scientific or academic, but it is acceptable for
revolutionary work especially when it is in defense of history.
One might expect that the authors did not declare that Gorbachev is a traitor because it is a
bad reputation for the great Soviet socialism that it was intruded by a traitor from inside its
highest ranks, the president. If this interpretation is right, then the position of the authors is
more emotional than revolutionary.
There is estimation that the authors might be loyal to the Soviet Communists who opposed
Gorbachev but they, the Communists, never expected either in advance or during the
deterioration of the USSR that the president will betray. If this is right, it means that that
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communist opposition slackens despite of the fact that USSR was during its seventy years
under imperialist several forms of wars on the one hand, and that the authors did not try to
benefit from Mao’s contribution that capitalist roaders are never terminated under socialist
regime.
Another estimation is that the authors did not consider Gorbachev as a traitor because they
themselves and the opposition leaders whom they interviewed decided to hide the fact that
bureaucracy had penetrated the Soviet Regime to the extent that the president was never
questioned, criticized, or challenged and that his bureaucratic power pushed opposition to
despair and led each to start looking for his own interest and safety.
The USSR easy collapse made us inclined to believe that the internalization of defeat did
intrude most of the party rank and file.
From an opposite way of analysis, as long as the USSR was continuously accused of being
anti-democratic, many Soviet Communists tried to tolerate the real and obvious betrayal of
Gorbachev who cheated by showing the West an image that the regime is democratic and
people feel free to adopt any ideas. In their defense of Soviet democracy, the author
emphasize, that the USSR was transcending capitalist West in economic democracy. They
are really right in this point, but to let Gorbachev destroy the country just to make the
regime looks like democratic is unacceptable.
Based on the above mentioned, it is time to ask whether Gorbachev was clever and sneaky
or that the problem is the weakness of the leaders of USSR Communist party.
In mentioning reasons for the failure of socialist USSR, the authors attribute part of it to the
peasantry background of Russia, a justification that means that peasants are against
socialism and revolution or at least not proper for socialism. If my interpretation is correct,
it means:
 The authors insist on Marx’s writings on peasantry class against socialist revolution,
if he considered them a real class, while historical developments after Marx, show
that he wasn’t correct, but we must remember that Marx never taught us not to put
his analysis in its’ historical context.
 The authors were influenced, even if indirectly, by Trotsky’s argument against
peasants.
The authors’ interpretation regarding peasants shows that there was a defect in the USSR
socialist experience that it is failed to transcend peasantry traditions through 70 years, or
even the failure to bridge the gap between urban and rural areas.
Despite my objection to the authors’ description that current China is socialist, China was,
in fact, more peasantry than Russia at the time of revolution of each one of them, but its’
backward did not block its transformation to socialism.
This without noting that Cuba was never an industrial country before revolution and may
not even now, the same goes for North Korea.
The authors did not deal properly, or even they did not at all, raise the theoretical issue in
the society and party taking into consideration the fact that theoretical education is an
important pillar in building socialism and to challenge western cultural invasion.
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I think that this shortcoming was one of the main reasons behind the failure of the
Communist party commitment which laid the base for a weak resistance against revisionism
and disintegration of USSR. The lesson of Cuba tells us that socialist education is one of the
main reasons in Cuba’s socialist and steadfastness of the regime.
This leads us to discuss the issue of intellectuals since the authors pretend that intellectuals
were anti-socialist or against the Soviet state according to their belief in social democracy
and market economy.
This is a big problem as it means that all intellectuals are against socialism! For instance, I
did not find notes that mention that a sector of intellectuals are socialists, communists …etc
and that they tried to challenge revisionism, but unfortunately they failed to succeed or were
unprepared or unable to carry the mission.
In fact Yegor Ligachev was mentioned several times as a leader of the opposition, but not as
an intellectual or leader of intellectuals.
It is right that intellectuals are ready more than other social segments for compromise,
betrayal, bribe, intellectualism…etc, but this shouldn’t be generalized. Generalization wipes
the heritage of revolutionary, critical, organic and engaged intellectuals.
There is no pretense from counter-revolution (CR) that it monopolizes intellectual faction in
any country, or that this faction is only proper for CR or that socialism is not attractive to
intellectuals but for simple people, workers, peasants and illiterates, while in fact MarxismLeninism concentrates on intellectualism, culture and cultural revolution from Marx to
Lenin and Mao. This defect in the book argues that Communists in general have no or lack
intellectual depth. In fact, this is dangerous for the future of socialism and its theoretical
contrive.
The best contribution in the book is the detailed analysis of USSR internal situation. But the
authors touch slightly upon the external role against the country, i.e. the CR which never
stopped its direct and indirect aggression against socialism. This brief dealing with the
external role against socialism minimizing its role in the termination of the regime, despite
little notes on US imperialism’s aggressions for instance, in the war in Afghanistan.
The same is true for the aggressive role of Arab renter, clientele and comprador regimes as
part and even tool for CR, especially Saudi Arabia’s policy which plays a deliberate role in
the collapse of oil prices which led the USSR to loose a lot of money. The same regimes are
repeating the same aggressive policy against Russian Federation, Iran and Venezuela.
The book tackles properly imperialist media campaign against comrade Stalin, using the
term Stalinism, which was also used by Khrushchev as well. This point might need more
focus especially because it is still used by CR against Stalin and also because of the same
campaign that was launched against Mao and the Chinese Cultural Revolution on the one
hand, and against Arab republics leaders for the benefit of Arab rulers who are mere
imperialist agents as well.
The issue of Stalin issue is very important because it is related directly to imperialist
aggression against USSR that started from the rise of revolution until the fall of USSR fall
and even continues till today pretending that Putin is to a certain extent a continuity of
Stalin.
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While the book refers to the close periphery of USSR, Eastern Europe, and the passive
effects of its’ collapse on USSR, there is no mentioning of the re-integration of the USSR
far periphery into world market and the effect of that development on the USSR itself, i.e.
Egypt’s “Open Door Policy” following 1970s and the same for Syria and Iraq whose trade
with Europe was greater than their trade with USSR.
(See Adel Samara: Peristroika, Gulf War and Arab-Soviet Relations, 1991 p.p. 101-108, and
, Adel Samara: The USSR From Revolution to Collapse, in The Collapse of the Soviet
Union, Causes and Lessons, International Communist Seminar Brussels – Belgium, 1998
p.p. 223-236).
In fact, the re-integration of USSR far periphery into world market weakened USSR and
was an introduction to the collapse of the closed periphery and the center itself considering
that the USSR was competing with imperialism mainly by its’ own sources while
imperialism was and still is plundering the wealth of the most of world wealth which gave it
an upper hand in spending on wars and arms race.
There is no doubt that the reader expected to find in the book some pages on the Chinese
transformation to the market and the merging of market and plan just for comparison as a
critique to Chinese revisionism taking into consideration that the book has been published
after long years of Chinese’s leadership went that road.
In addition to the passive effects of the collapse of both USSR peripheries, it is good to find
some other pages on the dependency of most of the Communist parties all over the world on
the Soviet international politics, analysis and even understanding of Marxism. A
dependency that blocks their urgent critique of mistakes done by Soviet leadership in
several occasions. If those parties practice revolutionary theoretical critique, they might
support the real Communists in the USSR. The authors refer only to the revisionism of
Euro-Communism alone which came too late after the long and gradual deterioration of the
USSR.
The communist parties which decided to dissolve itself or to support bourgeois regime’s
programs following Khrushchev’s anti-revolution theory of non-capitalist road to socialism,
contribute as well to weakening socialism in USSR. The reputation of those parties still
suffers from that compromise.
This takes us to the radical critique of Che Guevara to the Soviet Union in 1965: “… It is
impossible for socialism to stay without conscious being changed to develop new fraternal
attitude for humanism… we believe that to help developing countries must be applied by
this spirit without a marginal speech about developing trade for the sake of mutual benefits
which is based on fixed prices at the cost of backward countries based on law of value and
international relationships of unequal exchange which breed from law of value” )" Guevara,
C 1965, A Common Aspiration: The Overthrough of Imperialism Unites Cuba with Africa
and Asia, Bertrand Russel Peace Foundation, Notingham.(
This opened the way to another important issue in reading the Soviet experience which is
the law of value and to what extent there were relative success to transcend it taking into
consideration that after Stalin the role of that law strengthened through adoption of material
incentives and the strengthening of manager’s role at the cost of plan.
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The concentration of the authors on the role of both Khrushchev and Gorbachev and in
revisionism and collapse of USSR is a good reading, but it lacks concentration on other
pillars for revisionism, for instance:
 Khrushchev’s concentration on managers’ role
 The adoption of Efzy Liberman theory of material incentives in economy and
benefiting from profit system and interest rate (Samara 1991).
 In regards to the High Damn in Egypt, Khrushchev said in Egypt “… We must be
sure if financing the High Damn is profitable or not”
 (Kidron Michael, 1972, In Documents submitted to UNCTAD Pakistan’s Trade with
Eastern Bloc Countries, New York: Prager.)
Despite the fact that the early revisinism in Poland either by the intrusion of the working
class through the organization “Solidarity” from inside the working class, the role of
Vatican and the aggressive western media, but there wasn’t concentration on the aggressive
role of Troteskyite currents either through the decision of a lot of their leaders who
integrated themselves into the US neo-conservatives and their campaign against USSR
because of its’ support to the Afghani socialist, their support to polish Solidarity reactionary
trade union, and even the role of the prominent economist Ernest Mandel against USSR”.
What remains is to confirm that the reader of this book did not understand concretely who is
and who are the betrayers? Is it individual, party, group, class, local or foreign enemies or if
it is all or a lot of them?
Note: For the sake of comparison, a group of Communists participate in a book on the same
subject, The Collapse of the USSR:
The Collapse of the Soviet Union, Causes and Lessons, International Communist Seminar
Brussels – Belgium, 1998. To mention some names: Ludo Martene, Nina Andreyeva, James
Klugmann, Armando Lowanag, Adel Samara, Ismael Rinashe, Vijay Sibgh and others.
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Maoism and Rifle Will Never be Defeated
A reading in “Walking with the Comrades” by Arundhati Roy
Walking with the Comrades, by Arundhati Roy, is a symbol of progressive journalist
writer, very realist, not ridden by ideology and critical even to those whom she relatively
supports.
The story of receiving the book goes back to 2013 when comrades Christoph and
Barbara Krämer and Dr. Ibrahim Lad’a visited me in my home. In the long discussion, he
promised to post to me the book of Arundhati Roy. Two months later Christoph told Lad’a
that the book was returned to him by mail. So, I had to wait until 2018 to receive the book
personally from Lada’a after his visit to Germany. The truth is that all aspects of life in
occupied Palestine are captive by “Israel”, the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) including
the postal services.
The book was devoted for Indian Maoist guerillas struggle against:
 The repression of the internal capitalist ruling class repression on behalf of the state
especially the poor peasantry and
 The external policies of the state in the service of multinational corporations (MNC),
but on a trickle-down economics.
The ruling class shares with MNCs repression and exploitation of the Indian peasants.
What comes on my mind is: Since this the case of India, not to mention the corruption of the
regimes in South Africa and Brazil, will BRICS be able to offer the world different pole,
even a capitalist one, vs. the western capitalist global domination/exploitation of the globe.
From the first few pages of the book until its end, I did not forget three important issues:
First: A false sentence that I heard in course of Third World Development in Birkbeck
College University of London, “India is the largest democratic state in the world”. However,
as a documented work, the book proves that India is the largest totalitarian repressive and
colonial regime in the world.
Second: An impressive self-criticism by comrade B.T. Ranadive about his role in the
Communist Party of India’s leadership vis-à-vis the Chinese revolution and Mao would be
evident from this “self-Criticism” published in Janashakti organ of CC of CPI (ML)
Janashakti, Vol-7. No.-5 September-October 99 Rs. 5 pp 34-48. (See also, Atis Sen an
Approach to Naxalbari: Historical Perspective, Janashakti, vol-8, No.-1 January-February
2000 Rs.5, p.p. 20-47. The content of that self-criticism is about the failure of the CPI in
adopting guerilla war to seize power in India in the years 1948 and after. While it is not a
historical materialism analysis to say “if” Indian Communist party adopted Moist guerilla
warfare since that time, the face of Asia and the world might be different today.
Third: The false media by Arab progressive Nasser’s Egypt Regime which drew a rosy
picture about Indian regime of Congress party under Jawaharlal Nehru, especially his role in
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the non-aligned movement: a false image that hide the ugly face of India’s regime on local
and outside levels.
However, the promised guerilla struggle of Indian revolutionaries had to wait from 1940s
until the Communist Party of India (Moist)-CPI (Maoist) - one of the several descendants of
the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) was able to separate from the CPI and led
the 1969 Naxalite uprising in West Bengal.
Roy produced her book through her journey with the Maoists inside the forests, living,
discussing, and suffering with and like them. That is why her work is really live and
genuine.
From her side, Roy did not hide her pleasure of the humble and polite treatment by Maoists:
“…Comrade Madhav, upset and extremely apologetic: We made you wait, we made you
walk so much.” p. 61.
Maoist’s Position
According to Roy, “the Maoists believe that the innate, structural inequality of Indian
society can only be redressed by the violent overthrow of the Indian state.” p. 6.
This is the continuous thread, which led the writer’s work on Maoists strategy throughout
the entire book. Despite the writer’s courage and sympathy with the Maoists, she reached a
different attitude and conclusion regarding the future of India and the world:
“… Judging from what is happening in Russia and China and even Vietnam, eventually
Communist and capitalist societies seem to have one thing in common-the DNA of their
dreams. After their revolutions, after building societies that millions of workers and
peasants paid for with their lives, these countries now have began to reverse some of the
gains of their revolutions and have turned into unbridled capitalist economies. The
alternative, if there is one, will emerge from the places and the people who have resisted the
hegemonic impulses of capitalism and imperialism instead of being co-opted by it. … We
have a living tradition of those who have struggled for Ghandi’s vision of sustainability and
self-reliance, for socialist ideas of egalitarianism and social justice. ..We have the most
spectacular coalition of resistance movements, with their experience, understanding and
vision. pp. 211-13
The first step towards reimagining a world gone terribly wrong would be to stop the
annihilation of those who have a different imagination- an imagination that is outside of
capitalism as well as Communism. p. 214.
But without arguing with the writer’s Ghandian humanity, she lost the most important and
sensitive dimension which covered all her work: it is the class dimension. In other words, I
am not arguing with Roy from an ideological as a communist and close to Maoism, but
from what she bravely explains as the antagonistic conflict between the suppressed and
exploited hundreds of millions of peasants by few millions of Indian capitalist class and its
masters of the western MNCs.
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Relations with People
“…The journey back to a semblance of dignity is due in large part to the Maoist cadre who
have lived and worked and fought by their side for decades”. p. 7.
This might explain better who the Maoists are and why they insist on the “sole” path
“violent overthrow of the Indian state”.
The importance of this path is that it reflects the insistence and continuity of the Maoists
Guerilla struggles as a non-temporary phenomenon on the one hand, and their success in
gaining the peasants’ support which enables them to recruit peasants fighters inside their
organization on the other.
“… Whether it’s the security forces or the Maoists or non-combatant civilians, the poorest
people will die in this Rich People’s War.” p. 16.
That is why the poorest people support and many of them are organized with the Maoists.
Roy’s offers an interpretation of peasant’s inclination in favor of the Maoists is their need
for justice that is absent from in States courts:
“… out of the reach of ordinary people and that the armed struggle that has broken out in
the heartland is not the first, but the very last option of a desperate people pushed to the very
brink of existence… the police seemed to take orders directly from the officials who
worked for the mining companies. People described the dubious, malign role being played
by certain NGOs funded by aid agencies wholly devoted to furthering corporate prospects. ”
pp. 18-19.
To hide its ugly face during the Cold War era, imperialism designed NGOs, whose main
role is in the service of its God “capital”. But it is a sneaky phenomenon. In some places and
events, NGOs try to play a humanitarian role or may be ordered to do so to cover the larger
dirty role of the dirty capital’s tool.
Devotion to revolution might be a decisive factor in gaining peasants’ sympathy who
always repeat:
“…We’ll give away our lives, but never our land” p. 22.
The same is for Maoists simple austerity and sacrifice:
“… A comrade from the People’s Liberation Army (PLGA), the (PLGA) was formally
constituted in December 2000. It is an entirely voluntary army. Nobody is paid a salary.
Women constitute 45 per cent of its cadre. p. 66.
They apply/adopt Mao concept: the guerrillas are the fish and people being the water they
swim in”
“… The commands are haru Mazumdar the founder and chief theorition of the Naxalite
movement said: China’s chairman is our chairman China’s path is our path”.
Accordingly, no wonder peasants MUST stand with the part that protects them and their
land and confiscate the occupied land by feudalists and MNCs and distribute it to the
peasants.
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The following might support my estimation:
“…They are shadow people… They sleep in streets, eat on streets, make love in streets, give
birth on the streets, are raped on the streets, cut their vegetables, wash their clothes, and
raise their children. Live and die on the streets” p. 153
“…killing, steeling jeweler, chickens, pigs, pots and pans, bows and arrows, Chemists have
instructions not to let people buy medicines except in very small quantities”. P 137.
Describing how police torture a Maoist militant, Roy wrote:
“… In January 2007 more than 700 policemen surrounded Inner village because they heard
she was there. Comrade Niti is considered so dangerous, and is being hunted with such
desperation”
“…When they cracked her knees, the police explained helpfully that it was to make sure
‘she would never walk in the jungle again’”.
This reminds us of the statement by Zionist former Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin against
Palestinian youths during the 1987 Intifada: “We must crash their bones”.
“…They were talking about how many hundreds of thousands of rupees in bribes it takes
for a man to get a job in the paramilitary forces, and how much most families incur huge
debts to pay that bribe. ...the only way to repay it is to do what policemen in India do
_blackmail and threaten people, run protection rackets, demand pay-offs, do dirty deals. p.
90.
Even the children in the villages know that the police works for the ‘companies’ and that
Operation Green Hunt isn’t a war against Maoist’s. It’s war against the poor. P. 192
The peasants responded with violence by revenge even without being Maoists:
“… On a few occasions, officials were captured, tied to trees and beaten by villagers. It was
chthartic revenge for generation of exploitation. Eventually the forest Department fled.
Between 1986 and 2000, the party redistributed 300,000 acres (1214 square kilometers) of
the forest land. Today, comrade Venu says, there are no landless peasants in Dandakaranya.
p. 74.”
Whether because of State repression or because Maoist defense and protection of the
people, Maoists never terminated:
“… Each time, they have re-emerged, more organized, more determined and more
influential than ever.” p. 42.
A Counter Revolution Front of “Left” State and MNC!
“… Enter Mahendra Karma, one of the biggest landlords in the region and at the time a
member of the Communist Party of India (CPI). In 1990 …was to form a hunting party of
about 300 men on comb the forest, killing people, burning houses and molesting women”. p.
79
“…This, of course, is the charge of “adventurism” that several currents of the left have
always leveled at the Maoists”. p. 32
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“… In January 2007 more than 700 policemen surrounded Inner village because they heard
she was there. Comrade Niti is considered so dangerous, and is being hunted with such
desperation”
“… For the regime to recruit people against Maoists its machine motivates the antagonist’s
fundamentalisms of Muslims and Hindu!”. p. 34.
Using religion is an international bourgeois phenomenon. It started by Zionism even before
the creation the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) in 1948. The false name of this
phenomenon is “political”: Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Hindu…etc. It is in fact the
Politicizing of Religion, using religion as a political tool.
Indian example is Hindu party Bahartia Ganata which accepts the secular Indian
constitution but try to apply Hindu’s religion’s directions. The Sikh Akali Dal party is doing
the same.
One India, Various Indias!
"… The trouble is that India lives in several centuries simultaneously” p. 195.
India is a very mixed case in social political and international levels. On the one hand, there
is a feudal mode of production with it peasants in a terrible situation, on the other there is
bourgeois class deeply indulged into global capitalism including MNCs. This reminds us of
Lenin’s contribution of “Articulation of Modes of Production” in Russia before 1917 were
five modes of production co-existed in the form of articulation-contradiction.
“… Protest against bodhghat dam, dadakaranya, 2010 more than 60 million people has been
displaced by rural destitution, by slow starvation, by floods and drought, by mines, steel
factories and aluminumsmelters , by highways and expressways, by the 3300 big dams built
since independence and now by special economic zones”. p. 157.
Here, the exploitation is mixed where Feudal, State police and MNCs jointly participate, i.e.
local parasitic capitalists and international capital.
“… 650 million engaged in and living off agriculture as farmers and farm labour, but 18 per
cent of our GDP. Look at our IT sector. It employs 0.2 percent of the population and earns
us 5 percent of our national income. ..Sixty per cent of our workforce is self-employed.
Ninety per cent of our labour force is self employed by the unorganized sector”. p.160
At the same time, India which is as large as a continent with more than billion people pray
on her knees for the IMF:
“… P.V.Narashima approached the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for an emergency
loan. The IMF agreed on two conditions. The first was structural adjustment and economic
reform.”
But the same feudal, dependent India is a colonial power:
“ … Almost from the moment, India became a sovereign nation it turned into a colonial
power, annexing territory, waging war. It has never hesitated to use military interventions to
address political problems - Kashmir, Hyderabad, Gao, Nagaland, Maiipur, Telangana,
Assam, Pungab…”. p123.
Ironically, The World Bank and IMF reports praise India’s growth as one of the highest.
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Zionism is there
In the eyes of the popular classes of Arab Homeland, the image of India as a friendly
country. The reality is different especially when it comes to the interests of the ruling
classes against joint enemy. The ZAR plays a role against national liberation movements in
a global manner, but this role is still unknown to many Arabs and others due to the lies of
official media machine which is controlled and directed by the ruling capitalist classes on a
global level as well.
“… An article on the internet says that Israel’s Mossad is training thirty high-ranking Indian
police officers in the techniques of targeted assassinations, to render the Maoist organization
‘headless’. There’s talk in the press about the new hardware that has been bought for Israel:
laser range finders, thermal imaging equipment and unnamed drones so popular with the US
army perfect weapons to use against the poor”. p. 45
Roy’s final evaluation for Maoists
“… However, their doctrinal inflexibility, their reputed inability to countenance dissent, or
work with other political formations, and most of all their single-minded, grim, military
imagination make them too small to fill the giant pair of boots that is currently on offer.” p.
208
“… In her interview with comrade Roopi: “… He asked about an interview I did soon after
Maoists had attacked Rani Bodili, a girls’ school in Dantewada that it had been turned into a
police camp. More than fifty policemen and SPOs were killed in the attack. We were glad
that you refused to condemn our Rani Bodili attack, but then in the same interview you said
that is the Maoists ever come to power the first person we would hang would probably be
you. .. I would probably have started with Stalin’s purges-in which millions of ordinary
people and almost half of the 750,000 Red Army officers were either jailed or shot, and 98
out of 139 Central Committee members were arrested; gone on to huge price people paid
for China’s Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution ; and might have ended with
the Padamallapuran incident in Andhra Pradesh, when the Maoists, in their previous avatar
of People’s War Group , killed the village sarpanch and assaulted women activities for
refusing to obey their call to boycott elections”. p. 209.
Unfortunately, Roy falls into Counter-Revolution ideologically false information, especially
numbers of those who were punished by Stalin and Mao. It is really strange that she did not
mention uncounted numbers of victim by western capitalism in its’ colonial, imperial and
global eras. She did not even mention the Soviet victims due to imperial invasion of USSR
1918. This is without counting the Triad’s victim now in Syria, Iraq Afghanistan,
Yemen…etc.
She also wrote:
“… Maoists do not believe that the present system can deliver justice”.
“… Their view on what is going on involved neither grief or patriotism, it was a simple
accounting a balance sheet”. p. 90.
Finally, Maoists still fight against their various enemies. Their too long and permanent
Guerilla warfare proves that this form of struggle is still possible despite the imperialist
sophisticated weapons. Rifle and ideology are able to challenge Counter- Revolution.
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Politicized Religion: Old and Global
Key words: Political Islam (PI), Politicized Religion (PR), Zionist Ashkenazi Regime
(ZAR), Counter-Revolution (CR)
One of the biggest delusions, largely circulated and recently used terms, is Political Islam
(PI) as a term targeting one religion by itself in an era of global cultural collapse into a very
dangerous decay manifested in an increasingly politicizing of religion on a world scale.
It is astonishing and paradoxical that, while humanity is developing in technology, science,
dissemination of information…etc, it is sinking into wars racism, discrimination,
hunger…etc. Politicized Religion (PR) is one of the most dangerous pathologies of the
world of today. To attribute PR to Islam only is really a deliberate targeting of Islam. The
irony here is that those who are targeting Islam are regimes, intellectuals, academics and
intelligence services who themselves believe and practice the same dangerous and dirty
crime. It seems right that it is in today’s world, more capitalist domination is truly at the
cost of retreat of real collective consciousness, retreat of philosophy and flourishing of PR
regimes, currents, and organizations…etc.
The large campaign of bourgeois media machine against forces of PI is very dangerous and
intentionally hides and camouflages the real motives and powers behind these criminal
forces which are the ruling capitalist regimes in the West, and even before, those in the East
because western capitalism is the main supporter of regimes of PR, first in “Israel”, the
Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR), and later regimes of PR in the Arab Gulf countries. This
collusion confirms and uncovers the deep and strong, relationship between capitalism and
PR.
It is, in fact, an obvious hypocrisy to have the same Saudi Islamic regime launches a “holy”
war against Moslems, and at the same time leading a dialogue between religions! It is good
news that Austrian regime decided recently to close a Saudi center for religious dialogue in
its capital.
The phenomenon of PR has been expanded, motivated and cultivated by political/economic
interest, but covered by religious and cultural discourse, at least since feudalism, which
means that PR is manufactured by politicians. Feudal Europe launched a “Holy” war against
Arab Homeland under the cover of protecting Christ’s’ tomb! Does it deserve that! And
who knows if it is there. While the reason behind that was European rulers’ strife to get rid
of surplus princes who looks for fiefs for themselves, and the kings who were trying to get
rid of surplus population. Later, this surplus was expelled to the Americas and priest
Malthus suggested to carry on wars and disease to decrease population growth. However,
the current western regimes more and more believe in decreasing the population of
countries of the periphery especially the Arab people. The criminal former US Secretary of
State and Judaist Henry Kissinger bluntly repeated that.
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The current deep relationship between western regimes, especially those of the United
States, and the Arab rulers of the regimes of PR and the top leaders of terrorist Islamic PR
organizations fit into our analysis: that the mere existence of Arab people is targeted. The
terrorist leadership of Arab PR organizations and parties is, in fact, has a local chin directed
towards the simple and naive terrorists they lead, and a hat oriented towards their
western/Zionist masters.
Political Islam (PI) originally is not Islamic
The point of departure of this article is that all religions are negating each other. That is
why, this is not a historical research on the original and development of PR, but discussing
some observations on the most effective and modern ideas and role for this dirty and
criminal phenomenon. The most dangerous and effective role of PR took place during the
current era of globalism; a fact that confirms the deep alliance between capitalism,
especially in time of crisis, and terror. In modern era, i.e. globalism, the counter-revolution
(CR) camp invests in contradictions of religions, deepens their subjugation to capitalism and
creates al-Qaida against the progressive regime in Afghanistan, labeled PR as if it is only
Islamic phenomenon. The creation of al-Qaida opened the new and most dangerous era of
bloody sectarian wars in history.
Despite the fact, that Arab regimes of PR are directly indulged in this historical crime, the
other components of CR play double face towards this phenomenon: On the one hand, the
western rulers of CR pretend that they are fighting Islamic terrorists i.e. forces of PR, and
on the other, the same CR support Arab regimes which recruit, educate and finance the
forces of PR!
This led us to inquire if the phenomenon is only Islamic or global?
It is really global.
While school textbooks and churches references praise Martin Luther as reformist, others
can consider him as an enemy of humanity, and an early servant for exploitation and racism.
During the crystallization of Merchant capitalism, Martin Luther (1483-1546) emerges and
shows high political theological interest on Jews during the conflict between Catholicism
and Protestantism. From here, we might be able to follow the relationship between
Anglicanism and Judaism which was crystallized later in granting the Jews Balfour
declaration in 1917 which supported, financed and armed until today the Jewish occupation
of Palestine.
What encouraged Britain to support of Jews that, following the victory of Mercantilist
Protestant Britain by the end of the 16th century, 1688 over the Catholicism of Spain and
Portugal, were the Jews who migrated to Britain and established the first bank in history in
Holland 31.
31

See Mohamed Weld Elmai, The non Jewish Origin of Zionism, published in The Arab World Geographer, Vol 5, No
1 (2002) pp 34-52, Translated in Kanaan, no 113, April 2003, pp. 29-60, and Terrorist Orientalism in a State Form .
Using Marxism, Christianity and Islam to Dismantle Arab Homeland, by Adel Samara, Kana’an e-Bulletin, Volume XV
– Issues 3781- 3782, 24 March 2015.
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Luther might be considered as the godfather of Hegel and Hegelian left who ended as
Eurocentric and politicized religion. Hegel squeezes history within the borders of European
modernization or in the history of Europe. He starts from Europe and ends in it.
Hegel and Max Weber are the first who used the term the Judeo-Christian heritage to make
a unification base of modern mind and soul, but excluding Islam. This is an early foundation
for neo-conservatism.
In the name of Christianity, the white settlers in South Africa and the United States
pretended that those countries are a promised land32, granted to them by God, and according
to God’s promise they slaughtered the “barbaric” native peoples. The westernization and
capitalization of Christianity breeds the worst and most dangerous politicized religious sect
Judeo-Christianity and at the political level the neo-conservatives.33 This Judeo-Christianity
is the incubator of Zionist Ashkenazi Regime34 which claims that God donated Palestine to
the Jews as if he is a land lord. Today, the Jewish settlers are burning Palestinian wheat
fields in occupied West Bank35.
Jewish/Zionist “Marxism” is Different and Even Strange!
While Zionist ideology (see later) fabricates and pairs secularism with religion, Jewish
“Marxists” fabricate Marxism in the service of Judaism.
Ber Borochov (1881-1917) argued in 193736, “that each nation stow a social system in a
pyramid form: a large base of peasants and proletariat on the ground and factions of medical
doctors, lawyers, intellectuals and clerks in the top. But Judaism is unique in that that its
triangle is deformed (theory of upside down triangle) where a narrow base of peasants and
proletariat support a large top of professionals. Borochov argued that Judaism will never be
socialist unless it is proletarian (from proletariat). The peculiar description of Jewish
working class is: its small size, its participation is in commerce and distribution, and not in
productive industry. This peculiarity has resulted from the peculiar historical role of
Judaism as a nation with no country, homeland”37.
Borochov argued from a Zionist “proletariat” perspective. It is really an intrusion to the
proletariat to submerge it with Zionism. It is a very strange repellent. Proletariat from
32
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Marxist perspective is a revolutionary socialist class. There is nothing in common between
this class and settler colonial movement, Zionism. Settler colonialism is a terror in itself.
When it is oriented by the capitalist West towards the Orient, it became a terrorist project”.
It is really a meaningless and criminal way of thinking by Borochov who recognizes that
Judaism as a nation with no country, homeland to justify Jewish occupation of others’
Homeland! In fact, without a homeland, there is no nation on the one hand, and religion, as
part of culture, which is not a main factor for building a nation. Despite all of that, the
Zionist, Jewish “Marxist Borochov is asking the world to accept all the fragile and
deformed case of Jews to accept his demand to the world to let the Jews by the name of
religion to evict another people from their Homeland, just to let the upside down Jewish
triangle to became normal one, and to enable the Jews to breed proletariat in the land of
others. He justifies all those crimes and deviations just to facilitate the transformation of
Jews to be normal people! Here we might grasp the most terrorist way of thinking which is
a strong base for PR. Borochov did not tell us: What will happen to humanity if Jews will
not be socialists?
“Israel” the most PR State in Modern Age
The western media, politics and academia pretend that Iran is a PR state, ignoring the fact
that the ZAR, Israel, is the first PR even before its injection in Palestine and the eviction of
Palestinian people out of their Homeland.
The West’s irony is in its’ compromise with ZAR who declare openly that its state is the
state of Jews, while Iran never calls itself as the state of one religion or one race, but calls
itself as the Islamic republic of Iran.
In fact, Zionism was able to fabricate pairing the myth and history despite of fact that both
are negating each other. In that fabrication and pairing, Zionism pretends that the current
ZAR, which was gathered from more than hundred nations from all over the globe, is a
direct extension of the old Hebrew kingdom and that the white Jews are decedents of the old
Jews from 3000 years ago! But, a lot of new historical and archeological research shows
that there as never a Jewish kingdom in Palestine, but in Yemen and Hejaz.
But far from engaging in the relationship between the new Jews, the international Jews, the
biggest Zionist lie is that it is started and pretend to be a secular ideology, as were its main
founder Herzl and political leader Ben-Gurion claim, while ZAR declares itself as a state,
exceptional and exclusive for Jews.
ZAR does not hesitate in confirming the compromise between Zionist secularism and
religion. It is not only in the name of the state as “The State of Jews”, but in practical
matters since its early years.
“Ben-Gurion … when workers went on strike in Rotenberg’s Electricity Company in Haifa,
effectively eliminating the risk of contending ideologies (the autonomy of religious
education, though, was left intact”38.
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While experience shows that there is no real difference between left and right politics in
ZAR, especially from the stand point that it is a capitalist settler colonial and racist regime,
one might grasp two interesting points:
 In a settler colonial regime, there is no chance for real left;
 Most of the entity is moving more and more towards fascism.
One of the recent examples on the internal contradictions of ZAR is the speech of an
academic, liberal and former minister in its regime Amnon Rubinstein, who comments on
2019 Knesset 21 elections that:
“… The Israeli society is continuously turning too far from secular Zionism to religious
Judaism”, but because Rubinstein is tight to racism he attributes the failure of the “left” to
the pretend that Palestinians contribute in the “lefts” failure”39 while, in fact, Arabs
shouldn’t participate in their enemy’s fake democracy. They shouldn’t vote for a fake left,
they shouldn’t participate in voting for a parliament of the settler colonial regime which
occupied their Homeland.
ISIS/ZAR Hidden Alliance is not Strange
There are a lot of similarities between ZAR state and ISIS terrorist state. Both are based and
stems from PR and are supported by CR. They both target especially the same nation, the
Arab nation. Those two forms of state are also similar in terms of being motivated by
special understanding of religion. Their human ammunition must be from one religion, one
from Jews and the other from Moslems. Despite of the fact that they must be in antagonistic
contradiction in terms of:


The contradictions between religions;



The ZAR occupation of Arab land;



The ZAR occupation of Moslem land.

But they are in true reconciliation.
Politicized Religion as a Global Phenomenon
All abrahamic religions are incubators for politics, but not all believers are political activists
or politically oriented by religion. The same is also true for a many non- abrahamic
religions. My point is while PR became a large and known phenomenon, it is there in most
of societies long before globalism, an issues which out of the range of this article.
The most current, large, criminal and dangerous PR is the neo-conservatism in the United
State of America, because it is very ideological and it is in power in a strong military and
criminal colonial country in several years of the last decades, i.e. the era of globalism in
general and the era where neo-liberalism is the practical economic/social policy in this
39
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aggressive country taking into consideration that the US economy is gradually deteriorating
especially since 2007, which means that intensive economic crisis led the US conservatives
to more PR orientation and chauvinism.
This ideological current provokes a very reactionary and dangerous integration between
western Christianity and Judaism on the one hand, and uses this ideology against all
humanity but with a special target which is Arab nation in a clear service of ZAR on the one
hand, and to continue deepening its control of oil for the sake of US economy and the
control of global economies to subjugate them and keep the dollar as the world currency.
Here is the subjugation and occupation of religion to capitalism especially in the era of
monopoly capital which is too much money in the hands of very few people.
This alliance of Judeo-Christian made a very dangerous intrusion inside Arab nation
through terminating and using many Arab rulers as the tool for this purpose, to the extent
that millions of young Moslems became terrorists against Arab Moslem societies!
What confirms that this Judeo-Christian alliance is a PR, is that they are against the third
abrahamic religion!, an orientation which was stressed early by Hegel, the most racist
idealist nationalist philosopher and Weber the manufacturer of Protestant Ethic and the
believer in capitalism and bureaucracy in terms of the state’s “right” to monopolize power.
If we take into consideration that Hegel himself was racist, we will conclude that he was
motivated by racist ideology more than by religion which leads him in an obvious manner to
be a theorist for capitalist bourgeois states’ interests of his race/nation and its regime.
The question here is: Who leads the other, is it religion or even a sect of a religion or
capitalism? If it is religion, then Judeo-Christian alliance shouldn’t hate Islam. One might
argue that the real enemy is Eurocentricism, which is to a large extent right. But, this must
be explained, i.e. that Germany which is Protestant is an enemy and ally, at the same time,
to the ZAR, but against Islam absolutely. The same goes for Catholic France towards Islam.
Germany still pretends after Nazism its guilt for Nazist crime against Jews, and France is on
the top of ZAR supporters, which means that both countries are conducting crimes against
Palestinian people and both are contributors to global terror against Syria that is led by US
enemy under neo-conservatism. The same is for the UK, the mother of Evangelism on the
one hand, and the direct breeder of both white capitalist colonial countries of the US and
ZAR. But, US, Germany, Britain, France and to a certain extent all the west maintain good
relations with the very Moslem reactionary, non-democratic, brutal Arab Oil regimes! Is
there any reason for that other than capitalist interests of the west?
Then, what is the integrator of all those countries to be an enemy against Islam on the
surface, but targeting Arab nation practically? For sure there is Euro centricity behind that,
but its motivator is capital interest.
Does that explain why Arab “very” Moslem rulers are agents for those enemies of Arab
nation and even Islam? I means of that material interests, i.e. power and capital.
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In fact, it is power, capital and hypocrisy especially from the west, i.e. the “paradise” of
democracy and civil society inside their countries and the enemies of all humanity outside.
This is really the behavior of savage society.
But, why Arab rulers are in alliance with the enemies of their nations and religion? It is first
of all because those rulers are against their own people and the west is protecting them from
their own people.
The PR in the US motivates other racist/chauvinistic currents first in Europe, such as Britain
and Italy in the west, and in Hungary in the east.
But PR is taking the whole world to the worst. The new president in Brazil who represents
the racism of the descendants of European colonialists proudly declares a racist war against
the original people of his country on the one hand, and the left on the other. His first good
relations started with the most advanced regimes of PR: the US regime under Trump and
ZAR.
The same is in countries in Asia, especially in India which is always described by western
media and academia as the largest democratic country!
In an interview, Arundhati Roy made it clear that behind PR there is the real content of
capitalism and racism:
“… referring to Narendra Modi, the then-chief minister of Gujarat who had been implicated
in the 2002 anti-Muslim riots in the state that killed at least 1,000 people…Following
India’s latest elections, which Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) won with a landslide on
a brazen message of Hindu supremacy, he is set for a second term as prime minister—and is
more powerful than ever… promising both the glorious resurrection of Hindustan and
neoliberal reforms… but if a novel can have an enemy, then the enemy of this novel is the
idea of ‘one nation, one religion, one language,’” which is the slogan of
Modi’s Hindutva ideology…The funniest part of the Hindu Nationalists’ “one language, one
religion, one nation” doctrine— known here as “Hindi, Hindu, Hindustan”—is that all those
three words are actually Persian words”40
The three words are the same as in the ZAR, Hebrew land, Hebrew work and Hebrew state.
Roy also said:
“…first, that the 2019 election marked the official death of secularism in India”
The current global PR war launched by CR against Arab republics of Iraq, Syria, Libya,
Yemen, and Algeria is against secularism in Arab Homeland.
While PR became a global phenomenon, PR in Arab countries is different from most of the
world. In most of the world, PR organizations and regimes are in the service of nationalism;
its loyalty is for the country’s nationalism and national aspirations are the motives of that
PR, regardless if it is patriotic or chauvinism. In fact, PR currents in most of the world is not
40
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oriented or used against its own nations’ interests, integrity or development. Many of PR
activities are used in most of the world as religious rituals and traditions, but these activities
are used and devoted for other countries in an aggressive manner. The reason might be that
religious organizations are been part of the builders of those capitalist formations.
In Arab countries PR movements and regimes are against Arab nation on the one hand, and
fighting Arab secular state and targeting all Arab secular regimes on the other. They are
launching a religious war even against and between Moslem sects, a policy which will
finally push Arab Homeland back to stone ages.
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Development by Colonialism,
Corruption and Comprador!
The huge propaganda machine went in parallel with the so-called “Bethlehem Investment
Conference” which has attracted more than 1400 participants from many places around the
world. It is the first time since 15 years of siege that the holy town of Bethlehem enjoyed
the chance to see the holy city of Jerusalem. Thanks to the few days that Israel lifted the
blockades41. But why not, when capital speaks, religion must fall on its knees. Those who
want to pass from Bethlehem to Jerusalem are not Christian or Muslim pilgrims, they are
capitalists. In his marketing speech of the conference, the PA’s Prime Minister said (AlAuds Daily May 22): “The main proof of the conference’s success is the attendance of the
PA’s chairman Abu Mazen!”
It is not the first time that Palestinian people are being economically brainwashed. When the
Oslo Accords were signed, which is “peace for capital”; poor Palestinians were dancing in
the streets dreaming that they will enjoy bread, freedom and independence. Many donations
poured in, but a lot of fat-cats “developed”!
The same joy took place following first Paris Protocol signed in 1995, which was no more
than a summary of a book published after a long series of workshops took place at Harvard
sponsored by the bourgeois economist Stanley Fischer, (currently the governor of the Bank
of Israel). The attendants of the workshops were Israelis, Egyptians, Jordanians and
Palestinians. One of the Palestinian participants was Dr. Omar Abdulraziq who became
Minister of Finance in the first Hamas government. Now he is in an Israeli jail!
Despite the wide dissemination of information about corruption, the second Paris
conference, at the end of year 2007, PA’s delegation estimates their needs of $5.4 billion;
the donors were more than generous and promised $7.7 billion! It never happened that a
beggar got one third more than he dreamt of. It is worth noting that he is looking for
billions, not pocket money or a price of a meal.
From Peace for capital to a Regional capitalist Front
It is evident that Oslo, as “Peace for Capital”, benefits the capitalists of Israel and the PA
areas. There’s no need to discuss the size of each share, but it is clear that the Palestinian
comprador is satisfied by the trickle-down.
One of the results of the last year’s World Economic Forum that was held in Jordan is the
establishment of the Israeli/Palestinian Business Council: IPBC. Those who signed that
41
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declaration emphasized that they will go on in economic cooperation, and they will never
await politicians to make peace! But what they did not mention is that they will never await
the Palestinian people to achieve the Right of Return (ROR), occupation withdrawal from
the Occupied Palestinian Territories, or even the lifting of blockades between each
Palestinian city to other villages and refugee camps. Yes, capital can’t wait. Nazim Hikmat,
the Marxist Turkish poet once said: “Those who have wool will never make clothes for
those who haven’t”. But in the Palestinian case, it is the issue of Homeland, not joint
ventures between citizens of countries who have normal relationships. The same, even
names of Palestinian members in the IPBC are at the forefront of Bethlehem conference42.
The Palestinian comprador goes now further. They decide to attract, or lure (God knows),
Arab compradors to normalize with the Zionist regime. This is the main feature of the
Bethlehem conference. It is the first time that Arab compradors attend in the open a joint
conference within Occupied Palestine with Israeli capitalists.
The arrogant Zionists insist upon humiliating the inferior Arabs. They put up huge banners
and signs at the entrances of Bethlehem and Jerusalem: Israeli Civil Administration and
Israeli Defense Forces welcome the conference attendants, which means that this land is
the “land of Israel”. Arab and Muslim capitalists are welcome first to normalize, second to
invest and finally to pray.
But to talk direct economics, will Arab compradors invest in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories? As long as it is an issue of money, they will look for the most feasible areas,
which lie within the Israeli economy. Sure, they will not declare that now, but it will happen
soon. My estimation is that even if some investments will take place in the OPTs, it will be
a joint venture with Israeli capital43, in addition to the fact that investors will buy from, or
through, Israel everything they need. Many people are already exchanging rumors that the
new city which might built in the West Bank is financed by Jewish capital and the broker is
an ex PA official. Again, God only knows. Seventy percent of the supposed invested capital
will be in dwellings.
One might ask, does it mean that Palestinian compradors are naive since they never expect
that the Zionist economy has more power of attraction and it will cash the money? Sure they
are not, but they know that their trickle-down is guaranteed on the one hand and it is their
role on the other, i.e., to facilitate normalization between Arabs and Israel. If not, the
occupation will make troubles for their businesses, which prosper because of their readiness
to compromise. Otherwise, the Zionist regime will restrict their movement. Following the
1991 Madrid Conference and Oslo Accords the Zionist regime continuously declared that
the region was embarking upon an era of peace, but Palestinians are still terrorists and their
little piece of land, the PA areas are not secure. The result was foreign investment, and
especially Foreign Direct Investment poured to the Zionist economy, more than $100
billion, but none of it was for the PA areas. Accordingly, the Bethlehem Conference is a
42
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chance for economic joint ventures between Zionist capital and that of the dependent Arab
regimes. Then, why shouldn’t these two partners practice their love without the Palestinian
servant? This is the core of normalization.
For sure, some businesses will take place in the OPTs. One of the encouraging factors is the
promised money in Paris Donors Conference of 2007, i.e., large amounts of it are to support
the private sector. But to translate the term “private sector”, they are the same capitalists
who are members in IPBC. In this case, the new investors will not pay for costs of
maintenance and building infrastructure. By the way, according to the US division of labor
between old imperialists, Japanese imperialism concentrates in infrastructure, while EU
imperialism is paying the salaries of the PA’s huge bureaucratic apparatus. What polite old
imperialists! But, at the end of the day, the money that is devoted for the private sector is
registered, if they are loans or donations, as assistance for the Palestinian people!
Some people might say that, well, these projects will employ Palestinian workers. The PA’s
Prime Minister said that the new investments would employ 35.000 workers, while the
Minister of Communications and Technology said 60.000. Two notes are necessary here:
One: which is funny, that the comprador and the PA officials keep repeating “thanks to
capitalists for employing workers”. By another token, “thanks for exploiting workers and
extracting surplus value”!
Two: For decades Palestinians falls under a false impression that they have the highest level
of education and skilled labor force. Both are false, especially that of the labor force. Those
who work in collecting crops, furniture, blacksmithing, carpentry…etc., are not needed for
even semi-developed industries. Accordingly, Palestinian workers will step onto the lowest
rungs of the ladder.
Bush and the “Big Push”
The US president promises the Zionist regime that Arab regimes will normalize with it
soon. In the last World Economic Forum in Sharm-el-Sheikh, Egypt, he ask Arab rulers to
transcend their “anger” of Israel, as if the conflict is because they lost their people’s money
in Las Vegas while gambling! If the president’s knowledge of the conflict is on this level,
God Help America! The shame is that when Bush says that sort of thing, Arab rulers never
argue or protest! For Bush, they are “Good Boys”. They never argue or get angry because
dependents don’t dare argue with their protector.
To talk more seriously, Stanley Fisher, the Governor of the Bank of Israel confirms in the
recent months that, despite of the fact that US share in Israeli foreign trade is large, 32%,
taking into consideration that the US economy, the economy of the last resort, is still in
crisis, he is quite confident that Arab regimes will soon trade with Israel and this will enable
Israel itself to avoid a crisis.
Where did Fisher get that reassurance from? The most acceptable scenario is that George
Bush puts pressure on Arab rulers to normalize with the Zionist regime as soon as possible,
i.e., before the end of his presidency. From his side, he will “donate” the Palestinians a
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“state”. In this context, the Bethlehem Conference fits. While Arab normalization with the
Zionist regime is taking place fast, there are no signs that “Bush’s state” is coming.
Anyway, what Palestinians are looking for is the ROR, a homeland, not a state apparatus. It
is clear that Bush will leave, Arab comprador normalization, especially in the economic
field will materialize, and the state will never be born.
All Arab regimes whose nationals participate in Bethlehem conference are in fact
normalizing with the Zionist regime, most of them from Arab Oil “pumping-not producing”
countries, especially Qatar and United Arab Emirates44. Those regimes recently got a
comparative advantage in the world market. While the world suffers the supply-side crisis,
sky-rocketing oil and food prices, these regimes saturated with capital liquidity, a rent. That
is why Zionist trade with these countries is a matter of life or death. One might ask, how
about the Saudis? This depends on how the US divides labor between its Arab dependents.
Saudi Arabia’s role now is to charge and re-charge naïve Muslim Sunnis to fight Muslim
Shiites, to fight Hezbollah, Iran, Hamas45 and even Syria. That is why it must maintain a
relatively clean face by avoiding direct normalization with the Zionists.
Arab trade with Israel jumped in 2006-2007 by 42.8%. Countries who are not oil pumping
ones, i.e., Egypt and Jordan, doubled the size of their trade with the Zionist regime in 2006
from $250 to $531 million despite of the aggression against Lebanon. Israeli/Jordanian trade
jumped from $174.8 to $306.9, and that of Egypt rose from $203.9 to $234.1 in the same
period. Another four Arab states, two of them from the Gulf, insist upon hiding their trade
relationship with the Zionist regime. (Al-Auds Daily, 10-2-2008).
To what extent will Bush’s promise to the Zionists materialize? It depends on the results of
the main battle between globalism and resistance46 from Baghdad to Gaza47. While Arab
people dream of unity, Arab compradors strengthen their internal fragmentation, supporting
Israeli Integration Through Domination (ITD) in the region, and rescuing the US gradual,
but sure, defeated capitalism in Latin America48.
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A Brief Reading on Samir Amin’s Delinking
Note: There is no consensus on a real change of the world capitalist system which justifies
to call the current era an era of globalism which I estimate its’ beginning in the last quarter
of the Twentieth century. Many insist that it is the same imperialism or higher stage of
imperialism. 49
This paper is relatively limited to Samir Amin’s delinking, but it touches some of his other
theoretical works and some related practical issues.
“Delinking is a rejection of subjugation to the logic of the world capitalist system and the
imperative passive adaptation with the conditions of integration with world system”.50
Amin made many contributions to the Marxist theory that were based and concentrates on
its’ three components beginning in applying laws of dialectic in his analysis is an
application of who is able to dissolve theory in analyses with no theoretical complexity and
expanding the materialist historical analysis to support his contributions in the philosophy of
political economy.
Amin’s Marxism or Communism started either in the beginning of his membership in Egypt
CP, to his role and contribution to the Dependency School, an era which laid the foundation
of his concentration on peripheral formations until he became a figure in the group of the
World System with included Frank, Arrighi and Wallenstein as a school of Marxism but
also in Marxist political economy whose analysis of the world capitalist system considers or
starts from its global domination going down to the small geography of the country which is
the subject of the research or discussion. For this school, most of the world/globe is
dominated by capitalism and from this perspective it must be studied as one articulated unit.
It considers the differences and specialty of each formation.
The Dependency School was an extension of the United Nations Economic Commission for
Latin America ECLA and the Caribbean, and Prebisch was its founder. Dependency
develops Prebisch’s structural ideas of the theory of dependency, which finally reached the
conclusion that periphery’s development is relatively impossible.
What is of interest to this paper is Prebisch’s thesis on the decline of exchange conditions
between the core and the periphery, which deepened periphery’s dependency. From this
deepening unequal exchange, we might grasp its influence on how Amin developed his
theory on de-Linking in connection to Frank’s theory on underdevelopment and the
Development of Under-Development which refers to the existence and role of a ruling
social/political classes which has an interest in the continuity of underdevelopment and
dependency .51
In his continuous research on the reasons of underdevelopment, Amin considered the role of
world division of labor in that issue the reason which pushed him to criticize national
49
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movements which failed to grasp the contradiction between world division of labor and its
development of their countries which led their countries to stay trapped in the bourgeois’
conception of transcending the historical gap between core and periphery according to the
same division of labor not through negation of that division, i.e. by delinking. 52
Any reading of underdevelopment leads to a necessary reading and understanding of the
factors of development, since each of them conditions the other. From this fact, the reading
of the development of the core capitalist countries was essential for Amin’s thinking, which
led him and others to the theory of auto-centricity and self-dependence at regional level and
his continued journey to reach, with his colleagues, to the conclusion that the capitalist
development, which was achieved in the western core countries, will never be repeated by
the same tools in peripheral countries, especially because core capitalist countries had
deliberately block the development of peripheral countries including, or even especially,
those which adopted the strategies of catch-up as a reflection of the fact that core and
periphery, as components of the world capitalist system, are in eternal contradiction, and
because of the fact that periphery must look for another route for development which Amin
calls the engagement in de-linking.
Amin continued his critique through his reading and analysis of the world system especially
the 2007 crisis until he passed away in 2018, but the issue of underdevelopment remained
central in his work. That is why his main thesis was on Unequal Development which breed
and maintained both underdevelopment and dependency and their continuity is the reason
which persuaded him to continue his life and thought on the Third World to be one of the
main figures of Third Worldism school whose foundations was laid by Maoism. Through
this approach, Amin continues to develop his theory on de-linking as an imperative
condition for any country in periphery, leading to an issue which divided Marxist writer
between thoss who supported and other who opposed it:






Supporters of theory of non-capitalist path which, in fact, was one of the main early
signs of theoretical degradation, and later the mere existence of the dismantled socialist
camp.
Western Marxists who imagined that periphery of the world system has been
transformed to capitalism or catch-up as Bill Warren argued:
“…Despite of all wrong policies, there is recognition of the achievement of the less
developed countries in 1960s, the decade which witnessed the highest growth in the
less developed countries during the century. If we took into consideration that the
effective purchasing power of its exports, has been increased similar to the rise of
growth domestic production of 5.5% (in addition to fixed trade conditions) the exports
has been increased faster than imports in 1960s… those positive signs continued
during 1970s”.53

Unfortunately, Warren passed away too early before the deterioration of Third World which
left a Fourth World in addition to the dismantling of the second world and the deterioration
of the first world towards speculation in the place of production.
52
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Amin did not spare to reply to Bill Warren and Charles Bettelheim and Frank:
“… Does that mean that the fundamental character of our history, the most significant
feature is precisely this expansion of worldwide capital? In their various ways, Bill Warren,
Andre’ Gunder Frank and Charles Bettelheim do argue so. Bettleheim, describing the
Russian and Chinese revolutions as were ‘capitalist’ sees them as only a stage- however
specific – of this expansion” 54
The question then which is more correct:


Amin’s argument that Russia and China’s de-linking was enough to be strong to
transcend capitalist restoration,



or Bettelheim, Frank and Warren’s that the two revolutions of Russia and China
were temporary and part of capitalism’s expansion?

Or, the thesis of transformation of technology to periphery in the form of productive
working capital but without involvement in believe of capitalization and industrialization
and catch-up of periphery to the core as Tamas Szentes argued:
“…a comparison with most of advanced countries, it is, the new industrialized countries,
still suffer in isthmus produce and export primitive products. The newly industrialized
countries reached a better position in the world economy. But despite of the fact that
industrial growth took place, it never being established with a parallel build up of a
developed industrial base in addition to the absence of capacities for research and
development. The ordinary links which is necessary for national economy never took place,
and the alternative to that its small industrial niches failed to guarantee between benefits and
higher standards of living for the majority of the masses, it might even turn to be a mere
reproduction of backwardness”. 55




Those who argue for a deeper colonialization of periphery because colonial
penetration in periphery was not enough (Geofry Kay).56
Last, but not least, the large old and new school of “positive colonialism”, but the
colonial positivity in the bourgeois political economy thought which came with the
neo-conservatives who were supported by some Trots leadership which ironically
stand with in the neo-conservatives war to “democratize” countries like Iraq and
Libya and Syria.
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Delinking
“In such situation, there must be a development of forces of production far from
capitalism”.
This sentence summarizes Amin’s vision of de-Linking which means that any development
of peripheral country has been challenged by:




Either, to depart from capitalist system through depending on development of forces
of production and a transcending measures of economic, social and cultural
relationship which oblige them to adopt as long as they are integrated into world
market. This choice is in favor of peoples’ majority.
Or, to rotate inside the vicious circle of dependency and underdevelopment which is
the choice and interest of the fewer social fractions, the wealthier, externalized, and
the less patriotic groups whose country is its bank account in.

Is there any interpretation of the issue of majority and minority other than class issue which
means and confirms that Amin’s project is for popular classes.
Forces of production is central in development, it is even its most central component
because production is the central link that the economy than other links, distribution,
consumption, saving, investment, luxury consumption…etc are based on. This means that,
in this current era, and in the Arab situation in particular the oil countries, the renter money
liquidity as it is used and channeled currently is never a force of development but a force of
underdevelopment. In both cases of dependency and development, relations of production
play a dialectical and many times a controversial role perplexed who is the determinant.
“ Delinking as we have defined it, that is strict subjection of external relations in all fields to
the logic of internal choices without regard to the criteria of world capitalist rationality…
second political capacity to introduce profound social reforms in an egalitarian direction”.57
We call this political capacity the “political decision” that is conducted by the ruling power,
i.e. the class decision by the ruling class which in each social formation stands for the sake
of its own interest.
The Surplus and Delinking as an Alternative
Amin concentrates his work on accumulation referring to the large gap and difference
between auto- centricity and industrialization of Import Substitution (IS) especially against
the wrong argument that IS is an alternative and even opposite to the export oriented
industrialization which considers exports a power push for development and finds its
expansion in the expansion of the local market. This raises the question whether IS is
oriented towards maintaining the surplus and controlling the accumulation or if it accepts a
control of foreign capital either financially or technologically and or dependence, or if
accumulation will not be in states’ hand or control?58 Amin here negates theories of catch57
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up, adaptation and take-off…etc, as all of them are approaches towards liberal bourgeois
growth no more.
But, will Amin takes us or start from a stage before or prior to accumulation, i.e. to the
origin of and the breed of accumulation? Which are the class capitalist relations of
production that are based on the false belief of private property, exploitation, extraction of
surplus and the control of it as long as surplus is the fruit of production which is produced
by labor force which always affected by exploitation and alienation. It is because the source
of surplus is labor and because of that it is, the labor itself is the source of accumulation.
Amin wasn’t far from, but even he was one of the main figures on Monthly Review. (Baran,
Sweezy, Magdof, Polamy Foster…etc, especially the work of Baran, (The Political
Economy of Growth, 1957).
The theory of surplus value is one of the main theories of Marxian economy which
produced only by labor force, while what remains of that labor is only what is necessary for
the worker and his family to survive, so as to be able to return to work while most of the
produced surplus cashed by the owner, the capitalist, who uses part of the surplus in
reinvestment and another part for his consumption. The development of technology
provides for the capitalist more profit than using old machines.
Economists concentrate too much on surplus value, especially those who care for
development, because they tie the issue with growth and development of this or that
country, since both growth and development need the country to maintain the surplus which
is produced by its labor force.
This issue engages the American economist Paul Baran especially in his research on the
backwardness of periphery of the world system where he developed the theory of economic
surplus as a theory at the level of national state in general. He saw that economic surplus is
the difference between the total output and the total consumption in certain economy. He
advances his analysis to find out that there are three changes that determine the conception
of economic surplus:1- The actual economic surplus which is the difference between the
current output of the society and the current consumption of the same society, and this is the
surplus or the savings which the economic theory deals with. Baran found that peripheral
countries extract weak surplus and that is the reason for their underdevelopment which is
the lack for capital (later a lot of economists argue that the availability of capital is not the
main reason for development but the human labor. 2- The potential economic surplus or the
difference between the output which is possible to be produced in a condition or natural
technological and environment by the help of using productive resources and what will be
considered essential consumption. 3- The conception of planned economic surplus that is
related to socialist system which is the difference between the actual output “ideal” in a
certain natural historical and technical environment and under an ideal planning which
benefited from the available forces of production and the choosing of an ideal consumption
level. The importance of planning is that it is based on a rational scientific policy which
protects and humanly uses human and natural resources.
This Baran’s consistent paradigm attempts to grasp the reasons behind underdevelopment,
did not in fact concentrate enough on the role of class authority which mainly facilitates
surplus draining that the socialist regime avoids.
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Dealing with the issue of surplus, the late Anwar Abdulmalek expands the theory of surplus.
If Marx discussed it and laid its basis on the single project, the relations of production and
class exploitation and even touched the national level, and Baran expanded the conception
of surplus concept to transcend the surplus value in core and periphery of the world system
in a certain stage of historical development, Abdulmalek developed the concept on
historical level arguing that surplus was never limited to a certain period of history or one
country. He concentrates or starts from the Fifteenth century which is an analysis very close
to Marx’s reading of value conception in general which is that value of any commodity is
the total human labor contains in it taking into consideration all sorts of labor in that
commodity, the live, dead, concrete, abstract…etc. It is the historical accumulated labor
which is creating the commodity.
Abdulmalek adds that the roots of violence, of global war lied and originated from the
structure of global system, which is the historical formation of western domination rooted in
historical economic surplus since the Fifteenth century and thereafter. The most essential
issue in analyzing the western structural domination is not limited to inclination to war, but
the concentration must devoted for examining the formation of historical economic
surplus؟59
None on left or right ignored Marx’s or Baran’s contribution in the issue of surplus, but few
refer to Abdulmalek’s contribution! Is it western centiricism and others dependency on that
centrecism, is it anti-Semitism in political economy? There is no doubt that Amin benefited
from Abdulmalek’s contribution especially that both are coming from the same background
and left Egypt.
Delinking and the Nationalist Question
Class issue lied in the center of Amin’s works especially that of delinking because delinking
means a challenge to social forces as externalizing class either in the form of comprador,
parasitic, rental, speculator on national and international scale. It is right that a sovereign
political decision of delinking of a country is due to its geography, but if we start from the
fact that Amin and his colleges consider that the global geography is dominated by
capitalism, which means that any change in one country will be affected and effect another
country/s, as long as the Counter Revolution (CR) will never let any country develop
towards independence form of development freely which means that delinking or any grade
of it in any country is tied/engaged with many countries, i.e. global engagement.
It is important to note that Amin did not fall into the false propaganda that the world is one
small village despite the fact that it is small in terms of fast travel and exchange of
information and news, but the world from a social point view maintains social and class
differences. It is the world of poor and rich, the village still composed of Chantey Town
and Down Town, it is the world of polarization.
In its first level, delinking open the gate for struggle against national/local classes/currents
which decide or choose to integrate.
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“delinking content open the chapter of new contradictions considered above (the clash of
socialist , statist and national capitalist tendencies”. 60
But as long as this project is devoted for people’s majority, it is a project of alliance
coalition which carries the aims of progressive currents on the one hand and it is with
nationalist content, i.e. of national popular classes61.
“ in short delinking to restore the lost autonomy on the national state): - revision, albeit by
regions, of North-South relations intended to strengthen the national autonomy of the
partners and widen the scope for the popular movement, the foundation of a new
internationalism”62.
Amin continues his argument to reach the point that the last and necessary development is
delinking.
“If the formation of a bourgeois national state and the construction of an auto centric
capitalist economy are impossible for the periphery, a different path of development is
called for. There will be further discussion of the character of this path- the issues of
delinking and socialism”. 63
Since he argues that auto-centered is essential in delinking because it means national control
of accumulation” he did not meant control by national the classical bourgeois, but the
interest of popular classes of that country.
This is what I conclude in reading Marxism and national question that nationalism is
defined on class interests of each class in every nation of periphery and especially in Arab
Homeland:
Nationalism of the ruling class i.e. the ruling nationalism is for integration into the world
market, it is in contradiction with nationalism of ruled class/s the latent nationalism which is
for dis-integration with that market, where its’ content is patriotic, unitary and socialist.64
Commenting on the revolution of Paris Commune Engels wrote:
“The unity of the nation never subjected to any threat, but it was going to be regulated by
the Commune’s constitution. In all its callings to the population of French districts, the
Commune called other French communes for a free federal union with Paris Commune, for
a national arranging created by the French nation itself, for the first time in its history.65"
What we conclude in his position on national question especially in its progressive level,
Amin did not lose its class dimension, but he, in the Arab case was fluctuating between
Arab nationalism in general Urobah and nationalism of matured Arab countries such as
Egypt. In this issue, Amin did not benefit from the content of Paris Commune which calls
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for a federation for all French Nation, but later Amin became closer to Arab nationalism
when he criticized the Kurds pretends of the existence of Kurds united nation.66
Amin insists that the Chinese revolution is different from the Soviet one, arguing that the
Chinese one is closer to delinking. Taking this stand, Amin is negating the generalizations
of Warren and Bethlehem and the Trotskyism as well.
“Mao and the CCP avoided these reefs almost without ‘theoretical’ declarations. With
hindsight it can be seen that success was due to observance of the following ‘principles’ : a)
the creation of an autonomous organization claiming to be Marxist, predicated on a worker
and radical intellectual base supporting) and its allies. see in this instance Marxism: b)
evacuation of the towns, the centers of pro-imperialist bourgeois power, and withdrawal to
the countryside, c) conduct of an unrelenting class struggle in the countryside, founded on
the aspiration of the poor and landless peasants and isolating the land owners; d) adoption
for protection of this struggle of the organizational form of a guerrilla army, e) parallel
conduct of a flexible diplomacy aimed at recruiting the broadest national backingintellectuals, petty bourgeois – against the principal enemy, imperialism (Japanese in this
instance) and its allies where it is supported by people’s majority in an opposite of the
Bolshevik one”67.
This quotation confirms that a large social class coalition is central in socialist development.
This in addition to the fact that delinking for Amin is to transform towards socialism.
As long as delinking is first of all for periphery to transcend underdevelopment which was
caused during its subjection to the capitalist center and the logic of its interests, which mean
that an essential role for the peasants in Amin’s theory and for sure he was influenced by
Maoism’s insistence on the revolutionary role of the peasants were he participates Franz
Fanon without investigating if Fanon have an idea about Maoism or not. While on the other
side Herbert Marcuse insist on the role of vagabonds as an alternative to the working class,
which Maoism rejects.
Despite of Amins’ close attitude to Maoism, he did not ignore that Soviet experience and its
lessons were the first and prior one in delinking. He saw that Soviet productive system was
a real delinking from world capitalist system, and then took place quickly and far from the
world system.
The question here is: if the decision of delinking from the world system was an initiative by
the Soviets or was it a response in defense against the imperialist several forms of war
against USSR? What I mean here is the delinking wasn’t only an initative from peoples or
revolutions, but many times as a defense and response to the imperialist aggression.
But in his critique of the developments of the Soviet experience Amin wrote: “… As long as
Autarkism is impossible, it is not right that there were autarkism in the USSR, because the
USSR was periphery export raw material and that through his integration into the world
capitalist system. Full autarkism with world system is impossible in real terms.
Accordingly, delinking is the departure from linked with this system, or there is delinking in
parallel with the degree of leaving integration relationship and according to the needs of the
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local economy. This means that delinking is not absolute and it doesn’t happen as a sudden
with a political decision but a mechanism of application which ends in the final analysis to
socialism as international project”.
Amin’s evaluation of the Soviet experience changed between its beginning and its later
developments and changes, especially the era from Khrushchev to Gorbachev, and
regarding the peripheral role of the USSR system as an exporter of raw materials and the
role of CR and especially the Saudi regime in striking strong stroke which pushed oil prices
to a too low level in mid1980s, which contributed to the dismantling of the USSR.68
Regarding the role of the peasants and national question, Trotskyites contradict Maoists and
Amins’s position as well. Chinese revolution depended a lot on peasants not on workers
only. Trots stand against Maoism and the Soviets towards revolution in one country or even
a revolution in underdeveloped, not industrialized, country justifying that the proletariat
have no real existence.
It is important to note that many Trotskyite leaders took position against delinking in both
national and international levels. On Arab level, most of Trot organizations stand against
Arab nationalism and recognize Zionist Ashkinazi Regime (ZAR) , support US and all CR
war against Iraq 1991 and the so called Arab Spring. All those policies deepen dependency
and in contradiction to de-linking. On world scale, a Lot of Trot leadership is integrated into
the neo-conservatives and played a role in support of US war against Iraq and later against
most of secular Arab republics, i.e. those leaders became part of neo-colonialism and for
sure against delinking.
Delinking previous to Amin’s delinking, does it has Historical Introduction
Delinking stands in contradiction to all traditional vulgar economic strategies which
centered around market and free exchange…etc, which started from Lassie-Faire until
“liberalization of world trade” and the three big financial institutions, the World Bank,
Monetary Fund and World Trade Organization especially after 2007 financialization and
economic crisis, which repeated continuously their policy of forbidding any peripheral
economic protection so as to protect core’s exports to periphery, supporting the final goal
which is to keep profits streaming to the core countries. This, in addition to facilitate core’s
administration of the crisis, but to solve it, it is necessary to keep peripheries subjugated to
the conditions of core interests, and this what really happened.
Despite the fact that Trump administration declares protectionist policy, a lot of regimes in
periphery maintain their open door policy in the service of core economies!
According to the world capitalist system, the western formations, including the white settler
colonial regimes, block the development of peripheries.
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In his study of Europe’s development, Amin noted that Europe pushes its surplus population
to the America’s and other places in the globe, the reason that decreased its population to
one third. While, for Amin, in Africa, there was no chance for emigration the reason which
emphasizes that the solution must be a local one.
This means that the capitalist Europe by pushing its surplus population to the new world did
solve the failed feudal plan to get rid of surplus population by Crusade wars. In the case of
Arab countries today, immigration to Europe is impossible because the current Europe is
strictly against immigration and no more is in need for labor from periphery as it was
following the two world wars.
Amin and his colleges in the world system school were in consensus:
“In our interpretation of the formation of the capitalist mode, the constitution of complete
(central) national capitalist formations and of the system of the capitalist world economy are
concomitant up to the end of the 19th century”.69 Amin argues that the new European centers
enter the world system by the end of 19th century without delinking because it was
controlling its internal relationship, but how was it in control of its internal relationship? It
is through its control of its produced surplus. This is due to:
1. The availability of national political sovereign decision,
2. The achievement of a developed industrial level,
3. The availability of opportunities for capitalist expanding in national state,
4. The absence of a dominant center over Europe which is able to block the
development of this country or that.
Accordingly, those countries, especially Western Europe, were not in need for delinking to
protect themselves, but it might be that it is for their interest not to adopt delinking between
each other where their development was conjointly.
The developed Western Europe did, in fact, block development of peripheral countries. But,
how come that Japan capitalized while the rest of peripheral countries failed or stop at the
edge of industrialization? Japan under Meji regime developed towards capitalism far from
or with less obstacles from the West, less integration into the world system or relative
delinking. This Japan’s development might be the first and earlier semi-delinking or self
reliance which dependency school, later, develop and even Amin himself might have
benefitted from this Japan experience in his theory of delinking.70 While bourgeois
economists pretend that delinking is autarkism, Amin rejects that and emphasizes that
delinking is the subjugation of foreign relationship for the conditions and logic of the local
development. He refuses the subject for the global law of value. 71
The experience of Egypt’s leader Mohamad Ali was similar to that of Japan and to a certain
extent at the same period, but the alliance between British, French and Ottoman colonialism
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brok the back of his project, this aggression might be the event which breed the saying “No
Japan after Japan”, which means that Japan got the chance to capitalize when the European
capitalism wasn’t able or ready to stop Japan or because the world witnessed at that time a
period of relative absence of an imperialist dominant center which would try to block the
development of Japan, but it might be weaker than to do that.
As mentioned earlier, the western European countries, and even its north, were developed in
parallel with each other, even if it is not at the same time, the issue here is that the
development of those parts of Europe took place despite inter-west European wars
especially between Britain, Francs, Germany and Italy. This semi-joint and voluntary
development might enable us to say that the saying “ No Japan after Japan” must be
extended to be, “No Europe after Europe”. Here we must build a relationship between those
two sayings and Amin’s that delinking is the only road for peripheral development.
Re-integration
The victory of capital over labor is the most direct challenge for the theory and adoption of
delinking. It is the victory which follow the disintegration of far and close periphery of
USSR (the countries of the non-aligned movement and the Eastern Europe) and the USSR
itself in addition to the Chinese departure of Maoism towards a new system mixing
socialism and market which Mao was fighting against and call it “the Road of capitalist
Restoration” capitalist roaders . What remain after the collapse of the USSR are few
socialist countries, Cuba, North Korea.
Despite Amin’s critique to the USSR before its disintegration, he wrote that this regime will
never accept a re-integration into the world capitalist system because it threatens its own
system. But Amin himself refers as well to the USSR weakness as exporter of raw materials
which is itself a relationship and tie with the center as it mentioned before.
It is not important now to conclude which became capitalist and integrated into the world
system more Russia or China, but the issue is that both countries are more and more
capitalist and the state role is declining, and what is more important is that both are
departing delinking on the one hand, and that BRICS, are both members in, is not getting
out of capitalist system, but they are a new capitalist block competing the current one, i.e.
they are integrating into that system but as a leading power. China insists on maintaining its
economic relationship with the US and its defense on behalf of “free Trade” against US
protectionism and trade war.
In the case of China, Amin, until he passed away, argued that China will never integrate into
the world capitalist order. China did not hide that its policy is to build socialism with
Chinese characteristics which is mixing socialism with market. In fact, this is the play
ground which Chinese regime is playing in which is, in other words, a mixture of Maoism
and Bengism or delinking and integration.
As for Eastern Europe Amin noted: “ By contrast, the Estaren European countries might, if
circumstances allowed, ‘cross over to the West, but the risk would be reduced to the degree
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that a margin of autonomy (Hungarian and Yugoslav style) were allowed them, in
conjunction with acceptable and accepted internal social changes”. 72
Amin’s optimism wasn’t in the right place in the case of those states. Hungary and the rest
went too far from his optimism and the irony is that former Yugoslavia stand better than all
the other countries while it was the most accused of revisionism. The main difference is that
most, if not all, the former socialist block in Europe has been internally self disintegrated,
Yugoslavia has been bombarded to its’ disintegration by NATO.
After the Book
What I meant here is after the publishing of Amin’s book, Delinking. Azzam Mahjoub
wrote in 1990:
“… The governments in twenty of fifty African states have at some time, more or less
radically, declared the intention to “break” with the colonial and neocolonial past and
embark on a new national and radical path of an independent and socialist development”. 73
But, in most, if not all, those cases the army played an important role in the mentioned
political change and unfortunately, neither economic liberation from dependency on the
world capitalist system has completed the political independence nor the building of a new
society who is in contradiction to capitalist world had really progressed enough to reach the
point of departure. In fact, peripheral development has fallen into continuous re-adjustment
according to the conditions and restrictions of dominant capital. The core economies have
been restructured and the periphery has been readjusted according to the restructuring of the
center. The opposite did not take place. Those who favored adjustment either ended in the
indebtedness through their application of the prescriptions of the world Bank and IMF
which is the case of the new industrialized countries, or fall, either intentionally or not in the
so-called fourth world.
This goes in approval with part of Wallenstein’s argument of the rise of semi-centers and
semi-peripheries and the analysis of the rise of fourth world.
This argument fits into the analysis of triumph of capital over labor, but did not agree with
the argument that semi-centers will transfer to centers. What might confirm that is the South
Korean crisis 1997 when the banks of the center decided to collect its loans suddenly. This
made delinking very difficult as long as re-integration expanded geographically. As for
reintegration the case of Eastern Europe is more strange and ironic than that of Africa,
because it passed a period of high level of delinking compared to what Mahjoup referred to
about Africa.
What is dreadful is that Eastern Europe’s reintegration was accompanied with subjugation
and turning most of that area to be a tool and place in the service of imperialists training of
the CR which is called orange revolutions and the export of cheap labor and women for
sexual trade to Western Europe and the Gulf on the one hand and those countries has been
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turned as open markets for EU and US exports the factor which terminates most of the
productive sectors in Eastern Europe.
Mahjoub argues that delinking is not autarkism, but it is the subjugation of foreign
relationship to the logic of internal development … it is the rejection of subjugation to the
globalized law of value. The income distribution in periphery is lower equality than it is in
center which makes the center more stable by plundering the periphery, it is to a certain
degree the transformation of surplus from periphery to center, i.e. as a bribe to the popular
classes in the center which became satisfied of the bribe at the cost of other nations. This
pushes the argument to criticize the opportunism which praises the civil society of the west
which accept and justify their troops to loot other nations to support their luxury.
This shows that class contradiction in the center is less than that in periphery, but class
consciousness in the center is more deformed than it is in periphery as long as western
popular classes are compromised through being bribed by their own regimes which are
looting other nations’ surplus and maintaining luxury of those popular classes in the west.
The question is to what extent that deformed class contradiction creates political class
consciousness, humanity and revolutionary forces?
Amin insists that popular classes are in contradiction with capital, but the inconsistency of
its interests made its challenge to capital weak. He insists that neither petty bourgeois, as
blurred confused class, nor the one party system, which was created through liberation, are
able to achieve the goal, but only the organic revolutionary intellectuals as representatives
of the social classes who are able to bridge this gap. He added that, but with more irony, that
the working class in center is disintegrated as well.
Amin falls here in the isthmus of contradiction between the role of political power of the
party and the intellectual power of the organic engaged intellectual and the content of the
needed revolutionary power to achieve delinking and socialism if it is the party who
establishes bases or this intellectual shell. The engaged intellectual is in the field but he is
not the popular power for change while at the same time he, the intellectual, is the part who
is able to contribute in revolution through his challenge to the intellectual sixth brigade.
The Role of the State
In a certain stage, delinking became a national project. This is acceptable more when a
nation is in the era of state nation/building where it is necessary to: 1- give priority for
industrialization to produce basic needs and better distribution of resources. 2- and apply
policies of prices and incomes which work against proper growth of agricultural sector and
minimize the value of and, 3- when policies of industrial finance depend on foreign loans it
will not be able to achieve delinking but the adoption of liberal solution through
liberalization of trade, which means free movement of capital, goods, but not labor, or the
protection of center from being opened for periphery and despite of that is the dream of
adoption of liberal solution as alternative to self-reliance which serve and provide the needs
of local economy which in the formal level depends on the state.
A lot of contradictions are related to delinking since the Soviet experience, especially the
mixing between development and delinking, the Mensheviks saw that delinking became
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proper after society had exhausted the logic of capitalism and the transformation to a higher
stage of civilization.
The same mixing is in the belief that the aim of economic activity in the full exploitation of
nature and human resources , and that is why they consider society’s use of them as a form
of delinking with backward and non development. Despite the fact that this degree is a low
degree of dependency but it is not delinking.
The same is for self-reliance as a policy based on: 1- The country must control its natural
resources, 2- To mobilize and use economic surpluses which were produced by exploitation
of natural resources, 3- and technological base, while delinking means the confiscation of
foreign capital, nationalization of industries and trade activities from the hands of
comprador and the break of dependency, financial, monetary and commercial links. Still
remains the question as we will see below: Is the state/power is the proper carrier of
delinking and the transformation towards socialism, in fact not. This what Amin did not
solve.74
Issues for Discussion
This term took us directly to the decisive question: Is the content of delinking a class one, is
it populist and concretely nationalist, or is it in between?
To explain, it is important to note that delinking is not only against world capitalist market,
but it is in essence against the internal local classes which are dependent on the center even
if the conflict with it is not the starting point and not declared. Despite the fact that the
decision of delinking related to the regime’s ruling class, but it needs, and even to succeed
conditioned, a class struggle against the class/es which are integrated into the world
capitalist system. But, despite that, the following question is still justified: Did the delinking
start as national issue, and if it is continued, will it stay as a national issue or develop and
transform to a class issue?
Delinking, Sovereignty and the Role of Corporations
For Amin, delinking starts on national basis and by the ruling class which is conditioned by
availability of a nationalist and developmental state. Delinking is more difficult in this era
of globalism which is characterizes by: neo-liberalism, transcending sovereignty especially
in peripheral countries for the sake of liberalization of trade whose mechanism is the free
movement of capital, products and services but not movement of labor. Those free
movements mean free movements of corporations which are protected by the decision and
power of the center. Accordingly, the termination of national sovereignty is a policy that
goes in contradiction of delinking, because it contains the empowerment of dependent and
externalized regimes which hinder and challenge delinking strategy.
If it is right that globalism started since the last third of twentieth century, it must be noted
that this era took place in parallel with the retreat of the role of the state in the countries of
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the periphery to the extent that it is incorporated into the role of corporations, but with an
irony that states in the center maintain their sovereignty on global level.
Losing sovereignty:
Goes in parallel with state’s weakness direct proportion,
State’s adoption of privatization and neo-liberal policies,
The dis-integration of the socialist block,
The pushing factors for integration into world market,
The imperialism’s manufacturing of third nationalism’s wave.
These factors create an environment that is contradicting delinking especially when state
and its army became a tool in the hands of capital in its new wave of wars against peripheral
countries, i.e. when the cold war ended and opened the road for hot wars against peripheral
countries especially against Arab republics.
Here we reach a situation of antagonistic contradiction between:
Periphery’s great need for delinking in the current era in parallel to center’s strong motives
and interests to expand market laws for the logic of center’s interest or concretely for the
corporation’s interests where the pieces of its products scattered all over the world looking
for the cheapest labor power a reason which make delinking highly costs especially where
technological development is highly speeded.
Delinking, Grasp weakness and Rent:
There is no doubt that the dis-integration of the socialist block transformed the cold war into
hot one, and provided capital the opportunity for geographic expansion and social,
economic and ideological domination. Following those developments, a lot of propaganda
has been distributed about the so-called the end of ideology, despite the fact that ideology of
market has been expanded as the most totalitarian one. What follows that was a severe
economic financial crisis 2007-08, which is still challenging the world economy.
One of the important manifestations of this crisis is the weakness of imperialist hand
especially the US failure to launch new wars after its high cost wars against Afghanistan
and Iraq, on the periphery’s economies, which are a good opportunity for embarking
towards delinking. Following its great losses in the wars of Afghanistan and Iraq, the US
refuge to new forms of wars:




Terrorist’s wars by regimes and forces of Politicized Religion (PR) especially from
and against Arab nation led by the center and devoted for the interests of ZAR even
before those of the center.
The trade war by US government under Trump against both the rest of the center and
comprador of periphery and their mobilization of terrorists of PR especially against
the Arab nation.
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Those wars has been launched by an alliance of the ruling classes of the core capitalist
countries and the ruling comprador in peripheral countries, which is manifested in a Global
Capitalist Public Sector (GCPS) dominating the world economy for the sake of global
capitalist class, even it is still in the making.
What is accepted globally, as mentioned above, is that the absence of a dominant center
opens the way for a better degree of delinking or take off as the case of Japan under Meji
and the chance for certain development in Mexico, Chile, Brazil between the two imperialist
wars due to the weakening of the center’s fist. All of those successes emphasize the
development in its main meaning conditioned by the availability of sovereign political
decision, it is more important than the availability of capital.
The opposite is the case of rental Arab Gulf regimes which lack independent political
decision as the main condition for development and/or delinking despite of the availability
of surplus in those countries which, in fact, never thought to grasp the weak moment of the
center’s fist. The opposite also is the case of other countries, like China, Russia, India…etc
which benefited from the gradual decline of the center following the economic/financial
crises 2008.
Delinking and the Third Wave of Nationalism
While the first nationalist wave took place in Europe following the industrial revolution, the
second nationalist wave took place in the middle of the twentieth century in most of
periphery led by liberation movements against western capitalist colonialism aiming, as
Mahjoub wrote, to delink from the world capitalist system, the third wave since the last
quarter of the twentieth century is a false liberation movements manufactured by
imperialism to dismantle independent states and create ethnic, religious…etc dependent
regimes. This manufacturing is against nation states and their sovereignty. This wave is
totally in negation of delinking. It is important to note that independence of most of those
“liberated” Third World countries was fragile especially because it is without economic
independence, a factor which led us, at least, to mention that theories of Post Colonialism
are very optimistic, or even false.
Between Theory and Tool
Amin’s main problem is his hesitation to determine precisely the form of proper
revolutionary force for his revolutionary thesis. It is because that the revolutionary
theoretical position conditions a revolutionary tool so as to establish and strengthening the
class consciousness and position.
One of his last papers regarding delinking the form of 75Sovereign Popular Project, in
addition to his adoption of nation “ The national state, the state of the nation is the only
frame of development for a decisive struggle which in the final analysis transforms the
world”. He finalizes his paper without determining or naming the leading tool since he stay
satisfied by the Sovereign Popular Project avoiding explaining the class base and its party,
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which I discussed it in this paper 76, which based on my book “Beyond De-linking” 77 and
my paradigm “Development by Popular Protection” DbPP.
It is right that the Sovereign Popular Project carries the characteristics which made Amin
close to Maoism, but the Chinese experience itself confirms that alliance, while it is
necessary in general and in the level of Delinking in particular as a social transformation,
but it must avoid the deterioration of the Chinese Communist party which end up as a refuge
for the capitalist roaders through the integration of state/party, a problem which is called the
cultural revolution in the country and inside the party itself when Mao calls the
revolutionaries to: Target the Headquarter of the party.
This shows that Amin did not transcend the remnants of dependency school, i.e. the role of
the state, i.e. the ruling class through which he tied his position to the “nationalist state” as I
noted above, it is the same problem which other socialist regimes falls in where the ruling
parties bureaucratized (the Nomenklatura elite) the reason which separated the party from
the masses, the society and even the working class the development which explained why
the fall of those regimes was easy that much far from the terrible situation which those
societies were and still facing after the defeat of the “socialist” regimes.
As I am closing this paper, the form and nature of the revolutionary tool is still a matter of
debate. Many criticize the Leninist party, the “Stalinist” party, and try to provide an
alternative, but in vain, and some went too far to transcend the party. I think that the
Leninist party is still the most proper in struggle against capital and dependency, but a party
which is created by the class, controlled by the class, and its leadership is nominated also by
the class. For delinking, the Leninist party is an imperative need.
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CHPATER TWO
PALESTINE
What if Palestinian Feminism was Class Oriented?
While writing my coming book about women, I had the opportunity to read two books
published in Arabic and dealt with Palestinian women in West Bank and Gaza Strip (WBG).
What I offer here is not a review for these books, rather a few comments focusing on the
following aspects:


Western feminists who came and wrote on Palestinian feminism.



The response of Palestinian feminists.



The absent dimensions in both.

The criticism of Palestinian feminists to western feminists is based on the latter liberal and
radical orientation. Unfortunately, Palestinians fell into two pitfalls:


Their use of the general term “western” avoiding the importance of differentiation
between the large variety of peoples in the west, i.e. Capitalists, leftists, religious,
Marxists, liberals…etc. This will not be discussed below.



Distancing themselves, i.e. Palestinian feminists, from class dimension in the
Palestinian struggle, including that of women.

It is clear that “western” feminists did not deal with the class issue, because they themselves
are not Marxists and some are actually opposed to Marxism. Their point of reference,
therefore, was not class analysis since they are either liberal or radical feminists. That is
why, they failed to deal with the class weakness in the Palestinian feminist discourse and
struggle, and hence the focus of their critique was the weakness of Palestinian feminism.
Both groups, the Western and the Palestinian feminists, lack class dimension, and this is my
point of criticism for both.
But, Palestinian women were and still are real component of the Palestinian resistance
movement, so class weakness in analysis, struggle and discourse is shared. (See below).
The writings that I referred to above shows that “western feminists” were aware for the
future of Palestinian women after independence that their fate will be in “kitchen”, which is
true but it is nothing new and therefore, does not constitute a new contribution. It is rather a
repeat, in a colonial manner of a well-known fact, of other experiences that Palestinians are
familiar with. Their only contribution was that Palestinian feminism must be rooted, more
deeply in feminism itself to protect itself from being seized in the “kitchen”. At best, it is a
pre-emptive step.
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The irony came from the ground crystallized in the fact that Palestinian resistance, the
“secular” current, reached a point of deadlock, it failed to liberate Palestine or even the
Occupied Territories of 1967, but even internalized the defeat and accepted the conditions
and terms of their triad enemy.78 Oslo Accords, which is no more than a self – rule under the
Zionist regime. All these developments took place while “western” feminists continue to
agitate against the “coming” threat of national independence, and the Palestinian feminists
not consider the importance of class dimension for their struggle. The result, thus far, is that
the Palestinian resistance movement internalized the defeat, but the main loser was
Palestinian women since they lack a movement that will continue its struggle within
social/class bases. On the other hand, women are oppressed in both developments, victory
and defeat, as they did not consolidate class struggle, first within the political organizations
and then the entire society in general.
The failure of feminists in compounding class and gender on the one hand, and the
compromise which the national movement fell into, made the conditions of women more
critical, especially since Political Islamists jumped to lead Palestinian national resistance.
Finally, Palestinian women seized in the “kitchen’ which is not even equipped for cooking
as the West Bank and Gaza Strip are still under the Triad siege.
There is no doubt that class education, culture and struggle might flourish in more
developed social formations. But, this is not an absolute condition. Women in the capitalist
west still are in the “kitchen” or between the “kitchen”, the office and the factory!
How would it be if the “Cooperatives” Continued?
The following argument is not inclined to attribute all pitfalls to the objective factor, i.e. the
underdevelopment of the peripheral capitalist social formation in West Bank and Gaza
Strip. People in reality are able to make a change through producing new means according
to their real life. and its conditions. There is no doubt that real material circumstances create
opportunities for development and change that we must grasp.
Since the very beginning of first Palestinian Intifada (1988) as a popular initiative, people
raised the slogan of boycotting working for the Zionist economy and consuming its
products. Palestinian workers ceased to work inside 1948 – Occupied Palestine, and pioneer
women initiated “home cooperatives”, and peasants were encouraged to re-cultivate the
land. Those are the three main components of social change.
I don’t have the courage to say that it was a conspiracy when millions and millions of
dollars and Dirhams (currency of most Arab Gulf regimes) “rained” on WBG since the first
months of the beginning of Intifada! The same happened when resistance movement started
in 1967!
Home cooperatives were articulating women, workers and peasants in a model that I called
Development by Popular Protection (DBPP). Cooperatives used agricultural products to
provide local markets of basic food. This encouraged peasants to cultivate more and
encouraged women in Palestinian villages and cities to build simple agro-industries and
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offered those workers who quit working in Zionist enterprise an employment whether in the
agriculture or in local factories which started reshaping their system and orientation.
Cooperatives started a line of products to meet the basic food needs of the majority of the
Palestinian population.79 This process strengthened the working relationship among popular
classes: workers and poor peasants including women from both, villages and cities. What a
great network for grassroots development!
What is most important is that those cooperatives were relatively low-cost. They did need a
lot of money, what is called by capitalists “capital”. Raw materials, while cheap, rescued
agricultural products which were about to perish as result of the siege.80 Through this
popular social cooperation, there was an early development of a local law of value.
As I noted above, the blockade of the popular initiative was not caused only by the Zionist
occupation, which is to be expected. Two other parties have also contributed to that
blockade:
1) The PLO leadership which empowered it cadres in the WBG with a lot of money to
direct the Intifada to become political, dreaming of political independence, a dream that I
opposed since the first few months of that Intifada.
2) And the Arab, foreign, mainly western, governments, NGOs, international organizations
that also pumped enormous amount of money into the WBG.
To stay in the subject of this article, the “western” feminists and their NGOs were a major
source of financing which in the end curtailed local cooperatives, absorbed young women
leftist cadres in their modern and well-furnished offices, equipped with lab tops, organizing
workshops on women rights and gender equality, democracy, hijab, …etc.
While it is true that wage labor never liberated women, but work and cooperation
contributed to their real liberation.
Why did the donors, (foreign capital and NGOs), then destroy all that?
The result of the blockade of popular initiatives and women class orientation was a golden
opportunity for NGOs, or even for an expanded NGOization of the Palestinian resistance
movement.
NGOs offered money and resources to liberal, progressive, feminist, academic and
politicized women, while women of cooperatives “traditional women in villages and cities”
were not included. Yes, bribing was always limited to the elite. If money were to be
distributed to the entire society, it will be real charity, luxury, and even “lazy socialism”.
That is reason why one would see in the market place in the WBG many posters, books and
booklets with elegant and expensive multi-color covers, but they lack any meaningful
content and more than that, they have no readers.
The real bitter defeat was when women of radical organizations aligned themselves with
“western” feminist NGOs enjoying high salaries and air-conditioned offices. Women of
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Since the creation of the Palestinian Authority (PA) in the WBG, most of local agricultural products had stopped
because the PA decided to end the boycotting Israeli products.
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renegade left added to that an open normalization with Zionist women, like the cadres
of FIDA organization to give an illustrative example.
Briefly, NGO’s monies were wasted in the so-called Research Offices, and were not
invested in the production of basic needs. Not too bad of a result for some women who,
instead of being jailed in kitchen, are being jailed in “research” centers!
Between the PLO leadership dreaming of independence and women education of “western”
feminist NGOs (mainly directed against national and class struggle), the Intifada failed and
was aborted from developing into a social and productive Intifada. Yes, the Intifada as a
popular initiative was betrayed.
The offspring of Oslo Accords, the Palestinian Authority, as a formation caged between
national independence and colonialism, contained access to social struggle, an area which
the left must fill and use especially under a regime of defeat, corruption and comprador
policies in spheres of politics, culture and economy. This made lines of class differentiation
much clearer.
Moreover, the last elections in WBG (January 2006) presented a route for competition
inside factions of Palestinian bourgeoisie. These elections led to a military conflict between:


the bureaucratic comprador bourgeois of Ramallah under the name of Fateh, and



the bazaar merchant comprador mainly in Gaza Strip under the name of Hamas.

But both were using the same class as a fuel for the semi-civil war, the popular classes!
Unfortunately, since the leftist organizations were dependent on the PA, and women
organizations were absorbed by political organizations, there was a lack of a third force to
fill in the social and national gap with a class program.
Women, once again missed the golden opportunity.
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The Israeli Apartheid in the Context of Oslo accords
Why it is Oslo-Stan and not Bantustan
Presented to the Panel discussion: Apartheid Israel and its misrepresentation in US,
Saturday, 21 June 2003 Al-Awda International Convention: Palestinian Right of Return and
Self-Determination in a New Colonial World: Strategies and actions, 20 - 22 June 2003,
Toronto, Canada
Many comparisons have been drawn between the Dutch, and later, English settler
colonialism in South Africa and the Zionist Jewish settler colonization of Palestine. The
content of Oslo Accords provides a good material for comparison between the two cases
especially the fact that this agreement did not contain a real sovereignty for the West Bank
and Gaza Strip (WBG).
There is no doubt that there are some similarities between the two cases since both are
settler colonial and white racist projects. These similarities, however, do mean that each of
them is similar to the other.
Those who attempt to impose the analogy between the Palestinian autonomous areas
(according to Oslo Accords area A) and the Bantustan in South Africa are taking a risky
adventure of ignoring the core of the Palestinian issue, the Palestinian refugees.
Aside from few similarities between the Bantustan and Oslostan that include occupation,
racism, white settlers and apartheid, there are many differences. Of these differences are:
First: While the Apartheid regime in South Africa did occupy the fertile lands, mines, and
other sources of wealth, it did not evict the black people out of the boundaries of South
Africa to become refugees. Those who lost their land, are still living in other areas in South
Africa itself, in the Bantustans. In the Palestinian case, however, the majority of the
Palestinian people live in the Shatat81.
Second: The question of Palestine and Palestinian refugees was caused by and should be
traced back to May 1948 when the Zionist - Jewish settlers evicted the majority of the
Palestinian people from their land and homes. An adequate and just solution, therefore, must
start from that point of departure. To consider that the solution starts from the 1967
occupation (i.e. the solution of the Oslo Accords), is one of a liquidationist orientation.
Third: The white setter colonialism in South Africa which did not evict the native blacks
from their land, gained from the opportunity of having a large pool of cheap labor that they
exploited to the maximum and generated huge surpluses that enabled the Apartheid regime
to achieve primitive accumulation and to become a developed capitalist country. On the
other hand, the Zionist Ashkenazi Entity (ZAE), historically discriminated against Arab
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occupation of Palestine in 1948 and the years that followed. These Palestinians reside, since 1948, in many Arab and
other countries world-wide as Palestinian refugees.
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labor and farmers and insisted on employing Hebrew labor, i.e. it was more racist than the
Apartheid regime in South Africa.
Fourth: While in South Africa, the Apartheid regime stopped the import of immigrants for
political and ideological reasons, the ZAE continued the import of new Jewish immigrants.
In other words, the ZAE remains a settler-colonial state in an ever expanding mode and
continues to intensify the conflict.
Fifth: Since the South African white settlers did not evacuate the country from its black
natives, a joint South African social formation emerged in spite despite of the fact that it
was stratified into upper white and other lower black strata. Of course there was a pettybourgeois black class mediating between the two nation/classes. This class gradually
expanded into the black bureaucracy and technocracy that share power with the white
capitalist class.
The important point here is that the state in South Africa had a single economic system
where a new social formation dominated by a capitalist mode of production that articulated
with several secondary modes of production, like petty-commodity production, patriarchal,
or in general some pre or non-capitalist modes of production.
The Palestinian case is, however, more obvious. It is a case where the settlers (trained,
armed and financed by British colonialism) dismantled the social fabric of the Palestinian
society since 1948. Accordingly, there wasn’t a chance for the crystallization of a joint
Arab-Jewish social formation. Palestinian refugees did not have the opportunity to create a
socio-economic system, because they were landless.
Sixth: The case of the WBG and the ZAE is a case of two separated social formations and
two separated economies. This fact is not diminished because the WBG economy subjected
to the settler colonial one. In this form of relationship, the ZAE regime has created the worst
living conditions in the WBG aiming at evicting as many Palestinians as possible to
replacing them by extremist colonial settlers. What is interesting in this respect is that the
Palestinian case is different from that of the South African Apartheid.
Seventh: The most important issue is that the Bantustan phenomenon is more applicable in
the case of the 1948 Palestinians: those who continued to live inside the ZAE itself. They
are part of the social formation and the same economic and political system. They obviously
endure blatant Israeli discrimination. Most of those Palestinians live in their own towns and
villages, while their land had been confiscated by the Jewish settlers. Some of them are
employed by Jewish settlers to work as agricultural waged labor on own land or the land of
their relatives. Additionally, they suffer discrimination in all spheres of life: social, health,
medical and educational.
Eighth: One of the similarities between the case of Palestinians of the WBG and the Zionist
settlers on the one hand, and the Bantustan of South Africa on the other, is that the
Palestinians are the majority as native blacks, and the Jews are the minority as white
settlers. The ZAE, however, continues to pursue its endless attempts to increase the absolute
number of the Jewish settlers by accelerating the building of settlements while indirectly
pushing the Palestinians to leave through several means.
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Ninth: While every white settler colonial regime (the United States, Canada, Australia, New
Zeeland , including the former one in South Africa), has its own metropolis, the ZAE has a
larger metropolis which is the world capitalist center as a whole. This made a consensus in
this center, even to criticize, the ZAE terrorism difficult.
Tenth: During the highest world campaign against the Apartheid of the former South
African white regime, the ZAE and Taiwan were the only two states that maintained
diplomatic relations with the Bantustans in South Africa, i.e. with Botswana.
So long as we accept the pretend that the case of the WBG is an apartheid one, we in fact
fall into two dangerous sins:
 The ignoring of the core of the Arab- Israeli conflict, the Palestinian refugees’ right
of return.
 The ignoring of the suffering of the Palestinians inside the ZAE 1948, the 1948
Zionist occupation of Palestine, who are under the real Apartheid rule.
The 1948 Palestinians faced and continue to face the terrorist policies of the ZAE regime.
What is interesting that the uprising of Land day (Youm al-Ard) by the Palestinians in 1948
in March 30 1976 took place at the same year of Soweto Uprising in the former South
Africa?
The Lesson of Oslo
- The first Intifada 1987 proved to the Israeli occupation that open borders between the
WBG and AZE are impossible as long as there the occupation lasts on the one hand and that
the ZAE ignores the right of return on the other. What emphasizes this impossibility was the
‘war of knifes’ and later in Intifada II (2000) suicide operations.
- The ruling class in the ZAE realized that as long as the separation of borders is inevitable,
then another design might be possible: achieving political separation and separation of
people through building the wall between the two parts of Palestine. The wall is not against
economic relationship, although it will regulate it. In the case of economy, the wall is a gate
to the WBG and the Arab countries. Here precisely lies the capitalist colonial mentality of
the ZAE regime.
The wall
The idea of the wall between the ZAE and WBG is not a new one. The Zionist labor party
made several proposals for people’s separation since the early beginning of the occupation.
It is a large ghetto which is designed to protect the ZAE from its neighbors.
While the separation according to the 1967 borders is relatively viable for the ZAE, it is not,
however, viable for the Jewish settlements which spread all through the WBG. This means
that the ZAE needs in addition to the long wall (nearly 600 kilometers) around the ZAE
itself other subsidiary walls around its settlements.
In 1996, Avegdor Kahlani (then Minister of Internal Security), renewed the idea of building
a wall, but the idea was rejected for political reasons, because separation means a
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designation of borders for Israel the only state in the world with defined borders. The
current separation plan, however, is based on the plan of the previous Minister of police
Moshe Shahal that he introduced it to Rabin in 1995. It is summarized as follows: to design
routes for ‘goods and accepted persons’, and to move patrols around the borders and to
build fences and movable control spots in sensitive areas.
The current plan of building the wall as a result of a joint decision by the coalition
government led by Ariel Sharon the Prime Minister from Likud party and Ben-Eli Azar the
previous defense Minister from the Labor party.
However, one of the main aims of the wall is to instill into the minds that the Bantustan
case here is that of the WBG, while its natural place is the status of the Palestinians in the
occupied Palestine 1948. In other words, the attribution of the Bantustan to the WBG is a
deliberate decision to ignore the refugees’ issue as a step towards ignoring of the right of
return.
The Cantons are Necessary to Accomplish the Wall
While the wall is designed to maintain the integrity of the ZAE, its goal is different for the
WBG. For all of the ZAE leaders, the wall never meant a total separation of the WBG.
Moreover, the WBG will be broken into several cantons. The aims of imposing these
cantons are at least two:
 To destroy the internal integrity of the WBG for good.
 To maintain, as much as possible, the Jewish settlements in the WBG (Some of them
might be dismantled).
What interested us in this paper is that the mere idea of cantonizing the WBG means that the
Bantustans are in the WBG, not in the occupied part of Palestine 1948. The cantonization is,
at the same time, politically/ideologically a defensive as well an offensive plan... It is
defensive because it indirectly contains the pretend that the occupied part of Palestine in
1948 is not for discussion and that it is according to the Jewish myth, the “land of Israel”. It
is also offensive because it keeps the settlements inside the WBG with the purpose of
expanding them for the long run until the eviction all the Palestinians to the Shatat is
accomplished.
In fact, the cantonization is neither new nor limited to the politics of the ZAE. It is a policy
of the US Empire against the Arab Homeland, as we witness now in Iraq. It is even larger. It
is the capitalist center upgraded version of the classic colonial policy of “Divide and Rule”
to a new one that is applicable in the era of globalization, the further “concentration of the
center and the fragmentation of periphery”82.
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The Insistence of the ZAE on Indirect Eviction
The ZAE policy of evacuating the Palestinian land of its people has always been its ultimate
goal although it took different forms in different stages. Briefly speaking, as long as our
project is the right of return, their continuous goal is the final eviction of our people.
The ZAE policies in the WBG, i.e. land confiscation, homes destruction, assassination, mass
arrest, economic siege…etc, are indirectly aimed at pushing the Palestinians of the WBG
out of their land.
A modest estimate of the population of the WBG shows that it amounts to nearly two
million Palestinians or more. The indirect eviction serves both of the ZAE goals of
weakening the cantons and the final eviction of the Palestinians from the WBG.
Cantons, Separation Wall…All Designed to Terminate the Right of Return
Early Dismantling and Peripheralizing the Palestinian Social Fabric…Why?
Even before its colonization of Palestine, the ruling British capitalist class brutally and
illegally ‘donated’ Palestine to the World Zionist organization according to Balfour
Declaration (2 November 1917). This declaration based on the secret criminal agreement,
the Sykes-Picot agreement (May 1916), between the two colonial powers, Britain and
France, which was designed to divide the Arab Homeland between themselves. A special
case has been reserved for Palestine to be ‘donated’ to the expected Zionist settlers who
were preparing themselves to invade Palestine. Accordingly, throughout the British colonial
rule in Palestine (1917-1948), the British military occupation was continuously ‘milking’
the Palestinian economy in support of the capitalist Jewish settlers, to the extent that few
years after the beginning of the British colonialism, a duel economy emerged in Palestine: a
developed capitalist economy for the settlers and another peripheral capitalist for the
Palestinians. The British were continuously keen to oblige and reshape the Palestinian
economy to be integrated into the settler’s one.
Following the 1948 war, the Jewish - Zionist settlers occupied 78% of Palestine, evicted
nearly one million of its population, and created over their land the Zionist Ashkenazi
Entity- Israel (ZAE). Some like 120,000 Palestinians remained under occupation. Part of
Palestine (later called the West Bank) was annexed by the Jordanian Emirate
(Transjordania), and another part, the Gaza Strip, was placed under Egyptian administration.
The occupation of more than three quarters of Palestine created the question of the
Palestinian refugees which continues until the present time despite various plans for its
liquidation. During the last 55 years, the number of Palestinian refugees increased to more
than five million, i.e. the majority of the Palestinian people and presently constitutes the
largest group of refugees in the world.
During the era of the Jordanian rule (1948-1967), the West Bank was integrated into the
East Bank, in a policy of peripheralizing it. The social formation of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip on the eve of 1967 occupation was peripheralized to the Jordanian and Egyptian
capitalist social formations. The arbitrary peripheralization of the West Bank to Jordan
turned the pyramid on its head since the East Bank of Jordan was the periphery of Palestine
until 1948. What must be noted here is that this change took place for political and strategic
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reasons, i.e. the Iqlimi.83 Arab ruling regimes were complacent with the capitalist
imperialist plan which aimed at terminating the Palestinian personality identity, and its
economic viability rather than develop the country84. In fact, the plan was to dismantle the
whole Palestinian society. It aimed at serving the Zionist/Imperialist project in terminating
the Palestinian national personality identity as the negation of the Zionist entity. It might be
that for the same reason, the Israeli economists Arnon and Finblet wrote that: “Any
assumption based on the transcendence of Jordan in the context of the relationship between
Israel and the Palestinians, is simply mistaken”.85 It should be noted here that the objective
of these Zionist economists stems from their willingness to maintain that Palestinians in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip (WBG) shouldn’t have the chance to be an independent entity,
they must be integrated with Jordan to avoid the crystallization of a Palestinian identity as
long as the ZA E ‘s regime can’t keep them under its direct colonization.86
Later and following the ZEA’s occupation of the WBG, the Zionist ruling politicians,
economists, and intellectuals pretended that the occupation implanted capitalism into the
occupied WBG.
In fact, the capitalization of the WBG, even in a restricted manner, hasn’t been introduced
by the Israeli capitalist occupation. It was there long before the occupation of 1967 and the
occupation of 1948 as well. The capitalist relations of production started, at least, since the
beginning of the Eighteenth century.87
What is important here is to note here is that the relation between the two parts of Palestine
(the ZAE settler state in the occupied part of Palestine 1948, and the WBG) wasn’t an
internal colonialism, and not a case of articulation model as mentioned above. The Zionist
occupation of WBG maintains its peripheralization status, but only with one exception
which is turning them into peripheries to ZAE.
Since the beginning of the era of 1967 occupation, it is important to note how Israel has reshaped the occupied WBG economies in a way which, even after the “peace settlement”
kept them captive to the Israeli economy. This shed some light over the Ashkenazi Zionists’
understanding the conflict, and the ‘final solution’. The relation between the Israeli
economy and that of the West Bank/Gaza is a case study of center/periphery relationship
between a developed capitalist social formation dominated by a developed capitalist mode
of production on the one hand and a dependent peripheral capitalist social formation on the
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other. There were two dominant modes of production operate in two different and
antagonistic social formations. But both social formations are ruled by one political system:
the Palestinian community as the colonized and the Israeli Jewish community as the
colonizer. Accordingly, the two modes of production found no chance to achieve
articulation between themselves. As long as the two communities are in full war against
each other on the one hand, and because capital itself is a social relationship on the other,
the articulation of modes of production can’t find a chance. The exception is limited to
minority elite. The class interests of the comprador capitalist Palestinian class motivated
them to maintain a trade relationship with the Israeli capitalist class. This is not the case in
the political instance and even the material interest of the majority of the Palestinians in the
WBG which stay in contradiction with that of the majority of the Israeli Jewish settler
colonial entity (see later). In fact, articulation is taking place in the same social formation in
a single nation-state, i.e. in the case of South Africa despite the fact that the main economic
acmes are owned by white settlers, but it is still one state. Far from the nature of the
relationship between the two communities, the ZAE was deliberately and continuously
peripheralizing not capitalizing nor developing the WBG.
This rendered all ideas or preaches for a joint work, or peaceful cooperation between the
two entities under the regime meaningless. Accordingly, the relationship between
Palestinian and Israeli formations is atypical external and settler colonial one.
That is why, any trade agreement or commercial relation is a subjugate one, and any
Palestinian acceptance of this relationship as an alternative to the proper, equal and
integrative relationship (with the Arab countries in the form of integration and joint market)
is a relation taking place in the service of class interests of the ruling Palestinian comprador
and not in the interest or a choice of the majority the popular classes.
During the long years of the occupation, Israel never treated the WBG as an integral
backward part of its own or an internal colony, as the case of some areas in Brazil88 or as a
Bantustan as was the case in the Apartheid regime South Africa, but as a free and open area
that belongs to a defeated national enemy and should be either evacuated of its population,
as a way to deprive the Palestinians of their land and replace them by Jewish settlers, or to
be destroyed economically.
For example on the eve of 1967 occupation, the most advanced economic sector in the
WBG was agriculture. That is why the West Bank was called the food basket of Jordan.
Gaza’s citrus found its exporting channels to Arab Oil producing countries, Eastern Europe
and Iran. This sector, agriculture, controlled by the Israeli economy, as soon as the 1967
occupation took place, wad re-shaped and redirected or in fact deformed to fit into the needs
of the Israeli economy and its contracts with the world capitalist market but without
unification of the two economies even in the form that one will exploit and block the
development of the other. This is the reason why, while agricultural production in the WB
increased in absolute terms, its ability to satisfy basic needs declined, the survey of used
land declined, and the manufacturing sector stagnated89.
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A Settler Colonial Policy of two Phases
Again the relation with the Israeli economy was one of direct occupation. The Israeli settler
capitalist mode of production works in two integrated phases in respect of the WBG.
Firstly: It has extended at the cost of the peripheral capitalist mode of production and other
non-capitalist modes in the Palestinian Occupied Territories (OT) through a process which
could be described as a peripheralization through incorporation. In its early years, the
capitalist mode of production of Israeli settler colonialism, enforced by the Israeli military
government, incorporated the WBG economy so as to dis-articulate its sectors internally on
the one hand and not to allow a unification of the two economies on the other. As for the
population under direct occupation, Israel has shifted from direct eviction to indirect
displacing out of the Palestinian people90. With this policy, the occupation precluded the
possibility of independent capitalist development in the WBG.
Secondly: The policy of the Zionist/Ashkenazi Entity towards the WBG entered a new
phase in the late 1970s, a phase that continues to the Oslo Accords (1993): uprooting the
productive factors in the WBG economy. For example, large-scale expropriation of land
competing with local industries, arbitrarily increasing taxes, but continuously forcing the
natives to indirectly flee their land91. Briefly, the second phase is peripheralization without
articulation or further incorporation of the WBG productive economic sector but rather the
beginning of their total destruction as an independent economy. In parallel, with the
weakening of the WBG productive sectors (its real economy), the produce of Israel’s big
companies and farms has flooded into the WBG market. The continuity of the same
situation after Oslo Accords 1993, and Paris agreement 1995 meant that the economic
policy of Palestinian Authority (PA) is not an independent one.
During the two phases however, the essence of the occupation’s policy was really
maintained.
Since the early days of the 1967 occupation, the WBG was designated and denoted as a
military area and since then Israel has issued well over 2000 military orders and regulations
governing all aspects of life. For instance military order no 24 banning exports and imports
except through or from Israel (this is still the case after the so called peace accords). Israel
outlawed the existing WBG export-import relations (orders no. 10-12) during the first few
months of the occupation. The only maintained export relations were those with Jordan
through the “open bridges” as a political motive to strengthen the Jordanian regime’s
influence in the WBG to intensify the two Arab parts competition for the loyalty of the
WBG Palestinians. What Israel gain from that is to be the dominant third part over the other
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This form of indirect eviction took place through land confiscation, arrests, public punishment, closed areas, high
prices for basic needs, unemployment…For more analysis, see Adel Samara, “The Peace Settlement: from Eviction,
to Push out, to self Pushing), in Kana’an, no 94 pp 87-101
The Zionist/Ashkinazi Entity-Israel started by evicting most of the Palestinian population in 1948 and created their
entity in its land. After 1967, the Zionists occupied the rest of Palestine, but adopted a policy of indirect eviction, i.e.
through land confiscation, arrests, torture, assasination…etc which made the life of the Palestinians unbearable.
Accordingly, many Palestinians choose to leave their homes looking for better life.
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two92 who are competing each other as ruling comprador elite which the people under the
rule of both f them is one people.
The competition between the Jordanian regime and PLO for the representation of the WBG,
ended with Jordan’s regime decision of de-linking from the West Bank (1988), and the
PLO’s leadership decision to recognize Israel, and to declare a Palestinian state ‘on paper’.
By doing so, PLO in fact replaced itself (its strategy of liberation) by ‘U-turn’ of its role and
aims and re-shaped itself according to the Israeli conditions. The Jordanian regime did the
same one year later, but the people in both Arab countries are still fighting this peace as a
“peace for capital”. This became clear through the content and practice of the Oslo Accords.
And Social Class Integration
As a settler colonial entity, the Zionist regime maintains its policy of dismantling and later
integrating the WBG Palestinian social fabric into its own structure. It is an integration of
the WBG land and economy, not the population. The Zionist Ashkenazi entity has always
been keen only for land confiscation, exploiting labor force and ‘milking’ the market. The
population was considered ‘different’ than its not citizens. They pay the duties of citizens
and more, but have no protection. That is the reason why the case of the Palestinian in WBG
was not as the case of Bantustan in South Africa.
Since the first few months of the occupation, local merchants started marketing Israeli
goods, including raw materials, machines and goods imported from and/or through Israel.
Thus, the merchants can be seen as the first social class to become linked to the Israeli
economy. This paved the way for the manufacturers to use the Israeli raw materials and
machines and to be the second social faction linked with the economy of the ZAE. The
Israeli internal economic adaptation with the world order’s division of labor (in other words
an early globalization) led it to transform its traditional industries toward more
specialization in electronics and sophisticated armament industries93. That is why Israel
decreased its emphasis on many of the traditional industries such as textile, footwear and
simple chemical products. The WBG face a process of re-allocation of industries to their
detriment. The Intifada, has been a strong popular reply against this Israeli policy. But this
strong reply has been terminated by the PLO’s failure to elaborate a development policy to
support the Intifada policy of Development by Popular Protection (DBPP)94. Both PLO
leadership and local capitalists were an obstacle for the Intifada to develop into a socioeconomic, not only a political Intifada95.
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See Naser Al-A’ardah, The Jordanian/Palestinian Trade Relations: its Reality and Future Perspectives. June,
2000 (not-published) p.p.7 and 13.
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See The Global Political Economy of Israel, Jonathan Nitzan and Shimshon Bichler, Pluto Press, London, Sterling,
Virginia, 2002.
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DBPP is a model of development which I deduced from the experience of Intifada,. For details see Adel Samara, AlTanmiay bil Al-Himaya Al-Sha’abiya, (Development by Popular Protection) Al ZaAahra Publications, 1991,
Jerusalem. Arabic.
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See Adel Samara, (The Other Economy of Intifada), in (al-Intifada Mubadarah Shaa’biyah (Intifada a Popular
Initative) edited by a Group of Researchers, no publishing house, 1990. pp.121-146. Arabic.
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While the ZAE concentrated its efforts on industries with a future, the WBG were left with
branches of production at a lower technological level and less prospect of growth, a
situation which perpetuates the economic gap between them. This is the fact which some
Israeli economists realized too late, and advised their government to offer more business
permits to the Palestinians by the end of the1980s. However, this dependent and outmoded
industrialization of the WBG is just a modest example of how the core capitalist countries
of the World Order transfer some productive sites to periphery. It is a good example of
international division of labor that is applied in a regional scale in the capitalist era of
globalization which has started approximately in the 1970s. According to the Israeli policy
against industrialization of the WBG the productive sector of industry remained stagnant.
“…By the year 1993, the number of operating factories in the WBG reached 3858 factory,
only two of them employ more than fifty workers”.96
It is worth mentioning that, while he recognized it too late, Izra Sadan was one of the early
Israeli economists who realized that the dependent Palestinian economy is unable to
compete with the Israeli one. That is why he advised the Israeli regime, by late 1980s to
give permits to Palestinian businessmen97. Sadan, like most of the Israeli neo-liberal Zionist
economists adopts the domination model of Israeli politicians towards the WBG. This
model is based on the integration and elimination of borders, especially economic borders
between Israel and the WBG as a step against an independent Palestinian state. Few Israeli
economists argued in favor of borders with the Palestinians. Their argument, however, fits
into the current policy of building a wall against the mobility of the population not the trade
(See later). Even those who are supporting borders are motivated by their wish to keep the
ZAE as a pure Jewish state. They are not in support of the Palestinian’s right of selfdetermination, not to mention the right of return. The Israeli sociologist Yoram Misher, for
instance, argued that: “demographic considerations must be essential in our thinking, in
addition to the fact that the nature of the conflict over Palestine – Eretz Israel is a national
one. As long as there is a national commitment, high demographic intensity, income
differences, and political conflict, all these issues make clear borders imperative”98. The
author did not, however, explain what he meant by clear borders? The wall which is being
currently built under Sharon’s government constitutes clear borders, but it is a colonialracist one. This brings to our minds the difference between Pinhas Sapir, the Israeli minister
of finance during the occupation of 1967 who was in favor of erecting orders with the WBG
and Moshe Dayan, the minister of war who was opposed to that. All this emphasizes the fact
that we are talking about two structures, not one. That is why the relationship is not that of
Bantustan. It is a center-periphery relationship in addition to the special features of the
situation of the WBG as areas that is subjugated to a direct settler colonial regime.
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Statistics of Judai and Samaria and Gaza Strip, publications of the Department of Satistics, Jerusalem, p. 1985, 1995
“Palestinian contractors made contracts based on an open market relations , as sub-contractors for the Israelis in
works like building materials, trade with Israeli contractors, shoes workshops. The Palestinian components in these
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There is another aspect of the specificity of the issue which is at large an Arab-Israeli
conflict. The Arab nation is a part of the conflict at two levels. The ruling Arab classes are
at the side of the ZAE regime, while the masses are against. The importance of this issue
here is that the final aim of the ZAE is to be integrated into the Arab Homeland in the
manner of Integration through Domination (ITD). That is why, the ZAE did not evict the
WBG population because if the eviction takes place, the conflict will be extended another
hundred years on the one hand, and the US global empire will not enjoy an end of tension in
the region, a development that will harm the “liberalization of trade”.
Unemployment increased after the 1967 occupation when both the agricultural and
manufacture sectors were hindered. This increases the deformity in the labor-capital
equation, that local capital should be relatively able to employ, i.e. exploit, the local labor
force. A deformity represented in a continuous outflow of labor force from the WBG to
Israel, even before the Israeli policy of mass land expropriation. Land confiscation, closure,
sky rocketing prices of basic needs, and PLO’s lack of development policy are factors that
pushed the peasants to leave their poor land and work within the economy of the ZAE. This
process of politicization, similar to the eviction of the Palestinians in 1948, represented a
false prolitarization process, i.e. separation of the direct producer from the means of
production without leading to a primitive accumulation which made capitalist development
possible. In the case of 1948 occupation, it was a unique prolitarization in the sense of that
the land of the peasants has been confiscated and annexed to another social formation where
the new proletariat does not enjoy the status of citizenship. In the case of 1967 OT, it was
also unique that the new proletariat, while remained in its country, had a ruling regime that
wasn’t a national one. Authorities of the military occupation are at liberty to allow this new
proletariat to work inside its own economy or not.
Palestinian workers in Israel came primarily not from the cities and refugee camps but from
rural areas. By integrating the labor force into Israeli working places, most of the
Palestinian social classes were subjected to the process of peripherlization to Israel.
It is worth noting here that the Israeli occupation was able to tie most of the OT’s social
classes into its economy, and maintain the bridges opened towards Jordan. By doing so,
Israel guaranteed the loyalty of some social strata in the OT’s which benefited from its
relationship with the occupation. These strata form the new comprador capitalist faction
which replaced the same form of faction that donated this “privilege” under the Jordanian
rule.
The so-called “peace process” did in fact complete the Palestinian integration with Israel by
integrating the PLO leadership (in the political case) with the Israeli settler colonial regime.
The most obvious proof of that was popular Palestinian boycotting of the ZAE products in
the WBG and places of work during Intifada I (1987) was terminated by the new PA’s
rulers in a show of good will to people’s enemy!
Why is it Oslo-Stan and not Bantustan?
Many comparisons have been drawn between the Dutch, and later, English settler
colonialism in South Africa and the Zionist Jewish settler colonization of Palestine. The
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content of Oslo Accords provides a good material for comparison between the two cases
especially the fact that this agreement did not contain a real sovereignty for the WBG.
There is no doubt that there are some similarities between the two cases since both are
settler colonial and white racist projects. These similarities, however, do mean that each of
them is similar to the other.
Those who attempt to impose the analogy between the Palestinian autonomous areas
(according to Oslo Accords area A) and the Bantustan in South Africa are taking a risky
adventure of ignoring the core of the Palestinian issue, the Palestinian refugees. In other
words, to create analogy between the Bantustans and the PA areas A, is an ‘adventure’ that
considers the Oslo Accords a final solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict. It acts as if the core
of the Arab-Israeli conflict is the Israeli withdrawal from the WBG areas on the one hand,
and as if the Palestinian and Arab rights in Palestine are limited to these areas, means and
implies that the first and the larger occupation (78% of Palestine), that of 1948, is not part
of the conflict.
It is worth mentioning here that because the Arab ruling comprador classes had internalized
the defeat, they start talking about ‘ending of the effects of 1967 occupation’ including the
AZE’s withdrawal from the occupied land of 1967 of the WBG, Sinai of Egypt and the
Golan Heights of Syria. It is because of this position of the Arab regimes that the
international public opinion was deviated to think that the core of the conflict is the 1967
occupied areas. For that very same reason, those who see similarities between the South
Africa Bantustan and the Palestinian issue base their attitude on and limit it to the 1967
occupation of the WBG. In addition to the Arab ruling class, several Palestinian and Arab
intellectuals did in fact support the ruler in their betrayal of the Arab Palestinian cause.
As noted above, aside from few similarities between the Bantustan and Oslostan, which
include occupation, racism, white settlers and apartheid, there are many differences. Of
these differences are:
First: While the Apartheid regime in South Africa did occupy the fertile lands, mines, and
other sources of wealth, it did not evict the black people out of the boundaries of South
Africa to become refugees. Those who lost their land, are still living in other areas in South
Africa itself, in the Bantustans. In the Palestinian case, however, the majority of the
Palestinian people live in the Shatat.99 In the case of South Africa, the possibility of
reaching a solution was always at hand because its citizens were not evicted. That is the
reason why the white regime of South Africa Apartheid did not face the challenge of resettling citizens who were living abroad. This is not to ignore the fact that the current
solution in South Africa is still lagging behind, and is unable to guarantee to for the black
majority their full rights, i.e. restoration of land to its real owners, or at least land
nationalization, and the real distribution of wealth among its inhabitants.
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Shatat is an Arabic term that signifies one's living outside of his/her homeland. In the context of this paper, shatat is
used to indicate Palestinians who were forcefully expelled from their homeland – Palestine as a result of the Zionist
occupation of Palestine in 1948 and the years that followed. These Palestinians reside, since 1948, in many Arab and
other countries world-wide as Palestinian refugees.
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Second: The question of Palestine and Palestinian refugees was caused by and should be
traced back to May 1948 when the Zionist - Jewish settlers evicted the majority of the
Palestinian people from their land and homes. An adequate and just solution, therefore, must
start from that point of departure. To consider that the solution starts from the 1967
occupation (i.e. the solution of the Oslo Accords), is one of a liquidationist orientation.
Third: The white setter colonialism in South Africa which did not evict the native blacks
from their land, gained from the opportunity of having a large pool of cheap labor that they
exploited to the maximum and generated huge surpluses that enabled the Apartheid regime
to achieve primitive accumulation and to become a developed capitalist country. On the
other hand, the ZAE, historically discriminated against Arab labor and farmers and insisted
on employing Hebrew labor, i.e. it was more racist than the Apartheid regime in South
Africa. To satisfy its needs of Hebrew labor, the ZAE imported more Arab and Eastern Jews
to fill in the gap in the needed labor power. Following the 1967 occupation of the WGB, the
ZAE exploited the new pool of cheap Arab labor force. Accordingly, the ZAE achieved the
primitive accumulation at the cost of the Jewish Arab and the Arab labor force. This gain
was achieved on a racist basis in both cases, South Africa and the ZAE. However, the
blacks of South Africa preserved their status as citizens.
Fourth: While in South Africa, the Apartheid regime stopped the import of immigrants for
political and ideological reasons, the ZAE continued the import of new Jewish immigrants.
During the last decade of the twentieth century, the ZAE imported one million new Jewish
settlers from the former Soviet Union. Presently, it is searching for more millions of Jews to
be imported to cock-up the Palestinian land. In other words, the ZAE remains a settler
colonial state in an ever expanding mode and continues to intensify the conflict.
Fifth: Since the South African white settlers did not evacuate the country from its black
natives, a joint South African social formation emerged in spite despite of the fact that it
was stratified into upper white and other lower black strata. Of course there was a pettybourgeois black class mediating between the two nation/classes. This class gradually
expanded into the black bureaucracy and technocracy that share power with the white
capitalist class.
The important point here is that the state in South Africa had a single economic system
where a new social formation dominated by a capitalist mode of production that articulated
with several secondary modes of production, like petty-commodity production, patriarchal,
or in general some pre or non-capitalist modes of production. However, this variety of
modes of production made South Africa a good field for social, economic and especially
anthropological research.
The Palestinian case is, however, more obvious. It is a case where the settlers (trained,
armed and financed by British colonialism) dismantled the social fabric of the Palestinian
society since 1948. Accordingly, there wasn’t a chance for the crystallization of a joint
Arab-Jewish social formation. Palestinian refugees did not have the opportunity to create a
socio-economic system, because they were landless. The status of each refugee has been
drastically changed, and many melted into the social fabric of the place (society) which they
were forcefully dislocated. What is still cementing the struggle of the Palestinian people is
the national/political struggle for the liberation of Palestine. More catastrophic and
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devastating to this struggle is the continuous attempts of the ZAE, Britain, France and lately
and more than any other part, the United States, to settle the Palestinian refugees in the
countries of the Shatat.100 This is in harmony with the attitude of western capitalist regimes
towards the Palestinian refugees, which can be summarized as:
 Israel was created to survive as is, a pure Jewish state.
 The Palestinian refugees have been evicted and dislocated to be settled in their
forceful exile.
Sixth: The case of the WBG and the ZAE is a case of two separated social formations and
two separated economies. This fact is not diminished because the WBG economy subjected
to the settler colonial one. In this form of relationship, the ZAE regime has created the worst
living conditions in the WBG aiming at evicting as many Palestinians as possible to
replacing them by extremist colonial settlers. What is interesting in this respect is that the
Palestinian case is different from that of the South African Apartheid.
Seventh: The most important issue is that the Bantustan phenomenon is more applicable in
the case of the 1948 Palestinians: those who continued to live inside the ZAE itself. They
are part of the social formation and the same economic and political system. They obviously
endure blatant Israeli discrimination. Most of those Palestinians live in their own towns and
villages, while their land had been confiscated by the Jewish settlers. Some of them are
employed by Jewish settlers to work as agricultural waged labor on own land or the land of
their relatives. Additionally, they suffer discrimination in all spheres of life: social, health,
medical and educational.
Eighth: One of the similarities between the case of Palestinians of the WBG and the Zionist
settlers on the one hand, and the Bantustan of South Africa on the other, is that the
Palestinians are the majority as native blacks, and the Jews are the minority as white
settlers. The ZAE, however, continues to pursue its endless attempts to increase the absolute
number of the Jewish settlers by accelerating the building of settlements while indirectly
pushing the Palestinians to leave through several means.
Ninth: While every white settler colonial regime (the United States, Canada, Australia, New
Zeeland , including the former one in South Africa), has its own metropolis, the ZAE has a
larger metropolis which is the world capitalist center as a whole. This made a consensus in
this center, even to criticize, the ZAE terrorism difficult.
Tenth: During the highest world campaign against the Apartheid of the former South
African white regime, the ZAE and Taiwan were the only two states that maintained
diplomatic relations with the Bantustans in South Africa, i.e. with Botswana.
So long as we accept the pretend that the case of the WBG is an apartheid one, we in fact
fall into two dangerous sins:
 The ignoring of the core of the Arab- Israeli conflict, the Palestinian refugees’ right
of return.
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 The ignoring of the suffering of the Palestinians inside the ZAE 1948, the 1948
Zionist occupation of Palestine, who are under the real Apartheid rule.
The 1948 Palestinians faced and continue to face the terrorist policies of the ZAE regime.
What is interesting that the uprising of Land day (Youm al-Ard) by the Palestinians in 1948
in March 30 1976 took place at the same year of Soweto Uprising in the former South
Africa?
The Lesson of Oslo
Why did the ZAE decide to go for the negotiations of the Oslo Accords at a time when it
was able to refuse any solution, even a superficial one? It is true that the Oslo negotiations
and accords were the result of Intifada I (1987). At the same time, however, the PLO was at
its weakest position. In fact Oslo Accords came as a result of several factors. It was when
the ZAE regime completed a cost-benefit calculation that it found that it is in its own
interest to go ahead and pursue the path of negotiating with the PLO. The factors behind the
ZAE’s acceptance of Oslo Accords are:
First: After an entire century of aggression, the ZAE regime arrived to the understanding
that it is impossible to maintain its policy of continuous war with the Arab nation despite the
direct involvement of the capitalist center in these wars beside the ZAE. The option for the
ZAE is to be integrated into the Arab Homeland in religious, cultural and ethnic terms.
Since the Arab comprador ruling classes had fallen into the Integration through Domination
(IOD)101, the Zionists concluded that is proper for the ZAE to be integrated into the region
by on own terms, i.e. Integration through Domination.
Second: The deterioration of the Arab comprador ruling classes, including the Palestinian
leadership, into the Internalization of Defeat (IOD)102, which crystallized into the
recognition of the ZAE.
Third: The first Intifada 1987 proved to the Israeli occupation that open borders between
the WBG and AZE are impossible as long as there the occupation lasts on the one hand and
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Integration Through Domination (ITD): This term refers to Israeli attempts and efforts to forcefully integrate itself
into the Arab Homeland, but on its own terms and conditions. Based on the facts of how it was implanted in the Arab
Homeland, its function and ideology, Israel was and still is considered in a state of permanent war with the Arabs.
This choice of continuous war can not work in the era of globalization in which the first priority is to eliminate
tension all over the world as a pre-condition for the “liberalization of trade”. Israel, supported by US imperialism and
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condition when a class adapts to defeat and ceases to resist even when it has a just cause.
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that the ZAE ignores the right of return on the other. What emphasizes this impossibility
was the ‘war of knifes’ and later in Intifada II (2000) suicide operations.
Forth: The ruling class in the ZAE realized that as long as the separation of borders is
inevitable, then another design may be possible: achieving political separation and
separation of people through building the wall between the two parts of Palestine. The wall
is not against economic relationship, although it will regulate it. In the case of economy, the
wall is a gate to the WBG and the Arab countries. Here precisely lies the capitalist colonial
mentality of the ZAE regime.
The wall
The idea of the wall between the ZAE and WBG is not a new one. The Zionist labor party
made several proposals for people’s separation since the early beginning of the occupation.
The Labor Party’s theory of separation insists on maintaining the economic relationship
under any circumstances. It is a large ghetto which is designed to protect the ZAE from its
neighbors. In fact, it is necessary as long as this state can’t change its character as an
aggressive settler colonial one. This separation wall is a continuation of other two walls that
were built for the ZAE by France and the United States few decades ago: the nuclear
weapon’s wall and the recent wall of Patriot rockets which was built by the United States.
Accordingly, in this level also it is a unique case103.
While the separation according to the 1967 borders is relatively viable for the ZAE, it is not,
however, viable for the Jewish settlements, which spread all through the WBG. This means
that the ZAE needs in addition to the long wall (nearly 600 kilometers) around the ZAE
itself other subsidiary walls around its settlements.
In 1996, Avegdor Kahlani (then Minister of Internal Security), renewed the idea of building
a wall, but the idea was rejected for political reasons, because separation means a
designation of borders for Israel the only state in the world with defined borders. The
current separation plan, however, is based on the plan of the previous Minister of police
Moshe Shahal which he introduced it to Rabin in 1995. It is summarized as follows: to
design routes for ‘goods and accepted persons’, and to move patrols around the borders and
to build fences and movable control spots in sensitive areas. These arrangements are for
security reasons and are not final. There is no separation of the two parts of Jerusalem, but
the roads between Jerusalem and the West Bank must be closed for except six routes. When
Ihud Barak become Prime Minister of the ZAE (2000), he decided to start building the wall
but his cabinet failed politically and he resigned.
The current plan of building the wall as a result of a joint decision by the coalition
government led by Ariel Sharon the Prime Minister from Likud party and Ben-Eli Azar the
previous defense Minister from the Labor party.
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In fact, the ZAE is still considering the building of a wall around all the borders of historic Palestine, because it
never abandened the aim of evicting all the Palestinians from their country. Impressed by this idea, Yigal Allon, the
ZAE Minister of draw a line in 1968 called “Allon Belt” along the borders with Jordan. Since the eviction did not
totally succeed, and the Palestinians in the WBG are still resisting, the current ZAE rulers decided to go with the
idea of the current wall.
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However, one of the main aims of the wall is to instill into the minds that the Bantustan
case here is that of the WBG, while its natural place is the status of the Palestinians in the
occupied Palestine 1948. In other words, the attribution of the Bantustan to the WBG is a
deliberate decision to ignore the refugees’ issue as a step towards ignoring of the right of
return.
The Cantons are Necessary to Accomplish the Wall
While the wall is designed to maintain the integrity of the ZAE, its goal is different for the
WBG. For all of the ZAE leaders, the wall never meant a total separation of the WBG.
Moreover, the WBG will be broken into several cantons. The aims of imposing these
cantons are at least two:
 To destroy the internal integrity of the WBG for good.
 To maintain, as much as possible, the Jewish settlements in the WBG (Some of them
might be dismantled).
What interested us in this paper is that the mere idea of cantonizing the WBG means that the
Bantustans are in the WBG, not in the occupied part of Palestine 1948. The cantonization is,
at the same time, politically/ideologically a defensive as well an offensive plan... It is
defensive because it indirectly contains the pretend that the occupied part of Palestine in
1948 is not for discussion and that it is according to the Jewish myth, the “land of Israel”. It
is also offensive because it keeps the settlements inside the WBG with the purpose of
expanding them for the long run until the eviction all the Palestinians to the Shatat is
accomplished.
In fact, the cantonization is neither new nor limited to the politics of the ZAE. It is a policy
of the US Empire against the Arab Homeland, as we witness now in Iraq. It is even larger. It
is the capitalist center upgraded version of the classic colonial policy of “Divide and Rule”
to a new one that is applicable in the era of globalization, the further “concentration of the
center and the fragmentation of periphery”104.
The Insistence of the ZAE on Indirect Eviction
The ZAE policy of evacuating the Palestinian land of its people has always been its ultimate
goal although it took different forms in different stages. Briefly speaking, as long as our
project is the right of return, their continuous goal is the final eviction of our people.
As mentioned earlier in this paper, the ZAE policies in the WBG, i.e. land confiscation,
homes destruction, assassination, mass arrest, economic siege…etc, are indirectly aimed at
pushing the Palestinians of the WBG out of their land.
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A modest estimate of the population of the WBG shows that it amounts to nearly two
million Palestinians or more. The indirect eviction serves both of the ZAE goals of
weakening the cantons and the final eviction of the Palestinians from the WBG.
Is there a Chance for Just Solution?
From what has been discussed in this paper, the readers are able to conclude that the ZAE
have one goal which is to control overall the land of Palestine void of its people. To achieve
that, the Zionists, supported by the US global empire follow the tactic of stages, stages that
change according to the balance of power on the ground.
Briefly speaking, the components of the Zionist goal are:
 The control over of all of Palestine105.
 To settle the Palestinian refugees in the Shatat.
 To integrate the ZAE into the Arab Homeland in the form of ITD.
 To remain as a base for the largest Arab enemy, (the capitalist center especially the
United States). An enemy which declare that it is going to canonize the Arab nation.
This means that the era of globalization will strengthen the relationship between the
US Empire of capital and the ZAE.
 To be recognized by the Arab nation as a “pure” Jewish state.
Presently, there is no strong internal/social opposition inside the US/ZAE camp to their
continuous criminal war against the Arab Homeland including Palestine.
Unfortunately, the case was and still is different on the Arab side. Since the mere creation of
the Arab qutria states (see footnote 1), the imposed ruling classes have remained loyal to
foreign powers that appointed them and provide protection for their very survival. That is
why; they are always working against the interest of their nation. Accordingly, there is no
exaggeration in classifying these regimes within the enemy’s camp.
In fact, the radicalism of any Arab revolutionary party, writer, intellectual or any individual,
could be measured according to the extent he/she understands this fact. As long as we do
not reach the conclusion that the ruling comprador capitalists and intellectuals are part of the
enemy camp that means that we are still too far from the beginning of any change.
On the other hand, the Arab popular classes never accepted the solution imposed by the
enemy camp. The popular Arab support to the Intifada and the people of Iraq are clear
messages.
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In fact, the Zionist goal is a jewish state from Nile to Euphorates (the Greater Israel) as it is written on the entrance
of the building of the ZAE’s parliament. What should be noted is that, the U.S occupation of Iraq is a step towards
rhis Zionist goal. The economic part of it is already taking place since the ZAE companies preparing thesmselves to
have a shre of the plundered Iraqi wealth. The real negation of the plan for Greater Israel is the Arab united state.
That is why, the United states is standing firmly against any beginning of an Arab Unity. The best example to proof
that is the price which Iraq and all Arabs paid when the Iraqi regime restore Kuwait in 1990. the price was the
sestruction and occupation of Iraq. How if an Arab country will try to make a larger unity!
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The Arab solution is composed of two integrated factors:
The first is the continuous resistance against the enemy camp: the ZAE, US colonialism and
the betrayal Arab ruling classes. This factor paves the road for a two-part solution:
 The right of return of the Palestinian people.
 The dismantling of the ZAE as a Zionist regime, including the dismantling its three
main monopolies:


The military apparatus



The monopoly of the land (land should be nationalized)



The monopoly of the economic acmes.

The Second is pan-Arab solution that will be realized in a socialist united Arab nation
It is certain that the enemy has won many battles, but it is unable to stand against the
movement of humanity and history. Walls can’t protect peoples, because humanity itself is
the historical wall against the bloody capital.
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Palestinians: From Financial Trap
To Liquidating Negotiations

For anyone to be able to summarize developments of such a prolonged national globalized
struggle in few pages, such as the one in Occupied Palestine, this doesn’t mean that he is
genius, but is means that the conflict is finalizing because one of the partners accepted to be
defeated, self-defeated and accordingly he went to negotiations just to listen and agree.
This is the meaning of the Palestinian negotiator’s self-defeated slogan: “Life is
Negotiations” challenging the historical lesson that: “Life is Resistance”.
Currently there is a new round of negotiations between Zionist and Palestinian teams.
Considering two decades of negotiations and the Zionist continuous expansion in the West
Bank prove that what is going on are not real and serious negotiations, but a US/Zionist
plan/conspiracy which the Palestinian partner must accept on the one hand, but act is if he is
negotiating on the other. What is going on is a plan in general and conspiracy in terms of
execution.
In these artificial negotiations, the Palestinian team must, and really is, accepting two main
conditions designed in advance by the US and Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR):
 To help protect and cooperate in executing US colonial interests in Arab Homeland,

with the Zionization and Judiazation of Palestine being the top priority. US
insistence on that objective reflects US need to achieve some gains in the region in
the current era when US role in the region is in decline. A main part of that gain or
goal is to guarantee the survival of ZAR as long as possible. The hidden discourse
and agenda here is that US as the main enemy against Arabs and Palestinians deeply
realizes that the region will never stay under its control without the security and
stability of ZAR.

 And to provide ZAR of all it needs in Palestine in parallel to giving Palestinians little

and scattered parts of their Homeland to justify the conspiracy and the signing of
PLO leadership of the final agreement.

Briefly speaking the plan/conspiracy, it is the Judization of Palestine on the one hand, and
an artificial amendment of the Self-Rule to look as if it is a state representing Palestinian
rights on the other.
This new “state” is a new version of Self-Rule recognizes that Palestine, the land of
Palestinian people, became the land of Jews. The new “state” is limited to few scattered
spots of West Bank even without a clear fate of Gaza Strip. This “state” is divided by
Jewish settlements especially those built on 1967 borders to wipe the truce line of 1948.
Those city settlements are: Ariel, Modaa’im, Gilo, Maa’leh Adomim in addition to all small
settlements that will stay as well. Both city and small settlements will have the ‘right’ to
expand according to the so-called “natural growth”.
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According to the plan/conspiracy, some form of confederation will be created between
Jordan and the Palestinian semi-colonized entity in terms of policing, while “security” must
be monopolized by ZAR. Refugees’ Right of Return is totally terminated and substituted by
a charitable program called “family re-union” giving some Palestinians the right to return to
the tiny entity but not to their homes in occupied Palestine 1948. Palestinian refugees will
be transferred to and settled in Arab Gulf countries that will pay the cost of that part of the
plan/conspiracy and will pay substitutions for the refugees’ homes and land in the occupied
Palestine 1948. What a generosity! Arab regimes must recognize the ZAR as the “owner” of
Palestine and must normalize with it.
Of the main goals of this fast settlement is to gain time as early as possible to obstruct:


The strengthening of the role of Russia in the region



To challenge the new rising power of resistance (Syria, Iran and Hizbullah) as the
main challenge against Counter- Revolution.



And to terminate the new blossoms of Arab nationalism resurgence and
transformation.

Unfortunately, any careful reading to the plan/conspiracy will realize that there is a good
chance for it to go on except if Syria defeats the aggression on the one hand, and if new
Syria will be able and believe in launching counter attack against the rest of Arab regimes,
especially those who participated in the current aggression against it.
But, let’s say that the Plan/Conspiracy is going to gain grounds in the time being, then the
question is: How this became possible?
This article is not devoted for a long or even short historical analysis of the conflict, but a
brief explanation of two main factors will illuminate that “HOW”.

1 - Trapping Palestinians and the Creation of an Palestinian Authority Society
The orientation for surrendering the Palestinian Homeland started with the very early
beginnings of PLO due to the suspicious reactionary and foreign finance to its leadership. In
this context we must differentiate between the fighters and the leadership. The leadership
realized early on that it is unable to achieve the liberation of Palestine in separation from the
Arab liberation movement and masses. This PLO leadership were motivated by the goal of
creating a new Qutri (anti Arab nationalism) regime for its own in a rejection to Arab
nationalism and unity.
Between these two alternatives, the leadership decided to compromise the country for the
sake of its class interests and capturing power. That is why, PLO leadership decided to
accept a Self-Rule on parts of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. This choice was supported by
Arab Gulf rulers who continue to finance this leadership and who share this leadership’s
hatred and fear of Arab Nationalism.
The first direct step in this orientation was PLO leadership decision to leave Beirut
following the ZAR aggression on Lebanon in Summer 1982 and their escape to Tunisia.
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This self-defeat has been camouflaged by the pretense that resistance from Lebanon is
impossible.
I remember, in 1982, a friend of mine asked for my opinion on PLO leadership’s decision to
leave Lebanon 1982. I said that it was wrong:”Palestinians shouldn’t leave Lebanon under
occupation. They must stay and resist beside Lebanese resistance even if they will face the
fate of Paris Commune leadership (1870). Time proved that resistance and even victory are
possible.
Flight from Lebanon was a decision of departing military struggle. One of later
developments based on that was the role played by Edward Said who opened a secret
channel between PLO and the US administration when he was an appointed by Arafat as a
member of the Palestine National Council. Said introduced Yaser Abd Rabbbo to the US, a
step which put PLO under the US influence. The result of that were Oslo Accords 1993 and
Paris Protocol 1995.
ZAR and the US never dreamt of a Palestinian leadership to accept this form of Accords. To
maintain Oslo, they decided to finance the Self-rule (the PA) in several means: Direct
finance from the so-called Donor Countries and direct finance from NGOs to the leftist PLO
organizations.
The result of that is the creation of an authority survives totally dependent on foreign
financing as a “political rent” for PLO and PA acceptance of Oslo as a political/patriotic
compromise.
Falling into this conspiracy, PLO leadership became part of the Counter Revolution. The
large amounts of financing the PA in a “political rent” manner reached $25 billion until
2011. This rent has been devoted to recruit, as much as possible, employees in the PA
departments especially those who were either working in the economic branches of ZAR
and who are loyal to the PA. Through that policy, nearly 200,000 persons have been
employed by this authority. They with their families reached one million, i.e. one third of
the population of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Their number will be grater if we add to
them those who are secretly recruited in security apparatuses and many of the private
sectors especially the comprador class which is favored by Donor countries and World
Bank.
This part of the population has its own social/class hierarchy as if it is a special society, a
society inside the society. It started from the PA high ranks of the bureaucratic capitalist
leadership which in harmony with the private sector which enjoys most of the Donors’
support. There are other social classes which are also articulated with the bureaucratic and
comprador capitalism, i.e. the middle class of other employees going down to ordinary
employees. This class structure privileged and accordingly loyal to PLO/PA regime which I
called “Oslo-Stan”, they are ready to fight for its continuity and survival.
To elaborate most of Fath movement is absorbed in the departments of PA state structure.
Each member in this organization when he/she reaches he employment age is granted one
job or more, while the PA did not care of unemployment of the rest of the people. The only
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exception was a few jobs donated in a trickle-down manner to the leaderships of other PLO
organization leaderships to gain and guarantee their loyalty.
Through this form of dependency on foreign rent funds, spending most of the PA budget on
salaries and security, adopting liberal and later neo-liberal policies, open market and other
market oriented economy and a lot of side effects deeply rooted in the country, i.e.
neglecting productive sectors especially because markets were flooded by imported goods.
This forced more people to leave their land and look for jobs in the PA.
Those who benefited by rent as an invisible income encouraged to consume more as long as
the income was not generated from direct personal work as it is in the case of independent
producers. Productive investment went to zero and the surplus fled abroad from a risky
place looking for higher interest rates.
In the same orientation, many intellectuals and academics were marketing Oslo compromise
under the pretend of peace. They supported Arafat’s call to stop the Intifada, stop boycotting
and encouraging all forms of normalization with ZAR. Those intellectuals played the role of
Sixth brigade.
The irony is that many of those who participated, supported and benefited from Oslo
Accords started lately criticizing them as if they were opposed to them. But, they did not cut
off with the benefits of these accords. This opportunist behavior in the final analysis
encouraged PLO leadership to go to negotiations easily as long as the opposition is so
“polite” and opportunistic!
While Donor’s money was transferred to the regime, NGOs money was devoted to corrupt
many leftist leaders and cadre who renegade to become supporters for Oslo regime. Some of
them criticized Oslo from inside, a behavior which gave the Oslo regime a chance to look
democratic and flexible enough to contain people who benefited from it and criticized it at
the same time. Most of the so called leftist NGOs criticized Oslo and foreign money but
depend on that money and worked in Oslo-Stan! One of those is the German Rosa
Luxemburg NGO in Ramallah.
The best evidence for the trap conspiracy is the Donors’ cut off money when Hamas gained
the majority of the Palestinian Counsel (which is falsely called legislative) and led the
cabinet. Before Oslo Accords a lot of Palestinian workers were living through working in
the ZAR economic sectors. With Oslo, most of those workers recruited in PA departments.
Accordingly, when the Donors cut off donations the Palestinians, they found themselves in
the trap.
The irony is that these elections were designed, financed and supervised by the same Donor
countries!
While the donors did not respect the result of the elections which they sponsor, also Hamas
leadership betrayed its previous commitments to do participate in the first elections under
Oslo umbrella when Hamas participate in the second elections.
Since Hamas fell in the trap of elections, its leadership started competing with Fath for
power. The competition for power led to armed conflict between the two organizations
which ended by Hamas controlling Gaza Strip. Since that time, two Palestinian governments
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have been established. Both pretend that it is enthusiast for reconciliation, which never took
place. So, Hamas like Fatah departed from military struggle to power competition.
Hamas needs for weapons for Gaza Strip maintained relationships with Iran, Syria and
Hezbollah, but at the same time Hamas strengthened its relationship with Arab antiresistance and anti-Arab nationalism regimes which are client states to US policies in the
region including the recognition of the ZAR.
The Syrian crisis terminated Hamas’ margin of maneuvering. As a branch of Moslem
Brotherhood, Hamas supported the terrorist organizations in Syria and its leadership fled to
Qatar which launched direct war against Syria.
The flight of Hamas leadership to Qatar is similar to that of Arafat from Beirut to Tunisia in
1982, as both steps are preparation for abandoning military struggle. Accordingly, Qatar
supported Gaza government to gain its loyalty and to depart from military struggle.
2 - Arab Spring
Briefly speaking, what is going in Arab Homeland during the last three years is a beginning
of revolutions clashes with the Counter Revolution. Counter Revolution is there in Arab
Homeland and the battle with it is a fierce and fateful one. The Counter Revolution targeted
the main Arab capitals: Baghdad, Cairo and Damascus and the Arab camp of resistance. But
the fierce fight is for Syria. ZAR is the one which benefited the most benefited from the
destruction in Arab Homeland, especially and as long as the main Arab armies are engaged
in war with terrorists, who are backed, financed and trained by US, EU, Arab Gulf regimes
and Turkey.
This case of chaos paved the way for the US to impose a “peaceful” settlement on
Palestinians exploiting the moment of the absence of the three main Arab capitals, Baghdad,
Damascus and Cairo, from supporting the Palestinians.
The last developments in Egypt, the collapse of the Moslem Brotherhood regime, pushed
the US to accelerate negotiations between ZAR and Palestinians. This development might
terminate all US project of alliance with forces of Politicized Religion in most of Arab
Homeland from Morocco to Syria.
This shaky and changeable situation encourages the Counter Revolution led by the US to
finalize a “peace” settlement in the form of plan/conspiracy as fast as possible.
But
There is no doubt that the plan/conspiracy is a victory against Arab national project as a
termination of the Palestinian question for the sake of the ZAR. But history tells us two
main lessons:


First, is that in case of Syrian victory, all these arrangements might collapse.



Second, in the long run, there is no chance for ZAR to last in the region.
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The US and Zionism are trying to extend the life of the ZAR as long as possible.
It is well known that Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza are unable to challenge and
defeat the enemies’ project, but at least it is our duty to refuse it, and resist it as a step on the
long path of liberating our Homeland.

[1] Adel Samara, The Political Economy of the West Bank: From Peripheralization to
Development, Khamisn Publications, London, 1988.
[2] Adel Samara, Beyond De-Linking: Development by Popular Protection vs.
Development by State, Palestine Research and Publishing Foundation, Glendale, USA,
2005.
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Hunger Strikes:
Individual/Subject Struggle
Might Lead To Objective One

Palestinians are not unique human beings, but events which challenge them might be
different, special or unique. This uniqueness might or must breed unique and contrive forms
of struggle/resistance.
Inside Occupied Palestine, and all over the world as well, we witness heated discussions,
arguments, objections and even quarrels on the individual/subject hunger strikes of
pioneered Palestinian heroes in the last three years, to witness few days ago the victory
hunger strike of comrade Bilal Kayed.
It is highly important to note that while most of the ordinary people sympathize with hunger
strikers, but did not do a lot to support them. Some people argue that solidarity with hunger
strikers is worthless as long as the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime – “Israel” (ZAR) will never
abolish the so-called law of administrative detention. Some believe that the strikers must
ensure at least three factors in advance before deciding to start hunger strike which are:
 Participation of most of the Palestinian prisoners
 Solidarity of Palestinian masses in the Occupied territories (OT).
 And a World support.
But, in the current individual hunger strikes those factors are not guaranteed despite of the
participation of PFLP’s prisoners with the hunger strike of the brave comrade Bilal Kayed.
Some Palestinian political and intellectual elite including some leaders of Palestinian
organizations were critical to hunger strikes, but their position had no base. Those elite
argue that individual hunger strikers are selfish and individualist. I think that those elite end
as Internalizes of Defeat and felt ashamed in the face of the brave challenge by hunger
strikers against the ZAR and to a certain extent against them. The political/national ceiling
of the elite is too low; they became part of the comprador class which was strengthened
through the Oslo Accords. That is why they are in a terrible situation on how to deal with
this just struggle.
Some, especially those who are in some position of power, avoid being frank to state, in
some cases: Good, we are unable to practice the same level of sacrifice, good luck to the
fighters.
It must be noted here that any strike is a full right of the prisoner. It is the sole effective
weapon. It is shame that while hunger strike nearly costs prisoner his life, some people still
oppose them pretending that it is a selfish decision.
When someone fights by his own soul and body, others must respect him if not support him.
In fact, hunger strikers are challenging ZAR because it is part of Palestinian liberation
struggle which activates the dialectical relationship between the prisoners’ movement and
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the masses on the one hand, and disseminates information which uncovers ZAR crimes at
the global level.
The strike of comrade Bilal Kayed might lead to a turning point. While it started as
individual case, the solidarity of the PFLP comrades expanded the strike to the level of the
entire organization.
This is a new development. It is the transformation of the struggle to a higher level. This
step is the beginning of a process of bridging the gap between individual heroes’ hunger
strike and the strike of the masses. This step by PFLP’s jailed militants might lead to a new
solidarity by most or all prisoners.
My point here is that the solidarity of PFLP comrades with Bilal, uncovered the internal
relationship, the connection, the complex of individual and subject, i.e. the individual never
separated from being or develop to subject. Individual struggle, while aimed at releasing
himself, it serves him as an individual, subject and even object. Individual/subject
interaction contains the transformation of subject struggle to an objective struggle. By other
token, hunger strike by individual, as his own right, to subjective one contains as well the
possibility of transforming it to the mass or joint subject which is the people, the objective.
There is no clear cut between individual and subject. Individual’s struggle contains a
subjective one especially when the person is part of a national or class issue or demand. The
periphery of both individual and subject are connected with each other and the periphery of
the subject is intermingled with the periphery of object.
In fact, the individual opens and possibly expands to the subject. Subject here is more
abstract, but might crystallize materially and effectively. The individual/subject is open to
expand to be object.
The learned lesson of the organizational participation of PFLP’s prisoners in hunger strike
might be a preliminary step for all prisoners’ joint strikes.
If this takes place, it means that the prisoners’ movement which is a branch of Palestinian
resistance movement, jumps now to the front, i.e. in the era of crisis and decline of the
struggle of this movement, to be a support in reverse to the mother movement.

Another two points I might add here:
First, the strike of Bilal Kayed and his comrades as Marxists shows that people’s struggle is
never limited to one ideology on the one hand, and shows that solidarity could take a joint
manner.
Second, The new strike of the six young prisoners in PA’s jail started from its mere
beginning as a group hunger strike, not an individual on the one hand, and in the jails of the
PA which is the first of its kind. It is a dissemination of culture of protest against any form
of repression, i.e. from national to local/class levels.
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Two Stages Of Hunger Strikes
Or Two Stages Of National Struggle
The Palestinian prisoners’ movement never was and will never be an independent
movement from the Palestinian liberation movement. It is even a direct and clear reflection
of the situation of the later. The hunger strikes started in a simple and gradual manner as a
natural and effective weapon in prisoners’ hands. I divide the hunger strikes into two stages
according to the situation of Palestinian national struggle:
First Stage started since few months following the ZAR’s occupation of the West bank and
Gaza Strip.
The Second Stage started following the Oslo Accords.
Briefly speaking, in the first stage prisoners’ hunger strikes were empowered by the
continued military struggle of PLO. The prisoners were expecting a national victory, a mass
release from jail, a revolutionary court for those who cooperate with the enemy…etc.
That is why hunger strikes were offensive and optimistic ones. There were no strikes
demanding release even in the case of military detainees.
The first limited strike was in Ramallah jail in February or March 1968 when we got out
having breakfast in the Jail’s yard and we saw in a corner of the yard a Palestinian prisoner
wrapped in a blanket after being harshly beaten and tortured. He wasn’t able to speak, but
groaning. We decided not to eat and we left. The police took me to “Mar Manos” the leader
of the jail as agitator. I told him that we will never eat under such conditions. They took the
man to the hospital as the leader pretend, but they did not punish me.
The second strike was in Bait Lead “Kfar Yona” jail August 1968 where I led a strike for 7
days until the jail administration released the first detained book which my family brought
me. It is “ The Political Parties” by Maurice De-verges. (See Assad Abdulrahaman’s book
“Prisoner’s papers ”ﺃﻭﺭﺍﻕ ﺳﺠﻴﻦ.
Following that, many mass and long hunger strikes took place, but all of them, including
those which led to the fall of martyrs , for example Abdulkader Abu al-Fahm in Beir
Shaiba’ prison, were for improvement of Jails situation, treatment, food, books
medicine…etc.
Oslo Accords was a turning point in all Palestinian people’s struggle including the
prisoner’s struggle since it was based on the PLO recognition of ZAR. Oslo Accords were a
moral shock for the prisoners because for two main reasons:
 The decision of PLO leadership to gave up military struggle for the liberation of
Palestine;
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 And Oslo Accords, did not include the release of prisoners.
This breeds a feeling of betrayal between the prisoners. As long as the collective goal of
their struggle and sacrifice was ignored, they found themselves on the defensive to maintain
the rights which they achieve and gain in a bitter, costly and long hunger strikes they
endured for decades. The Zionist jail administration moved to the offensive trying to
minimize prisoners’ rights gained through a long struggle. Offensive is normal from a racist
point view as an enemy. It must be noted that even the so-called peace outside jails, did not
crystallize inside the jails. The enemy tried to destroy the prisoners’ spirit by asking them to
sign petition and promise not to return to struggle if and when they released. In such
situation, a new phenomenon of resistance took place in the OT including jails. In fact, it is
a turning point in Palestinian struggle.
To explain more, while Palestinian struggle started in the OT directly after the 1967
occupation through underground military groups, i.e. the struggle of elite, it expanded to the
struggle of masses in the first Intifada.
BUT, following Oslo Accords, the Palestinian struggle deteriorated to an individual,
subjective one in many aspects.
On the military struggle level, we witnessed the martyrs’ operations, armed ambushes by
individuals and especially the individual hunger strikers.
Those new forms of subjective struggle, especially hunger strikes are in fact an
expression/reflection of the deteriorated political/national struggle, the mass struggle.
Here, as noted above, the subject fights first on behalf of himself and the people. In the case
of individual hunger strikes, the prisoner is fighting for his freedom more than he is fighting
for the national cause. But in the final analysis, he like other subjective forms of resistance,
are indirectly encouraging people to resist.
While those new forms of resistance including individual hunger strikers are individual
decisions, they might achieve two goals:
 A direct one which is the release of the prisoner after a long and brave strikes;
 It is a preliminary step towards an expanded resistance which confirms my above
argument that individual strike is subjective and contains the seeds of developing to
object.
Some people expect the prisoners’ movement to lead the Palestinian struggle. This is a
wrong expectation and analysis. Prisoners’ struggle might encourage and charge people’s
struggle, but can’t replace or lead it.
Note: In this article, I benefited a great deal from discussions with Ashjan Ajour, PhD
candidate in Golden Smith University-London. My deep thanks to her.
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The Other Face of Rashida’s Village…Resistance
https://kanaanonline.org/en/2019/09/08/the-other-face-of-rashidas-village-resistance-dradel-samara-occupied-palestine/
“Accumulate, accumulate! That is Moses and the prophets! ”
Karl Marx, Das Kapital, 1867
With relative fear even without greeting, she asked: Where is the home of Rashida Tlaib?
I realized that she is a Zionist journalist. She is about 50 years old driving a small car.
I smiled and said: Go down back 300 hundred meters beside the occupation army spot.
Later, I saw a report in Netanyahu’s Israel Hayom on Rashida’s village.
The content of the report highly represents: How Jewish Zionist looks at Arab Palestinians,
i.e. from a colonial, orientalist and hatred point view.
In Rashid’s case, the Zionist journalist designs, from orientalist point view, another picture
of the village aiming at showing that Palestinians under settler colonial occupation are
living, as if they are in Paris! (Read the report). But, in most of Zionist and even western
news, stories, reports about Palestinians, there must be a picture of a peasant riding donkey.
But, there is more about the village and villagers my “dear enemy”.
Most of the 1,000 inhabitants in the village live from their work in the West Bank, and
nearly the same number in North and South America where they immigrated 150 years ago,
and the same number as well in Jordan and other Arab countries, while few are working
inside occupied Palestine 1948.
What the poor journalist refuses to inquire about is the deep history of resistance of the
village taking into consideration that resistance is the real history of Palestine. We certainly
never expected objectivity from a Zionist.
In 1916, Jamil Abdullhamid Samara was hung in Khan Younis – Gaza by the Ottoman
colonial leader Djemal Pasha. Many peasants fought British colonialism. Two of them
Yousef Abu Ali Tlaib and Ahmad Al-Aa’war were shot dead inside the village by British
colonial army as fighters in 1936 revolution when the colonial Britain was building the
settler colonial state in Palestine including the little village.
During the Jordanian rule, many villagers were opposed to the regime, Arab Nationalist
Movement, Abtal Al-Awdah Guerillas fighters, communists, and Farid Samara an officer in
the Jordanian Army was arrested because he was organized with a group of Nasserites who
were planning ac coup de tat.
During the Palestinian 1987 Intifada, the villagers, women, men, kids, were closing the
Zionist army road every day.
Since the occupation of the West Bank in 1967, tens of the youths have been arrested and
some wounded while resisting the Zionist Ashkenazi Settler Colonial regime (ZAR) as
members of PFLP, DFLP, Fatah and Hamas. Two homes were demolished. Some people
jailed by Arafat and Abbas as opposition to Oslo Accords and normalization with the ZAR.
Most of the land of the village falls in area (c), we can’t farm it.
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The Israeli occupation siege of the village by military orders limits the allowed part of it for
building. This beautiful village will be very crowded if its inhabitants do not travel to Jordan
or other places.
ZAR built a settlement on the village’s land called “Beit Huron”. Its homes are few meters
from ours.
What attracts the mind of Zionist journalist is money! In fact, of course, it is the heritage of
“Accumulate, accumulate! That is Moses and the prophets! ”, while Jesus said: Pray for
one God, it is either God or money.
But, the village is more than a BMW or a Mercedes. It is the village of educated women and
men who are workers, peasants, teachers, professors, engineers, lawyers…etc.
Finally, let me tell Netanyahu’s newspaper:
In the first year of 1987- Intifada, when ZAR was considering negotiations with PLO
leadership, the military ruler, i.e. the enemy, called many intellectuals, activists,
professionals…etc. I myself was one of them. After several discussions in politics,
economics, gender, sociology, nationalism, communism…etc let me tell you what one of
the Israeli officers said:
Look Dr. Samara, more than fifty percent of Palestinians are originally Jews.
I said, ha ha ha, you can’t bear that an Arab Palestinian is intellectual, if he is, and then he is
a Jew! But remember that I will never participate in any negotiations.
Note: in 1972, a group of Zionist parliament members visited Nablus prison led by
Shloomo Helliel (Iraqi Arab Jewish settler). He said: look, the prison is much better that the
time of Jordan rule.
I said how?
He responded: look at the sink on the wall.
There was a little sink of about 50 cm length and width.
I said: But it is from the time of Jordan, I have been previously jailed here.
He said: Are you all the time in jail? (In Hebrew: Ata kol zman bbeit shohar)
I said “yes”
They left.
The first picture is the last remnants of my home that was demolished on 17 December
1967. The Military Zionist governor of Ramallah Ner decided to bulldozer it and threw it far
from the village so tourists will not be to see it because the home was on the side of the road
which connected Jerusalem and Lod Air port (After the occupation of Palestine in 1948, the
occupation calls it Ben-Gurion Airport).
The second picture of my brother’s home demolished 19 March 1969.
The third is part of my study room.
https://www.teaparty247.org/while-tlaib-whines-about-oppression-in-west-bank-heres-thetruth-about-her-own-palestinian-village/
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CHAPTER THREE
ARAB
It is Zionism that we are Interested in,
Not Anti-Semitism.
Since a century ago, Zionism and the western ruling classes, most of western
intellectualism and academia engaged the world in the pretense that any position against
Zionism is anti- Semitism as well, while in fact it is a cover to avoid any criticism against
Zionism as a brutal, settler, racist ideology.
This pretense has increased in recent years by Zionism especially were BDS became more
accepted by many progressive and humanitarian people all over the globe.106 Cleaning
Zionism became a top story in most of world media which is dominated by Zionism and
western bourgeoisie. Cleaning the hands of Zionism is always connected and based on what
is so-called the “Jewish Nations’ Right of Self -Determination”.
The sneaky and wicked deliberate connection of Zionism and anti-Semitism under the cover
of “Jewish Nations’ Right of Self -Determination” is a very dangerous, racist and hostile to
the Palestinians, Arabs and deceiving for the world public. It is devoted to uproot the world
recent popular awakening that challenges Zionist lies about Palestine, because this Zionist
argument is based on uncovered lies that stem from three main resources:
First: There is neither land nor homeland for the Jews in Palestine, but they came from
nearly one hundred pieces of land in nearly one hundred countries as the homelands of each
Jewish minority here and there, i.e. in the countries of their origins from Spain to Norway
and other places. They were living there and some of them are still there. One of these small
Jewish segments is the Palestinian Jews whom we call the al-yahud al-Wataniah “The
Native Jews” in Palestine which has been occupied and settled by the Zionist Jews from all
over the world who were supported, financed and protected till now by the western
capitalist enemies who designed the creation of Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) to be its
servant for ever as long as it, the ZAR, wants to stay in Palestine and is still alive. All what
ZAR owned in Palestine until 1948 was merely 5.7 percent of the land of Palestine which
they either bought or was owned by native Jews. It must be noted here that a lot of land was
purchased through cheating, fraud or naivety of some Palestinians.
Second: According to the expansion of the consciousness of the world public opinion about
the lies and myths of “Jewish nation”, “Promised Land”, the ZAR became in a critical
position because any argument of self - determination is only applied on people, ethnicities,
who share one land, homeland, and an issue which was applicable to the Jews.
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In the last few days, the German parliament voted against BDS’s activity against Zionism. It seems that Nazi blood
still runs in the body of German bourgeois and most of the political parties there.
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All the arguments provided by Zionists, western politics, academia… etc on what is socalled “Jewish right of self - determination” are manufactured pretense to show that
Palestine is the land of Jews and it is try to show that Palestinian resistance is an aggression
against the Jews.
In fact, the continuous Palestinian resistance did, in fact, uproot another Zionist lie that
Palestine is the safest place for Jews in the world.
Third: Self-determination is the right of nations, ethnicities and minorities in their
homeland, a right which does not apply to the Jews of ZAR by any sense, because Jews are
not a nation, and they did not own the land of Palestine, and most of them are not from the
region.
But the most dangerous assistance to ZAR came from those Palestinians and Arabs who call
for normalization and the recognition of ZAR on 1948-occupied Palestine. This provides a
dangerous support for those who created ZAR and justifies the denial of Arab Palestinian
right in Palestine, a betrayal which shows, for those who are ill-informed, that our
Palestinian people fights ZAR as if it is an entity on its’ own land!
I remember that in my speech in March 2003 to the students of Dr. Atef Kubruci at
University of McMaster in Canada, a student asked me: Why do not Palestinian youth play
football instead of throwing stones against Israelis? When the eviction of a people from
their Homeland is dwarfed to this level, we must remember the Arabic and Palestinian
media failure, on the one hand, and the hegemony of Zionist/imperialist, one on the other.
This means that our battle against those who normalize with and recognize ZAR requires
concentration on popular human consciousness that our project and struggle aims at turning
this struggle to stand on its’ feet after it was turned for a long time to stand on its’ head. By
other token, our goal is to liberate all of Palestine, i.e. not to look for a tiny state in some
parts of Palestine, such as the occupied West Bank and Gaza, taking into consideration that
the gap is huge between liberation and begging for a tiny state.
But, it is important to confess that this is a difficult job especially because of the role of
those who internalize the defeat either as regimes, political parties, or intellectuals of the
“sixth intellectual brigade” who since the defeat of 1967-war had fallen into the recognition
of ZAR despite the fact that it is an artificial state and not a normal one.
The internalization of defeat camp did in fact collude with the counter-revolution (CD) to
confirm that any discussion of the Palestinian question must start after the year 1967, not
from the eviction of Palestinian people in 1948.
Based on the above-mentioned points, all the arguments that insist on connecting antiSemitism with Zionism are mere false pretenses aimed at camouflaging the truth.
For us as Arabs and Palestinians, anti-Semitism does not interest us, since we have no role,
in both practical or discourse, of this western crime.
 We were not partners in that “hell”.
 We shouldn’t bear any part of Jewish burden of usury, broker, banks and lately
hedge funds.
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 Even though we were never a part of Jewish infiltration, especially following the
rise of Zionist movement, into many ruling regimes and dominating them, which
provokes and angers masses in those countries.
See the attached video:
https://www.facebook.com/kenzarobinson/videos/2374875312534781/?t=2
And we never part of repression or massacres against Jews as the cases in most European
countries especially the Nazi regime in Germany.
Anti-Semitism is a European crime, on the one hand and to a certain level of rich Jewish
brokers. We, as Semites, the true ones in our Arab Homeland from Yemen to Mauritania, do
not take into consideration the propaganda of anti-Semitism during our struggle against
Zionism, because those who insist to mix those two (Zionism and anti-Semitism) aim at
taking the conflict too far from its’ reality. It is because our struggle is against ZAR for the
return to our Homeland.
There is no credibility to any argument which denies the racism of Zionism as a movement,
and later as a regime, which stole the land of others, evicted them and insists on having only
for themselves an exclusive state of an artificial race, nation called Jews on the land that
belong to others. In this context, there is no meaning, space or justification for the
connection between anti-Semitism and Zionism at least in relation to our Palestinian
question.
Why should we bear the hypocrisy of Europe which oppressed the Jews, and tries to clean
its’ hands by committing another crime through creating Zionism and enabling it to occupy
our Homeland and evict our people, and finally pretend that it is the main carrier of the
mission of human rights and the “right” of self-determination of Jews in our Homeland.!
The creator of two crimes will never be the liberator of humanity.
Any Arab or Palestinian who avoids challenging the Western crime against our people and
pretends that there is a justification for a relation between anti-Semitism and Zionism is, in
fact, standing in enemy’s camp. The de-linking of the artificial tie between anti-Semitism
and Zionism is an imperative mission to de-construct the Euro-centricist /Anglo-Saxon
domination over media, academia, culture and politics.
There is no chance to advance our right as a people, if we do not explain and reject any
legality of ZAR in any part of Palestine. I mean that any discussion of the Arab-Zionist
conflict must start from the beginning, from 1948 Nakba. This is the fact which we failed to
explain and prove for the world public opinion.
This takes us to challenge those Zionists who are deceiving humanity like David Harris the
director of American-Jewish Committee who stated last year that:
“…To deny the Jewish people, of all the peoples on earth, the right to self-determination
surely is discriminatory.”107
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Debunking the myth that anti-Zionism is anti-Semitic by Peter Beinart. This article was originally published in
the Forward(https://forward.com/opinion/419988/debunking-the-myth-that-anti-zionism-is-anti-semitic)
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On this issue Peter Beinart noted:
“…All the peoples on earth? The Kurds don’t have their own state. Neither do the Basques,
Catalans, Scots, Kashmiris, Tibetans, Abkhazians, Ossetians, Lombards, Igbo, Oromo,
Uyghurs, Tamils and Québécois, nor dozens of other peoples who have created nationalist
movements to seek self-determination but failed to achieve it”.108
But, all of the mentioned minorities, ethnicities and peoples are different from the Jews.
They are parts of peoples of certain countries and living on their own land, while the Jews
never belonged to one country. They belong to nearly one hundred countries and nations as
religious minorities. They are not Palestinians except for few thousands, as we noted above,
native Palestinian Jews. Accordingly, Jews in ZAR are settlers in Palestine.
My argument here is to uncover that all those who argue for Jewish self -determination in
Palestine are mere liars because they know more than others that the Jewish settlers did, in
fact, occupy Palestine. Most of those pretenders are from regimes/countries which
participated in Jewish colonization and occupation of Palestine.
But the ugliest and weakest argument is that of a Palestinian or an Arab who argues that:
First: the Jews have the same right of self-determination like us as Palestinians.
Second: The Palestinian people must recognize the false self-determination of Jews in
Palestine.
Finally, any Palestinian, Arab or anyone who participates in the false argument which
connects anti-Semitism with Zionism and attacks our rejection to the thesis which equalizes
the critique of anti Zionism with anti-Semitism is, in fact, contradicting reality.
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(Debunking the myth that anti-Zionism is anti-Semitic by Peter Beinart.This article was originally published in
the Forward)
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Syrian Kurds: Either a Syria for All
Or a Zionist Tool
War against Syria will last as long as ISIS, al-Qaida al-Nusra and the rest of terrorist
organizations are tools for Counter Revolution (CR) triad (US, EU and even Japan
imperialists, Zionism and comprador Arab classes/regimes especially Gulf regimes’) war
against humanity in general, Arab Homeland in particular mainly Syria.
The invasion of Syria aims to destroy and divide its remnants, as in the case
of Yugoslavia, USSR, Iraq, Sudan, Yemen, and Libya. All of those cases are an application
of artificial nationalisms manufactured by CR and bought by comprador elite in those
countries and other places.
Nationalism on the world scale passed into three stages and forms, two of them were
progressive stems from popular needs while the third represented by periphery’s comprador
elite:


Nationalism in Eighteenth/Nineteenth centuries in Western Europe as a product
of industrial revolution started as revolutionary but end as imperialist.



Nationalism of twentieth century against colonialism/imperialism took place
in Third World as revolutions of liberation movements fought for independence
but most of them fall in the hands of comprador capitalist and dependent classes.



Nationalism at the end of 20th and beginning of 21th century manufactured by
CR in the global era and uses local comprador elite in many countries in
periphery as its vehicle.

The leading group of Syrian Kurds who declares federalism belongs to the third wave of
nationalism supported directly by US imperialism.
The meant Syrian Kurds are similar to the Iraqi leading Kurds in their political motivations,
i.e. looking for separation supported by imperialism but maneuver through smooth terms
and discourse.
Syrian separatist Kurds are inclined to be more Zionists than those of Iraq, i.e., Barazani’s
because of the following:


Kurds ruling elite in Iraq who opened their area for Zionist Ashkenazi Regime
(ZAR) are in their own land in North Iraq, while those in north Syria are mainly
refugees who escaped Turkish massacres and that is why a quarter million of
them failed to get Syrian citizenship while Syria gave them citizenship in the
reform process in 2011. But those Kurds and enemies of Syria never appreciated
that reform.



The 1.9 million Syrians in the targeted area for separation by Kurds are 78%
Arabs, and the rest belong to other ethnicities and religions. How could the
minority oppress the majority in the majority’s own land? This is similar to the
Zionist settlers in Palestine in both terms of land and number, while the case of
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Iraqi Kurds is different in terms of land and percentage of the population except
Barazani’s lust for stealing Iraqi city of Karkuk.


The survey of that part of Syria is nearly the same of occupied Palestine by ZAR,
and like Palestine most of the land does not belong to Kurds



Iraqi Kurds supported by US imperialism and Syrian Kurds are supported by US
and French imperialisms, i.e. the same is the case of ZAR. This poses a question
if really the Kurds who really defeated ISIS in Ain Al-Arab or it is mainly
the US raids? It is likely to believe that the exaggeration of Kurds resistance there
was a well manufactured propaganda to justify separation. It must be noted that
Syrian jet fighters participated in that battle in addition to Arab Assyrian and
Azidi militants.

The Kurdish leader Saleh Mussalam, said to France 24 that: “If we liberate Riqqa, we will
never allow the Syrian army to enter unless we reach a joint political understanding”.
This is a language of separation. It seems that the Kurds will never liberate Riqqa alone. It
seems that it will be liberated mainly by US according to a compromise
between Washington and Moscow on the basis of saving credit to the US. That is why the
Syrian Arab army might not liberate Riqqa according to that compromise. But it must be
noted that any inch “liberated” by US imperialism will never be a real liberated area, it will
be a base for the US itself as it is the case of all other pieces which separated from the
aforementioned nations.
This reminds us of the recent history in Palestine, when the Zionist settlers declared that
they liberated Palestine from their British supporters while in fact the Jewish settlers were
brought, trained, armed by the same British colonial power during their occupation of
Palestine 1917-1948. The so called Zionist “liberation war” was the eviction of Palestinians
from their Homeland and the creation of a base for imperialism, ZAR. Britain like all
western capitalist regimes declared their recognition of the ZAR, the same crime of
recognition done by USSR and the eastern block and also the opportunist social democratic
current which lately called universal socialism.
Mussalam added that the separatist Kurds will open a representation office in Paris, which is
similar to the Jewish Agency pre and after the occupation of Palestine.
The shame is that not imperialist regimes supporting those separatist Kurds, but also leftist
in Europe like the German left. (Kana’an, Volume XIV – Issue 3680 28 November 2014,
German Leftists and Zionists: Racing towards the Bottom, Adel Samara).
The same goes is for most of Trotskyite groups:
https://socialistworker.org/2016/03/01/the-lefts-false-logic-on-syria
COMMENT: STANLEY HELLER The left's false logic on Syria, March 1, 2016, and even
some known writers like Galtung.
(Kana’an, Volume X – Issue 2407, 15 November 2010 Challenging White Intellectual
Manipulation By Adel Samara:
http://kanaanonline.org/ebulletin-en/
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What Is Behind Norway Clientele Role Against Palestine? Democracy How vs.
“Democracy Now”)
Since the beginning of the war against Syria, Galtung suggested the division of Syria along
ethnic and sectarian lines. His speech was based on media pretense that what is going
in Syria is a civil/sectarian war and not an imperialist Wahhabi one. His orientalist way of
thinking will never help him to expect that the division of Syria on the bases he suggested
will put the sectarian tiny states in a continued war between each other.
The same is the position of Arab leftists who spent decades looking for the western left to
recognize them through adopting positions against Arab nationalism. The most striking
example is the support of Secretary General of Democratic Front for the Liberation of
Palestine, Nayef Hawatmeh for the feudal leadership of Kurdistan Iraq, but hopefully he
will not made the same collusion against Syria.
Finally, without explaining the progress by Syrian Arab Army in the field against CR and its
tools of proxy war, and without referring to the fact that many Syrian Kurds are against
separation, it is important to note that the future of Syria is in a united Syria with
development far from the system of social market, social and national and equality on the
one hand, and gender emancipation on the other.
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Syrian Refugees:
A Crisis Created by US, EU Criminal Capitalism

All US and EU societies are busy today with the Syrian refugees’ crisis which is
exaggerated as if it is a war not a result of a war designed and launched deliberately by the
West and its agents in Arab Homeland, i.e. Arab terrorists of regimes and forces which
politicize Islamic Religion as if it is a mere dependent suicide tools.
Arab and African refugees have been inflow into Europe for several decades, but European
cries were modest. EU mandated Libya of Qaddafi to control the flux of refugees, but in
2011, the very same US, EU criminal pact NATO destroyed Libya and assassinated the
man! Today EU and US are planning to re-occupy Libya, but now their target is the entire
Arab Maghrib, which if happened it will push millions refugees to Europe. This will not
bother the US. While EU is coward enough to blame that the expected burden will fall over
its shoulders, but will be satisfied as long as Arab wealth continues to flow into the pockets
of EU capitalisms. They know how to deal in racist and criminal manner with Arab and
African refugees.
As for Syria, let’s suppose that the Syrian, Saudi, Gulf, Islamic terrorists decide
independently by themselves and without any role, support and relationship with
imperialism, Zionism and Arab dependent regimes, i.e. Counter-Revolution, to conquer the
Syrian regime, how did the foreigners reach Syria? And from where they did they get
several billions of dollars in the forms of money liquidity, tanks, artillery, rockets logistic
facilities including satellites? Who finance them and who is still collecting, producing and
facilitating receiving all new forms of destructive machines other than western corporations
protected by NATO, Turkey, Jordan and Gulf monarchies?
It must be noted that the capitalist economy of core capitalist countries is dominated by
multinational corporations with a system of accumulation that had reached the era of
financialized monopoly capital engaged in speculation more than real economic activities,
i.e. financialization transcends real economy and accumulates a huge amounts of lazy
capital which fails to generate productive activities.
Accordingly, war is a necessary route for their corporations to sell its Weapons of Human
Annihilation (WHA) which used against people and aims to control and gain land and
resources . Fortunately, the profits from those wars generate more money for economies,
which is unable to invest and expand. It is more money for a shrinking number of people.
Does the Civil Society in the EU know that Saudi Arabia never produced any sophisticated
products and that their capitalism is the source of all WHA, and their working class is
producing those weapons which push Syrian refugees to EU? The irony is that EU working
class protects its ruling and exploiting bourgeois. Even most of left in Germany is bribing
the feudal/bourgeois comprador elite of Syrian Kurds to separate from Syria pretending that
a “communist” utopian regime will emerge from that dependent feudal elite, repeating the
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same crime of the former USSR supporting of Zionist Ashkenazi Regime ZAR. This racist
Nazi left never looked at the result of Western/Zionist support of feudal leadership in
Kurdistan Iraq.
Humanity now does not need more evidence that all terrorist groups were created by the
West, Saudi Arabia and all Gulf colonies only producing:
a. Wahabi and Moslem Brother’s educated terrorists
b. Oil rent to finance the destruction of Syria through those terrorists.
Turkey and “Zionist Ashkenazi Regime – Israel” (ZAR) are cashing on trickle-down of our
blood, while the lion “dog” share goes to western capitalism.
It is natural that the destruction of any place must push civilians to leave and escape war,
this is very well known to EU and US rulers and even to all social classes especially while
they themselves are the designers and the beneficiaries of the war against Syria.
Few days before writing this article, the West rejected Russia’s proposed resolution
submitted to Security Counsel aiming at prohibiting foreign intervention in Syria. Any
foreign intervention is against the sovereignty of Syria as a member of the UN. The pretence
of Western ruler that they want cease fire in Syria! The same West that destroyed Iraq 1991
when Sadam Hussein restored Kuwait which was an Iraqi Willayah (province) number 19,
under the pretence that Iraq invade a member of UN!
What does the West’s rejection of Russian suggested resolution mean? It means that Syria
shouldn’t resist the invasion which is in most of its land. Sovereignty and resistance are
natural and basic right of any country. But, for the West, Arab Syrian state is an exception.
In fact, when the invasion stops, then cease-fire will takes place because there will be no
enemy to resist.
When the Syrian army lost parts of Syria for the local and foreign terrorists, the West did
not ask for cease-fire. Does that means other than the fact that the West is the real invader?
Western racists argue that Syrian refugees must go to Saudi Arabia! What a genius
suggestion! Those people are ignorant. Saudi Arabia and all Gulf regimes are very racists
especially against Arabs. They deliberately employ non-Arab workers. It is because they
knew that Arabs believe that the wealth there is an Arab one and the Gulf rulers are steal
that wealth collecting trickle-down of it after the imperialist corporations swallows most of
it.
But, there is another good reason why Syrians did not go to Saudi and Gulf racist colonies.
Syrian citizens who born, educated and grew in a secular regime, can’t bear life under
regimes of Medieval ages mentality strangely mixed with dependency on the one hand, and
property of financial capital on the other! It is like monopoly capital on the back of a camel
which is called Amir/prince.
The irony is that many westerners knew that Syrian regime is a secular one, but when it
comes to an end of war and the issue of refugees who fled to EU, the west retreats to argue
that Syrians must go to the Gulf!
EU rulers avoid criticizing Saudi Arabia neither for launching war against Syria nor in its
rejection to welcome Syrian refugees!
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What is funny is that many Europeans are praising Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan for
absorbing Syrian refugees!
For Turkish “Ottoman” racist fascist colonialism, the refugees are a material and
ammunition for war against Syria. Turkey established refugee camps even before refugees
started to flee from Syria. Turkey’s aggression against Syria might be summarized in two
steps:
1- It is used thousands of refugees and foreign terrorists to invade Syria, like the Contras
against Sandinista Nicaragua aiming at toppling the Syrian regime in few months and to cut
off all the north of Syria in addition to one third of Syria occupied by Ottomans for four
centuries of Ottoman colonialism of Arab Homeland, and more since decades when French
colonialism in Syria donated two large parts of Syria to Turkey.
2- When Turkey realized the Syrian regime steadfastness and that it started defeating
terrorists and its dream for no fly zone evaporated, it started throwing the refugees to
Europe aiming to cash money because the racist Europe will never accept them.
Jordan is a part of Syria donated by imperialist Sikes-Picot plan/conspiracy (1916) to a
feudal dependent family in 1921 to play the role of eastern wall protecting the coming ZAR
in Palestine. As a very poor area, Jordan must survive by playing a client state role against
Arab nation and thus benefited from each catastrophe in Arab Mashriq: Palestine
occupation by Zionist settlers 1948, and 1967, Lebanon crisis 1982, Iraqi crisis 1991 and
2003, and now on Syrian one. Syrian refugee camps in Jordan are an open market for five
dirty deeds:


A store for recruiting terrorists against Syria;



A pool for rich Gulf sexual rapists to buy Syrian girls for sex;



A regime which controls, and for sure cuts, the donations which are intended for the
refugees;



A station for terrorists coming from many places to infiltrate to Syria, and



A base for the MOC (“Military Operations Center) against Syria led by US criminal
regime in addition to ZAR, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and others.

Lebanese regime started early on smuggling ships full of weapons and terrorists to Syria.
Syrian refugees to Lebanon were accepted due to Lebanon’s regime belief that the Syrian
regime will face fast collapse, but Lebanon corrupt regime, like others receive a lot of
donations for the refugees and no one knew how much stolen.
Turkish, Lebanese and Jordanian treatment of Syrian refugees is not better that that of the
West. That is why when the refugees had the chance to vote, they vote for President Assad
as it is well known in Lebanon.
Historical experience shows that EU absorption of refugees is based on economic needs.
Racism is there in the culture and under the skin. But, material interests, i.e. money always
transcend culture. The neo-Nazi Germany absorbed what German capitalists need of
qualified Syrian cheap labor. Other EU members who are in deep financialization crisis did
not. That is why it is in their interest to prolong the war against Syria, all Arab Homeland
and the world.
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There is no doubt that the West is very interested in destroying any Arab independent
regime to maintain stealing of Arab wealth. Some Arab and pro-Arab writers rightly argue
that the West which steals our wealth and led the war against our Homeland must welcome
Arab refugees until Syrian crisis is resolved. But, the West which is planning for a new
occupation of Libya, will re-occupy Syria even if the current regime collapses when there is
benefit for second occupation and this will create a new refugees wave. Sure the West must
accept our refugees since it occupies most of Arab Homeland. When it withdraws from our
land, we will never seek refuge at all.
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The Roots of Trump’s:"Deal of the Century”
Capitalism and Arab Zionism
The Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) is simply a white settler colonial capitalist entity
transplanted in Palestine by mere brutal force. It is a settler invasion to Palestine
encouraged, gathered from hundred nations, armed, and financed till now by western
imperialisms, even all the west on the one hand, and Arab reactionary, clientele comprador
regimes on the other. In comparison with other white settler colonial regimes, ZAR is the
product of all counter-revolution (CR) camp. While each white capitalist settler colonial
regime supported is by this state or that as its metropolitan, the world capitalist system, even
the CR is the ZAR metropolitan.
This huge support for ZAR confirms that the formal cohesion of the settlers by religion is a
big lie based on a very reactionary racism. Take as an example, the US protest (30th of
February 2018) against the UN Security Council decided to discuss the ZAR massacre
against Palestinians in Gaza on a Jewish holiday! Any support and recognition of this entity
based on or justified by intensified Nazi Holocaust is fake; lie and racist white western
attitude which decides to impose a prolonged Holocaust against the Palestinian people.
Targeting the Arab Homeland by capitalism started since the Mercantilism era and
continued through colonialism, imperialism and globalism.
Accordingly, Holocaust in 1930s, which used as a cover to the western capitalist interests in
our Homeland came too late, nearly three centuries, behind the western capitalism’s
targeting Arab Homeland.
Religious justification of Jewish ZAR in Palestine based on a pretend that it is an extension
of so-called Jewish “nation” called Israel since 3000 years has no historical and scientific
support and is based on religious myth. This negates the unbelievable western hypocrisy,
which pretends modernism, secularism, liberalism while it supports a settler colonial entity
based on religious myth!
The Zionist settlers brought by British colonialism to Palestine, without the existence and
role of the British enemy the Zionists would have been able to visit Palestine. The native
Jews in Palestine were very tiny minority. Accordingly, any recognition of the Zionists
settlers in Palestine based on the religious myth is a reactionary baseless position. This form
of recognition uncovers a terrible and shameful fact that the modern west is occupied and
ridden by religious myth, or in fact, the religious myth has been used as a camouflage for
capitalist interests.
The final version and details of Trump’s deal is not clear yet. There are several formulas,
which, if not identical, confirm the existence of the deal on the one hand and the multiplicity
of its scenarios on the other and that it is liquidation of the homeland and of the Palestinian
people as well. The counter-revolution (CR) termination of Palestine ends as replacement of
the Jewish Diaspora by a Palestinian one. The difference is that we Palestinians never
deserve that fate if Jews relatively or absolutely deserve it.
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Until this moment, the Arab rulers did not utter a word from those who dictated to them the
deal of the century, whether summarized or detailed to those Arab rulers who participated in
the processing. But a summary of what Trump and/or AIPAC said is adequate and confirms
the descriptive plan:
..."The only place for the establishment of a Palestinian state is half the Sinai, an area of 30
thousand square kilometers and can be expanded to absorb 25 million people, and the
number of Palestinians is all 9 million.
"We will ask Egypt to open the border between Gaza and Sinai, and we will raise 800
billion dollars from the world to build and set up living sites there. Most of these funds will
be paid to the Gulf countries and some other countries of the world.
America will not pay a dollar, and in Sinai the state of Palestine will be established, and so
the problem will be solved definitively. The Jewish state in Israel and the Palestinian state in
Sinai
This is in short what we called the Century Deal and we will work hard with our partners to
implement the project as soon as possible" .
The label itself "deal" uncover the mind behind it. The mind of a trader and not a productive
mind, the mind of the American ruler who came to power in the crisis stage of monopoly
capitalism oriented to speculations instead of production. The mind of a billionaire who
treats humans as merchandise especially when it finds dependent rulers in Arab countries
who are imposed by imperialism over their own people.
But, to think a bit about the roots of the deal there is no need to go back to the words of
Zionist godfathers Herzl, Jabotinsky, Ben-Gurion ... but to mention two main Zionist goals:
First: To steal all of Palestine as a first stage.
Second: The completion of the Zionist pre-fabrication of a biblical garment requires an
occupation of Arab land from Nile to the Euphrates.
While the fact of Zionist project is that it is a tool of the interests of Western capitalism in
the Arab Homeland, this means that the entire Zionist structure in Palestine is a slave in the
service of imperialism’s colonial aggressive interests, while in the Arab Homeland
acceptance of being slaves is confined to the subordinate comprador rulers. That is why
imperialism aims to destroy Arabs social fabric as it is taking place currently.
Perhaps the Saudi plan for the city of "Neum" and the project of Trump expulsion of
Palestinians to Sinai, and the Egyptian regime’s donating to Saudi Arabia the islands of
Tiran and Sanafir, are a contribution to Deal of the Century.
But, to think a bit about the roots of the deal, we shouldn’t limit the analysis to the foreign
enemies i.e. CR whose goal is well known and declared in a blunt manner. It is necessary to
follow the Arab and Palestinian introductions, role and facility of the Deal of the Century,
albeit if those introductions were prepared deliberately or by mistake.109
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I wrote in several places that there is a real and even concrete Arab role in creating and supporting the ZAR. Arab rulers in
normalization are more than evidence.
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The PLO early discovery of its disability:
The Palestinian struggle for liberation and return was not absent before the defeat of 1967
which as a catastrophic event increased the momentum of the national struggle. Although
the rise of the Palestinian armed struggle has raised the share of the PLO to a large extent in
the Arab world, unfortunately this struggle was born at a critical moment, i.e. at the time of
defeat of Arab national movement as its national framework.
The defeat of the national framework resulted in manifestation of the departure of the most
official Arab regimes from the arena of struggle for the liberation of Palestine, and even the
involvement of Arab regimes in the surrender and recognition of the Zionist entity, i.e., the
alignment against the Palestinian Arab people .The current news about CD is a confirmation
that a lot of Arab rulers are zionized.
PLO leaders realized this bitter truth, as they realized that by the PLO usual structure it was
incapable of liberating Palestine. Based on that understanding of the weakness of Arab
regimes and PLO itself, it sent the signals of compromise settlement, collusion110 and
accepted the signs of settlement presented by Arabs and non-Arabs .Why it is a
compromise? Because all of those forms of peace settlements, plans, initiatives…etc were
based on the recognition of the ZAR
Although the October War (1973) was not a victory for the Zionist entity, and was half a
victory for the Syrian and Egyptian armies, which could have been built on it, but the
leadership of the PLO resolved to compromise, which is shown in the slogan of what they
called "the National Authority on every liberated inch" of the Palestinian land as an
alternative to what it called for before that the one state solution, the democratic state in all
of Palestine after liberation The one state solution has been raised since the 1930s. In fact,
all those who adopted this solution until today never conditioned it with the defeat of the
ZAR, i.e. the liberation of Palestine. It is the lie that is being spoken today by the
treacherous groups. Perhaps the deal of the century is the answer to the collusion of these
that offers the Palestinians the Sinai desert! And that one state is a state for all its settlers.
As for the sneaky slogan, the “National Authority” of course, it is known that any liberated
inch will be ruled by a national authority. What is the meaning of this slogan before
liberation? What is proven by the course of events is that this slogan was intended to go to a
settlement, not to liberation, that is, the surrender of the inability to liberate and early evade
the building on the results of the war of October 1973 as a beginning of Arab victories. In
fact, PLO leadership was in harmony with the orientations of the Egyptian regime in the
Sadat era, which is the surrender to the Zionist entity.
Rabat Conference 1974
The question arises: Is there a relationship between the consensus of the Arab rulers and the
leadership of the PLO at the Rabat conference that the PLO is the sole legitimate
110

In 1969, the PLO leadership received a letter from US Department carried by Edward Said. To accept that letter from the main
and leading enemy is collusion.
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representative of the Palestinian people and the conviction that the liberation is no longer on
the table and therefore the acceptance of Palestinian authority over parts of the occupied
territory 1967, and negotiations as well.
In fact, the promotion of the issue of the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) was
successful at the time, because the real position of PLO leadership wasn’t declared that it is
ready to recognize ZAR on the occupied Palestine of 1948. PLO was encouraged to
compromise because it’s reading of October War 1973 as maneuver war. PLO leadership
did not read the role and contribution of Syrian and Egyptian armies in that war.
What is important in this context is that the Rabat conference, which considered the PLO
the only legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, was the beginning of Jordan's
disengagement with the West Bank, where the competition between Jordan and the PLO
was to represent the Palestinian people.
The struggle for the liberation of Palestine is not to be separated from sovereignty over land
in the sense of the United Nations, regardless of our confidence in the United Nations and
its resolutions. In other words, the division of what should have happened is:
 The Jordanian sovereignty over the West Bank and Egypt sovereignty over Gaza

should remain until liberation.

 This includes Jordan's duty to contribute to the liberation of the West Bank, and not to

exempt itself from the duty of liberation.

The Palestinian struggle should remain away from any political deal that would give it
formal authority under Zionist occupation .In other words, the West Bank without both
liberation and sovereignty made it a stateless111 area which encouraged ZAR to impose its
authority. After liberation, the issue of sovereignty will be solved between Palestinians and
Jordan. Unfortunately, PLO leadership did not consider the importance of this fact.
But it seems that everyone has fallen into the grip of an Arab-Zionist imperialist plan since
PLO adopted the slogan of "Palestinian Authority" over the West Bank and Gaza which was
declared in 1973.
Thus, the Rabat conference was an introduction to plans, proposals, initiatives… etc., all of
which are based on one decision:
The Zionist entity is indisputable and not against it. Any talk about a solution must begin
after the implicit or public recognition of the "legitimacy" of the Zionist entity .And that this
"legitimacy" is based on:
 A trivial declaration that Jews were in Palestine, and that God promised them,
 And a practical Western support of this settlement.
By the way, many Palestinians following the Rabat conference called the West Bank "East
of Palestine" in a separation from Jordan in the sense of Qutri /regional friction without
taking into account the issue of sovereignty and that the United Nations recognizes
sovereign states only.
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Was the secret of the Rabat conference is to terminate the Palestinian cause especially
through Moroccan King Hassan II, who spoke before others about combining the Jewish
mind and Arab money? Recently, many documents proved that he had provided a room for
the Mossad intelligence services adjacent to the Arab summits112.
Intifada ... No State
The first intifada at the end of 1987 was not a planned development, regardless of the claims
of many Palestinian organizations and leaders. Despite the importance and history of the
event as a spontaneous popular uprising, the leadership of the PLO invested it in a bad way,
as it tried to generate a state in the West Bank and Gaza Strip from this Intifada, i.e. in
contradiction and neglect of liberation and return. That is why PLO did not invest in a
cultural and development Intifada as part of long struggle.
I wrote that this intifada will not reach a state in my book, "Development in Popular
Protection" early 1988, there were of course controversial and critical of my position .Thus,
the use of the Intifada to generate a state in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip through the
political process, ended with the Oslo Accord (September 1993).
Declaration of Independence
In a continuation process of politically exploitation of Intifada based on Rabat conference,
the Algiers Conference of the PLO in 1988, proclaimed "Palestinian independence", which
was a festival without a real land, while it’s real meaning is recognition of ZAR.
It was a political maneuver for a hypothetical state. I think it was a "trap" that prepared the
ground for Oslo Accords, which gave up three quarters of Palestine and did not guarantee
Palestinian sovereignty on the last quarter. Namely, that Palestine has been a state for all its
settlers since 5 June 1967 occupation
Jordanian Decision to Disengage
Jordanian King Hussein took the decision in 1988 to disengage from the West Bank which
resulted in terminating the West Bank's administrative and legal ties with the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan, where this association was known as the unity of the two banks of
Jordan river.The Jordanian king's decision came at the request of Yasser Arafat, the PLO
chairman.
King Hussein announced the decision of the Jordanian disengagement in the West Bank
and kept the Jordanian guardianship over the holy sites, and thus he was more reconciled
with the decisions of the Rabat conference.
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This was a source of delight for Palestinian Qutries, especially the PLO. It was felt that
Palestinian independence was primarily about Jordan and not the liberation of Palestine.
This, incidentally, is in addition to the term "Palestinian Authority", which is one of the
roots of PLOs stances, not liberation and independence.
The question is: Was King Hussein aware of the Zionist-American plan? Or did he decide to
do so under pressure from the PLO leadership, the Arab regimes and a Jordanian Qutri
stream? Was he deceived by this or that, and did he agree knowingly about this or that?
I remember that I, perhaps, was the only one who wrote that the decision to disengage is not
in the interest of the Palestinians, not in the interest of Palestine, and that the problem is not
with Jordan but with ZAR, and that Palestinian-Jordanian unity is a national issue and that
even if we liberate Palestine our first unity will be with Jordan as a step towards Arab Unity.
I wrote this in Al-Nahar newspaper, which was then published in Jerusalem.
I did not, of course, speculate about what was coming, but it was my opinion that we were
not regional or Qutri, and the Jordanian step will leave the West Bank (WB) without
sovereignty.
I was an UNRWA employee in 1992 as an economic adviser but with a special service
contract and not as a permanent employee. Because of my job, I was invited to a weekly
meeting of senior UNRWA staff in Jerusalem. At one of those meetings, a member of the
US consulate in Jerusalem, Jim, presented a film about Zionist settlement expansion in the
West Bank (WB) and Gaza Strip. Then a Palestinian woman asked him, “Is not this
settlement illegal because the land is Palestinian?” He replied almost as follows: “My
government believes that there is no sovereignty over any state on these lands,” of course,
after the Jordanian disengagement .What the current US ambassador repeats the same
position.
Strengthening Arab Existence in the Face of Jewish Settlement
Living in the occupied territories under occupation, and following Zionist policies towards
the land specifically, especially settlement building, I have reached the need to focus on the
Palestinian issue of land and the limitation of settlement and resistance.
I did not mean, before or after, to participate in the political chatter against settlement, but
the practical work on the ground. In 1978, I finished a book entitled "The Economics of
Hunger in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip." I was unable to publish it because on
November 22, 1978, I was arrested and jailed by the Zionist occupation for six months on
an old organizational membership, and published it after I released prison in 1979. The book
included proposals for development and other issues, especially a specific proposal entitled
"The concentration of Arab existence in the face of Jewish colonial settlements", pp. 224227. The idea can be briefly summarized as follows:
As long as the enemy is planting settlements in the 1967 occupied territories, which
confirms that it will continue this policy, I think that what is required from the Palestinians
is to face this in advance and among what must be done, to choose various mountain tops on
which the enemy is expected to establish outposts and build on them small villages for
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about twenty families, for example and supply them with water and electricity "diesel
generators" especially because there is a shortage of housing in the West Bank.
This was possible based on two factors:
First: Because the enemy did not, until then, ban the expansion of village in the West Bank,
but later and even after Oslo Accords, ZAR prohibited any expansion of villages.
Second: The joint Jordanian-Palestinian committee, which allocated what was called "the
money of steadfastness", was paying "non-refundable" loans to build suburbs for cities. It
was my opinion that these suburbs do not hurt the enemy, in addition to the benefit of the
petty bourgeoisie and above, because those who can buy dunam or half dunam in the city
are not popular classes and therefore do not need support.
Later, I sent a copy of this proposal to Lebanon to the late Abu Jihad who was in charge of
WBG affairs in PLO.
I also wrote a summary of the subject in the magazine al-Shira, which was then published in
Jerusalem and was closed later by the occupation, but no one did anything .
Wiping the Green Line by Building City Settlements
The enemy's policies were not limited to building settlements and economic annexation, but
continue to build settlement cities above the Green Line, that is, the 1948 borders that
separated the occupied 1948 and the rest of Palestine. The aim of these cities was to omit
the border line that was created after the occupation of 1948, by building Jewish city
settlements, Ariel in the northern West Bank, Ma'aleh Adumim in East Jerusalem, Gilo
near Bethlehem, Modi'in east of Lod, Ramleh…etc.
I wrote about this subject in the early eighties in the magazine of the al-Ahd , which was
published in occupied Jerusalem, pointing out that the wiping of the Green Line meant the
annexation of the rest of Palestine to the Zionist entity.
In addition to that, the industrialized Jewish settlements in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip also swallowed up the Palestinian economy whose market was totally open for Jewish
goods, considering that Jewish settlements are producing more than the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, especially developed goods, and can flood the local market and undermine the
fragile production structure in the 1967 occupied territories or subcontract them. Moreover,
while the WBG markets were opened for the ZAR products, the WBG products subjected to
strict control by the enemy to the extent that they were totally prohibited.
Urban Boom is Questionable?
Prior to the Oslo Accords, the enemy's focus was on undermining the productive
infrastructure in the 1967 occupied territories, and encouraging the employment of
Palestinian workers within the economy of ZAR, which contributed to the termination of
the productive structure and the economy of these areas. Although the occupation
authorities did not prevent the construction in the urban areas of the West Bank, in
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particular, and Gaza, of course, but these areas did not see a physical expansion before the
Oslo Accords, where there has been a big boom and has not stopped.
I have written in the magazine Kana'an several times that I fear that many of these buildings
in the projects are subcontracting with Jews. I am still afraid that the projects carried out by
Palestinian comprador and companies from Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait are also in
partnership with the Zionists!
After the Oslo Accords, a boom of construction took place in WBG cities, but tightening on
buildings in villages became more and more strict which made prices of lands in both urban
and rural areas fictitious due to the narrowness of the surveys of both cities and villages. If
we link this with:
 Absence of any control of the PA over the rural areas
 No PA budget allocated for agricultural development
 PA expanding the bureaucratic apparatus of power so that it absorbs most of the rural
labor force.
we find that many of these employees have traveled to the cities, especially Ramallah,
where they found that buying an apartment is more economic than paying daily
transportation to the city, or even pay the rent of a small home in the city, which has become
very overcrowded.
This has, of course, resulted in more land abandonment in rural areas, where every
university graduate has a goal of getting a job in the city and a few who get a job in a
business or industrial project. I would call this as the first part of the trap.
The second part is that the Oslo Accords donated the PA financial support to finance its
bureaucratic apparatus, which absorbed most of the labor force that were employed in ZAR
economy and became employed in PA apparatuses, and some of the working force was
employed by foreign institutions... etc. The result was that most of the workforce became
dependent on jobs created by rental donations.
This means that if rents are stopped for political reasons, the employees would lose their
income, which will lead them to accept anti -national political solutions. This became clear
when Hamas won the elections for the second session of the self-governing “Legislative
Council” which in fact have no right to legislate especially over land. Foreign support funds
were suspended as a means of political pressure.
In any event, it turned out that the rent provided to the self-rule authority is a financial
reward in return of passing a political project/compromise, i.e. the Oslo project, which, as
we see, was unceasingly hit by a Zionist stand that would devour the rest of Palestine.
When State Replaces Liberation it Breeds Eternal Division
As mentioned above, PLO realization at least since 1973 that it is unable to liberate
Palestine and coined the slogan of “National Authority” in 1993 and later falls into Oslo
Accords which is not a real independent state, but a delegation of some authorities from
ZAR for a Palestinian group which are not sovereignty over the land. Oslo Accords are from
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a practical point view a plan for ZAR to annex the West Bank gradually into one state in
Palestine which is a state for its’ settlers.
Since the goal of establishing a state replaced liberation, the political competition for power
became normal. Finally, in 2007 the competition developed into a fierce military conflict
which resulted into separation between West Bank and Gaza.
Finally, since the Oslo Accords did not lead to the ZAR withdrawal from WBG, it means
that ZAR is in the position to act in those occupied parts of Palestine in the same manner as
it is the case in the other part of Palestine which was occupied in 1948, and it doesn’t matter
if PLO meant that or not when it signed Oslo Accords. This failure, in fact, facilitates
Tramp’s deal.
The terrible situation of “Arab Spring”, the acceleration of normalization of many Arab
rulers with ZAR and the Palestinian internal conflicts encourage Tramp as the leader of CR
to go fast for his Century Deal.
Back to Deal of the Century
Regardless of the deal’s success or failure, and because its’ goal is to recycle and transfer
Palestinians from one place to another, despite of the fact that the Palestinian people are
originally and historically a non-mobile, but agricultural people. The deal designers try a
global escape from the fact that the Jews of the world should be sent back to their original
places especially because they are accustomed to refuge and exile, and even contributed in
created their own exile.
As pastoral, the Jews, agreed to transfer from place to another and accordingly they deserve
to return to their property and homes in each state. There is no doubt that a hundred
countries where the Jews were assembled from are more tolerant than a place that belongs
to the Palestinian people who are, according to the deal, facing a new displacement now to
the Sinai Peninsula with the consent of the new Khedive ruler of Egypt and gulf rulers.
Thus, the formula most likely to be applied or to pass is the "deal" of the historical switch
between the Arabs of Palestine as agricultural people to replace Jews as an exiled people
and to bear Jewish Diaspora who will be donated the Homeland of Palestinians!
It is well known in history that the Arab Canaanite existed in Palestine before all religions
and therefore, religions are not entitled to impose their war and reconcile on the one hand
and not to mention that their stories contradict history. This negates the lie of the religious
conflict over Palestine. Most importantly, Palestinians are an agrarian people, stable and
non-nomadic. It is one of the peoples that founded the village and hence the city, i.e.
stability and the creation of a homeland as a homeland rather than as a “place”.
While the Jew is a later product, a product of religions, and roamed like a tribe of shepherds,
which made their exile character. This means that applying this to Palestine proves that the
Jews are accustomed and ready to be transferred from one place and another which is
consistent with its nature.
The globalized crime against the Palestinian people that took place between 1860-1948 and
was completed in 1967 can be summarized as follows:
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 Transferring the Canaanite agriculture, i.e. The Palestinian from agriculture to
grazing instead of the Jew who is a shepherd, not a farmer.
 The transfer of the Palestinian who is settled by agriculture to exile and to plant the
exiled Jews into the Palestinian Homeland.
However, since the Jew is exile by nature, why does not he go to Sinai, where he finds the
myth, the Lost Moses and to practice grazing there? Perhaps it is a trifling myth that the
Jews in the Sinai lost for forty years as it is a continent!
The features of the century deal as a capitalist deal are based on the contract and the
interests of the counter-revolution:US and the West, ZAR and the Zionist Arab dependent
comprador capitalist regimes.
This will lead to the transfer of the Palestinians, their re-assembly in their non-homeland
and their incursion into the desert between ZAR, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan so that
they can’t resist. It is a primitive ruthless thinking, treating one of the oldest peoples on
earth as if it were a herd. This is a criminal division of labor between CR as enemies of
Palestinian people: The US and the entire West are planning, the Zionists enjoy and the Gulf
oil pays.
The natural situation of the Jew, if the essence of the deal is not to return him to exile, is to
be taken to the desert according to his pastoral heritage, from place to place, and to find his
relationship with the desert of the al-Jazeerah al-Arabiah.
This proves the words of one of the Jews about the myth that: "Moses if he turned right he
will go to the oil countries, and then let them go now .There in the desert the fraternity of
triangle of the three religions, Judaism, Christianity and Islam might take place, away from
the land in which we are three millennia before all religions.
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Their Historical collusion
And our Dependent Discourse
The current western white capitalist war/s against Arab nation must motivate us to revive,
re-activate and deeply adopt the slogan: There is no way to exist unless we make our daily
life a war of resistant against Counter Revolution (CR).
Based on this fact, I believe that Arab writers, intellectuals, analysts must be aware of
falling into positions or faults that discourage, manipulate and harm Arab masses from
launching a war of defense/resistance against the capitalist west’s continuous and varied
forms and areas of war as long as they feel inferior to the western capitalist discourse.
The direct reason for writing this article is: Why the street of CR supports its aggression
while a large part of Arab Street supports the CR as well.
Traditional liberal discourse follows Clausewitz’s saying that "War is a mere continuation
of politics by other means", but historical materialist analysis rightly argues that the decisive
factor is the economic and the materialist one. Even when we are not discussing direct class
struggle and modes of production, war between nations is genuinely a class war because it is
first for interests of a dominant class. It is wealth plundering and monopoly markets which
make it imperative for white western capitalism to conquer land, i.e. it is economy in
geography.
Their Street
Most of western capitalist/imperialist societies were and still are occupied by “Historical
Collusion (HC)”, i.e. most people in western capitalist socio-economic formations accept,
agree, and participate with their ruling classes’ colonial wars as long as they directly and
indirectly benefit from those wars of plunder. That is why they ‘sacrifice, the blood of their
sons for the sake of controlling the wealth of others. Some people might rightly argue: Who
cares in the bourgeois circles for the lives of their soldiers who are from the popular classes.
Western racism, Eurocentrism, Forces of Politicizing Religion (FPR) (such as neoconservatism) and most of their discourse are in fact mechanisms and tools for the HC,
despite of the fact that it looks like independent instances. Moreover, Civil Society (CS) in
the west deliberately acts on double standard. It is semi-civil inside and aggressive for
people in periphery. In this case, those societies are not civil in real terms unless they
transform from passivity or collusion towards colonialism to new societies transcending
capitalism.
This form of society which tastes the benefits of historical plundering of periphery, direct
colonization, unequal exchange, and trickle-down economic relationship, is accepting and
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maintaining capitalism in its forms of: colonialism, imperialism and globalism towards the
countries of the periphery. Accordingly, it MUST support their ruling classes’ wars against
other social formations, especially when those in periphery are unable to defeat the invaders
and that the cost of conquest is not that much. I mean here that the invaders never stop
unless they are terrified and expect heavy defeat.
What encourages those in core capitalist countries to go ahead with all forms of wars, brutal
or “soft”, is the fact that many classes, politicians and intellectuals in periphery, are calling
for and attracting colonialism, betraying their nations…etc.
This takes us to the question: Why is our street with them as well?
Our Street
In the following, I will deal in a critical manner, with some points that might enlighten my
argument that our street is occupied by our nation’s enemy. Many Arab analysts, writers and
intellectuals are colluding with the capitalist western discourse intentionally or mistakenly.
Intentional deformation of Arab mass’ consciousness has a long history. In this context, I
will mention here two examples: one is national and the other is academic related to postcolonial discourse:
The first example goes back to the time of Nasser in Egypt. Egyptian media of that time
were calling Nasser the hero of peace. I was young at that time but I never accepted that
because it was easy to realize that there is no chance for peace because Arab Homeland was
colonized and Palestine was occupied by the Zionists. I found it a sign of weakness.
On the other side, the white western capitalist media were calling the same Nasser: “The
beast of the Middle East”. It is very racist and ugly description that reflects hatred based on
their worry about their interests in Arab Homeland.
The Second is about the author of Orientalism, Edward Said. While he made a profound
critical analysis of orientalism, he failed to grasp the deep relationship between orientalism
and imperialism. While he amends his position in his book Culture and Imperialism, he did
not change his main fall against Arab nation. Said wrote:
“The Arab world today is an intellectual, political and cultural satellite of the United
States. This is not in itself something to be lamented; the specific form of the satellite
relationship, however, is…” (Orientalism, Pantheon Books, New York, 1978, p 322).
Sadiq Jalal al-Azm, in (Orientalism and Orientalism in Reverse, in Khamsin Journal no 8,
1981, pp5-26.) harshly criticizes Said and picks the same above quoted sentence considers
Said as compromiser for imperialism. Thirty years later, al-Azm himself supports the CR
war against his own country, Syria.
Another aspect is many Arab TV programs invite analysts to ask them the classical vicious
question: “Do you think that there will be a war”?
The linguistic structure of the question is collusion with the western discourse and politics.
It looks as if it is the first or even a new war might be launched against our nation. Asking
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the question this way means that we were and we are in peace with the West. It ignores
history which is saturated with facts that we were and still are under a continuous
aggression from the West, and it ignores the current wars and planning of new one from the
West against us.
It makes a big difference to ask: Do you think that a new wave of war is coming? Or, will
the West escalate its current wars against us. The second alternative reminds the people that
the capitalist West is an enemy from the past, present and in the future. The structure of the
question explains to people or helps them stand on a solid ground against the enemy and to
have a position of conscious hatred against colonialists as a main lever for resistance.
Reminding people that we are in war and even under occupation, several forms of
occupations, it means that there is no independence in Arab Homeland and we must fight
for achieving that. Reminding ourselves that we are not independent contains a position that
Post-Colonial discourse is only abstract but not real. It is in the range of looking for
acceptance and recognition in academic circles. Colonialism, in the current era of Arab
Homeland, is more than ever before. And what made it worse is the fact that many Arab
regimes, comprador classes, liberal intellectuals, renegade Marxists are in the camp of CR.
While US/EU and the rest of CR are preparing now for a new wave of aggression, many
Arab analysts, commentators, intellectuals are using the enemy’s language or term “strike”.
Strike means that the lord decides to punish his slave or the teacher decides to punish the
student which is a legal decision! It means as well that we must accept the pretence that the
enemy is in a strong position. Using this language is a pre-emptive tactic to hold and
paralyze people’s resistance and to absorb the aggression as if it is legal.
Arab politicians still believe in the false western propaganda that the West is against
fundamentalism. Based on this false propaganda they blame the US for supporting al-Qaida
arguing that the US and EU for their support of al-Qaida are contradicting their morals,
and/or adventuring their own security because those al-Qaida armed people will sooner or
later re-orientate their rifles against western societies.
The capitalist West is not naive and not waiting for advice, it needs agents. They created alQaida and are able to control it. They are able to absorb some accidents which are not being
the norm. The hierarchy structure in this level is that:


The leadership and political commissaries of Forces Politicizing Religion (FPR) have
joint interest and are in harmony with imperialism.



The lower ranks never knew that, what they want to know is Wahhabi ideology and no
more.

Liberal Arabs are blaming the capitalist West for its intrusion of Human Rights in Iraq,
Libya, and Syria…etc. This form of blame is an indirect maneuver to be accepted by the
West, the capitalist West conducts all those crime deliberately. That is why, blaming the
West might be understood from our people that this West is nice and it is strange that it
made some mistakes. Those who bombed Hiroshima will never change at least because they
were never punished.
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Some Arab leftists were pleased when some of the so-called socialists succeed in elections,
i.e. the socialist party in France. This affects the cultural politics of our societies in both
levels of:


Their image about France’s expected politics



And their image about socialism

Socialist party of France initiated 1956 war against Egypt, most of French Marxists were
against Algeria’s independence war, and the socialist party is now leading the war against
Syria.
The last but not least was the comfortable feelings of many Arab analysts who said when
Kerry was appointed as Minister of Foreign Affairs of the US. They said that there is a
family friendship between him and President Assad.
Suppose that there is some relationship like this, does it change US foreign policy towards
Syria? US foreign policy is a pure and complete policy of war and plunder.
Two related points, old and new need to be tackled.
First: The defeat of nationalists and communists of Arab liberation movement since 1960s,
left the stage open and empty for the regimes of politicized religion and the of FPR which
deformed the consciousness of the masses and pushed them back into sectarianism and
fundamentalism.
Second: What currently made Arab masses mixed is the hesitation of Syrian regime to refer
to all Arab clientele regimes - which are against Arab nation, and which recognized the
Zionist Ashkenazi Regime, thus “donating” their land to Western armies and military
bases…etc. The Syrian regime held on criticizing the regime of Saudi Arabia until the latter
declared open war against Syria.
This is not the proper way to challenge those who betray the nation on the one hand, and
what was discussed above does not forgive any Arab citizen from doing something to harm
the enemy because the enemy is here and clear: It is targeting our Homeland. There is no
meaning to sit paralyzed and blame the shortcomings of political parties.
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Egypt’s Political Struggle and
When Western Left and Right Stop Lecturing Us?
Time and experience had taught us that we must fight, in parallel, two forms of war of
liberation:
Liberation war from
dependency…etc.

settler

colonialism,

colonialism,

unequal

exchange

and

And a war of liberation from West’s discourse, including that of the left.
While we listen to many of their analysis, they, western left and right, still act as if they
know our situation on the ground more than us.
They are in fact supported by more sources of information even about Arab Homeland than
us, due to several reasons. But, they can’t feel or understand what is going on the ground
and at level of masses. This reminds me of the importance of Mao’s great slogan: “The
mass line”.
In October 1984, few days after my arrival to London to study at University of London, I
met a British leftist who directly started explaining to me how revolution must take place in
Egypt. I disagreed with both his way of “lecturing” and his analysis, and we never met
again.
Lately, I read an article by the good leftist writer James Petras on Arab situation especially
in Syria and Egypt and the role played by Saudi Arabia against people of both countries.
( Saudi Arabia: A Retrograde Rentier Dictatorship and Global Terrorism by James Petras).
Petras wrote:
“In Egypt, Bandar developed, in coordination with Israel (but for different reasons), a
strategy of undermining the relatively independent, democratically elected Muslim
Brotherhood regime of Mohammed Morsi”
It is a simplification of politics to believe that Bandar designing Saudi policy independently.
Yes, there is a Saudi relative independence from US politics in the region. But the main
Bandar’s motive to coordinate with the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) is their joint
interest against Iran and the resistance camp in the region. It is a coordination designed by
the US administration.
As for Morsi’s presidency, it is good to go back and remember how Moslem Brothers (MB)
jumped on the 25 January 2011 mobilization after its clear triumph.
One shouldn’t go to all details of MB propaganda to gain parliament and presidency
elections, but it is good to remind Petras who knew Latin America of the first defeat by Feri
against Allende because the “… decisive importance of the Catholic Church (Feri’s
400.000-vote plurality over Allende was given him by women, as the separate count of
ballot papers by sex revealed)…’charity organization’ Critas enjoyed to buy votes among
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callampas (the working-class areas of Santiago) by the free distribution of foodstaffs from
the Alliance for Progress”. (Regis Debray, Strategy for Revolution, Pelican, 1970: 166).
This reminds me of a political joke. When Nasser of Egypt sent 1963 troops to support
Yemeni revolution against Imam’s regime who was highly supported by Saudi Arabia,
Imam’s tribal camp against the Republicans were continuously demanding more flour
saying “ya dijij ya bkjamhir – Either flour or we will ally with the Republicans).
MB bought voices by using Islam on the one hand and by distribution oil and sugar for the
large numbers of poor masses. The money was provided by Qatar!
Petras argue:
“…Bandar and the Saudi dictatorship financially backed the military coup and dictatorship
of General Sisi. The US strategy of a power-sharing agreement between the Muslim
Brotherhood and the military regime, combining popular electoral legitimacy and the proIsrael-pro NATO military was sabotaged. With a $15 billion aid package and promises of
more to come, Bandar provided the Egyptian military a financial lifeline and economic
immunity from any international financial reprisals. None were taken of any consequences.
The military crushed the Brotherhood, jailed and threatened to execute its elected leaders. It
outlawed sectors of the liberal-left opposition which it had used as cannon fodder to justify
its seizure of power. “
Many western and Latin American leftist and right wing regimes, parties and writers who
ignore the fact that the Egyptian masses flooded to the streets against Morsi’s regime. He is
the same Morsi who announced the Constitutional Declaration which made him
unquestionable and unaccountable! Analysis of those westerners and Latin Americans stem
from their discourse that they knew in every place of the globe more that its own people!
They fail to understand that the Egyptian army supported the people’s movement and
protest, but did not initiate that protest.
In fact, the army can’t stand neutral. Both, the regime and the masses will ask for its’
support. It must stand in one of two camps:
 Either to support the minority Morsi and MB
 Or the mass majority.
Petras added:
“In backing the military coup, Bandar eliminated a rival, democratically elected Islamic
regime which stood in contrast to the Saudi despotism. “
I doubt that Petras have do not know about Morsi’s dependency on the tiny US colony in
Qatar!
Petras continues on Bandar:
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“He secured a like-minded dictatorial regime in a key Arab country, even though the
military rulers are more secular, pro-Western, pro- Israel and less anti-Assad than the
Brotherhood regime. Bandar’s success in greasing the wheels for the Egyptian coup secured
a political ally but faces an uncertain future.”
The new regime in Egypt is a mixture, multitude of several forces. On the social-economic
and even class levels, it is not much different from that of Morsi. But it is better than that of
the falsely elected MB regime in several important issues:
The new regime put an end to the Imperialist/MB (or regime and forces of politicized
religion) alliance to rule Arab Homeland for several decades to come.
As a secular regime, it protects the conditions of women in Arab Homeland from further
deterioration.
It neutralizes Egypt from participating Counter-Revolution war against Syria. In his last few
days Morsi declared war against Syria.
When four Egyptian Shea’ were persecuted and killed by 3000 mobs in Egypt, Morsi did
not mention that is his public speeches.
While the new regime is not too much different on a class level from that of MB, it
included a variety of class and political organizations.
It is understandable that Trotskyite organizations support MB from the position of that the
new regime is closer to Arab nationalism as the main real enemy against ZAR, but it is
strange that many Maoist organizations fall into that trap!
After 50 years of deliberate internal destruction of Egypt, it is not easy for any regime to
achieve a fast change and development in most levels. Both MB and the “Multitude” from a
class point view is not the proper and even desperately needed regime. One might think that
the fast Saudi Arabia’s financial support to the ”Multitude” (accepted or even suggested by
the US) aimed at blocking any expected orientation of the regime to adopt a model of
Development by Popular Protection!
Following the high percentage of Egyptians who voted in support to the new constitution, I
hope that Petras and others will re-think and begin to listen at least once.
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Targeting the Arab Nation
Syria, a State Challenges Many!
While Western capitalism in its imperialist era targeted the Arab nation, in its globalism era
it is embarking on the termination of this nation.
During the era of imperialism, Arab nationalist currents and regimes were resisting
imperialism’s continued aggression. By the end of twentieth century, Arab nationalists were
exhausted by the three forces of counter-revolution (CR) (Western capitalism, Zionism and
Arab dependent reactionary agents), but the last Arab nationalist fortress, Syria, is still
fighting. The result of the war against Syria will either breed the re-birth of Arab nation or
its defeat for a long time to come.
Defeat of Egypt 1967, Iraq 1991, Libya 2011, current CR war against Syria and proxy war
against Yemen shows two main changes in the region and even the globe:
 In global era, CR enters a stage of aggression against Arab nation aimed at
terminating that nation,
 In the current war, CR enjoys a safe and profitable war against Arab nation (see
below).
Many Arab commentators and analysts thought in the last year that the CR leadership, the
US is orienting most of its aggressive force against China and Russia, dreaming that a
political solution for the Syrian crisis is about to happen. Facts on the ground tell just the
opposite. The goal of the three components of CR is still the same, but even developed
towards terminating the whole Arab nation motivated by the fact that contradiction with
Arab nationalism is an antagonistic one taking into consideration that:
 The interest of Western capitalism in the Arab Homeland is still too vital and forces
of Arab nationalism insist on terminating those interests.
 The existence of Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) is rejected by latent popular Arab
nationalism despite the compromise and even betrayal of the ruling Arab
nationalism.
 Arab component of CR is in absolute contradiction with Arab nation falling into the
crime of stealing Arab wealth and using it against Arab nation.
This Arab part of CR is composed of:
 Regimes of Politicized Religion (RoPR), Saudi, Qatari, UAR and the rest of GCC.
 Forces of Politicized Religion (FoPR). Wahhabi and Moslem Bros.
 Sectarian (Sunni, Shia’a ) comprador bourgeois elites
 Intellectuals of Sixth Brigade (IoSB)
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When Arab proxy war in alliance with Turkey occupied Anbar in Iraq and Tadmor in Syria,
Some analysts imagined that those agents decided to fight independently. This is not true.
The US never allows agents to decide far from its sponsorship. In fact, US ruling elite is
using several scenarios at the same time:
 Talking about peace for Syria
 Leading, at the same time, a brutal war against Syria through its Arab agents and
Turkey to try their best to destroy Syria while maintaining its control over them.
In the last few years, CR moved to the stage of terminating Arab nation provoked by the
development of Resistance Bloc (RB), represented by Syria, Iran, Hizbullah and part of
Palestinian resistance.
The importance of RB is that it is rebuilding Arab liberation and nationalist movement and
regimes to challenge CR, a fact which shows that conflict in the region is between the two
blocs.
The steadfastness of RB was crystallized in:
 Defeat of ZAR in Lebanon in 2006
 ZAR failure to terminate Palestinian resistance in Gaza
 Defeat of US military occupation of Iraq, and US economic attrition there
All those factors in addition to:
 US and EU financial and economic crisis,
 The readiness of Arab RoPR and FoPR, sectarian leaders and IoSB to fight a proxy
war against RB gave a golden opportunity for the US as the leadership of CR.
Based on all those developments, the US as the leadership of CR decided to adopt a
changeable tactic as mentioned above. It is to keep the door open for third Geneva political
negotiations on Syria, and even to say that Assad will be part of Syrian future, and to
mobilize its Arab agents, Turkey and ZAR to try again to defeat Syria.
At the same time, the US pretends that it is activating a coalition against ISIS while
practically it considers ISIS necessary for its strategy to terminate Arab nation.
Some people believe that after CR support ISIS to occupy Ramadi and Tadmor, that Syrian
regime will collapse and ISIS mission has been completed and CR will terminate it. I do not
share that opinion.
On the one hand, RB is still strong, this bloc is liberating Syrian-Lebanon borders, and is
very close to succeed in orienting Lebanese government to fight the terrorists in its own
land and strengthening alliance between Hizbullah and most of Lebanese Christians. Those
developments tell that Lebanon no more can stay as an open front against Syria.
In addition to these encouraging developments, Arab masses are more and more realizing
the danger of CR war of termination against them.
This does not mean that enemy camp is in a weak position. Capitalism in globalism era is
very comfortable of proxy war which:
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 Does not cost the US souls and money as long as they are fighting a paid for war
from sky
 Operating its military complex mostly by its full capacity
 Destroying Arab Republics and continuing a war of attrition against RB
 And putting Russia and China in a critical situation as long as they fail to challenge
the aggressive siege against Yemen.
The RB applies different tactics in war against CR bloc represented directly by terrorists of
al-Qaida, al-Nusra, ISIS and others.
In addition to their victory in Lebanon, the Syrian Arab army applies the tactic of (alTawreeet wa al-said) bewildering and haunting, i.e. let terrorists occupy a certain place,
village or city, an then attack them and kill them group by group. In that tactic, the army
avoids killing citizens and apply human attrition against terrorists.
Accordingly, the war is extended and will be expanded. CR led by Western capitalism will
never go for peace without defeat, final defeat.
Following the fall of Ramadi and Tadmor most of western media and commentators started
discussing the post-Arab nationalist era. They argue that Arab nation now facing a new
colonial era.
When US invaded Iraq, 1991 and 2003, the pretext was democratizing Iraq. The result was
the destruction of Iraq and all Arab republics and armies. In fact, US apply its real goal
against Arab nation, “Creative Chaos”, i.e. the creation of disorder.
As long as the mission is completed, then US media tools like Robert Kaplan wrote:
“America requires a strong Egypt — democratic or not — as a regional anti-Iran ally to
bolster Saudi Arabia…The challenge now is less to establish democracy than to reestablish
order. For without order, there is no freedom for anyone”.
Read more: Robert Kaplan in FP
The Ruins of Empire in the Middle East
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/05/25/its-time-to-bring-imperialism-back-to-the-middle-eastsyria-iraq-islamic-state-iran/
Two questions remain:
Will Iran change its alliance with Syria following the signing of agreement with the US and
its allies?
And what is the position of Russia and China in both cases, i.e. if Iran will change or not?
I think we must listen to the history and understand interests and to find out if history
lessons go in harmony with interests of friends of Syria in the current war?
Arab experience with USSR shows that USSR never betrayed its Arab allies despite the fact
that their relationship with them wasn’t as close as the case between ZAR and imperialism.
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USSR provided Arabs of all needed weapons, but it was never able or ready to fight on their
behalf. The October war of 1973 shows that armies of Egypt and Syria defeated ZAR army.
Iran supports Hizbullah but never fought on its behalf. Iran is a direct ally with Syria. It is
even a partner with Syria in both victory and/or defeat. This means that its interest is to
stand with Syria and Hizbullah to the end.
Russia will continue supporting Syria. If, in critical situation, Iran will enter direct war in
defense of Syria, Russia will not. It is not the role of Russia to enter the war, but Russia will
support Syria and Iran not only because history confirms that, but because the victory of
Syria is a protection of Russia from an imperialist and FoPR where many of them came
from Russian Federation republics.
China will continue to support Syria, but not the extent that Russia will go to.
But, still, the most determining factor is the RB steadfastness in the field.
Since it is a long war, it is our duty to mobilize Arab masses to fight in at all fronts, i.e.
 Boycotting enemies products
 Destroying enemies interests in the form of peoples’ war of destruction
 Challenging Arab regimes, which are fighting the Arab nation in a proxy war in
Syria, Yemen, Iraq, especially as long as those enemies of the nation are planning to
declare the creation of the so-called joint Arab army.
See more:
“Groups hold event in Valletta in solidarity with Palestinian women and children jailed in
Israel”
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-05-30/local-news/Groups-hold-event-inValletta-in-solidarity-with-Palestinian-women-and-children-jailed-in-Israel-6736136440
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From Building, To Fight On Behalf Of
Zionist Ashkinazi Regime

A Paper presented to Seminar "Zionism OF THE 21th CENTURY, AN ENEMY TO KNOW",
held in Turin/Italy 1-3 December 2013

It was and still is so difficult were to place or situate those Arabs who cooperate, collaborate
recognize and collude with the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime ZAR as a white, settler, colonial,
capitalist regime. I did not mention its racism because settlers are racists by nature on the
one hand and we Palestinian Arabs shouldn’t accept joint future with them. Any time we
blame settlers’ racism, we means that we accept it accept living with them and just
exchange liberation of Palestine for marginal improvements.
While the title and term Zionist Arabs ZA is relatively new, but as a process and facts it is
old. That is why the problem here is not the term but on how to classify Arabs in their
relationship with Zionism? Are ZA those who are secret agents, normalizes, those who
recognize ZAR…etc. This short speech will not discuss this point in details.
Zionism is an ideology designed by a group of western capitalist and intellectual figures
belong to several nationalities but Jewish by religion, and may be most of them secular.
Their goal was to build a colony some were to invest in a capitalist project imitating the
previous white settler colonial settlements. They were clever enough to grasp the colonial
powers’ urgent need in our region which is: a base to protect and expand its colonialism in
the Arab Homeland. Those Zionists found themselves the proper supply for that demand.
The content of this explanation is that ZAR is a mere tool for and dependent on colonial
powers.
It is not by accident that the Zionist settlers in Palestine were from nearly one hundred
nations on the one hand, and accordingly, their metropolitan wasn’t one nation, but the
various nations of imperialist center (the World capitalist System WCS).
As a national ideology without a nation, Zionism were and still dying to manufacture a
nation:


The so-called Jewish nation



And to place it some were, i.e. not deliberately in Palestine.

It is worth noting that neither Jews nor Zionists were targeting Palestine as a priority. Both
were looking for a place for capital investment. Jews as part of European colonial waves to
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North America, occupy land and build their own state in Brzdnetz 1670 but the black slave
destroy it 1774. 113
More than two centuries later, Zionism has been created and starts testing another several
places to occupy and colonize, i.e. Argentina and or Uganda.
However, Jewish state in Palestine never designed neither by Judaism nor by Zionist
movement itself, but very early by the “reformist” Martin Luther (1483-1546 ) who were
one of the early organic intellectual for merchant capitalism which early rise in Holland and
Britain.114 I hope that this made it obvious that the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine
never started or designed by Jews, but by the colonial interests of world capitalist system to
occupy Palestine and build an aggressive base in it considering two facts as I noted above:


The core capitalist regimes interests in Arab Homeland



And their need for a settlement to protect those interests.

JOINTLY BIRTH
Zionist Arabs are there nearly created synchronically with Zionism itself considering the
fact that Zionism crystallized 1897 by aiming to satisfy imperialist needs in our region who
later (1916) design Sykes-picot agreement or plan/conspiracy115 to fragment Arab
Homeland on the one hand and to prepare Palestine for Jewish settlers which declared by
Balfour declaration 1917 on the other. The fragmentation of Arab Homeland to Qutry states
has been in parallel with the plan of creation of ZAR. Both have been coined by the same
imperialism. That is why the umbilical-cord is jointly for both to the extent that their fate is
strongly connected. (See later)
ARAB ZIONISTS ROLE IN BUILDING ZAR
All Arab regimes created according Sykes-Picot plan/conspiracy, that is why they have no
other choice but to be loyal to their colonial masters, because their mere existence, power
and even the continuity of their rules guaranteed by imperialism .
In peace conference in Paris 1919 prince Faisal of the Hashemite family accepts Lawrence’s
written commitment that he accept item 3 in which stated: “ that the colonial administration
of Palestine will facilitate the Jewish emigration to Palestine”116. Faisal’s approval is an
exchange of Palestinian’s Homeland for political power (monarchies) for Faisal and his
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Al-Massiri Abdul-Wahab, Al-Jama’at Al-Wazifiya Al-Yahudiya : Namozaq Tafciri jaded, Cairo 2002.
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See Mohamad Wild el-Mai, The non-Jewish Origin of Zionism in The Arab World Geographer Vol. 5, No 1 (2002)
pp 34-52. Translated and published in Kana’an Review, no 113 April 2003 p.p.28-60.
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Many western liberal, academic and Marxist intellectuals and politicians enjoy accusing us as believers of
conspiracy theory. In fact it is larger, it is a western continuously renewed plan against Arab Homeland, but conspiracy
is the moment of execution of the plan.
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See Kheriya Qasem, Al-Qadiya Al-Falastinya fi Ahd Al-Hukuma Al-Arabiys fi Dimishq, Shoun Falastiniiya, March
1971.
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brothers in Syria, Jordan and Iraq. All those monarchies were designed by British
imperialism imposed over Arab people in those areas.
For the sake of comparison, Sultan Abdulhamid of Turkey refuses Herzl’s demand for
Jewish emigration to Palestine. The difference is that: Ottoman colonialism wasn’t
dependent on others, and not a tool created by imperialists117.
The same is the case of Saudi family. The founder of Saudi Arabia Abdul Aziz wrote by his
own hand his approval for donating Palestine to the Jews.
Let’s say here that it is not only Balfour who gave what he did not own to the Jews who did
not deserve, but also Arab agents and/or ZA did not own as well. One can’t avoid
concluding that those Arabs are Zionists taking into consideration that the main goal of
Zionism is to create a Jewish state in Palestine.
Following 1936’s Palestinian long strike and revolution, the Jordanian Prince Abdullah sent
a formal suggestion to the Anglo-American Investigation Committee to divide Palestine as
follows: Jerusalem and Nablus for his Emirate, Galilee to Lebanon, Beer Shiva and Gaza for
Egypt and the rest for the Jews118.
On the demographic level, many Arab rulers were either push (the case of Iraqi Jews)119 or
gave lip service (the case of Morocco) for emigration of Arab Jews to migrate to Palestine.
Doing that those Arab rulers were either deliberately Zionists or imperialist agents who
can’t, but obey the later demand to provide ZAR of cheap labor power and killers in the
form of soldiers.
The following table shows that Arab Jews are the second sect in the ZAR after Jews who
brought from the former Soviet Union.
Immigration to Israel 1948-1995

117
Herzl Theodor, The Complete Diaries of Theodor Herzl, The Herzl Press and Thomas Yoseloff, 1960, Quoted in
Kayali Abdulwahab, Tarigh Filisteen Al-Hadith, published by Al-Muassa Al-Arabiah Lil-Dirasat Wal-nashr, Beirut,
Tenth edition, 1990, p. 24
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See British Jordanian Relationship p.p. 157-58
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See Shiplaq Abbas . The Lure of Zion: The case of Iraqi Jews, Al-Saqi Books, London 1986.
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U.S.S.R. and C.I.S.
Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia
Romania
Poland
Iraq
Iran
United States
Turkey
Yemen
Ethiopia
Argentina
Bulgaria
Egypt and Sudan
Libya
France
Hungary
India
United Kingdom
Czechoslovakia
Germany
South Africa
Yugoslavia
Syria

813,708
345,753
273,957
171,753
130,302
76,000
71,480
61,374
51,158
48,624
43,990
42,703
37,548
35,865
31,172
30,316
26,759
26,236
23,984
17,912
16,277
10,141
10,078

Source: Jerusalem Report
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From Indirect To Direct Zionization
In 1976 king Hasan of Morocco declared that after ten years of peace agreement between
Israel and the Arabs there will be an alliance between the two parts120. What does that
mean? It means that he, from Morocco decide that ZAR is a normal entity despite of the fact
that it is built on the ruins of Palestine!
In May 1977 Prince Fahd of Saudi Arabia renewed his father’s commitment to the ZAR and
declared that: “Israel should be confident that we have no objection against its existence121.
In 1979 Egyptian president Sadat signed a peace agreement with ZAR based on recognition
of it and Egyptian withdrawal from the Arab Israeli conflict.
In 1993, PLO did the same when sign Oslo Accords. In brief, Oslo Accords are a PLO’s
recognition of ZAR over most of Palestine, in an exchange of a Zionist permit for a
Palestinian political organization to practice administrative role on the population of West
Bank and Gaza, but not on land, what I call Oslo-Stan.
Later on, several Arab regimes built secret or indirect political and economic relations with
ZAR, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and UAE…etc122.
Arab Zionists Fighting On Behalf Of Zionism
When ZAR attacked Lebanon 2006 aiming to uproot Hezbollah as a resistance movement,
the rulers of Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Jordan encouraged ZAR to do not stop war until final
termination of Hezbollah.
One might understand that those rulers, their regimes and comprador capitalist classes
doesn’t like or might be unable to fight. But obvious encourage ZAR to terminate a
resistance movement as an Arab movement have a dangerous indications. The less to be
said about that is that those rulers are Zionists.
Their support to the ZAR to occupy Lebanon is an extension to their support for him in
Palestine.
Syria Provide The Last Proof
While some people might argue against the previous facts, ZA of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
UAE’s participation with NATO colonial war against Libya made things absolutely clear.
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Al-Quds daily, June 6, Jerusalem 1976
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Samara Adel, Al-Nidal Al-Muwahad fi Muwajahat Dwalat Al-Taswiyah , Jerusalme 1977, p.p. 32-33
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Samara Adel Thawrah Mudadah, Irhasat am Thourah, Dar Fada’at, Amman, 2012, chapters 2 &3.
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The same is for Syria. Qatar and Saudi Arabia recruit tens of thousands of terrorists from all
over the globe, paying their costs of this war against Syria since nearly three years. From a
practical point view, these Zionist Arabs are in a war of aggression against Syria. The
terrorists who are fighting against Syria continuously declare that they supported by ZAR
and they will make “peace” with it. One of the goals of those Zionist Arabs is to support
ZAR.
It is not enough to say that understand this aggression is due to the fact that those regimes
are dependents on US and others western imperialism, because it is not a condition that
Arab dependents must launch war against other Arab country especially Syria.
Considering the Zionist attitude against Syria might provide a good interpretation of the
Zionist Arabs’ war against Syria, at least in the level of joint interests between them and
ZAR.
"The only prospect that holds hope for us is the carving up of Syria... It is our task to
prepare for that prospect. All else is a purposeless waste of time123.
"We should prepare to go over to the offensive. Our aim is to smash Lebanon, TransJordan, and Syria. The weak point is Lebanon, for the Muslim regime is artificial and easy
for us to undermine. We shall establish a Christian state there, and then we will smash the
Arab Legion, eliminate Trans-Jordan, and Syria will fall to us124." –
“Regime cha nge is, of course, our goal both in Lebanon and Syria. We wrote long ago that
there are three ways to achieve it- the dictator chooses to change; he falls before his own
unhappy people; or if he poses a threat to the outside, the outside takes him out..125" –
Let’s consider that ZAR knows very well that Palestine is the southern part of Syria, and
that Syria if will not be able to liberate Palestine, it will not sacrifice it for the ZAR. Based
on the same facts and developments, the ZA aggression against Syria is a direct support to
the ZAR taking at least into consideration their encourage of ZAR to destroy Hezbollah
2006.
While, ZAR designed its policy in the region through launching wars against Arab nation
and Ben Gurion as one of its main founders wrote that he is ready to donate an Arab Emir to
launch war against ZAR, now ZA are paying for war and fighting on behalf of the Zionists
against Syria.
“In the minds of Ben-Gurion and the officers, wrote Sharet, ‘Israel has no worries, neither
international nor economic. The question of peace does not exist. What happens in the
region and in the world is irrelevant. In their view, [the state] should see war as the
principal and perhaps only means of increasing welfare and keeping the moral
tension…[The retaliatory operations] are exilir of life… They help us keep the civil and
military tension. Without them, we wouldn’t have a fighting nation, and without a fighting
regime we are lost…For this purpose, we can concoct dangers, indeed, we are obliged to.
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Zeév Jabotinsky, Zionist militant : Source - "We and Turkey" in Di Tribune, November 30, 1915
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Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA), From strategy paper #474 "Priorities in Lebanon & Syria",
March 2, 2005
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Give us a war with Arab countries and all our troubles will over…Ben Gurion himself once
uttered that we should take an Arab and pay him a million Liras to finally start a war’
(Sharet 1978:Vol.III, pp. 1201-2). Unaware of Sharet’s yet unpublished Personal Diaries,
Aronson and Horowitz (1971) speculated in this very spirit, arguing specifically that the
latent function of the retaliatory operations were to both help integrate the immigrant
masses and increase their support for Ben-Gurion and his government126.
Back To 1916 And Arab Nationalism!
Zionist Arabs war against Syria still needs more understanding in relation to Palestine.
Nobody accepts imperialist pretend that they are attacking Syria for the sake of
democratizing it. No need to call history, but to call recent years when the capitalist west led
by the US pretends that their war against Iraq was for democratizing it. The result wasn’t
democracy but destruction of Iraq and a defeat of US imperialism.
If US democratization of Iraq is a crime covered by US bourgeois democracy, what is the
cover of Qatar and Saudi Arabia’s pretend of democratization of Syria?
This raise a critical question: what is the joint interest of Counter-Revolution CR to destroy
Syria?
The three components of CR are in deep interest to block any form of Arab unity as the real
threat against all of them. As long as Arab liberation movement has been defeated by CR
since 1960s, and as it is renewed recently in the version of Resistance and Rejection, and as
long as Syria is one of the components of the RR, then its’ destruction become a necessity.
Arab nationalism means Arab unity and a transcending of Sykes-Picot plan/conspiracy. In
case of any form of Arab unity, CR will be in a crisis and deteriorating towards defeat. Arab
unity is against Qutria states, against ZAR and against colonial interests.
In this limited time, I can’t go in details in theoretical issues, but I want to make some points
clear especially for many false leftists in the west that their traditional and conventional
understanding of Marxism as a theory in antagonistic absolute contradiction with
nationalism is a false one. The dependent Arab intellectuals collude with western Marxism,
which entrenched behind a “Marxist discourse” which rejects nationalism especially Arab
nationalism. From this discourse, it is not hard to smell a Zionist influences which under
“Marxist’ cover fighting to support ZAR because they deeply knowing that liberation of
Palestine tightly connected with Arab unity127.
Nationalism in colonial societies, i.e. Europe before and during Marx time and currently is
really a colonial one and a weapon in the hands of bourgeois class/s. In periphery,
nationalism still plays a revolutionary role for liberation. All writers who wrote and believe
that peripheral countries, including and especially Arab Homeland, transformed to an era of
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Quated in The Global Political Economy of Israel by Jonathan Nitzan ans Shimshon Bichler, Pluto Press, 2002.p.
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post colonialism are naïve. The short, but brutal era of globalism, support my idea that
colonialism never ended but renewed during globalism.
My argument is that in Arab Homeland, nationalism of popular classes is a
social/political/class power struggling for liberation, women emancipation and social
transformation towards socialism for Arabs and their national, ethnic partners in Arab
Homeland excluding ZAR128. Anti Arabism since decades argue against Arab nationalism
as chauvinism one. They intend to mix Arab regimes of national orientation with the
question of Arab nationalism! And or they fail to understand that nationalism is not the
same for all social classes. Nationalism of the ruling comprador dependent capitalist classes
which oppress popular classes (Arab, Kurds, Amazig…etc) is different from latent
nationalism of the popular classes which is progressive by nature and socialist according
their interests.
Finally, in many of his writing, i.e. in the Manifesto, Marx argued that a strong national
state is better vehicle for transformation to socialism. Accordingly, Arab unity led by
popular classes is in antagonistic contradiction with, Arab Qutriya entities especially those
in the Gulf, against ZAR and the core capitalist ruling classes.

128
It is so difficult to invent a proper name for the region which avoid calling it Arab Homeland because some might
believe that we ignore our partners.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FAKE LEFT
IT IS NOT IF CHOMSKY IS DIFFERENT FROM
ROTCHIELD OR MERDOUCH?
IT IS ARAB INFERIOR INTELLECTUALS
When a people is defeated, a real leadership must check whether its internal front has been
infiltrated by its enemy, i.e. if the enemy succeeds in recruiting some of its people as agents.
The repeated position of Chomsky against Arabs and Palestinians recalled what I always
repeating the “Internalization of Defeat” (IoD) by the two weakest Arab and Palestinian
elites, the ruling political comprador class and the Intellectuals of Sixth Brigade (IoSB). In
this context, I argue that intellectual/cultural defeat has been imported by an Arab and
Palestinian comprador class and intellectuals. I will leave the comprador class aside as long
as it is more than well known.
Intellectual/cultural commodities are the most dangerous because their life is so long or
may be unlimited, and inherited from one generation to another. While the expiration date
even for durable goods, the manufactured, industrial commodities are is more than 10
years.
I begin with this point because I am so glad that Chomsky slaps again an Arab and
Palestinian dependent intellectual. Those I call “Intellectuals of Sixth Brigade”. Their role is
to imitate, import and market the enemy’s culture, discourse and analysis to poison their
own societies.
Here I meant many professors at the University of Beirzeit in the occupied West Bank and
many other intellectuals like them in Arab Homeland especially in Lebanon.
Chomsky repeated his position time and again against Palestinians Right of Return (RoR),
against one state solution pretending that Jews will be oppressed.
(Noam Chomsky interviewed by Justin Bodur and Stephen Shalom. March 29-30 2004
http://www.zmag.org/content/showarticle.cfm?ItemID=5240
Noah criticized Chomsky in Axis of Logic, Noam Chomsky. “Noam Chomky and “Left
Apologetics for Justice in Palestine”
http://www.axisoflogic.com/artman/publish/article_11169.shtml200
It is translated into Arabic by Thabit Akawi, and published in Kanaan Review no 119
October 2004, p.p. 43-52)
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But, despite that, the IoSB invited Chomsky to lecture them and, unfortunately, their
students to poison them by his negation of the RoR, his racism and humiliation of their
people and nation.
When the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime did not provide him visa, because he is against the
occupation of the West Bank & Gaza, some Lebanese intellectuals welcomed him as a hero.
There, he repeated his rude position.
Chomsky’s position towards Arabs has been repeated recently. He condemns US fascist
wars against all corners of the globe except its brutal massacres against Iraq, Libya and
currently Syria.
Does that inform the IoSB that the man is still a Zionist since the 1950s since he was a
Kibbutzim youth? God knows if he at that time participated in massacres against
Palestinians, taking into consideration that at least 78 massacres took place against
Palestinians. At that time there wasn’t any neutral media coverage.
In fact Chomsky is an old Zionist wolf and he never apologized for his Zionism. It seems
that he still suffers from nostalgia to his youth as a settler in the Kibbutz settlements.
In an interview with Jay Tharappel, who exposes Noam Chomsky for his neo-colonial line
on Syria, Chomsky plays up the death squads, denounces the Syrian government, and
refuses to admit that his long writings on humanity never wiped his racist position against
Arabs. In that interview, he was really miserable. He failed to condemn US sanctions
against Syrian people despite the fact that Jay repeated the question several times.
“I’m just curious as to why you haven’t vocally opposed US support for death-squads in
Syria?”
The question was so clear, but the great linguist and humanist thinker rudely sneaks out of
answering. But he never hesitates to condemn boycotting an “Israeli” dancing group.
His hatred against Syrian president might be understandable as long as he pretends that he is
the philosopher of humanity, but how come he did not condemn US sanctions against
Syrian people.
We might justify his deep confidence in reports by the three journalists Patrick Cockburn,
Charles Glass, Jonathan Steele whom he built his position on their lies. That is why he said:
“The major ground forces that are fighting ISIS are apparently the PKK and its allies in
Syria…”.
But, the same imperialist enemies confirm that SAA launched 29000 air raids including a
lot against ISIS and ISIS failed to topple any Syrian jet fighter, but succeed to topple a US
one led by Jordanian criminal.
All the good and bad media, even that of the Zionist Arab regime of Qatar confirm the
popularity of Syrian president, but Chomsky ignores the following:
Jay challenges him:
“Again, out of the 15.8 million eligible voters,11.6 million voted, 10.3 million voted for
President Assad. That’s 88 percent of the vote with a participation rate of 73 percent, which
is around 20 percent better than US elections which you encourage people to participate in”.
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When some body ignores a high percentage of people’s choice, is his position anything
other than racism and hatred?
Syrian president wasn’t a democrat, and his policy of “Economy of Social Market” is
against Syrian popular classes. But I think that Chomsky is against him because of his
regime did not recognizes ZAR, supported Iraqi resistance against the US occupation, and
supported Hizbullah in liberating South Lebanon from Israeli occupation. To state it openly,
Chomsky is against Arab nation that is why he ignores the reforms in Syria which the
Syrian Democrats demands. I think he needs little more courage to say that the opposition
he supports is the global terror of al-Qaida and ISIS.
Other Zionists launch another invasion against Syrian sovereignty and wealth. Israel
Approves Oil Drilling In Syria To Company
Part Owned By Rothschild & Murdoch
https://alternativeeconomics.wordpress.com/2013/05/07/israel-approves-oil-drilling-insyria-to-company-part-owned-by-rothschild-murdoch/
“According to a U.S. Geological Survey, the Levant Basin contains and estimated 1.7
billion barrels of recoverable oil and 122 trillion cubic feet of gas. Israel has issued Genie
Energy a permit to drill for oil within the Golan Heights.
Genie Energy had been issued an exclusive permit on Wednesday by Israel’sEnergy and
Water Resources Ministry to drill for oil.
The question is
What is in common between Chomsky’s collusion with US and EU sanctions against Syria,
ISIS terror and Rothschild & Murdoch economic aggression against Syria? Is it only Zionist ideology
or much more deep in history?
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Why Fake “Left”
Against Syrian Arab State
Stephen Gowan’s article in Global Research January 6 2016, titled: Fake “Left” “AntiWar” Movement Calls for “Regime Change” in Syria. In Syria Petition, an Odd
“Left’ Abandoned Concrete Analysis for Demagogy, is critical, genuine, and honest
one.
But there are other points that might be added to make it more beneficial.
First: Most of the people behind that petition against Syria are from and or related to the
Trotskyites (Fourth International). Most of this current have a tradition of inventing too
extreme positions which in the end go hand in hand with imperialism and CounterRevolution CR. It is Leon Trotsky who invented Stalinism which finally falls in the hands
of imperialism to attack USSR and even Marxism until today. That is why, the nationalist
Putin is considered by US corporations a Stalinist and socialist.
The same current attacked the USSR in Afghanistan hand in hand with al-Qaida and
Taliban which are the products of French, US and Saudi regimes129? The same current
contribute to the dismantling of the USSR and Western Europe pretending that real
socialism is coming! This current also supported the occupation of Iraq adopting the US
promise of democratic Iraq, the same for Libya and now for Syria. The same current
supports Saudi war against Yemen. Some of its effects are al-Qaida’s occupation of most
of South Yemen.
Any rational thinking can’t believe that all those positions along one century are mere
naïve mistakes.
Second: This current exaggerates its enmity against nationalism and tries to monopolize the
defense of the working class and socialism on world scale. As an extremist, this current
mixed nationalism of oppressed nations with that of colonial powers, and mixes nationalism
of the bourgeois “the ruling one” with that of the popular classes “the oppresses and
exploited one”.
Third: Based on the previous points, this current guarantees a path to stand against Arab
nation in a position never different from that of David Ben Gurion the most extremist
Zionist and the first Prime Minister of the Zionist Ashkinazi Regime (ZAR) especially his
position against Syria130.
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Robert Lacy, The Kingdom from Inside, translated to Arabic by Khalid bin Abdulrahman al-A’wad, al-Masar center
for Research, Dubai, 2011
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"Zeév Jabotinsky, Zionist militant : Source -"We and Turkey" in Di Tribune, November 30, 1915

- David Ben-Gurion, From "Ben-Gurion, A Biography" by Michael Ben-Zohar, May 1948
" -Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA), From strategy paper #474 Priorities in Lebanon & Syria",
March 2, 2005
Quoted in The Global Political Economy of Israel by Jonathan Nitzan and Shimshon Bichler, Pluto Press, 2002.p. 102.
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Here, and especially here we grasp the Zionist root of Trots. They recognize and support
ZAR, until a recent time when they discovered that it is a scandal to maintain that open
support.
The deep, covered, hidden and secret reason behind Trot’s attitude against Arab nation
and nationalism is based on their belief that any development in Arab Homeland is a
threat to ZAR and any Arab unity means the final defeat of the white settler colonial
regime the (Zionist Ashkinazi Regime). They fail to cover themselves by artificial Marxist
interpretation of nationalism.
Both Trots and Zionist left elaborate a sneaky and clever trick.
1. They continue to attack all progressive, secular, Arab regimes, parties, and even
single writer as long as they do not recognize ZAR and reject Oslo Accords by
accusing him as dictator, anti-semite, chauvinist…etc.
2. They moved to pretend that they support Palestinian struggle separating that
struggle from its Arab depth.
3. BUT, their support of Palestinian struggle is imited and conditioned to be against
the ZAR’s 1967 occupation of the West Bank and Gaza only, i.e. they are against
the Right of Return of Palestinian refugees who were evicted from most of their
Homeland 1948. They consider Palestine as the Land of Israel. Here they are
believers in Jewish Rabbinical hallucination which pretend that God donated
Palestine to the Hebrew tribe. What a nice Marxism which is based on this myth!
4. This fake left, like imperialism and for sure Arab comprador deliberately and
continuously work to separate Palestine from Arab Homeland. While the old, new
and current targeting of Arab Homeland since Merchant capitalism through
colonialism, imperialism until current globalism is against both Arabs and
Palestinians. The destruction of Libya, Iraq, and Syria…etc is for the benefit and
maintaining of ZAR.
As for the Counter-Revolution war against Syria, it is well known that this war is targeting
Syria for many devilish goals one of them that Syria did not fall on its knees like many Arab
rulers especially those of the oil Gulf, for US imperialism and ZAR.
It is so easy for anyone to say that he is against imperialism. In fact, very few human beings
still dare to declare their support to imperialism except its agents. The Trots and all fake
world left loudly declare their support the so-called “revolution” in Syria. Many of these left
intellectuals are still writing, in Arabic, pretend that there is a real proletarian revolutionary
force in Syria which is against Syrian authorities and against forces of Politicizing Islamic
Religion! What a Joke? Even the Gilbert Achcar did not call this imagined “fighters” a
proletariat. The fake left pretend that they are against imperialism and Wahabism as well.
But at the same time all of the leadership of the terrorists who fight against Syria are
supported and financed by Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Turkey and all of them are led by
imperialism, large number of those leaders’ leftists, Marxists, Christians, Trots, liberals,
post-modernists and Nasserites. Those are in fact what I call them, the Intellectuals of Sixth
Brigade.
I will add two more points on Trots’ politics as part of my own experience with them.
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First: The Fourth International Trots group in ZAR, called MATZPEN before dissolve itself
in mid 1990s, circulated a petition wrote by most Trots organizations in world scale on 1991
Gulf war condemned both Iraqi and US regimes equally. The general secretary of that
Israeli faction of Trots, Michael Warshavsky- Micado- visited me in my office in UNDP in
Jerusalem asking me to sign that petition. I told him, but you must know that Kuwait is part
of Iraq that was colonized by British imperialism and made it as base like Israel with only
two differences:
 The rulers are Zionists but dress Kuffiyas and carry watches. The same is the case
of UAE. Oman, Bahrain…etc.
 The people are natives, not settlers.
Briefly I told him GO.
Second: In my visit to Paris 1995, Achcar invited me to his flat. We had a hot argument
from 10 am to 10 pm. Most of the battle was on Trots. He never agrees that Trots did any
single mistake in all their history. The argument was hot to the extent that both of us never
stopped to have a break for food or drink.
An additional point might be necessary in this context. As for the ZAR’s Trots, they were
highly dependent on Palestinian left in their mere existence. They were breath from
Palestinian left lungs. When Palestinian left became weak following the catastrophe of
Oslo-Stan, the ZAR’s left disappeared on organizational level and became NGOised.
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Why Trots (Trotskyites) are Rich like Zionist Jews and ISIS?
Any time you hear the term Anti-Imperialism or a conference to anti-Imperialism, you must
expect a Trot to be behind it! Trots (Trotskyite) still occupy this term despite of the fact that
many of their leaders are in the US neo-conservatism, marketing US destruction of states,
Yugoslavia, Iraq, Libya and Syria. Moreover, Trots are really rich with much (money)
liquidity, i.e. before internet and face book transcends printed media materials, and Trots in
the poor Egypt were spending a lot of money on publications!
In every place in this globe, Trots are rich! Why and from where? The same is ISIS, which
acquires huge amounts of money, tanks, cannons, ammunitions and logistics, from where?
It is strange as well that the Trots are allies with the Moslem Brothers, but at the same time
they shout against the reactionary comprador regimes of the Gulf which are the ideological
incubator and financer of Moslem fundamentalist terrorists.
In Egypt as well, Trots are the close allies with Moslem Bros, and support the same
fundamentalist terrorists in Syria, Libya, and Yemen…etc.
It is difficult to understand how any Trot thinks and behaves, if you do not consider his
relationship with Zionism and neo-conservatism. Most of Trots, who deal with Arab and,
for sure Palestinian affairs, have hatred for Arabs and Palestinians. They hide that through
their pretence that Marx and they themselves are against nationalism as chauvinism, while
Marx’s position is the reverse as it is clear in Marx’s own writings, at least in the
Communist Manifesto. But, the truth is that they worry the fate of the Zionist Ashkenazi
Regime (ZAR) -Israel.
Following the dismantling of socialist camp, many communists, especially those related to
the previous USSR, gave up and became either social democrats or even religious. A lot of
Aram ex-Marxists are now in the service of Saudi Regime!
Trots as rich and opposed to all Marxist currents, collude with neo-conservatism and jump
to lead and even attract many renegades from the former Soviet current. Both are in
harmony against Arab nationalism, either from Trots Zinoized position against Arab
nationalism, or from the weak theoretical understanding of Marx’s writings on nationalism
in the case of the renegade Soviet followers. The extreme attitude of both currents is against
deep understanding of the national question which facilitates those currents betrayal to Arab
nation.
It is a real irony that many Arab communists who theorize and argue against Arab nation
and nationalism never differentiated between:
Comprador ruling classes’ pretense of nationalism, which is in fact “the ruling nationalism,
the regimes” which are practically against any form of Arab unity.
And real nationalism, latent nationalism of the popular classes which believe in homeland,
nation, unity and socialism.
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Those Arab communists recognize a “Jewish/Israeli nation” despite of the fact that ZAR is a
collected/recruited settlers from nearly one hundred nations, i.e. like the United Nations, but
do not recognize Arab nation.
Standing against Arab nationalism ends as support of Arab Iqlimi regimes. Those regimes
strengthen their rules by nourishing sects, politicized Islam, lineages…etc, which finally
ends in a war between Islamic sects.
I call those terrorist Politicized Islamic Forces (PIF), which fight Arab republics for the sake
and on behalf of US imperialism, the “Obama/US third army”. The other two armies are the
US army and that of ZAR. Those PIF are the most and closest allies with Trots Antiimperialism!
My personal estimation and experience in my discussion with a lot of Trots and western
leftists that a lot of those Arab communists are timid to act as believers in nationalism
dreaming for respect and recognition from white communists, Trots and western left in
general.
Following Iraq’s liberation of Kuwait, (2 August 1990) as it was the 19th district of Iraq,
and later the US and its allies invasion of Kuwait and Iraq 17th of January 1991, a lot of
western “Marxists, leftists and Communists” and for sure Trots celebrated that imperialist
invasion. It was really astonishing how all those western leftists were enthusiastic in
supporting that invasion.
A group of leftists decided to publish a book on that invasion. I wrote an article for that
edited book on that Gulf war, titled “The New International Order’ (pp 259-271). Based on
my knowledge of attitudes and writings of a lot of western left, I described that left as the
secret and illegal “offspring” of secretary in bourgeois systems. Those offspring are hidden,
but, when “parent” fall into crisis, they support him in the open.
A lot, nearly most of Arab leftist intellectuals support that imperialist invasion which
rescued the escaped monarchy and re-imposed Subah family over Iraqi Kuwait.
The same collusion from the same left (Arab and western) has been repeated following the
imperialist invasion of Libya 2011 and currently against Syria.
Trots in all those imperialist invasions were on the lead supporting those invasions.
Any reliable discussion on Arab situation must consider:
 Arabs right of unity and socialism
 The liberation of Palestine
Any analyst who ignores or rejects those two important components is “sick” of Zionism
even more than imperialism.
The most direct example of this sickness is the Lebanese Salah Jaber (Gilber Achcar), who
is the top name of an Arab left’s conference in Beirut full of topics like Anti-Imperialism.
http://www.orient-institut.org/fileadmin/user_upload/ARAL_Program.pdf
http://www.orient-institut.org/fileadmin/user_upload/ARAL_Program.pdf
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I hope that the participants are not of the same orientation, i.e. anti-Arab. In fact, it is
scandalous that most of Arab communists are talking, lecturing while their homeland is
under destruction! They never fight in defense of their Homeland, but they did not stop
talking?
This Achcar is really strange. I remember a meeting with him in Paris 1995. We were
discussing Trotskyism for continuous twelve hours and he never agreed that Trots did any
theoretical or practical mistake all their life and history!
He wrote recently,
“While his views may have changed since, in the late winter of 2011 Achcar described the
Libyan rebels as a progressive force. “What unites all the disparate forces (of the opposition
to Gaddafi) is a rejection of the dictatorship and a longing for democracy and human
rights,” he said. (Achcar, March 19, 2011)
He wrote a lot in favor of Turkish, Wahabi and NATO war against Syria.
The same is the case of a smaller Trot, the Palestinian Salameh Kela, who pretend that what
is going in Syria is a “Proletariat Revolution”.
Another Trot, Muhamad Jaa’far (using other nicknames, Samir al-Khalil, and Kana’an
Makiyah) appeared at TV pegging G. W. Bush to invade his own country Iraq!
But the most strange and even silly is what has been written by the Russian economist Boris
Kagarlitsky that: “The Libyan revolution is the most closer/similar Arab revolution to
Bolshevik revolution or specially the French revolution” (By Boris Kagarlitsky, translated
from Russian by Renfrey Clarke November 28, 2011 – Links International Journal of
Socialist Renewal).
Boris Kagarlitsky might be fed by writings of a Palestinian renegade intellectual Azmi
Bishara who was a Zionist Knesset member and left to Qatar. Bishara who was a close ally
to Syrian regime and the Lebanese Hezbollah for twenty years changed dramatically
following the so-called Arab Spring and support the invasions of Libya and Syria.
In fact, it is funny that I saw some line written by Slavoj Zizek that Bishara one of the best
Arab philosophers! In fact, it is not strange from Zizek as a writer mixing Hegel with Marx
and reproducing Lenin as idealist not materialist. When Bishara renegade from Marxism of
the Soviet current, in a discussion between both of us, he declared himself Hegelian, but the
Hegelian nationalist now is the consultant of Sheikh of Qatar, the US colony.
However, as well as I knew that “Links” is also a Trot paper. When Kagarlitsky wrote his
piece, it was in the line of Russian western integrationist ex president Medevdev at that
time.
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German Leftists and Zionists
Racing towards the Bottom
This might looks as a provocative question. But, facts of life proof that it is justified.
The West created a big lie, the so-called “gilt feeling” towards Jews to justify the creation of
the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) and to continue supporting it at the cost of Palestinian
people. Their intensive Holocaust against Jews creates an extended one against Palestinians!
While there is a lot of hatred in the west in general against Semitism especially against
Jews, the most brutal treatment of Jews were in Germany, Is it because of very similarity
between, most of Jews and most of Germans in terms of racism, i.e. competition between
both of them for being the champion of racism?
The equation is as simple as follows: Jews were historically exploiting others especially
during European Feudal social formations as usurers, transformation to capitalism and
during current capitalist social formations as well, but now in terms of financialization and
speculation. More than any white European nations the Germans exterminated many Jews.
The Jews and white ruling classes in the west use the Holocaust in an opportunist manner to
highly strengthen the capitalist West’s old plan to create a watchdog for their colonial
interests in Arab Homeland which is the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) in Palestine. A
regime, or if you like, a social formation of pure agents to imperialism and world capitalism
goes down from Prime Minister to simple employees. The plan is the West’s deliberate
continuous targeting of Arab Homeland131.
In this context, I am negating the theory of Ilan Pappe that the case of Zionist theft of
Palestine is “Ethnic Cleansing”. It is a continuous destruction of Palestinian space,
demography, class structure, economy, culture and national goal. Ethnic cleansing takes
place in certain area and in certain time. I think that the Palestinians who highly praised the
liberal historian Pappe’s good documented work suffer from Internalization of Defeat and
inferiority.
I recall Pappe’s work to ask the German leftists: Why are you supporting and financing the
destruction of Syria where Ethnic Cleansing when compared to the Counter-Revolution
against Syria, is a video game. And who are you, who mandate you to interfere in an
oriental and superior manner against another nation while you may be ignorant about its
situation and surely history?
My argument here is that the capitalist West is an enemy of Arabs in general. For sure, the
regimes and capitalist classes are the most dangerous enemy, but even the masses are
colluding with capital in an opportunist and pragmatic manner as long as they benefit from
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The western racists might lose their temper since we, Arab masses believe that they, the Westerners are inferior
morally as long as they support the ZAR and Zionist Arabs while we are resisting them. Sure, we did not defeat them
yet, but we have the honor of fighting them.
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all forms of colonialism including unequal exchange, a fact that explains why they did not
protest against their rulers’ colonial crimes132.
While there are few small leftist parties and groups in most of the west are against
colonialism, in Germany, the case is worse.
In the following, I will not talk about Palestine, but on Syria.
Some German leftist and Social Democrats are repeating the crime of the creation of ZAR
by supporting some Kurds in Syria to create a dependent racist entity there. Those Germans
pretend that the autonomy whichwas declared by Syrian Kurds is a “New Democratic
Utopia”!133 By the way, the same lies were about the entity of Iraqi Kurds who are in reality
an entity ruled by a Feudal family steeling Iraqi oil, marketing the smuggled Iraqi oil stolen
by ISIL, supported by imperialism and opened for the Zionist regime. According to the
German left’s supervision, the new Syrian Kurds entity will be a new Zionist entity against
Arab Homeland.
Let us look at facts on the ground:
1. Most, if not all, the land, which, is inhabited by Kurds, are Syrian territory that
welcomed Kurds who escaped Turkish extermination in the same way how Greater
Syria welcomed the brutally exterminated Armenians by the same Nazi Turkish
nationalism134.
2. The areas which were inhabited by Kurds, are not purely Kurds and have no
geographic continuity Al-Hasaka, Manbij and Ein- El-Arab>
3. This is different from the cases of Kurdish land in Turkey, Iraq and Iran.
4. The same territories have mixed population of Arab and Kurds.
5. That is why, many Kurds who fled to Syria were demanding Syrian citizenship, and
that is why as well the Syrian authorities gave it to nearly 250,000 Kurds two years
ago as part of reform which the West, as our permanent enemy, still gives lip
service to.
6. The Syrian Regime, as Syrian Foreign Minister recently declared that the
inhabitants of those areas are Syrian citizens and the state supports them and
provide them with money, food and weapons. The Syrian Air Forces stopped
protecting them only when the US coalition started raiding ISIL to avoid clashes
between the two air forces135.
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Is the Western Society a Civil Society? Lessons from the Occupation of Iraq, Adel Samara, Kanaanonline,
Volume III Issue 290, 24 August 2003.
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There is a big question here, how the German leftists, Marxists and socialists who pretend that the Kurds area is like
Paris Commune, infiltrate to Syrian Kurds? Is it without collusion with Turkey jointly with ISIL terrorists? For sure
those Germans were never Guerrilla fighters!
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One of the main differences between Armenians and Kurds comprador and reactionaries is that the Armenians
appreciate Arab hospitality. Try to imagine that Armenians in Syria, Lebanon, Palestine will demand a state?
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There is no place here to explain that US “raids” against ISIL is a conspiracy
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7. The Syrian Kurdish Democratic party, the leader of this Kurds Autonomy never
demanded severance from Syria. But the colonial Marxist Germans want it to be
severed!
8. Even the western media repeated that Turkey and the rulers of Kurdistan in Iraq
promised the Syrian Kurdish Democratic party that: If you declare severance from
Syria, we will stop ISIS war against Ain El-Arab “Kubani”.
9. Many of the Syrian Kurds are not in favor of that Autonomy and they are members
in Syrian parliament.
10. To go back to 1980s the Kurds were around 40 percent of Syrian parliament. Now
they are 10 percent while their number is less than that percentage.
11. We know that the aim of Western Governments is to balkanize the Near East, in the
same time when Europe came together why they are trying to balkanize the Middle
East. Where is the position of German Leftists?
The question is: Why does the German colonial left encourage an artificial entity in Syria?
Is it other than the goal of western colonialism? While doing that, do they differ from their
racist colonial regime136? Why do they insist on creating a new Zionist regime?
They are continuing the same Sykes-Picot colonial plan for fragmenting Arab Homeland.
Now it is fragmentation under the supervision of capitalism in the era of Globalism.
The Kurdish nation is a fact, but Jewish nation is a pretense. Kurdish land, Homeland is a
fact, but Palestine is an Arab land. If there is a special God who promised Jews to steal
Palestine, it is not our God, it is capital
The Kurds have the right for self-determination, because the land is theirs. As long as the
Germans are generous enough to the extent that they “fight” to create an artificial Zionist
Kurds state in Syria, Germany is larger than Syria and Bavaria is the land of many Jews.
Now, to repeat, the West was and still is targeting Arab Homeland. Unfortunately, there is
no or little difference in the West between: left, right, academic and politician. To mention
but two:
One: The Jewish British academic and intelligence agent Bernard Lewis spent nearly a
century planning and advising for the fragmentation of Arab Homeland.
Two: John Gjaltung137, the Norwegian academic and ex-leftist (from the Dependency
School) recently argued for the dismantling of Syria into five entities on sectarian and
religious basis!
After all those western crimes, are we wrong to call the West: Our direct and first enemy?
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Challenging White Intellectual Manipulation
When any writer, intellectual, politician or even citizen of any country comments or
interferes or even suggests something for a crisis in another country, he,


has the right for that



BUT he must be knowledgeable about the country in crisis;



And he must decide if he supports or not the politics of his government country
towards the country in crisis.



and he must decide where to stand towards his country’s position and policies
towards the country in problem so as to have some credibility in the eyes and minds
of the people of the country in crisis, i.e. to confirm that his attitude is not a colonial
one especially in an area which is fed up of various forms of colonialism including a
settler colonial one, i.e. the Ashkenazi Zionist Regime ZAR - Israel.

Mr. Galtung is not an exception regarding the above mentioned simple points and or
conditions.
We might have the right to expect Mr. Galtung criticism of Norway’s aggression against
Libya as part of the western capitalist core countries, which under the cover of
Humanitarian Intervention (HI) killed nearly 160,000 innocent Arab Libyans and wounded
400,000 other innocents in addition to the destruction of the country’s infrastructure. What
form if HI!
What is more important is the attitude of Norwegian society towards the NATO crimes in
Libya. We did not hear of a protest by Norwegian Civil Society! Does Mr. Galtung still
believe that there is a civil society in Norway! Unfortunately, this moral obligation never
appeared in Galtung’s suggested solution especially since he supports the division of Syria
into five little colonies to fight each based on sectarian and religious division. As long as his
suggestions lacks moral obligation, it means that his ideas are not unique, i.e. many people
can write them.
Accordingly, I will not go into details of Galtung’s suggestion, but I will refer to the most
important points, which Galtung plan lacks, or deliberately ignore in the Syrian crisis:
First: The reform demands of Syrian people has been directly hijacked by the CounterRevolution (CR), first by an armed local gangs who were prepared and armed since last year
and who shoot civilians to pretend that they shot by police138, a step which is designed to
justify CR coalition’s intervention in Syria, a coalition between neo-liberal imperialism
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This has been confirmed by the Russian former intelligence director Yevgini Primakov. As for Libya, the Russian
satellite pictures confirmed that Ghaddifi’s Air force did not strike Benghazi. The question is why these testimony of
Eastern Whites never being accepted by Western Whites! How come?
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covered by neo-conservatism, renter Gulf rulers covered by Wahhabi ideology and the
ZAR.
Second: Galtung ignores the mere existence of Syrian regime as if it is not there and talk
about all parties in an equal manner! This is a western colonial way of thinking.
Third: his big dilemma is that he ignores the main factor of the Syrian society, the Arab
factor and dealt with the crisis from a sectarian point view, i.e. he firmly and absolutely
follows the British/French colonial discourse and policies of the region as if it is still their
colony.
Fourth: Galtung ‘decides’ on the fragmentation of Syria in a repetition of what the French
colonial general Goro (1920). Then, there is nothing new in Galtung’s plan except the fact
that he admires the colonial policy, which devoted is against Arab nationalism.
Fifth: Unfortunately and even sadly, Galtung, the old writer in Dependency School, failed to
grasp the most important developments in the current world that is:






The re-emergence of new poles, which protect Syria from the imperialists who are
dying to solve their internal chronic crisis at the cost of the periphery people’s blood.
That is why; the Libyan massacre will not be repeated.
The Syrian people and army are well aware of the sectarian fragmentation of their
homeland.
And the most important fact which is the sort of conflict in Syria, a contradictory
conflict as long as it is mainly not internal but foreign intervention and even war by
US, EU, ZAR, Gulf colonies, and Wahabi/Salafi gangs recruited on world scale from
Russia until Somalia.

Finally, Galtung in this paper repeats his obsession towards Arab issues. For instance, see
my comments on his answers to Amy Goodman of Democracy Now Radio published in
Kanaanonline Bulletin (see below).
Notes:
[1] Oslo-Stan is the name I gave it to the collusion of PLO leadership, which surrendered
78% of Palestine to the ZAR in an exchange for an autonomy in the West Bank & Gaza.
These accords were designed by US, EU and ZAR. This shameful agreement called
“peace”! While in fact, it is peace for capital. In this catastrophic process, Norway was a
political/diplomatic watchdog for the ZAR as a watchdog for imperialist countries. Since
Norway has no previous colonial role in the Arab Homeland, it has been chosen to
implement this conspiracy and to play a role of non-governmental government. But,
Norway, after its success in serving imperialism in Palestine, it seems that it tastes the Arab
blood, that is why it participated in the destruction of Iraq, Libya and now Syria!
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Challenging White Intellectual Manipulation


What Is Behind Norway Clientele Role Against Palestine?



Democracy How vs. “Democracy Now”

Bit Torrent of Democracy Now Radio in the US interviewed Professor John Galtung, the
founder of International Peace Research of conflict Studies139, Oslo, University of Oslo, a
name that highly fits into the US and western imperialisms manipulation on the World
Scale140.
The following is a short note on Galtung’s work on imperialism and a comment on some
points he raised on the Arab-Zionist conflict.
Johan Galtung is one of the pioneers of structuring Center/Periphery Theory as an approach
to analyze and understand the world capitalist order, but he failed to push his analysis
forward to its final result, i.e. to challenge the core hegemony for the sake of changing the
world. That is why he stays behind the World System School, Amin, Wallerstein, Arrighi
and Frank that aims at changing that system.
His very technical work “A Structural Theory of Imperialism”141 published 30 years ago is
based on an economic not social/class approach. It was motivated by the differences of
living standard between nations not by class analysis, differentiation and contradictions.
While Center/Periphery approach might be dis cu ssed on a geographical/national division
this approach is not sufficient and it even deforms the internal components and deep
contradictions of the capitalist system which is class.
Without class analysis, it is not possible to understand: why before Galtung’s work, after it,
and may be for a long time to come, the gap between center and periphery is not bridged
and even widened. Galtung’s, analysis, like many of other analyses of the Dependency
School writers, never transcend the discussion of relationship between states to that of
classes. The following paragraph reflects how much he is inclined to non-class analysis
which places him in the circle of liberal and conventional economists and in the best case
between those of Import Substitution Strategies.
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Institutions like this must raise a question that is financing it other than Western capitalist NGOs related directly or
indirectly to the US, EU regimes, security police and Multinational Corporations. The best work that justifies our
suspicion and proves that it is not part of conspiracy theory as many might pretend is the well documented work:
"Manufacturing Dissent": the Anti-globalization Movement is funded by the Corporate Elites. The People's Movement
has been Hijacked, By Michel Chossudovsky, URL of this article:
www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=21110.
Global Research, September 20, 2010.
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of Chicago Illinois.
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The online version of this article can be found at:
DOI: 10.1177/002234337100800201, Journal of Peace Research 1971 8: 81
Johan Galtung: A Structural Theory of Imperialism. Published by http://www.sagepublications.com
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“If the center in the periphery has based its existence on being rather than becoming, on
ownership rather than processing, then the inter-action has been very advantageous to them.
What was formerly Nature is through the “beneficial interaction” with another nation
converted into Money, which turn can be converted into many things… Japan is, possibly,
the only nation that has really converted the absence of raw materials into a blessing for
economy” (p 88)
Accordingly, Galtung’s main paper is very good for teaching students of socio-economic
studies how to write a technical paper emptied from critique and scientific revolutionary
analysis. This might be the proper step to let us move from his liberal economic approach to
his political argument.
Galtung was been interviewed by Bit Torrent from Democracy Now, a radio show
broadcasted from New York, on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, Middle East Peace Talks,
and Why Obama Is Losing His Base.
I will deal here with few points that he raised aiming at uncovering how Eurocentricist he is
on the one hand, and how he encouraged to design an Oriental colonial understanding of
Arab nation on the one hand, and the “peace solution”, as well what he calls the “only
viable”!.
He said in the interview, “I think the only viable solution is a Middle East community
consisting of Israel and the five bordering Arab states, meaning Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,
Palestine- fully recognized according to international law- and Egypt. This was also the
solution for Europe, with Germany in the center, this time with Israel in the center”.
Galtung, the founder of the field of peace and conflict studies, produced the “only viable”
solution of the so-called “Middle East142”. He insists on ignoring the real name of the
conflict, the Arab-Zionist conflict. Galtung’s solution suffers many defects:
a. He deals with regimes not peoples. That is why he never refers to the core of the
conflict, which is that “Israel” was never a state in the region, it is a settler colonial
regime brought and injected by the same capitalist Europe in the Homeland of the
evicted Palestinian people. Despite Europe’s history as the founder of the Zionist
Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR), Galtung suggests it as better mediator than the US as an
ally to “Israel”.
b. Galtung chooses five Arab regimes bordering the ZAR without mentioning why he
excluded other Arab countries. It is not clear if he is from the international Zionist
current which bitterly hates Arab nationalism, which is the case of most of capitalist
politics and academia in the west, or if he is ignorant of Arab history.
c. Galtung failed, I think deliberately, to refer to the fact that ZAR in Palestine never was
and will never be like Germany in Europe. Germany is the land of the Germans, and
Palestine is the land of Arab Palestinians who were evicted by the Jewish settlers.
It is for Galtung to tell us why he ignores this fact?
Is it because he as a founder of a special i.e. colonial/racist “peace” and conflict studies did
not consider the Palestinians as human beings or he, like many, is terrified to mention the
truth of ZAR as a settler colonial regime?
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Naming the region the “Middle East” is a British colonial/military term to serve the bloody British colonialism in the
region.
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Continuing on the same colonial way of thinking, he made equality between Russian Jewish
settlers in the occupied West Bank and the Palestinian resistance movement Hamas. It is
only the imperialist-colonialist mentality that degrades a resistance movement to the level of
settler colonizers.
In his answer about the future of Afghanistan, he suggests a mediating role of China as a
country with no colonial heritage in any place. Galtung here is completely right. It is worth
noting here that Norway has no colonial heritage in the Arab Homeland. But, why is
Norway acting differently than China and why the Professor never refers to the suspicious
role of his Homeland?
Norway is the regime, which financed and conducted the socio-economic survey in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip (WBG) through a Norway NGO, FAFO (1993) that prepared to
help those who designed the catastrophic Oslo Accords from which horrible consequences
our people are still suffering. It is these Accords that “donated” to the Zionist settlers most
of Palestine and did not even guarantee for Palestinians the rest of their country. Norway is
the place for most of the shameful normalization conferences, academic “cooperation”,
intellectual joint meetings between Palestinian normalizers and the Zionists. Moreover,
Norway donates to the US bloody aggression military against Iraq special spectacles
enabling them to see at night, i.e. to kill and rape as much as possible day and night.
The question to the professor is: As long as you believe in state not class, do you think that
Norway state is neutral like China or it is a client state for the US and the ZAR? Why did
Norway become the gravel holder of normalization between Palestinian (political, economic
and intellectual) comprador and the ZAR?
Is this its role in the division of labor between imperialism and lumpen-imperialism? The
writer of this article had called Norway since 1991 as one of the non-Governmental
Governments (Norway, Sweden and Denmark) according to their role in exe cu ting US
policies against our people.
Finally, there is no doubt that Professor Galtung has been encouraged by the long
compromise and normalization process conducted by Palestinian politicians, intellectuals,
academicians who compromise the Palestinian Right of Return, resistance, and even their
own dignity. But, it is about time for Arab organic intellectuals to challenge white
intellectualism at least the liberals and Zionists who serve the interests of capital on the
world scale.
As for Democracy Now Radio Show, we never expected its team to challenge the Zionists
and note that ZAR is a settler colonial entity. From a moral point view they must do that
even if some Palestinian comprador compromise or even betray their people’s cause and
recognize the ZAR, because betrayal does not change history. But, is it a democratic and
moral behavior from “Democracy Now” to interview Galtung who is not neutral while
ignore the rights of an oppressed colonized and evicted people from their Homeland? Why
Democracy Now did not interview a Palestinian to achieve some equality? Is it democracy
to consider a group of Palestinian normalizers as representatives of their people as long as
they are elected in false elections that took place under the control of occupation? This
might raise a question to Democracy Now, which is Democracy How.
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CHAPTER FIVE
IMPERIALISM
WELCOME TO THE DISMANTLING OF EU
AS ANTI INTERNATIONALISM
The rise of Western Europe following its transformation from feudalism to capitalism was
relatively easy as long as there wasn’t a super power dominating the world at that time
which might block its transformation and development which was called modernity.
Europeans try to show that modernity is a contribution by Europeans alone, while every
society in history did contribute in world modernity.
During the Mercantile era, Europe, by its military power, destroyed the Chinese and Indian
industries which were on the brink of transformation into capitalist form of development,
i.e. blocked the development of the two great nations at that time and other colonized
countries. By other token, Europe was and still is anti-human development or at best
controlling and restraining development of other nations to keep them behind Europe.
This reminds me of the well known saying on blocked development in periphery: “No Japan
after Japan”, and I like to add that that saying must be replaced by:”No Europe after
Europe”. This is the European capitalist policy since that time until today.
Any careful reading of Europe’s policy for the last four centuries confirms the fact that
Europe was an enemy against peripheral countries in its two stages:
 When Europe was the leading world colonial power;
 And later when Europe became a dependent colonial power behind the United States
Following World War II, the weak Europe decided to give the lead to the strong and rich
United States, a dependency that was tightened by US Marshall Plan to revive European
economy.
The London Economist Wrote: “We must learn that we are not the American’s equals now,
and cannot be. We have the right to state our minimum national interests and expect the
Americans to respect them. But this done, we must look for their lead. “(November 17,
1956).Paul a .Baran, The Political Economy of Growth, Prometheus Paper Back, 1957.
While Europe became a weak second level colonial capitalist power, it never lost its greedy
lust for plunder. Accordingly, Europe practiced its colonial ambitions in two forms:
 Direct invasion against liberation movements, i.e. British, French and Zionist
Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) against Egypt 1956, and French colonialism of Vietnam
since the beginning of 1950s…etc, i.e. before Europe’s final loss of leading the world.
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 And as tail of US imperialism various and never ending aggression, i.e. invasions
against Serbia, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and currently Syria.
The most tied ally to US imperialisms wars is the UK especially in its aggression against
Arab Homeland. The labor leader of UK Tony Blaire was never less brutal than G.W Bush
especially against Iraq, and the same is for the Tory leader David Cameron against Syria
now.
Although most of the people who argued for Britain to intervene against ISIS towards the
end of last year have effaced it from their memory, barely three years ago Cameron’s
government, supported by much of the media class, favored military intervention on
the opposite side of the Syrian civil war, calling for air strikes against the Syrian army and
support for those jihadist elements which subsequently morphed into ISIS.
When Europe was divided into nationalist states, and when it was unified in EU, it
maintained its aggressive alliance with US imperialism in NATO, even after the collapse of
USSR where NATO was designed to challenge communism! Even after the collapse of
USSR, the West maintained NATO and expanded its members and geographic aggressive
expansion. It is now on the direct borders of Russia. EU’s military and foreign police
remains aggressive and led by US imperialism.
EU is an alliance between European big capital i.e. multinational corporations of Europe. It
is true that this alliance has pan-national boundaries and sovereignty, but it did not abolish
the national state that maintains its formal administration to capital. This is a unification of
state and capital; it is a class alliance, not national. It is more as a unified capital than a
unified nations or popular classes.
Accordingly, the left who imagined that the EU is internationalist is a fake left. It is actually
internationalism of capital.
Following the end of post war boom around 1973, EU class leadership turned against luxury
state in a clear aggression against working classes to maintain the highest rate of profit or it
is class struggle between capital and labor. Since that era until today, the real face of EU
became clear as a class one. UK regime under Margret Thatcher, who was called the woman
of iron fist, but against working class and countries of periphery, was the “pioneer” of
adopting privatization, neoliberal policies and state role in de-regulation.
Through their adherence to the damaging creed of neoliberalism, have wrought suffering on
an unimaginable scale, casting millions into poverty and removing the last vestige of dignity
people cling to in an economy that has fallen prey to the voracious claims of big business.
They have foisted austerity on unwilling populations, creating a cycle of endless
unemployment and ever-increasing woe, compelling ordinary workers struggling to eke out
an existence in the wake of the most painful recession in living memory to shoulder the
burden of repaying a debt, which was originally incurred as a result of the criminal behavior
of Europe’s financiers.
Furthermore, EU monopoly capital through its bureaucracy never hesitated in torturing its
second-class capitalism, i.e. that of Greece not to mention the people there.
After five years in which Greece was forced to undergo the most far-reaching programme of
austerity ever implemented by any European government, selling off its public
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infrastructure and slashing spending on social services to please its creditors. Still they are
not satisfied.
Moreover, workers are suffering the consequences of EU-enforced austerity in countries
like Spain and Italy would places pressure on their representatives to grant a referendum.
Is UK departure motivated by nationalism?
Eurocentricism is behind a lot of pretences that every development in Europe is applicable
and represents all the world including the national question. Europeans never believed in the
fact of existence of old nations and of nationalism long centuries before capitalism. But they
believe in a continuity of Jewish nation for 3000 years, which is the grand lie in history of
human beings.
Europe considers nineteenth century as the century of nationalisms of the entire world,
while it was in Europe only, but even not all of Europe.
In fact, it was the first wave of nationalism, the second is that of periphery in the middle of
20th century, the national liberation movements, and the third is nationalism that is
manufactured by globalism, which is a dependent, and a tool for the center of world order.
A lot of analysis pretend that UK step to divorce EU is motivated by national and heritage
factors.
But, any reading of the two camps shows that they were split in a different manner. Part of
the Labor and part of the Tory are in both camps.
Labor leader Jeremy Corbyn, who called for the UK to remain in the EU but was accused of
a lukewarm campaign, said poorer communities were "fed up" with cuts and felt
"marginalized by successive governments".
Big businesses are with EU which must be the most ardent nationalists. But they are with
EU because they are part of what I call the Global Capitalized Public Sector (GCPS) which
considers the world as its open public sector for capital. But the working class is against the
“internationalist EU according to some UK left” who is expected to be internationalist.
Does that mean that there is another factor(S) behind the result of the referendum to stay or
leave EU?
It is the economic interests of both sides.
As for capital, EU became its nationalism, while austerity measures, and the influx of
immigrant workers, even if they are from the poor Eastern Europe pushed the workers to
vote against. In the year 2015, around 330,000 workers entered UK from Eastern Europe
and the total number of workers from the EU reached 3 millions. They were welcomed by
capital not the working class.
What fosters more UK voters to vote against EU membership is the 2008 economicfinancial crisis. The western terrorist tools of Moslem Wahhabis who invaded Syria, Libya
and Iraq pushing a large numbers of refugees towards Europe. The old Ottoman colonial
power renewed in the Turkey’s current regime stand behind both of:
 The western, Arab renter regimes’ plan to destroy Syria and Iraq;
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 And the flood of refugees towards Europe.
As long as the UK working class is against migrant workers from the white Eastern Europe,
they are absolutely against Arab refugees.
It is an irony that EU members accepted some Syrian refugees especially Germany, and that
is because their capitalist class needs them seriously.
Finally, neither EU, UK working class, nor UK capitalism is internationalist. The collection
of several capitalisms in one sack never makes an internationalist camp to recall what Marx
said in his example of potato in negating that the peasants are a class.
Despite the fact that British working class is the first in modern human history, but it is still
a racist class polluted by chauvinism.
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Brief reading of EU Foreign Relations Counsel’s
Report on Syria (2017)143
Preliminary Note: I choose to limit my response to this report according to date of
publication in 2017 regardless of many developments which followed that date especially
the weakened role of this enemy, the EU, in world politics and especially in the Syrian
crisis.
It is obvious from the report that the EU as a political/economic block did not give up its’
colonial capitalist ambitions, but the deterioration of Arab situation encouraged this old wild
block to renew its’ bloody history.
EU cultural discourse is an orientalist one, which determines for others who they are, what
they must do and how to think. But the most dangerous motive behind EU attitude is its’
support to the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) as if it is a normal entity in the Arab
Palestinian homeland!
So, what we might expect from a colonial racist power other than supporting their watchdog
in and against Arab Homeland?
But, again, this EU polemic position is fed by the weakness of Arab ruling regimes,
especially since there is no threat to this colonial power in Arab Homeland and that ZAR is
the real agent and guard for EU.
In this report, the EU allows itself to ask Syria to change its’ historical name Syrian Arab
Republic to Syrian Republic. This colonial interference in an internal Syrian issue and has
nothing to do with other ethnicities in Syria. It is a:
A malicious position aiming to de-link Palestine from its’ mother Syria, and de-link Syria
from its Arab depth and to leave Syria alone in its’ war for liberation of its occupied land by
Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) and Turkey, and finally to de-link the relationship
between each Arab country and another so as to obstruct any cooperation of any sort
between them in terms of land liberation, development and unity. All those facts explain
that the report is not neutral, but totally aligned for the sake of the settler ZAR.
Despite all the facts which confirm that what happened against Syria by counter-revolution
(CR) was a plan and conspiracy designed deliberately since 2005 and 2007 the US exgeneral Wesley Clark declaration, the report pretend that what took place in Syria was a
popular uprising! This is without going back to the position of the West against Syria since
its independence.
Regarding the pretence that what happened in Syria was popular Intifada, it is important to
ask: What is popular Intifada? Suppose that there were Intifada in the city of Dera’a, does
that mean that it is all the Syrian people? Taking into consideration that in its’ mere
beginning in Dera’a there was a concealed armed terrorists waiting the Syrian Arab army in
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which 60 soldiers were shot dead144 . This makes it clear the EU report intend to generalize
its’ creation of political lies. The Intifada of yellow vests in France was never called Intifada
by EU despite of the fact that it is on the streets for several five months.
Concerning the Syrian Kurds where the report totally supports them, most of them are not
Syrians originally. The majority of them fled from the Turkish massacre and unfortunately
after they were used by the Turks in the massacre against more than million Armenians.
They, like the Armenians, fled to Syria. Because most of them are refugees, they are not
entitled to claim separation. They have the right to be ordinary citizens.
Suppose that every national community in the United States decide to demand separation,
how many states will be there? Any ways, the states of the US south are demanding
separation because the land and population belong to Mexico.
The most obvious irony is that the EU, which is part of the plan to destroy Syria, is “crying”
against Syrian and other refugees to Europe, the same are EU racist policies against Arab
and Moslem communities in Europe. Can anyone imagine how the EU will behave if
several million Arabs in France demand a special entity/autonomy?
Syrian Kurds are scattered all over Syria, and they do not constitute the majority of the
population even in areas of their concentration, i.e. the Arabs are more even without other
ethnicities and religions145.
The irony is that in the areas which the Kurds control they are supported by US imperialism
army and to a lesser extent by the French enemy; they suppress Arab population and ban
them to teach their own language.
Accordingly, their hidden agenda of separation from Syria, which became obvious
following their policies on the ground, means that they are looking and practicing ethnic
cleansing in most of Syria which means the destruction of the country, typical to the plan of
the French fascist General Guru in 1920s.
It is interesting to know that not only US, EU are pushing for the disintegrating of Syria but
many intellectuals who are supposed to be leftists like Galtung146 who as a figure in
development, i.e. to be for the sake of big or large countries, not little poor entities. This
form of leftists is in fact organic intellectuals for imperialism whom I call them,
“Intellectuals of Sixth Brigade”.
As long as the majority of the Syrians are against separation, the Kurds are taking the
country to an internal/civil war in which they play the role of an agent for the imperialist
enemy. The irony is that the so-called Forces of Democratic Syria and the PKK pretend that
they are Marxist groups but at the same time, they are in alliance with imperialism. What is
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White Colonialist Galtung is Still “Teaching” Us! Enough, From Oslo-Stan [1] to Oslo-Man, Adel Samara. Arab
Cultural Forum-Ramallah, Occupied Palestine.
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more of a caricature is that the “Marxist” Trotskyites fall into support for Kurdish groups
on the one hand, and cheated many leftist figures from many corners of the world.147
That is why the US supports and protects them, and because of this support on the one hand,
and their open betrayal, on the other, they did not change or retreat from there destructive
role.
When dealing with the East, the secular EU concentrates on religion, which is a retarded
way of dealing with social economic and national crisis. This way of discussion reflects a
colonial goal towards the region.
In addition to what I refer to in the above lines, there are many other strange and polemic
areas of the report.
“… The destruction of Aleppo’s eastern, opposition-controlled half at the end of 2013 and
early 2014 are believed to be mainly a consequence of the regime’s fear that the nascent
administration developing in this part of the city could emerge as an alternative”.
This argument is polemic. In any civil war, there is destruction which takes place,
sometimes by accident and sometimes deliberately. In the Syrian case, the regime is
defending its’ country against globalized war. On the other side, the report did not mention
the brutality of hundreds of thousands of terrorists and the destruction of historical sites and
even graves. The report was written before US total destruction of Al-Riqqa city.
“…Another feature of administration in opposition areas is that it has to a large extent been
driven by donors. This is indeed the area where most non-UN international aid has gone,
and where money from the Gulf has poured into armed groups – though Gulf money has
also contributed significantly to humanitarian aid.
Here is an obvious hypocrisy where the EU proudly praises “Arab Gulf’s democracy”
which finances terror148 . Who, other than the EU, can rudely praise dependent regimes,
which never allow their citizens to build political parties, have elections, free journalism,
free speech…etc? This without mentioning that the Gulf rich ruling strata were raping
Syrian poor refugee girls by paying money to their hungry families, and without mentioning
the crime of Jihad Al-Nikah by the terrorists.
“… Opposition areas are, however, where Syria’s nascent civil society has emerged, where
for the first time in more than five decades Syrians have been able to participate in the
election of their leaders, even though this is only at the local level and in very imperfect
conditions”.
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See, Solidarity with Syria April 29, 2013 § 1 Comment http://pulsemedia.org/2013/04/29/solidarity-with-syria/
The following is a comment on the above mentioned so-called friends of Syria,
On Mon, Apr 29, 2013 at 8:46 PM, Ken Stone <kenstone@cogeco.ca> wrote:

Yup, these “leftist” intellectuals below are so smart that they are backing Obama, Cameron, Hollande, Harper, Erdogan,
the King of Saudi Arabia, and the Emir of Qatar in their “humanitarian” intervention of inserting Al-Qaeda mercenaries
into the sovereign territory of Syria.
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Is it logical to expect the creation of a civil society that fast by a traitor Kurds groups? But
the report itself noted that Arabs under Kurds rule are oppressed! What form of civil society
is this?
“… In the end, the Syrian state is a result of 50 years of nation building by the Ba’ath Party.
Decades of a centrally planned economy, the development of national institutions, a single
school curriculum, and pervasive regime propaganda have left their mark on Syrian
society”.
Every regime must be motivated to deepening its own culture and ideology using many
means including those that are pervasive. It is well known that Eurocentrism is on the lead
of that in its culture, academia, politics and psychology.
“…The wars against Israel, and the years of economic and political isolation and sanctions,
have also contributed to national unity. Syrians remain proud of their history, of their
country’s central role in the Arab world, and of its role as a standard-bearer of Arabism.
This must also be set against the fear of the unknown. Even after all of the destruction of the
last five years, the example of the violent disintegration of Iraq frightens everyone.”
The western capitalist bias, hypocrisy and lies become evident when the report is based on
the pretence that the ZAR is a normal and peaceful state and is defending itself against
Syrian attack! It is the EU that knows, before anyone else, that knows that the ZAR is its’
creation occupied Palestine and evicted Palestinians to settle Jewish settlers in their
Homeland- Palestine.
While I am writing this essay, the EU is supporting ZAR war against Gaza Strip,
accordingly, it is expected that the EU will support the terrorists war against Syria.149
As for wars of destruction, whether in Syria or else in the world, it is the West including the
EU that provides the terrorist with huge amounts of all sorts of sophisticated weapons.
Eastern Europe was the open market for the Gulf regimes to buy weapons, and most of
those Eastern European regimes are members in EU and NATO.
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Statements by the HR/VP Indiscriminate rocket attacks from Palestinian militants in Gaza must stop immediately: the
European Union reiterates its fundamental commitment to the security of Israel. We express our condolences to the
family of all the victims and to the Israeli people, and wish a speedy recovery to the wounded.
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This cartoon is the best explanation of EUs’ hypocrisy.
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It is impossible to conceal the fact that the EU is contributing in the destruction of Syria for
ZAR, but the EU rudeness not separated from the support of Zionist Arabs.
“… Because of the size of the Kurdish community and their geographic concentration, and
hence their perceived threat to national unity, Kurds have been particularly discriminated
against. In the wake of the uprising, other minorities have brought forward claims for
recognition, including Syrian democratic forces conducting ethnic cleansing against Arabs,
Christians Assyrian, Turkmens, Circassians, and Armenians.”
Again, according to Orhai electronic bulletin published by the Syrian Social Nationalist
Party, there are no district in Syria that the Kurds are a majority, a fact that challenges their
claim for separation. To reach the situation of becoming a majority, even the EU report
itself noted, that the Kurds leadership is conducting ethnic cleansing against Arabs,
Assyrian Christians, Turkmens, Circassians, and Armenians in the areas, which they
control, supported and protected by US, EU enemies. One of the questions is: What form of
democracy and civil society are in parallel with ethnic cleansing?
One of the report irresponsible points is that in Syria, there is discrimination against Kurds,
while the truth is that there was class repression in the Syrian state especially when the
regime moved towards the system of social market. This repression was never national,
ethnic, religious or sectarian as in the west, including the EU, as they pretend. There is no
ideal regime in any place in the world, but internal mistakes or policies do not justify to
launch wars against any other regime, where the results are so obvious in the cases of Iraq,
Libya, Afghanistan and for sure Syria.
One of the most dangerous diktats of the West, including EU, is in their attempt to impose a
new Syrian constitution especially their insistence to strengthen the Forces of Politicized
Religion/Moslem Brothers who were, and still are, the core of terror in Syria. It is ironic that
recently, April 2019, the US itself added the Moslem Brothers to its list of terrorist groups!
“…For European states and institutions, particularly those most active in international
diplomacy on Syria – the seven European members of the International Syria Support
Group: France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, the UK, and the EU – a recognition
of the irreversibility of decentralization should have important implications for their
approach to conflict resolution.”
The so-called “Friends of Syria” were 60 regimes in 2011 and they are now around six only.
In fact, those regimes are friends of the terrorists and part of the war against Syria. This
form of “friends” needs only to show that ZAR is in the core of this friendship.
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Germany and Zionist Regime
Saturated of Racism
Not in Need for Hajj Hussain’s “Advice”

In his false attempt to clean the history of Nazism and Hitler himself, Netanyahu falls into
deeper trap attributes of the Holocaust to an “advice” from Hajj Amin al-Husaini to Hitler.
Many had written negating that hallucination, so I will take the discussion to another level.
History does not teach us that there was any nation that is totally racist. In certain periods
and under the hegemony of certain ideology, many or most of some nations deteriorate into
being and behave as racists. This deterioration is highly applicable on Germany under
Nazism, and currently the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR) as a settler colonialist in all of
Palestine. I will look at the roots of that joint criminal attitude of both.
This strange attitude and similarity between Germany and ZAR did not start neither from
the intensive Nazi Holocaust against Jews nor from the current ZAR extensive Holocaust
against Palestinian people. It is rooted and inherited into the history and culture of both.
In Germany, it is Hegel, in the first half of 19th century who made a distinction between the
‘historic’ peoples and “peoples without history”. “The civilized nation is conscious that the
rights of barbarians are unequaled” (The Philosophy of Rights, (Encyclopedia Britannica,
Chicago, 1971, p. 111).
In fact, it is not only Hegel,
“…The ideology was a quite mystical doctrine, deriving from Herder, Fichte, Hegel and
some others, according to which the German nation is a superorganism with a ‘will’ and
‘spirit’ of its own, and the German citizen is someone, not at all free as to will and rights,
but merely a cell or a component part of the state organism and subject to its superordinate
‘will’ (James M. Blaut, The National Question, Decolonizing the Theory of Nationalism,
Zed books, 1987. P. 34).
Those absolutely racist arguments are the real cultural/theoretical foundations of Nazism. It
is entrenched in Germany’s culture. So, it is natural to breed after several decades the
philosopher of Nazism, Martin Headgear, who never apologized for his belonging to
Nazism. The shame is that neither Zionists nor US regime punished him. In fact he was
welcomed by the United States.
But today, Netanyahu redraws Hitler as a naïve criminal, and that a Palestinian Mufti alHusseni who lured him!
It is irony enough to hear now that many German leftists are supporting the division of Syria
along sectarian and ethnic lines through standing for the demands of part of Kurds who live
in Syria to split. Kurds in Syria are refugees who escaped the Ottomans massacres. In this
position this German left is repeating the creation of an entity similar to that of Zionists in
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Palestine. But, they do not realize that their own country is occupied by US imperialism! It
might not be a joke to remind them that the one million Syrian refugees who are captured by
Germany capitalism will demand self- rule and independence after ten years!
As for the origins of Jewish racism, it is enough to mention their believe of the “chosen
people”, which shows God as a discriminator who prefers one people over all human
beings! If this people is different, God could have kept them in heaven.
This historic Jewish racism was and still is the background of Zionist intellectuals and
politicians:
Let’s recall Borochov, who justified the building of a Jewish state on the bones of another
people, just to enable the Jews to build a Jewish socialist state! What a criminal racist
socialist! (Borochov Ber, Nationalism, and the Class Struggle: a Marxian Approach to the
Jewish Problem (New York, 1937).(
Herzl also emphasized that the “Jewish State” will be a wall to protect the West from the
barbaric East. God knows by what means this protection will be achieved? By roses!
Later the well known Jewish/US intellectual Noam Chomsky, as a figure in US main stream
left wing states that he is a Zionist, and he refuses a joint state for Palestinians and Jews in
the land of Arab Palestinians, ( Noah Cohen, “Noam Chomsky and ‘Left’ Apologetics for
Injustice in Palestine ”, Aug 23, 2004 ,
http://www.axisoflogic.com/artman/publish/article_11169.shtml )
criticize US aggressive position against Syria!

and

refuse

even

to

(http://traduccionsiria.blogspot.com/2012/05/continuacion-presentamos-la-traduccion.html.)
Now, as long as both, Germans and Jews, are educated by those political and intellectual
racists, it is no wonder that when Netanyahu visited Germany last month was welcomed by
German Prime Minister Mrs. Merkel. But what is more stranger and more frustrating for is
that not even a small demonstration took place against his visit, at least at the time when
ZAR soldiers and settlers are burning Palestinians alive and killing based on color to the
extent that they shot dead an Eritrean worker imagined that he is an Arab. Even the socalled left in Germany does not dare to denounce that visit.
In this environment, it is expected from Netanyahu will throw his tremendous lie that Hajj
Hussein told the “poor” Hitler to kill Jews.
I never thought that Husseini must “embrace” Jews since they that they are and will
continue to evict his people from their Homeland.
It is only the sick racist who might believe that Husseini must embrace those settlers.
German left must feel ashamed that their state did not arrest a bloody criminal like the
Zionist Prime Minister who is rude enough to teach them that the black history of Nazism
was a shining one.
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No to Idolization of the Working Class
A lot of issues and arguments emerged directly following Brexit from EU and more to come
as well. I am discussing here one aspect of that big event: the position of British working
class.
I will not discuss the factors behind the position(s) of that class towards UK membership in
the EU. In an article I wrote in Kana’an eBulletin I mentioned that the British working class
is racist.
I certainly I did not mean meant that the entire working class is racist. Even some of the
bourgeois class may not be racist.
Some comrades exaggerated in their defense of the position and struggle of the British
working class making its position too rosy!
I am not sure about the percentage of those who vote for or against Brexit and what are the
reasons of both groups.
What is interesting here is another issue, which is the inclination of some leftists to idolize
the working class, just because it is a working class; a position that looks logical, but in
essence, it is deceptive.
Any class is not considered a class without having and adopting a political consciousness,
position and practice.
The working class is a potential revolutionary class and the most if not the sole potential
revolutionary class, but not all of it and not in every time and era. It is right that working
class is the only class, which continues revolution to its last goal, socialism. But, As long as
it is still voting for bourgeois nominees, it is in fact alienated.
This is not the place to refer to a lot of arguments that the potential revolutionary are not
the working class, but, communities, ethnicities, gender, people of color, oppressed
nations…etc, but those arguments are mere intellectual and petty bourgeois theorizations
aiming to challenge Marxism. It is a good training of mind, but not alternative for the real
revolutionary class, the working class as the only class, with poor peasants, whose final goal
is socialism.
In the case of British working class, there is no unity in terms of consciousness, position and
practice. Some of this class accepts foreign East European workers to work in the UK, but
against Arab/Moslem immigrants. Some of them are for staying in EU and some are against.
Some consider EU as a bureaucratic apparatus and a business for MNCs and some consider
it internationalist.
In a reply to some comrades, I mentioned that most of UK’s colonial armies are from the
working class.
All of us knew the bourgeois propaganda and national justification of colonialism as
“defense” for UK country and interests, and even some of that propaganda pretends that
there is a positive colonialism.
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But, the UK Prime Minister and war criminal Tony Blaire confessed (7 July 2016) that
UK’s participation in the war of 2003 against Iraq was a mistake and he express apology for
that aggression. What an empty apology after a total destruction of an Arab people as a
spare head for a final destruction of Arab nation?
On the one hand, his apology is a mere lie. But, on the other, why the UK working class did
not leading the demonstrations now criticizing him and his war crimes and demanding a
punishment against him and his cabinet, party and any participant in that war.
We never ask the bourgeois class to protest, but it is expected and must be from the oldest
working class in capitalism’s history and the working class of a nation which destroy a lot
of nations and the last is Arab nation.
The Australian Prime Minister argue that the war was necessary in a justification of his
regime’s participation is destroying Iraq.
The same question is directed to the Australian working class as well.
It is right that any socialist must support working class struggle and stand with it against any
capitalist regime. But, idolizing any working class, even if it is in a revolutionary practice is
false, and how when it is divided to the extent that part, might be half, of it tale to the
criminal bourgeois on the one hand, and soldiers in colonial army on another?
Finally, even if intellectuals, Marxists, Communists and Socialists in the capitalist west
idolizes any working class, it is more dangerous for their counterparts in periphery to do the
same, at least because those in periphery are sons of millions of victims of colonial armies
and they might became victims as long as colonialism still possible and activated as it is the
case in Iraq, Syria, Libya, Yemen, Afghanistan…etc..
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Imperialist Aggression … What after?

Let’s remember Mao’s saying: “Imperialism is a paper tiger”. He said that even before US
defeat in Vietnam, Iraq and before the French defeat in Algieria and the British defeat in
South Yemen.
If this is the case of imperialist regimes, how about Arab clientele rulers, who are designed,
supported, protected and ruled by imperialism?
US enemy’s aggression against Syria supported by other two imperialist Triad partners
(Europe and Japan) continues its war against Syria, but moved from indirect aggression to a
direct one.
The question is not whether the direct war will continue or not, because of a simple fact,
which is that we Arabs, all Arabs, even the Arab, traitors and agents are permanent targets
for imperialism. As for Arab, imperialism targets even its Arab agents. Here let us call a
lesson of history that masters never respected their slaves.
My point about Arab traitors is supported by the fact that many Arab rulers were called to
US regime few days before the direct aggression against Syria. They might have been
commanded that an aggression will be launched against Syria, and told to harshly crash any
popular protests on the one hand, and to inform other Arab rulers to “shut up” as well, or
even that they should support the aggression.
In the same direction, it is obvious that Arab regimes that are dependent on imperialism are
participating in the new semi-declared coalition with the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR)
against Syria, which is camouflaged by a sectarian propaganda against Iran.
Based on the above points, the war against Syria is practically an Arab one as well. Arab
dependent regimes, westernized intellectuals (Sixth Brigade) Wahhabi, Moslem Brothers,
etc are recruited by US, Europe and Japan enemies against Arab nation and Homeland. Why
Europe, not EU? Look at Sweden as a regime pretends that it is neutral but participates in
the aggression against Libya, and even in the Security Council, it supports US aggression
against Syria, while on the same day terror killed some of its own citizens. Was it a Syrian
terror? Or the terror which Obama and Hillary established at least according to what Trump
stated on several occasions.
In fact, those Arab dependent rulers are internal colonialism/occupation; they are the Third
US army: the first is the US army, the second is the ZAR, and the Third army is composed
of Arab regimes and forces and regimes of Politicized Religion. It included intelligence
forces, agents, and intellectual sixth brigade…etc.
As this is the case, the question is: What is to be done on popular level?
It is no less than to engage in the war, peoples’ war with its various levels and scales. You
can’t be neutral towards counter-revolution (CR) when internal and external enemies are
attacking you.
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The first step for the popular classes should be to internalize and adopt the imperative
decision to divorce with CR’s internal camp.
Second, popular masses must adopt and practice Popular Revolutionary Destruction against
all different bases of enemies, i.e. economic, military, NGO’s, cultural…etc.
When all those bases are attacked even with rocks, when their roads are blocked, their staff
can’t reach to their work place, products of the enemies thrown onto the streets …etc, this
means a lot like:
The dependent regimes will fall into chaos; they will be obliged to use police forces and
soldiers to protect millions of threatened places day and night. This I call the disintegration
of the essential pillars of the Arab qutri/dependent state, which will become unable to
control people’s daily life and activities.
Its police and even army will be in a terrible situation even in their daily life because of new
difficult challenges. They will have problems with their families who will be bad-mouthed
cursed in their neighborhoods; their children in schools will be hated.
The external enemy will face a challenge against all its bases especially the drained wealth
and the threatened markets.
The traitor regimes will apply more repression against all masses. This will not solve the
problem. The people will respond with more resistance against regime’s brutality and
treason.
That is why; I think that small numbers of youth must initiate these resistance activities
without weapons, but with rocks and barricades. They shouldn’t be caught and they must
know that demonstrations just put their heads as easy targets for police fire and sticks for
nothing but to show what so-called public opinion and human rights associations that they
are repressed while most of those associations are designed agents by the imperialist and the
victim will be only registered as numbers or they even might not record them.
Lets’ push it from engaged intellectual to a class and national engagement.
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CHAPTER SIX
TERROR
TERRORIST ORIENTALISM IN A STATE FORM
USING MARXISM, CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM TO
DISMANTLE ARAB HOMELAND
Edward Said’s distinguished work Orientalism, (1978) followed by a debate in the
academic and cultural circles in the capitalist west even more than its influence in the
political sphere. This is due to the fact that the political instance has its own deliberate
colonial goal, i.e. the old and continuous targeting of Arab Homeland. The book was
published during an era when culture became largely dominant in western academia and
politics were oriented and designed to camouflage the neo-colonial role in the Orient
benefited from the strive of cultural Marxists (Lukacs, Kursh, Gramsci…) leftist i.e.
Frankfurt school, liberal and later feminist writers who were trying to avoid and negate
historical materialist approach.
In such an environment, culture became a Trojan horse to invade the East for the sake of
colonial interests during the so-called post-colonial era.
The main issue, which Orientalism focuses on, was and still is that the West invasion of the
Orient is motivated by two goals:
 To understand all aspects of history and life of the Orient, for sure each form of
Orientalism has its own goal.
 According to Said, Orientalism absorbed the orient and re-creates, reproduces an
image of the orient, as it wants the East to be. This is the main affair of the formal,
colonial and cultural Orientalists.
In this level, several dangers threaten the Orient taking into consideration that the West’s recreation of an image for the Orient is aimed at designing a plan and strategic vision to
dominate and rule it. The colonial essence of Orientalism is crystallized in military,
economic and cultural colonialism, which never stopped and will not stop voluntary. Those
forms of colonialism are interdependent and even exchange their roles, i.e. while military
colonialism was the first, it paved the way for other economic and cultural forms.
The so-called post-colonial era witnessed neo-colonialism, which inherits the old direction
form of colonialism and took the form of dependency in political, economic, cultural
instances. The so-called postcolonial era confirms what Said argued that the West re-creates
the Orient according its own image. This was and still is represented through the two weak
components of orient societies who collude with the colonialists:
 The political elite or comprador capitalism.
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 The intellectual elite or the Sixth Intellectual Brigade (SIB).
Both of them are externalized, Qutri150, and to a large extent sectarian a fact that put them in
contradiction with the ambitions of the nation for real independence, development and
freedom. The most harmed by those two elites are the popular classes, which sacrifice for
independence. Those classes did not get its share in rule and wealth in the so called postcolonial era.
As long as economic and political dependency exists, they exchange roles. In many
occasions, the cultural instance plays the role of “marketing” the economic one through the
expansion of cultural invasion to the minds of people especially promoting consumerism.
This paved the way for a deeper unequal exchange since the Orient is backward at least at
the level of industrial production and later in agricultural as well on the one hand, and is
deeply affected by consumerism on the other.
Unequal exchange in the Arab Homeland was based and cemented in the last decades by
alliance between:
 The capitalist class in the core capitalist countries as the center of financial,
administrative and decision making of the world economy;
 And the comprador capitalist class in periphery.
This alliance comprises the components of the Globalized Capitalist Public sector151,
follows the disintegration of the socialist camp where the world market became a monopoly
for this alliance but in a trickle-down manner.
Marx and Orientalism
Many arguments and critique have been devoted to place Marx with or anti-Orientalism.
Some apologize, some criticize and others defend. While each group has its own logic and
ammunition, the worst is the Zionist opportunists who used both Marx and Orientalism as
ammunition to justify and support the first terrorist Orientalist state project at the heart of
Arab Homeland which is the Zionist Ashkenazi Regime (ZAR). The vivid examples for
those opportunists are the Zionists Ber Borochov, Shlomo Aveniri and Noam Chomsky.
But, before dealing with their arguments, it is important to note that we must differentiate
three levels of the Marxism of Marx himself which are:
 Marxism as a scientific and revolutionary philosophy historical materialism aiming
to uproot capitalism and change the world.
 And Marx’s analysis which is close to the theory but might lead to wrong results
especially as long as the available information is little about this or that subject, i.e.
the Asiatic Mode of Production.
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 And deduction/prophecy might deviate more from theory than in the case of analysis.
It is worthy to mention that Orientalism is a formal western state capitalist project more
than a “neutral” academic and cultural one, came different and even negation to Marx’s
analysis and expectations which are based on his enthusiastic argument that advanced
nations will drag and oblige the backward ones according to theirs own style of
development dominated by capitalist mode of production. (The Communist Manifesto).
Marx and Engels were motivated by revolutionary thrust for capitalization of the world in
general as the shortest route to transcend capitalism and embarking towards socialism. Their
optimism led them to believe that the industrial bourgeois revolution will breed human
revolution in the form of capitalizing the rest of the world despite of the pain caused by
capitalization process, i.e. transformation deserves the sacrifice. Their revolutionary
romanticism led them to fall into Hegelian racist position against undeveloped, i.e.
unindustrialized nations whom he defined as nations without history.152 This Hegelian
influence trapped Marx and Engels into two problems:
 An optimistic expectation of a historical and human role of developed capitalist
nations (Europeans),
 And Eurocentric position towards other nations.
One of the factors that encouraged Marx and Engels to fall into that wrong conclusion is the
experience of White Settler Colonial countries which were artificially created by and
follows capitalist Europe.
What Marx and Engels ignored, or did not know, is that those new capitalist formations
dominated by capitalist mode of production were planted by Europeans after the termination
and even genocide extermination of the aboriginal people. The white settlers brought with
them the European level of industrial capitalist development, in addition to the fact that the
core capitalist countries were plundering non-European colonies and invest in the White
Settler Colonies, i.e. from India to North America.
The sole version of white settler colonialism after Marx’s time was ZAR, which is the first
version of Orientalist Terrorism (OT) in the form of a deliberate plan to inject a state in the
heart of Arab Homeland.153 This will be discussed later.
Other than WSCC, the role of capitalist West towards poor and colonized nations was
blundering wealth, blocking development and alliance with the most reactionary groups or
classes in those countries enabling them to rule by repression. The most obvious example is
the Arab Oil renter rulers.
Engels “called the revolution of Abdulqader in Algiers against French colonialism as
struggle of the desperate case of barbarian society and he praised the French invasion as “an
important and happy fact in the progress of civilization”.154
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“Upon the whole it is, in our opinion, very fortunate that the Arabian chief [Abd-el-Kader]
has been taken. The struggle of the Beduins was a hopeless one, and though the manner in
which brutal soldiers, like Bugeaud, have carried on the war is highly blamable, the
conquest of Algiers is an important and fortunate fact for the progress of civilization. .. And
the conquest of Algiers has already forced the Beys of Tunis and Tripoli, and even the
Emperor of Morocco, to enter the road of civilization”155. Engels’ discourse here is
diplomatic more than revolutionary.
Marx and Engels passed away many decades before Algeria defeated French colonialism,
even settler colonialism that exploited, plundered and blocked development of that country.
France decided to “donate” Tunisia and Morocco their independency 1956 because it
worried that the Algerian revolution will radicalize the other two Maghrib Arabi countries
which might create a revolutionary block there. The Tangier Conference /Protocol (April
1958) was a copy of Sykes-Picot plan which divided the Arab Mashriq.
Showing his pleasure of the white settler United States’ occupation to Mexican land Engels
describes the Mexicans as “Cow thieves”.
Engels and, to a large extent, Marx were ridden by the desire of capitalizing the whole
world at any price. The enthusiast and poetic language of The Communist Manifesto
confirms my point. “The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments of
production, by the immensely facilitated means of communications, draws all nations, even
the most barbarians, into civilization. The cheap prices of its commodities are the heavy
artillery with which it batters down all Chinese walls, with which it forces the barbarians’
intensely obtainable hatred of foreigners to capitulate. It compels all nations, on pain of
extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production; it compels them to introduce what it
calls civilization into their modest, i.e., to become bourgeois themselves. In a word, it
creates a world after its own image”.156
It is strange that The Communist Manifesto considers other nations as barbarians! The
Manifesto of Marx and Engels derides other nations despite the fact that Marx and Engels
themselves criticized the brutality of colonialism. This shows that they were tension of
praising capitalism’s progressive and criticizing its brutality at the same time.
“England, it is true, in causing a social revolution in Hindustan, was actuated only by the
vilest interests, and was stupid in her manner of enforcing them. But that is not the question.
The question is: Can humankind fulfill its destiny without a fundamental revolution in the
social state of Asia? If not, whatever may have been the crimes of England, she was the
unconscious tool of history in bringing about that revolution.
Then, whatever bitterness the spectacle of crumbling of an ancient world may have for our
personal feelings, we have the right, in point of history, to exclaim with Goethe:
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[“Since they thus have swelled our joy,
Should such torments grieve us, then?
Doth not Timur’s rule destroy Myriad souls of living men? “]157
In fact, Marx was right in saying that his journalistic writings on Asiatic Mode of
Production (AMP) causes him headache, “These journalistic garbage disturbing me, but the
pure scientific works totally different”158. Unfortunately, this never wiped his and Engel’s
failure to avoid the previous mistakes.
Despite Marx’s definition of his journalistic writings as garbage, he and Engels failed to
comprehend why colonized nations hated foreigners. It is because foreigners here are the
colonial powers159.
According to Terner, Althusser simplified and rejected Marx journalist writings on
colonialism as transitional analysis, which was replaced by scientific analysis of the mature
Marx1160. This never wiped the falls and mistakes on the one hand, but at the same time
proves that Marx and Engels are human beings, albeit they were genius and revolutionaries.
They might fall into wrong positions and reach wrong conclusions.
Marxism was never limited to Marx himself. Marxism is all theoretical and revolutionary,
materialist theorization, struggle and achievements which follows Marx/Engels works until
today and the future. Bolshevic revolution and Lenin’s understanding and support of
colonized nations struggle for freedom and independence and recently the theorists of the
World System School (Frank, Amin, Wallerstein and Arrighi) especially the theorization of
center/periphery contradictions did in fact develop Marxist analysis and cured it of disease
of Orientalism and Euro-centrism.
It is a great failure and shame that Althusser himself stand for French colonialism against
Algiers. And it is an irony as well, that Turner did not criticize this Althusser’s collusion.
Western Terrorism:
Kidnapping Christianity and absorbed Islam
In his book, Black Athens, Bernal challenge the western false pretence that the Greek
civilization is a Western one. His work is a challenge to the whole edifice which western
modernization is built on.
Samir Amin wrote as well that Europe kidnapped Christianity and reproduced it as if it was
originally European. The goal is to show that Europe is the mother of every human
civilization and that the rest of the world must subject and follow. This approach is the best
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and least expensive way of making each European a racist, proud of his race and color,
which made him ready to plunder, and to kill others for any reason, i.e. millions in
Philippines, Algeria, Vietnam, Iraq, Libya…etc “dragging” those peoples for democracy
marketed by the white man who as a prophet sent by a “Civil Society” to civilize and
democratize them161!
But what is interesting for us here is deeper. It is the changing of Christianity from a
religion of peace to a capitalistic religion that justifies and even encourages bloody
colonialism. It became a:
 Western capitalist religion
 A tool for colonialism
In the white settler colonial countries, the white settlers not only slaughtered the original
nations but fought each other fiercely. The Boer war in South Africa and the British/French/
American wars in North America are well known. By the name of Christianity, the white
settlers in South Africa and the United States pretended that those countries are a promised
land162, granted to them by God, and according to God’s promise they slaughtered the
“barbaric” native peoples. The westernization and capitalization of Christianity breeds the
worst and most dangerous politicized religious sect Judeo-Christianity and at the political
level the neo-conservatives.163
Kidnapping Christianity and the production of its new versions were the bridge to attack
Islam, swallow it and reproduce it in a terrorist Islamic version.
The terrorist version of Islam came in parallel with Orientalism and colonialism. Its
beginning was a joint work between British colonialism and Bin Abdul Wahhab in Hejaz.164
It is important to note that the mother of Evangelism is Britain.
Wahhabi rejection of any Moslem sect which did not share their ideology is contradictory to
the long history and tradition of Islam even towards non-Moslems. The bloody history of
Wahhabisim is, in fact, borrowed from British colonialism. This relationship but even
alliance is the base and the beginning of Terrorist Orientalism. It is more than cultural
Orientalism which is marketing western culture and life style including consumerism. It is
the creation of an internal force, local one, with no mercy towards any body, supported and
commanded by colonial powers and devoted to fight Arab nationalism under the banner of
Islam.
Any careful reading of the history of the Saudi regime reveals that it is a regime that is in
continuous alliance with colonialism to terminate Arab nationalism.
What follows are some clear facts:
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 In 1967, the Saudi King Faisal encouraged US imperialism to terminate Naser’s
regime in Egypt;
 The Saudi regime financed al-Qaida since its foundation;165
 The Saudi regime was and still interested of getting rid of its two main surpluses by
exporting them as terror against the Arab nation especially against Arab secular
regimes and even against countries in a terrorist project sponsored by the “civilized”
West. These two surpluses are:


The oil rent surplus, i.e. people’s wealth!



And the educated Wahhabi terrorist surplus, i.e. people’s labor power!

The point is that imperialists swallow and occupy Islam. This form of occupation transcends
and is different from the kidnapping of Christianity. It is not an adoption of Islam. It is a
process of turning it from religion to ideology and an education of Moslems inside Islamic
countries to hate others and to enjoy blood shedding. They created an Islam that is full of
hatred and terror and that is oriented against any other Islamic sect. It is an Islam
manufactured in intelligence, academic and Orientalist Western circles and then reoriented
against Arab and Islamic countries to practice terrorism on behalf and for the interest of
foreign enemy. This process of re-orientation is the new version of Orientalism, the
Terrorist Orientalism (TO).
While Wahhabism was designed by British intelligence, al-Qaida was initiated by French
intelligence director Alexander de Mernche, and welcomed by the US department and
financed by the Saudi regime. The same regime which had, for decades, educated, financed,
and graduated local Saudi youths as Wahhabism and recruited, educated and financed many
Moslem youths in a large army of fanatics from several countries to invade Arab Homeland
in a wave that is similar to those of the Crusade wars and even with similar slogan, i.e., the
Crusaders pretended that their invasion was to protect Jesus tomb, and al-Qaida, ISIS and
their articulations pretend that they are fighting to rescue Islam. Terror is the project which
is designed to get rid of youth labor force, instead of employing them for production and
development.
The main difference between Terrorist Orientalism and the traditional ones is that most of
the forces of the new TO are from the Orient itself, and their goal are to destroy their own
societies, i.e. not even to colonize.
Cultural Orientalism targeted local cultures and discourses of other nations to lure and
encourage them to consume western commodities on the one hand, and to feed the feeling
of inferiority on the other. All of this to serve the main goal which is to enable the capitalist
center to easily plunder wealth by several means.
Western colonialism, whether it is Orientalism or not, recruits local reactionary and
comprador classes and local Intellectual of Sixth Brigade (ISB) and has reached the edge of
pushing Arabs out of history as Fawzi Mansour wrote. But TO is embarking on a project
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aiming at the general genocide of the Arab nation. The mastermind that is operating them is
located in the West and its local forces are:
 Regimes of Politicized Religion (RPR);
 And Forces of Politicized Religion (FPR).
Accordingly, ISIS is not the only terrorist group, all regimes and forces of politicized Islam
that ally themselves with imperialism and Zionism are the same, the difference between alQaida, al-Nusra and ISIS only in degree.
At its best case, the TO is leading Arab Homeland to be more divided into tiny, corrupt,
dependent and sectarian entities fighting each other. This form of regimes is the best for the
ZAR that will be the strongest in military and economy, and might be the largest in both,
population and geography in Arab Homeland.
The irony is that TO is supported by large sectors of forces, which are traditionally against
Orientalism in general, i.e. those forces are from nationalists, Naserists, Marxists,
Trotskyites and Islamists from Arab and other countries. Otherwise, how come a list of
intellectuals from several countries wrote and signed declarations in support of so-called
revolution in Syria.166
I will refer only to the Marxist Sadeq al-Azm, the Syrian intellectual who wrote extensively
since the 1960s a critique to the religious thought. He was protected by the same Syrian
secular regime, which he is now standing against it in favor of Counter Revolution and OT!
The same al-Azm who criticized the late Edward Said’s compromise with US
imperialism167 is now standing now in the same CR front led by the US against Syria.
In fact, Azm’s deterioration started much earlier and before the CR war against Syria. While
the wild globalism was in its peak of controlling the world especially the 13 years of
criminal siege and sanctions against Iraq (1990-2003) and few years before occupying
Baghdad. Azm early on praised Globalism.168 It is important to note that many Arab
intellectuals deteriorated after the collapse of the Soviet Union to play the role of organic
intellectuals of the CR.
Terrorist Orientalism Statist Version
First: The Zionist Ashkenazi Regime
Traditional Orientalism took several forms, cultural, political, economic and intellectual. All
those aspects were imposed from outside and that is why they were mobile.
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The new Orientalism is similar but is also different from the traditional one. It is similar to
the traditional Orientalism in terms of its colonial and aggressive content designed and
controlled by a foreign state. But it is different in terms of its goal to become a state. This
form of Orientalism breeds two forms of terrorist states:
 The Zionist Ashkenazi Regime and
 A hundred years later, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
These two forms of state are similar in terms of being motivated by special understanding of
religion. Their human ammunition must be from one religion, one from Jews and the other
from Moslems. The difference between the two is in the source of human ammunition.
For the ZAR, human ammunition is collected and recruited from all over the world. They
are purely settlers supported by imperialism recruited mainly from Jewish middle classes
and led by capitalist bureaucrats and intellectual elite.
For al-Qaida, al-Nusra and ISIS, the human ammunition are form Arab local and foreign
Islamic societies, recruited from poorer social sectors, peasants, workers, lumpenproletariat, vagabonds, criminals, prisoners…etc, led in the field by terror experts or
dissident local officers mainly from ex-Baa’thist ruling party, while their high rank
leadership is the imperialist intelligence circles. Technically, they are manufactured in the
West, but humanly, they are local, and financially they are supported by local renter regimes
which were themselves created and supported by colonialism and now by imperialism. That
is why, those regimes are to a large extent the same as those pure terrorist organizations.
As both forms of TO states are manufactured in the West and mainly targeting Arab
Homeland, their main concentration is directed towards Palestine, Iraq and Great Syria.
That is why the ZAR was injected in Palestine, and ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Both states
complement each other, they do not clash against each other, rather they cooperate.
Subjugating Marx’s Orientalism for Terrorist Orientalsim
This article will not indulge itself in discussing the well-known and long historical terrorism
of the settler ZAR that was, in the first place, injected by mere force in the homeland of
another people, the Palestinian people.
As the subject of the paper is, I will limit myself to few examples of how Zionist
sociologists Ber Bourochov, Shlomo Aveniri and Noam Chomsky distort facts and theorize
for terrorism in a Marxist/humanist/Orientalist manner.
Their argument is a typical colonial distortion of facts, scorn human minds, dreaming to
monopolize information forever and entrenched behind great theory, i.e. Marxism.
Borochov (1881-1917) argued from a Zionist “proletariat” perspective. It is really an
intrusion to the proletariat to submerge it with Zionism. It is a very strange repellent.
Proletariat from Marxist perspective is a revolutionary socialist class. There is nothing in
common between this class and settler colonial movement, Zionism. Settler colonialism is a
terror in itself. When it is oriented by the capitalist West towards the Orient, it became TO
project. So, what is in common between those settlers and proletariat? Those forms of
settlers are an army in a terrorist mission even if they will work as workers or peasants
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inside the occupied Palestine. They committed massacres in Palestine, evicted its people and
after that doing some industrial/agricultural work in land of others. Part of them are wage
earners exploited as workers1169, but they themselves and their exploiters are stealing others
land and lives. This is a criminal proletarianzation.
Borochov argued (1937)170, “that each nation stow a social system in a pyramid form: a
large base of peasants and proletariat on the ground and factions of medical doctors,
lawyers, intellectuals and clerks in the top. But Judaism is unique in that that its triangle is
deformed (theory of upside down triangle) where a narrow base of peasants and proletariat
support a large top of professionals. Borochov argue that Judaism will never be socialist
unless it is proletarian (from proletariat). The peculiar description of Jewish working class
is: its small size, its participation is in commerce and distribution, not in productive
industry. This peculiarity has resulted from the peculiar historical role of Judaism as a
nation. With no country, homeland”.171
While confirming the several peculiarities of Jews, Borochov made a u-turn against all what
he confirmed, and justified the Jewish stealing of Palestine just to make a state for the socalled Jewish proletariat, which never existed as a class in a Jewish nation or land. What is
the wisdom behind all these embellished discourse other than racism, orientalism, deformed
Marxism produced by a sick and terrorist mind and psychology?
Again, Borochov pretends that Jews of the world constitute a single nation and defines
nation as “a social group that has developed on the basis of common conditions of
production and… which is, moreover, united by a consciousness of affinity based on a
common historical past”. After that, he states that the most general conditions of production
…is the national territory” and hence the national territory is “the positive foundation” on
which a nation is able to develop a national life of its own. But, “the Jews lacks this positive
foundation” because they are extraterritorial and constitute an anomalous nation. Their
national existence, therefore, is determined by this purely negative factor, the absence of a
national territory”172.
His argument is strange enough, if the “nation is a social group developed on the basis of
common conditions of production”, i.e. the domination of a mode of production, and in age
of modern nationalism it is the capitalist mode of production, and if the national territory is
a positive foundation for any nation, how come Borochov had changed these logical and
historical facts to describe Jews as a nation, because they are the opposite! I.e. that the lack
of all factors of a nation is suitable enough to make the Jews a nation?
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But, even more, where is the Jewish nation in history? What is peculiar is Borochov’s way
of thinking. There is a Jewish religion. And as long as the Jewish workers who are scattered
all over the world within working classes of the nations whom the Jewish workers belong
to, then they are not a national class. They are parts of each class in each country they live
in. The same is for Jewish peasants, lawyers…etc. Accordingly, why they shouldn’t be part
of the struggle of the proletariat in the country, which they belong to and live in?
Borochov continues:
“ … This means that the proletarization of Jewish nation needs a geographic solution”. The
question is, from a theoretical point view, is there a possibility for proletariaztion of a
“nation” as a nation? This, in addition to the fact that is it a historical necessity the
proleteriatizing Jews by any means and price? Is the fate of world socialism hangs on the
role of Jews who are not a nation, but not all world nations? Is it necessary to make the Jews
a proletariat class, that imperialism must conquer another nation and steal their homeland?
Is this way of thinking other than racist?
Borochov is not shy of his racism when he wrote, “The geographic dimension of Jewish
socialism wasn’t a colonial case because those whom he calls them “original population of
Palestine” lacks for culture and national identity. Based on that, Borochov became able to
use this argument to deduce Zionism not from interests of all Jews but from the concrete
needs of the Jewish working class and for the protection of Zionism from being accused of
colonial domination over Palestine”173.
But, for the sake of discussion, let’s accept the racist propaganda that Jews are genius, and
the fate of world socialist revolution is conditioned by the creation of a state for Jewish
proletariat. Is the ZAR an obvious challenge? The fact and tragedy is that the Jews, either
proletariat or bourgeois or both were never able to occupy Palestine without the support of
imperialism. What is shameful is that the three main political, ideological currents in the
world, communism, international socialism and liberal capitalism, never reached a
consensus except in the case of the ZAR creation.
It is worth noting in this context that until now, there are Jewish, Arab and Palestinian
intellectuals who follow Borochov’s description of Zionism.
Noam Chomsky is another example of Borochov. Chomsky, as an old Zionist yearns for the
old version of Zionism as if it started by a nation inside its own homeland. Chomsky limits
himself to criticizing Zionist policies in the 1967 occupation, occupation of the West Bank
and Gaza 1967, neglecting deliberately the first and the main occupation of most of
Palestine in 1948174.
Noam Chomsky looks like a Salafi Zionist when he wrote:
“What I said was that I remain a Zionist in the sense of Zionism in the 1940s. Zionism has
changed. That doesn’t mean my views have”.
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What was Zionism in 1940s? It was a white settler colonial gangs depends on British
imperialism to conquer Palestine and evict its people. It was and still is an inferior colonial
tool for the superior colonial center. What was Chomsky expecting from Zionism to be as
long as it started as settlers of others Homeland? Is there any other route of a settler colonial
ideology and regime? If fact, Zionism is worse, it pretends that it is a secular ideology, but
at the same time, it stems from the big Jewish myth that God promised Jews the land of
Palestine. Any politician or writer who did not negate Zionism’s false secularism since its
project stems from a religious myth, is in fact colluding with it175.
The same is for the Palestinian Azmi Bishara, who said about Zionism that, I was
accustomed to look at it as colonial movement by itself or essentially, but through my
readings of Zionist literature I am sure that it is more complex than that. It looks at itself as
renaissance movement, liberation movement, Because of that it was in a tension situation
between its image about itself and its practices176. That is why it is not strange that Bishara
enter the Zionist parliament and lately ended in Qatar the clientele Emirate which plays the
same role of the ZAR against Arab Homeland especially against Syria. In fact, there is
today a large Arab and Palestinian Zionist current follows the racist Borochov.
I wonder why Terner (1981) failed to call Borochov’s analysis a racist colonial one,
considering that it is not related to any form of socialism. The polite position of Turner also
blocked him from naming Hegel’s position towards what he calls “Nations without history”
a racist position and Borochov refuge to cover himself by the racist position of the big, but
racist, thinker!
I will not argue here in support of the fact that the Palestinians were a part of Arab nation,
which has deep history, identity and culture. It is well known now. Many studies prove that
Palestine - when Borochov from the Zionist Jewish left, and Herzl from the Zionist right
Jews wrote their lies that Palestine was nearly empty and desert, to gain support of as much
as possible of imperialism and to lure Jews to settle in Palestine – had rich agricultural
products and manufacturing a lot of commodities. Palestine had trade exchange with Europe
and Egypt177.
Any ways, the result of manufacturing a “socialist Israel” in Palestine - which is the crime
of Western, Orientalists, Stalinists, and Trotskyites…etc - is a very clear one. The crime and
racism of the western socialists was never less than that of Western bourgeois.
In fact, the non-socialist Herzl was much more open, frank and obvious in his racism than
the “socialists” Borochov and others when he put it bluntly: “The Jewish state will be a
barrier between Eastern Barbarism and civilized Europe”.
From our understanding of this state, it is not only a watchdog for imperialists interests in
Arab Homeland, it is a state of agents from top to bottom. It is commanded by imperialism
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to play a certain role against any form of progress in the region. This is a dangerous terrorist
role.
Althusser was not better than Turner in terms of heading directly to the right position.
“Althusser argues for the rejection of Marx - Engels’ journalism writings on colonialism as
mere transitional analysis which was, after a short time, replaced by scientific analysis in
mature Marx178.
According to Turner, Shlomo Aviniri follows Hegel’s writings. Of course, Aviniri will
never find better racist support than that of a great philosopher likes Hegel.
Turner wrote:
“Hegel in history of Eastern state is in general historical because he is a mere repetition of
the huge destruction179” Hegel squeezes history in the borders of European modernization or
in Europe’s history. He starts from and ends in Europe.
What is really strange is what Bukharin wrote that” imperialism is necessary because it is
agitator of history”. This is provocative enough. It is similar to the writings of many in
recent decades who support globalism! The catastrophic result of imperialism and globalism
all over the world is more than clear. It is important to note, just for comparison that
Hobson, the liberal, warned us of imperialism in 1895, i.e. twenty-one years before
Bukharin.
Turner quotes Aviniri:
“Opportunities for the re-shaping the structure of Asiatic Societies, it’s total integration
inside bourgeois society and finally later in the socialist is increasing. This related to as
much as possible of direct European domination over those societies”180
Turner continued:
“Aviniri integrates between Borochov’s geographic solution of the Jewish Question and
Hegel’s perspective on the history’s process, for the sake of diagnosing the Israeli society
and Zionist socialism. The tragedy of Arab/Israeli confrontation lies in the fact that it
represents a conflict between two national social movements where Jewish nationalism
alone is radical and progressive. The Jewish national movement built on political struggle
for self-determination and social revolution for Jewish society, while Arab nationalist
movement is nearly political, and did not conduct social Arab revolution until now181.
Avinire, did not even try to hide behind the dirty lie, “Positive Colonialism”. He never dealt
with the fact that ZAR is a settler colonial white one! He wrote about ZAR as if it is a state
in Palestine that existed since the beginning of life on earth. What a sneaky mind and
psychology?
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Second: The Islamic State for Iraq and Syria
A complete century separates the creation of the first terrorist Orientalist state ZAR and the
second ISIS. As I noted above, the gravel holder of both states is the imperialist center,
while the sources of their human ammunition are different.
As for al-Qaida/al-Nusrah/ ISIS its creation is a form of division of labor between Saudi
Arabia and imperialism in their joint project designed to terminate Arab liberation,
development and unity movement. The same project is joint between imperialism and the
ZAR. In fact, all those gravel holders of ZAR and ISIS terrorist Orientalist states are
themselves terrorist regimes but different in terms of degree. The goal of all is the same, the
disintegration of Arab Homeland.
To begin with, I refer to Sindi’s important article on the roots of Wahhabi ideology as an
ideology that believes in the sword. Until the defeat of Arab liberation movement in 1967
represented by secular regimes of Egypt, Syria, Iraq, and Algiers on the one hand, and the
first oil shock prices 1973 on the other, Saudi Arabia as the center of all forces of both,
Regimes and Forces of Politicized Religion (RFPR) was in defense in its war against Arab
liberation, development and unity movement.
What put Regimes and Forces of Politicized Religion RFPR in a critical situation is the
victory of revolution in North Yemen (1963) and Egypt’s role in that including the
mobilization of thousands of its army to that country to fight the Saudi aggression against
Yemen. In that situation, the nationalist Egyptian regime became very close to oil fields.
From a nationalist point view, oil is a national not a Qutri wealth. But for the Saudi’s, it is a
family property182, this in addition to the fact that guerrilla fighters reached the edge of
victory over British colonialism in South Yemen. All those factors cemented the CR
alliance to defeat Arab liberation movement as fast as possible. This crystallized by the cry
of Saudi King Faisal to US President Johnson to defeat Nasser, which took place in 1967 in
the so-called Six Days War between Arabs and ZAR which in fact between Arabs and the
CR camp.
Following 1967 defeat and first oil shock in 1973, Saudi Arabia got rid of its Arabic enemy
Naserism and Baa’htism on the one hand and acquired a huge money liquidity which was
devoted to terminate Arab nationalism on the other and to spread Wahhabi and Moslem
Brothers (MB) ideology to fill the gap lost behind the defeated Arab liberation movement
with its nationalist and communist forces.
As for US imperialism, oil shocks and sky rocketing oil prices became a challenge in terms
of finding channels to re-stealing the accumulated money liquidity from the hands of Gulf
regimes especially Saudi Arabia.
Two means were invented:
First, The US plan was to persuade Saudi rulers that it is to their advantage to build a large
net of high ways, roads, new buildings, and bridges…etc. Saudi regime accepted US
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suggestion/plan183, which meant that oil rent surplus has to be transferred to US banks to
cover the cost US companies of conducting the huge project184.
Second, which is more interesting to this article is the so-called Jihad against communism,
which followed the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan based on the demand of the socialist
regime there.
The US found that it as a golden opportunity to launch war of attrition against the USSR
who was already suffering economic problems. The top political advisor of US national
security 1978 Zbigniew Brzezinski who insisted on the creation and support al-Mujahidin
expected that the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan would lead to its collapse. Many fall
into exaggeration to consider his expectation as a prophecy! In fact, it is logical to expect
that taking into consideration two factors:
 The economic hardships of the USSR after the two Oil shocks (1973 and 1985) and
the role of Saudi Arabia to serve US wars against USSR through bringing oil prices
down as it is doing it again now.
 The US colonial experience of suffering heavy loses especially its brutal war against
Vietnam.
The joint US Saudi coalition against Afghani new regime wasn’t a secret or not expected. A
most obvious evidence is the creation of al-Qaida. The importance of that never came from
the hesitation of the United States to repeat its bitter lesson in Vietnam, or from the
available huge Saudi financial resources. The importance came, in fact, from the available
source of youths educated by Wahhabism from Saudi and many Arab and Islamic countries
especially after the defeat of Arab liberation movement. Those young people were ready to
fight the Kuffar (infidels) the Soviets as communists and Christians in Diar al-Islam. The
imperialist weapons and the Saudi money have no value in the absence of human factor.
This human factor has been educated and fed by the Saudi regime since 1973 in all Arab
and Islamic countries under the cover of charity, Daa’wah, building mosques and
publishing extreme books with huge quantities. Later, after the defeat of USSR in
Afghanistan, Mujahidin became a regular army whose profession is war which means that
they shouldn’t return to Saudi Arabia, i.e. new role must be created for them.
Many thought that the CR created a new devil after the collapse of communism which is
Islam. This generalization is baseless. In fact, the alliance between imperialism and RFPR
has been strengthened and what I call it the imperialist swallowing of Islam to reproduce it
in terrorist Orientalism, but even in different forms, American, Turkish, Zionist, ISIS…etc,
but all of them are in the hands of imperialism and benefiting ZAR. The real war of CR was
against Arab Homeland especially Iraq and later Libya and Syria as we see at present. Islam
was used to hide the real goal of imperialism which is to terminate any progressive aspect in
the region. After the defeat and collapse of USSR, the CR designed two forms of wars:
First, re-orient the idle surplus Mujahidin armies to use Wahhabi version of Islam, to fight
other Moslem sects inside Arab Homeland.
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Second: built an alliance with Moslem Brothers (MB) to inherit as much as possible of Arab
regimes using Islam as well.
How was al-Qaida, the Mother of ISIS, created?
By 1978, the two surpluses we referred to in previous pages became available and ready for
use:
 Rent surplus to be spent for terror according to imperialist plans,
 And human Wahhabi educated surplus as a labor power, not to produce but to kill and
be killed.
The availability of the two surpluses, the readiness of Saudi regime to give the US
imperialism all what it ask for, encouraged the French former head of intelligence
services185 to introduce a study to build a terrorist army to fight USSR in Afghanistan.
“…The French spy prepares everything. The French agency will provide the technical
support, equipments and experience, while al-Maghreb (Morocco), and Egypt will provide
weapons. Saudi Arabia will provide money. The director of French Intelligence Agency
asked Shah of Iran to join- the escape of Shah early 1979 from Tehran uncovered the
activities of the club leaving behind him the documents186. In March 1977, Moroccan
soldiers were trained and armed by Saudi’s to counter Cuban/Angolan forces when they
were preparing to topple Muboto Sisi Seco in Zaier, and the Saudi bribed the Somali
president Mohamed Siad Bari to distance himself from USSR by providing him with
Egyptian weapons at the cost of $75 million (paid by Saudi Arabia). The Saudi money
enables Chad and Sudan to distance them relatively from Mua’amar Ghaddifi187.
In this environment, the US/Saudi invasion against Afghanistan started through Mujahidin.
In February 1980, Carter approved a secret program put in execution based on a secret
agreement between US and Saudi Arabia where each part pay half of its costs to support the
Afghani Mujahedeen and to drag the Soviet Union to its own Vietnam. The two states agree
that each one of them will pay more than $ 3 billion according to Rachel Bronson who is
considered a reference in US/Saudi relationship. Their agreement was a cooperation change
of the world188. The writer continues that the US did not pay its committed share! i.e. the
Saudis paid the whole amount.
In fact, there was an internal factor that pushed the Saudis to get rid of the surplus Wasabi’s.
It is the control of Al-Haram in Mecca by Juhaiman al-Ottaibi the real and direct disciple of
Salafism. The Saudi regime wanted Salafism to engage in fight but far from its borders, this
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did not satisfy Juhaiman and his radical circle. The regime avoids confrontion with the
Salafi establishment which is his partner in controlling the country. That is why the regime
found war against the communists the best exit to get rid of the two surpluses, money and
labor power!
But, the Soviet Union was never a direct enemy to the Saudi regime; it is the enemy of the
Saudis’ master, i.e. imperialism. Saudi’s real enemy is Arab nationalist regimes. The Saudis
found Sadam Hussein’s liberation of Kuwait 1990 a golden opportunity to let the ice ball of
terror expand. The Saudi regime and most Arab Qutri rulers supported and participated with
US and all CR’s war 1991 against Iraq and the fierce siege against it until its occupation
2003189. The result is that Iraq became - like Egypt of Camp David compromise for ZAR out of Arab progressive camp as forces that defended Arab Homeland against CR. What
remains is Syria.
Later, the US occupied Iraq in 2003. With that occupation the beginning of building the
second terrorist state(s) in the Arab Mashriq started. The question is never: will the US
create a terrorist state(s) and maintain them as the case of ZAR, or if it is a transitional step
to be used for certain services. This is an open issue. It is important to explain that ZAR is
totally foreign and that is why the ruler and the ruled are imperialism’s agents. The Arab
case is different, the ruler and many elite are agents, but the masses are not. That is why, the
goal was, still is and will continue for as long as CR is targeting Arab Homeland until its
final destruction. CR is ready to use any agent itself swallow and produces or if he is
already there and offers its service. The last, but obvious evidence on this analysis is that the
US sacrifices Bin Ali of Tunisia and Mubarak of Egypt for the MB’s. When Egyptian
masses flood to Mayadeen square against MB regime, the US turns its back to them and
dealt with the current Egyptian president Sisi. But the US continues to support terrorists in
Egyptian Sinai and in January 2015 welcomed the leadership of Egyptian MB in a challenge
to Sisi.
There is no change in the goal of CR to destroy Arab Homeland. Soon after the occupation
of Iraq, the first step was the meeting between president Bashar al-Asad and the US foreign
minister Colin Powell who set US conditions to subjugate Syria to US policy in the region
especially the recognition of ZAR, this despite the fact that Syrian regime supported the US
aggression against Iraq 1991 and did not support Iraq 2003 in front of US occupation, AlAsad rejected US condition and ended the meeting.
Arab Spring of Terror?
Many still call it Arab Spring. I wrote my book190 in early 2011 that it is a mere beginning
of revolution, but the CR jumped on its neck and subjugated it. It was possible for the CR to
do that because it is well entrenched inside Arab society on the one hand, and this Arab
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Intifadas lacked a strong leading revolutionary party/s and clear revolutionary class theory.
It is understandable why it lost the battle as long as the goal was vague.
The NATO destruction of Libya and recruiting of terrorists from 83 states to destroy Syria
and inject a new form of state “Terrorist Orientalist” ISIS state is typical to injecting the
settler ZAR in Palestine through recruiting settlers from more than hundred nations to
Palestine. Those settlers of both terrorist states are trained, armed, fed, and financed by the
same alliance of terrorists: ZAR, US, EU and Arab renter regimes.
The cost of weapons, salaries, training, logistic facilities, cars, tanks, artillery…etc to ISIS is
not easy to be acquired by guerilla fighters who are naturally poor disinherited. And if all
those are available, it is impossible for the persons and/or equipments to reach Syria or Iraq
without facilities and open borders from Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon and ZAR. All those
facilities, access and conditions were easily available for ISIS as the first guerilla group
moving from one continent to another by airplanes! The main difference between the
mother al-Qaida and ISIS the daughter is that:
 Al-Qaida is a mobile terrorist organization, but ISIS as a branch of al-Qaida is trying
to build a state for itself on a fixed space (land).
 While a-Qaida depends financially on the CR regimes, ISIS is trying in addition to
that to have its own fixed resources.
ISIS tactics and goal is similar to that of ZAR.
This difference explains why al-Qaida lasted that long, but ISIS might be used for a shorter
period.
This is the main reason that the leadership of terror is building a new coalition to replace
ISIS after it served its mission and tried to work for its own. This will be the fate of ZAR
when its job and role finished.
Kurdistan Iraq, Turkey and western oil companies are facilitating for ISIS to sell the stolen
Syrian and Iraqi crude oil, part of it bought by ZAR. All regimes who support ISIS were and
still are supporting ZAR.
Again, the question is: Will imperialism keep ISIS for a long time like ZAR or will kill it
for another form of clientele state(s)? Will imperialism allow ISIS or any similar agent to
terminate Saudi regime and even all Gulf regimes?
But, these questions or any similar are not the main issue.
The main issue for imperialism (the CR) is to keep destroying Arab Homeland by any
means or agents, and stay open for any scenario to find out what is its best.
Many reports noted that the leadership of al-Qaida and ISIS were in US prisons in
Guantanamo, Abu Ghraib…etc. When ISIS occupied al-Mosel in Iraq June 2014, a lot of
the forces were Sunni from the dismantled Iraqi army and the renegade Baa’thist leaders.
Some of the Moslem Brothers leadership have a direct relationship with United States and
support ISIS against Syria. Turkey’s assistance, training, opens borders and airports were
provided to all terrorist organizations in Syria including ISIS. On several occasions, many
leaders of Syrian armed “opposition “uncovered their relationship with ZAR. The last is the
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direct ZAR assistance to Jabhit al-Nussra “Al-Qaida branch in Syria”, which occupies the
borderlines between Syria and its occupied part by ZAR in Golan Heights.
All those facts tell us that those different forms of armed organizations have been built by
three partners, the CR, ZAR, and local renegades, and did not simultaneously fall from the
sky. Due to this estimation, it is acceptable that this form of Islam has been swallowed by
the West, reproduced, and exported to here, led by a leadership with two faces:
 A beard and black traditional clothes reading Qur’an.
 And western hats on heads thinking and acting according to plans and commands
from western politicians, intelligence and military experts’ plans.
That is why, it is reasonable to consider them Terrorist Orientalism driven to build a state of
their own serving the interests of imperialism and the Saudi/Qatari goal against Arab
nationalism and finally benefiting ZAR. But for sure, the terrorist CR will never let them
work for themselves as long as they are usable, the lord will keep them. Imperialism will not
strengthen them to occupy the Gulf, but to destroy Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Libya, and
Egypt…etc., i.e. Arab Homeland.
What remains is the hard question: How can we face and defeat both?
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Brussels: From Enjoying Global Capital
To the Bitterness of Global Terror

Why all those cries, lies, and hypocrisy in the globalized West following ISIS massacre in
Brussels while in fact Brussels itself was an incubator and even capital for those who
conducted the massacre.
Globalization is a new term for an old project started from the first very naïve simple
invasion of tribe against another, the first invasion by a state against another, and since the
first empire decided to extend its domination over the land of others. This was the practice
all empires. Many nations liked to invade others, but failed due to weakness.
Humanity must be, and it is human and universal by nature. But, globalism is a wild and
aggressive child of universal humanity.
Every human activity contains a soul, power, and motive pushing it towards universalism.
Ideas struggle to move from one head to another, from one place to another. Every piece of
poetry, any every word from a philosopher, or song of a singer, not to mention music, are all
of those human activities that tries to reach every corner in the world.
When a genius made the axe to conquer a tiny part of nature he was in the range of human
universalism in its struggle to acquire enough food to sustain himself. But the difference
between theoretical and art production on the one hand, and producing tools for material
production on the other is that tools for material production inject in the history of humanity
the germ of private property which since its inception terminates the humanity of
universalism or put it in indefinite conflict with globalism. One of the main dangerous
results of private property is the historical defeat of women, which continues until today.
Based on private ownership, the owner who did not work became in a position of power, the
power of ownership, strong enough to control, exploit and suppress producers of material
goods, progressive thoughts, poetry and art. His ownership enabled him to recruit
intellectuals, philosophers, writers who justify his acquired ownership of production of
others through false argument that private ownership is holy and sacred. Those are called by
Gramsci the organic intellectuals of ruling class, the owning class who also recruits police
and army to quill any revolt. But, at the same time, Gramsci wrote that life breeds critical,
and revolutionary intellectuals.
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This short introduction enables us to move through the various stages of history to deduce
and say that all wars in history were motivated by some form and level of globalization until
today where humanity falls into the most wild stage which is capitalism where the capitalist
mode of production dominates nearly all social formations in the globe, a mode whose main
feature and goal is to acquire, by any means, unlimited profit for one class. Unlimited
capitalist profit justifies geographic invasion, historical destruction, cultural oppression
…etc. as long as the result which is more profit. This is the essence of capitalism as the
most brutal stage in history which designs huge machines of theorizations, argumentations
and media propaganda to hide its ugly deeds and face.
One of the big lies of capitalism is that the globe under capitalism became “one village”.
This pretence is a distortion of universalism for the sake of globalism. The globe is one
village only for capitalism where it’s steals commodities from producers and moves freely.
Capital in a form of commodities or money liquidity and even electronic transfers is
intruding every corner of the globe searching for profit even if it will came through trading
with the bones of the dead, while workers as producers, are not allowed to move freely, it’s
movement is not globalized, but only according to capitals demand. Labor is a commodity
that is mobilized by capital.
There is no global village, but a global farm for capital. In the global era, the world, as a
market, became a globalized public sector for all capitalist class/es. It is a village of two
contradictory sectors:
 Downtown - the center
 Shanty town - the periphery
The center enters every single part of periphery in a free movement, which is prohibited for
periphery unless got permission and breed profit. People of periphery, especially the popular
classes, infiltrate to center secretly and under real danger.
Hundreds of thousands of Latin American workers try to infiltrate Mexican/US borders
looking for work in the US. Some succeed and most of them die in the desert or are caught,
humiliated, and thrown back to Mexico.
History and even current events explain that the US is exploiting, steeling and sucking
wealth form Latin America. For sure, those workers are not motivated by the right to restore
their continent’s stolen wealth. They need a revolutionary international movement to put
them on the right track.
Then, it is worth confirming that invasion started, and continues, from the capitalist core to
the periphery. Accordingly, it is logical that the periphery must do the same in every
possible way and means including those who look for work, smuggle or terror.
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To cover its brutal history and current aggression, western capitalism in its current global
era pretends that ISIS massacre in Brussels is one of the manifestations of Syrian crisis. The
west pretends as well that the crisis in Syria is a result of dictatorship regime in Syria.
There is no space here to remind this West that the Syrian regime is secular, antidependency to the West and anti-oil renter of Gulf regimes, anti-normalization with Zionist
Ashkenazi Regime and it is the Arab regime number one which provide women equality
and nearly emancipation.
The West used Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait and Bahrain to recruit and finance Wahhabi
educated lumpen-proletariat from the globe to infiltrate into Syria. Turkey plays the role of
station to welcome all those terrorists, send them to Syria and used Islam and Moslem
Brothers as a spare head to restore its colonial past over Arab Homeland.
Brussels as the capital of NATO and imperialist EU is the capital of European terrorists as
well who gathered there and were easily transferred to Syria through Turkey and proxy
Arab regimes of Jordan and Lebanon. French Homos were volunteered to “liberate” Syria
from Assad!
https://www.lesinrocks.com/2013/04/15/actualite/actualite/etre-homo-en-syrie-sous-lesbombes-une-double-peine/
Here is the role of the west behind Brussels massacre through two factors:
First: The west’s old and new targeting, hostility and enmity against Arab Homeland. Arab
wealth motivate them to put all their means and resources to topple Syria,
Second: The West, Turkey, Gulf rulers, Moslem Brothers, ZAR and even Hamas falls into
miscalculations depends on the false analysis that Syrian regime will collapse in few
months.
While the West thought that the exported terrorists will somehow either gain victory or die
in Syria. But those western rulers failed to recognize that the terrorists will be defeated. The
West even accepts the return of some of the western terrorists to return to Europe without
being aware that those terrorists will fight in Europe itself, they neglected the fact that
animal needs meat.
The West as the creator and protector of Arab Gulf backward regimes, and the manufacturer
of al-Qaida, al-Nusra, ISIS, and another tiny terrorist groups thought that the terrorists who
return from Syria will live in the west peacefully!
The right ruling regimes in the West, and the Zionist left there, especially the Trotskyites, in
their collusion with ISIS failed to understand that ISIS has its own universalism,
the Khilafa all over the world. When the terrorists returned to Europe, the EU police did not
arrest them, but left them to move free.
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What Europe forgot that it deliberately did not contain those Muslims and treat them on
equal base with other Europeans? Discrimination made those terrorists a fragile group ready
to adopt the ideology of regime and forces of Politicized Islamic Religion (PIR), i.e. Saudi
Arabia and Muslim Brothers.
Both, the western discrimination and PIR ideology separated those potential terrorists from
joining class struggle with working classes in Europe or even to engage in social struggle.
This the socio-political and economic climate which motivate those western youths to
choose the short way for change, any change, in their role and life albeit it is terror.
But, despite of the unbelievable brutal two forms of terror against Arab nation which are:
 either universal capitalist western terror, i.e. capitalism in its three eras of colonialism,
imperialism and globalism on the one hand,
 and the various terror of PIR on the other hand,
Despite that, I am afraid that what is coming is more dangerous. It is because the so-called
civil society in the West still prefers enjoying stealing Arab and periphery’s wealth despite
the fact that it leads to massacres.
To find out that Turkish people re-elect a terrorist political Islamic rule, French president
declares that “France is in war”, means with Islam, and in the US the new candidate for the
Democratic Party, Hillary Clinton not satisfied by Obama’s proxy war against Syria, and
declare publicly that she will occupy and purge Syria for the sake ZAR, and at the same
time the audience is crying in her support for her, while she must be in jail because of her
promises, all this means that what is coming is a catastrophe.
(Hillary Clinton: Destroy Syria for Israel: “The Best Way to Help Israel” By The New
Observer Global Research, March 22, 2016)
Globalized capital, false global village, former global capitalist terror will inevitably breed
global terror.
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Notes on Max Ajl’s
Auto-centered development and indigenous
Technics: Slaheddine el-Amami and Tunisian delinking191.
https://kanaanonline.org/en/2019/05/01/notes-on-max-ajls-auto-centered-development-andindigenous-technics-slaheddine-el-amami-and-tunisian-delinking1-by-adel-samara/

Development is a very controversial issue in terms of terminology, theorization, agent and
practice. Based on this argument, one might recall Socialism in one Country (SIOC) to
apply this question or critique on the issue of development or even on cooperation.
The challenge here might be related to one or all issues, i.e. space, size of a country, its’
wealth, theory, or agent of application.
All those points/issues are interconnected and related. While most of the points are
relatively similar or available here or there, I like to argue or concentrate on the vitality of
two: The writer and the leading agent in practice/application of developmental theory and
191
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strategy and the relationship between the writer/theory and the agent/leading social group or
apparatus.
It makes difference if the writer is committed to a social organization/party to be supported
by them to carry the theory in the field, among the masses, on the one hand, and for the
continuity of the project, on the other. An isolated writer even if he is inside his own
country like Amami in Tunisia i.e. not in Diaspora, i.e. the example of Samir Amin, will
lack a social tool. His ideas might find space in academia and stay as a mere text or even
burred there.
I have no idea about Tunisian writers in Max’s paper if they belong to a certain party, but it
is clear that they had never been adopted by the ruling regime/classes/organization. As for
Tunisian regimes before 2011, Bourguiba’s rule was a little bit progressive, but
the dictatorship of Bin Ali was worst and totally against development or even economic
reform.
It is not an absolute fact that when development is adopted by certain states/regimes, for
instance in socialist regime, it will be proper. The case of ex-socialist camp telling that
despite the fact that they were even “socialist”, the results were not successful and they
finally collapsed.
While there is no logic to ignore or minimize the role of counter-revolution (CR) in an open
and continuous war against the socialist, block especially CR reliance on both:
 CR own capacities
 And the drone wealth from peripheries
But, despite of all obstacles, internal and external, the example of Cuban steadfastness is
very important in confirming that development and socialism are possible under the role of
the state even in a small and relatively poor state which is nearly in the belly of the beast.
While, state in most socialist regimes failed to be the proper agent for development and
socialism, Cuba’s success negates the generalization of my argument that the state is not the
proper agent for development or socialism as well.
As for the agent for development, it is logical that if a political party or a regime adopts a
strategy of development, its’ chance for success will be better even if the strategy finally
collapses. The examples of Russia and China inform us that even after the collapse of the
socialist regimes and the capitalization of the social formations in both economies, the two
countries are growing albeit with increasing inequality. Moreover, the new capitalist
regimes in both countries benefitted from the industrial, scientific achievements of the presocialist regimes to build a strong and competitive capitalist economies and for some
writers, they became imperialist regimes192.
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See, China: Two Telling Trends New data from the OECD verifies once again the imperialist character of China’s
economy
By Michael Pröbsting, International Secretary of the Revolutionary Communist International Tendency (RCIT), 28
April 2019, www.thecommunists.net
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Back to Max’ paper on Tunisia, it is right that “implementation of technology is a political
choice and ‘technology bears the social “imprint” of its authors’ (Noble 1979, 104)193. But
this opens the way for the passive alliance between local dependent regime and the
direct/indirect colonial power through unequal exchange and relationship. This might
support the argument on the side of intermediate technology, which was mainly invented by
locals who are able to use and repair.
I wonder why Max’s thorough and deep analysis did not deal with the importance of
intermediate technology which may be more possible to invent and use in Tunisian
agriculture? Is it because the Tunisian writers discussed in his paper did not touch this
issue?
Following oil price shocks, regime in Nigerian imported luxury cars and new machines, but
when oil prices collapsed, the regime was unable to pay for import of spare parts.
Some cases in Palestinian Intifada 1988 were worse where Norwegian NGO donated a
Palestinian health NGO very “modern” complicated machine and when one of its’ parts
stopped working it became scarp. Here we are talking about the commands of the “author”
imposed on the dependent. Technology adoption is a real political choice between to be
patriot or treason. Tunisian regime after political independence under Bourguiba impressed
by Turkish semi-social modernization, i.e. secularism which was good as a beginning, but
failed to benefit from agrarian reform in neighboring Egypt under Nasser. Bourguiba was
one of the ardent opponents to Arab nationalism, Uruba, he was part of the
political/economic route of Arab dependent regimes, which aims to perpetuate its power
towards “Developing Unequal Development: between Arab countries”194.
Akkari’s argument was right that:
“Industrial and capital-intensive agriculture bore the markings of Western-educated
technocrats and planners bedazzled by Eurocentric notions of progress and modernity, and
haughtily.
Dismissive of peasant technics, which they rejected as ‘traditional’ millstone s weighing
down the march to progress” (Akkari 1993)195.
But, here again the role of the regime is vital as long as it accepts falling into bearing the
markings of those technocrats or control them or substitutes them on the one hand, and it
supports the argument for intermediate technology which is locally produced possibly
applied.
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Capital does not determine development; the issue is what form of policy behind investment
and capital management. When Tunisia fell into hunger in 1980s, it was only the poor Syria,
which donated wheat to them. Based on oil shocks 1973 Saudi Arabia invest in planting
wheat and spending higher costs and finally we never heard about that “poor” wheat. From
neighboring cooperation point view, Saudi Arabia must invest in Sudan agriculture for the
benefit of both, but later the Saudi regime supports South Sudan separation and now it is
spending on war against Yemen and paying for Sudan mercenaries to fight on behalf of
them.
In his critique of state’s role Max’s emphasizes:
"Furthermore, the state’s rejection was almost inevitable. Amami’s revolutionarydemocratic technics needed a revolutionary democratic social agent to implement them,
since they sought to redistribute power to peasants and away from planners, and to use
limited state resources to support smallholder farming, not large farms or export-oriented
irrigated sectors".
Here the nature of the social/political developmental agent is decisive and that is why even
the limited implementation of revolutionary ideas never works, as Le Goulven confirms:
“To the extent the state adopted indigenous waterworks in the Merguellil River’s upper
catchment in the 1990s; it implemented them only in bastardized forms, on its own terms,
shorn of
Their popular content, and ‘people were not consulted during their construction’ (Le
Goulven et al. 2009, 166)196.
Max’s point is that: “The resolution turned on social power, the social agent helming
development, and development as class struggle.” is correct, and even in such cases it is a
class aggression. In fact, in most of Arab countries, the policies of ruling classes/regimes are
continuous civil war. This is applicable on the case of Tunisia until today, i.e. after the socalled revolution as long as the current regime continue its’ adoption of the IMF and World
Bank prescriptions. That is why social unrest is increasing there.
The case of Tanzania case of top-down route for development is another proof that state is
not the proper agent for development despite of the unique case of Cuba.
“Tanzania’s Ujamaa experiment in top-down rural resettlement – often a watchword in the
peril s of top-down state social-rural engineering – sidestepped this fact, despite
Nyerere’s ‘radical nationalism’ and ‘personal integrity’(Shivji 2008, 21).197
While Tanzania has been influenced by China’s ruralization it might be compared to Cuba
better than be compared to the large China, i.e. both Tanzania and Cuba are small countries,
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but Cuba’s regime was socialist, i.e. not only nationalist. I might adventure to say that
Cuba’s policy was Top-down, but more democratic and more socialist.
While state in USSR and China was ruling but not owning, both achieved development
because they were conduct a development project. The cases of most Arab regimes were
against development, and as I noted above they were dependent on the one hand and
developing unequal development on the other.
Max’s briefing summary of Amami and his collaborators in the following paragraph is
correct.
“This essay has emphasized Amami’s project’s national-popular nature. It has shown such a
project rested on devolving power and management to Tunisia’s small peasantry. This essay
has further argued such radical programs emphasized enhancing and taking as departure
points already-existing knowledge’s in considering how to set into motion an indigenous
agricultural revolution. Finally, it has sought to situate Amami’s and his
collaborators’ thought within that intellectual and political context. It has also analyzed how
these Tunisian agronomists and development experts focused on building up and recovering
Existing agricultural technologies”.
But, the gap is too large between devolving power and management to Tunisia’s small
peasantry, and the Palestinian Intifada where the peasants took the initiative in the form of
Development by Popular Protection (DBPP) despite of the fact that PLO wasn’t for that
form of development due to its’ policy of orienting people’s revolt for political goal, i.e.
independent state, which never took place.
It is PLO’s policy; beside the Zionist Ashkenazi regime (ZAR) suppression are the reasons
behind the termination of the development and cultural aspects of Intifada.
“During the Zineddine Ben Ali dictatorship, during which both inventive political activity
and freewheeling intellectual exploration were equally unviable – Amami’s tragically early
death could not have helped – such technics with their democratic tendencies remained
largely unknown and unmentioned (Kerrou 2017).198
The policy of suppressing ideas so they will not be available to the people, calls us to ask
weather is it possible on the one hand and is it less than treason on the oth
While after Bin Ali’s dictatorship, it must or might became possible for interested people to
know, adopt and develop developmental theories, the practical popular step to free Jamna
was a class struggle in the time of “revolution”199. The lesson here is that the bourgeoisie
never lifted its’ hands off popular classes without struggle i.e. without DBPP.
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